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THE CASE FOR WHITE OAK 

[John Tin01 

Thank you Senator Sarbanes and good morning. As the senator 

said, I spent 36 years at White Oak prior to my retirement in 

February 1993. I have managed most of the key facilities remaining 

at White Oak and am intimately familiar with all of them. 

Our community believes the recommendations regarding White Oak 

and the Naval Sea Systems Command deviated substantially from the 

base closure criteria in the following four ways [Blowup #I]: 

* First, the recommendation to close White Oak fails to 

take into account the extremely high military value of certain 

irreplaceable, one-of-a-kind national defense assets at White Oak. 

.i~. Second, the White Oak recommendation substantially 

understates the cost to close White Oak. 

* Third, the NAVSEA recommendation is founded on a faulty 

analysis of the cost of moving NAVSEA to the Washington Navy Yard, 

versus the cost for White Oak. 

* Fourth, and finally, the NAVSEA recommendation fails to 

account for the fact that the land and facilities at White Oak are 

far superior to those at the Navy Yard. 

I will present the community position on the first two of 

these deviations - -  those concerning White Oak. 



I. WHITEOAK 

In the aftermath of the BRAC 93 drawdown at White Oak, there 

are four key facilities remaining: (1) The hypervelocity wind 

tunnel; ( 2 )  the Nuclear Weapons Effects test facility; (3) the 

hydroballistics tank, and (4  the magnetic signature control R&D 

facility. 

For the first three of these - -  the wind tunnel, nuclear 

weapons facility and hydroballistics tank - -  the Navy adopted what 

it called a "walk awayf1 approach. That is, the Navy decided to 

simply abandon them in place, to literally walk away from them. 

The White Oak COBRA included absolutely no costs for these 

facilities - -  not for moving them, not for replicating them 

elsewhere, not even for mothballing them for possible future use. 

I will focus only on the wind tunnel and nuclear weapons 

effects facility, since these are critical, multi-service, national 

defense assets. 

Wind Tunnel 

The wind tunnel represents the most noteworthy example of the 

Naxy's disregard for the base closure criteria relating to military 

value. The tunnel is used about one-third of the time by the Navy, 

and the other two-thirds by the Army, Air Force, NASA and private 

industry. It is truly a joint cross-service asset. 



The certified response to the scenario development data call 

refers to the wind tunnel as "a unique National asset." 

(Attachment 1. ) The military value data call response states that, 

"There is no Navy, DOD, NASA or industry facility which can 

approach [its] capability. " (Attachment 2. ) 

The potential loss of the wind tunnel was one of only three 

BRAC issues where concern was publicly expressed by the Chairman of 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in testimony on this Commission's very 

first day of hearings. 

As you may recall, the Chairman testified that the loss of the 

wind tunnel vcould eliminate a unique national capability" that 

serves military research and development needs. (Attachment 3.) 

He said the wind tunnel should probably be retained. 

One can hardly imagine a more authoritative source for the 

military value of a defense facility. Yet, the Navy recommendation 

would not only shut down the wind tunnel, but abandon it 

completely. 

Other highly authoritative sources have been unanimous in 

their views that the wind tunnel should remain in operation. 

For example, the Deputy Commander-in-Chief of the U.S. 

Strategic Command, in a memorandum for the Chairman of the Joint 

Chief of Staff, disagreed with the Navy's recommendation to abandon 

the wind tunnel. He described it as "vital to the continued 

credibility of the ballistic missile force." (Attachment 4.) 



The General Accounting Office, in its report to this 

Commission last month, made only three recommendations on Navy BRAC 

issues. One was that a way be found to keep the wind tunnel 

operating. 

Finally, just last week - -  on April 25 - -  the Ballistic 

Missile Defense Organization informed the Navy in writing that 

continued operation of the wind tunnel is vessential," since it is 

the only national facilitv capable of providing the flight 

environment for ballistic missile defense systems now under 

development. (Attachment 5. ) 

In sum, there is an overwhelming body of authority to suggest 

that the recommendation to abandon the wind tunnel ignores its high 

military value as well as DOD1s current and future mission 

requirements. 

Nuclear Weapons Effects Facilitv 

I will now turn briefly to the nuclear weapons effects, or x- 

ray, test facility. 

The certified response to the scenario development data call 

says this facility has "three of the world's largest and most 

capable nuclear radiation simulators." (Attachment 6.) 

The sponsor is the Defense Nuclear Agency, or, DNA. Last 

year, DNA decided to consolidate its x-ray testing at White Oak, by 

shutting down x-ray testing at two other locations. DNA has 

informed the Navy in writing that it is relying on the continued 

operation of the facility at White Oak. (Attachment 7.) 



Again, the Navy's decision to abandon this facility appears to 

disregard its high military value as a national defense asset, for 

which there is a clear, continuing, and essential mission. 

No Military Value Analysis for White Oak 

I would also like to point out that the Navy did not even 

perform a military value analysis for White Oak, or for the key 

national defense assets remaining there such as the wind tunnel and 

nuclear weapons facility. 

The Navy has conceded this, in a response to questions from 

Maryland Members of Congress (Attachment 8 . )  This is yet another 

indication that the Navy failed to account for the extremely high 

military value of White Oak's national assets. 

It was also stated in testimony before this Commission on 

April 17 that neither the Joint Cross Service Group on 

Laboratories, nor the one on Test & Evaluation, conducted a 

military value analysis of the irreplaceable national defense 

assets at White Oak. 

Costs to Close White Oak Are Understated 

In addition to disregarding the military value of White Oak's 

national defense assets, a second deviation from the base closure 

criteria occurred by virtue of an incomplete analysis of the cost 

to close the base. 



1 The White Oak COBRA shows a one-time cost to close of $2.9 

I 
million. However, as I mentioned earlier, this figure includes no 

cost whatsoever for the wind tunnel and nuclear weapons facility. 

1 Also shown is a recurring savings of $6 million per year. 

The certified responses to the military value data call 

1 estimate a cost of $143 million to replicate the wind tunnel 

elsewhere and $102 million to move it. 
I 

If this Commission agrees with the Chairman of the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff that the wind tunnel should continue in operation, 

than either the cost to close White Oak will become enormous - -  if 

the tunnel is replicated or moved - -  or, there will be a continuing 

cost to operate it - -  if the tunnel remains at White Oak. Either 

way, the current COBRA numbers just don't hold up. They are 

woefully inaccurate. 

For the nuclear weapons facility, the certified data call 

responses estimate that the cost to replicate or move it is 

$37-40 million. 

Clearly, it is too expensive to move the critical national 

defense assets at White Oak. Not only must they be kept operating, 

but they must be kept at White Oak. And if this is done, the 

projected recurring savings of $6 million per year will all but 

disappear. 



1 Conclusion 

II In conclusion, the recommendation to close White Oak deviated 

from the base closure criteria in two ways: 

I One, by failing to recognize the high military value of 

I 
critical national defense assets and the continuing mission 

requirement for them. 

I Two, by relying on closing costs that are unrealistically low. 

In fact, if one concedes that the White Oak assets must be retained 

for operation somewhere else, the cost to close could skyrocket by 

almost $200 million. 

We will now turn to the NAVSEA recommendation, which will be 

addressed by Mike Subin, chairman of the White Oak Task Force. 



[Michael Subin] 

1 
11. NAVSEA 

Good morning. I would just like to add to Mr. Tino's comments 

I by stating that the defense assets he discussed are part of our 

national treasury. If we lose them, we lose those scientific 

I capabilities and a major part of our industrial base. And 

industrial mobilization in time of need will never be able to fill 
I 

this void. 

As Mr. Tino said at the outset, we believe the Navy deviated 

substantially from the BRAC criteria regarding the assets at White 

Oak. We also believe that the recommendation regarding NAVSEA1s 

relocation deviated substantially from the base closure criteria, 

in two ways: 

First, because it is based on a faulty analysis of the cost to 

relocate NAVSEA to the Navy Yard as opposed to the cost for White 

Oak. 

Second, because it fails to account for the fact that the land 

and facilities at White Oak are far superior to those at the Navy 

Yard. 

I would like to first discuss what we consider to be the most 

serious flaws in the Navy's COBRA numbers, and then conclude by 

showing how the land and facilities at White Oak are far more 

capable of accepting NAVSEA than the Navy Yard. 



1 One-Time Costs: White Oak vs. Washinqton N a w  Yard 

In its COBRA analysis, the Navy concedes that it will actually 

ill cost almost $ 2  million more to relocate NAVSEA1s headquarters to 

the Navy Yard than to White Oak. The one-time comparisons are 
I 

shown on the blowup [Blowup #21 and Attachment 9 in your briefing 

I book. 

I would direct your attention to the military construction 

1 numbers. The stated cost for the Navy Yard is $16 million more 

than for White Oak. 

The COBRA goes on to conclude that there is an annual 

recurring savings of $9.4 million at the Navy Yard compared to 

White Oak, which more than offsets the one-time cost of the move. 

The community has had difficulty getting the Navy to pinpoint 

some of the assumptions on which their costs are based. However, 

we have closely reviewed all of the data available, assisted by 

professionals in the area, and we believe the Navy's COBRA analysis 

is substantiallv flawed. We are convinced that the Navy's current 

COBRA numbers are so erroneous that they should not - - and cannot - 

- be used as the justification for overturning the BRAC 93 

recommendation to move NAVSEA to White Oak. 

Essentially, our analysis indicates that the cost estimates 

for moving NAVSEA to the Navy Yard are far too low - -  perhaps by 

tens of millions of dollars - -  and the estimates for White Oak are 

far too high, with no indication of any value engineering having 

been undertaken. 



1 N a w  Yard Costs Are Too Low 

First, I would like to discuss the Navy Yard. 

a As stated earlier, the Navy COBRA analysis estimates that it 

will cost $149 million in military construction to move 4,200 
I 

employees of NAVSEA to the Navy Yard. 

I There are currently 5.400 federal employees at the Navy Yard, 

both military and civilian. Planned relocations from BRAC 93, not 

yet implemented, would add another 650. With the 4,200 from the 

NAVSEA, the total employee number would be 10,250. Even with some 

reorganization, the total still would push 10,000. 

There are two fundamental questions that must be addressed: 

First, does the Navy Yard have the ca~acitv to accommodate 

10,000 employees, with adequate quality of life considerations? 

Second, are the Navy's current cost estimates for moving to 

the Navy Yard accurate? 

With regard to ca~acitv, any expansion at the Navy Yard must 

comply with the Yard's Master Plan, approved by the National 

Capital Planning Commission on October 4, 1990. A copy of the 

Master Plan is included in your briefing books as Attachment 10. 

The Master Plan makes it clear that the Navy Yard can 

accommodate 10,000 persons, completing the conversion of the Yard 

from high-bay industrial buildings to office spaces. However, 

there are three critical caveats: 

.rt First, the entire Washington Navy Yard has been 

designated as a National Historic Landmark. Theref ore, all 

renovation and new construction there must be consistent with the 



1 architectural and historic qualities of the existing structures. 

For example, exterior brick facades must be renovated or made part 

I of any new construction. Design plans must be approved by the 

National Capital Planning Commission, the District of Columbia 
I 

Historic Preservation Officer, and the Advisory Council on Historic 

1 Preservation. 

It appears that the Navy's COBRA cost estimates did not take 

1 into account any added costs of maintaining historic architecture. 

In responses to questions from the Maryland congressional 
I 
1 

delegation dated April 26, 1995, the Navy stated that its estimates 

for renovating the industrial buildings at the Navy Yard were based 

solely on the standard COBRA algorithm of 75% of the cost of new 

construction. (Attachment 11. ) 

The Navy explained that its estimates "were calculated by the 

COBRA algorithm using standard DOD factors which reflect our 

experience with all aspects normallv found in rehabilitation 

projects." (Emphasis added.) (Attachment 11, page 6, answer 15.) 

We submit to this Commission that there are numerous factors 

a t  the Navy Yard t h a t  are not normally found in rehabilitation 

projects. All of them add to the cost. 

* In addition to the preservation of historic qualities, a 

second factor present at the Navy Yard not normally found in 

rehabilitation projects is that most of the Navy Yard - -  including 

all five buildings earmarked for the NAVSEA renovation - -  lies 

within the 100-year floodplain of the Anacostia River. 

What does this mean for renovation projects? 



I On April 6, 1995 - -  just one month ago - -  the National Capital 

Planning Commission approved preliminary renovation plans for 

I Building 33 at the Navy Yard. 

I 
This structure is scheduled to accommodate 527 employees from 

the Naval Facilities Engineering Command and the Office of the 

I Judge Advocate General. The Commission recommended that in the 

final plan, the Navy use flood-proofing techniques such as 

"elevating essential equipment and services above the flood level 

and using durable flood-proof materials in the interior." 

(Attachment 12, page 6. ) 

Clearly, f lood-proof ing will add to the renovation costs. Yet, 

it does appear that any flood-proofing costs are included in 

the Navy's estimates. 

* Third, and finally, the Master Plan states that certain 

improvements should be made at the Navy Yard to provide a 

satisfactory quality of life for 10,000 employees. They include 

the following: 

> Conversion of Building 46 from office to retail 

space. 

> Providing additional food services. 

> Providing recreational and day care facilities. 

> Adding a waterfront promenade with an amphitheater, 

and providing new landscaping throughout the Yard. 

These additional improvements will cost tens of millions of 

dollars. Since NAVSEA will account for approximately 40% of the 

Navy Yard population, it seems reasonable to attribute 40% of their 



i cost to NAVSEA. However, none of these added costs are reflected 

in the standard COBRA alqorithm. Furthermore, these added costs 

I would not be necessary without the NAVSEA relocation. 

In sum, we believe the COBRA estimates for the Navy Yard are 
I 

deficient in that they overlook added costs related to historic 

1 preservation requirements, to flood proofins reauirements, and to 

the qualitv of life im~rovements called for in the Master Plan. 

I The community is preparing its own estimates for the Navy Yard 

move, with the help of planning and construction experts. We will 

be furnishing these to the Commission, along with supporting data. 

We see numerous other deficiencies in the one-time cost 

comparisons, but time does not permit me to discuss them now. We 

will be furnishing our comments on these to the Commission. 

Recurrinu Costs 

Equally open to question are the recurring cost comparisons. 

Again, the Navy claims it will realize a recurring cost savings of 

$9.4 million annually at the Navy Yard, which will make up for 

White Oak's one-time cost advantage. 

This blowup [Blowup #31 depicts the manner in which the 

recurring costs were calculated. (Attachment 13.) The two key 

differences are in civilian salaries - -  $ 3 . 4  million - -  and 

miscellaneous - -  $6 million. 

The Navy says that by moving to the Navy Yard, it can 

eliminate 68 jobs. This is because NAVSEA would be a tenant 

activity at the Navy Yard, not a host activity as it would be at 



m 
White Oak. Therefore, so the reasoning goes, NAVSEA would not have 

I to perform host functions at the Navy Yard. That explanation is 

D 
contained in a response to questions from Congress, and is in your 

briefing book. (Attachment 14.) 

1 The next blowup [Blowup #41 shows how the Navy calculated 

miscellaneous recurring costs for White Oak (Attachment 15.) Note 

I that $4 .5  million is included for what are called "host costs." 

There are two problems with this number. One is that it 

appears to be a double charge for the same function. I have just 

mentioned that the Navy says it needs an additional 68 NAVSEA 

employees at White Oak to perform host activities. Now, in 

addition to the $3.4 million for their salaries, the Navy is 

tacking on another $4.5 million for host cost salaries, for a total 

of almost $8 million! We can only conclude that this is a double 

cost for the same host functions. We are bringing these matters to 

the Navy's attention, with the expectation that the COBRA will be 

corrected. 

In addition, the Navy says that its recurring costs for White 

Oak are based on an April 1994 study by the Naval Facilities 

Engineering Command. But, the White Oak host costs in that study 

are only about $2 million. (Attachment 16.) 

Our conclusion is that the host cost functions are way 

overstated, perhaps by $5 million or more. 



fl We see numerous other problems with the recurring cost 

comparisons, which I do not have time to discuss. We will be 

1 forwarding these to the Commission following this hearing. The 

bottom line is that any recurring cost advantage for the Navy Yard 
I 

- - and we're not sure one exists - -  is so small as to be 

I immaterial. 

Com~arison of Land and Facilities 

Finally, in addition to a faulty cost/savings analysis, we 

believe the NAVSEA recommendation represents a deviation from the 

base closure criteria having to do with land and facilities at the 

potential receiving installation. 

We believe any fair comparison would favor the land and 

facilities at White Oak over those at the Navy Yard, cost factors 

aside. Three quick points: 

* First, White Oak consists of 732 acres in a campus-like 

setting, with some 400 acres available for expansion. The Navy 

Yard sits on about 70 acres, would be stressed to capacity should 

NAVSEA move there, and could not accommodate any future expansions 

or relocations. 

* Second, White Oak has an excellent security buffer, with 

facilities set back hundreds of feet from the perimeter. Security 

is a continual problem at the Navy Yard, which will have almost 

400,000 visitors this year because of the museums, the Navy's 

summer pageant, and other tourist attractions there. 



1 
And in case anyone has forgotten, terrorists with access to 

I the Navy Yard caused an explosion at the Officers Club there in the 

I 
mid-1980s. 

* The third point I would make is that quality of life 

I factors clearly favor White Oak. There is convenient surface 

parking. Nearby shopping and dining facilities are plentiful. The 

base has a spacious cafeteria and an auditorium that can hold 500 

people for classified briefings. 

By contrast, the Navy Yard has none of these facilities. We 

believe that the quality of life advantages at White Oak are self- 

evident to anyone who has seen both locations. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, our presentation has shown that the current 

recommendations on White Oak and NAVSEA deviate substantially from 

the base closure criteria. 

There is overwhelming evidence to the effect that certain 

national defense assets at White Oak must remain in operation. 

According to the certified cost estimates, it is too expensive to 

move them elsewhere: they must remain at White Oak. 

In its flawed analysis, the Navy first concluded that it was 

going to shut down White Oak completely. As a result of that 

flawed analysis, it then had to decide what to do about the BRAC 93 

recommendation to move NAVSEA to White Oak. 



1 Our community firmly and sincerely believes that the Navy's 

cost analysis does support a move by NAVSEA to the Navy Yard. 

I What makes the most sense - -  both from cost and quality of life 

perspectives - -  is to uphold the BRAC 93 recommendation and move 
I 

NAVSEA t o  White Oak. That was the right decision then, and it is 

I the right decision now. 

Thank you f o r  your attention. 

I 
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I REMARKS BY COUNTY EXECUTIVE DOUGLAS DUNCAN 

I 
I'd like to touch on an issue related to the NAVSEA cost 

I comparisons but not discussed in the presentation: that is, the 

enormous increase in the Navy's estimate of the cost to prepare 
I 

White Oak for NAVSEA. 

In 1993, when this Commission made its decision to move NAVSEA 

to White Oak, the military construction estimate for work needed to 

be done there was $34.6 million. 

Now, just two years later, the Navy is telling us it's going 

to cost $124.5 million to accommodate NAVSEA at White Oak. Plus, 

the Navy's COBRA includes an additional $9 million to renovate part 

of the Navy Annex to accommodate about 400 employees of NAVSEAfs 

Nuclear ~ropulsion Directorate, known as SEA 08. 

This astounding increase is depicted in the blowup [Blowup #1- 

A] and in Attachment A in your briefing books. 

Using the figure of $124.5 million, this is a 360% increase in 

the estimated cost of construction. How could this be? 

Our congressional delegation asked the Navy that question. 

Two reasons were given. (See Navy response, Attachment B, page 3, 

answer 8.) The first is that the BRAC 93 estimates were based on 

supporting 3,541 NAVSEA personnel at White Oak, while the 95 figure 

is based on a personnel level of 4,100. 

We would respectfully suggest that the Navy appears to be 

wrong on both counts. 



The blowup [Blowup 2-A1 (Attachment C) from the 1 9 9 3  COBRA 

shows 3,799 personnel being gained at White Oak from NAVSEA. Also, 

the 1 9 9 5  estimate is not based on 4,100 NAVSEA personnel at White 

Oak - -  as the Navy stated - -  but only about 3,700 personnel. This 

is because the 400 employees of SEA 08, as I have indicated, would 

go to the Navy Annex. 

In essence, then, the employee numbers from 93 to 95 are about 

the same, and don't explain the huge milcon difference. 

The only other explanation given by the Navy is that, upon 

closer analysis, it was determined that the entire White Oak 

complex requires extensive renovation to remove asbestos and meet 

building codes. 

I would submit to the Commission, and again with all due 

respect to the Navy, that this response falls far short of 

explaining the huge difference in a satisfactory manner. 

In conclusion, our community is highly suspicious of the 

Navy's comparative cost estimates for NAVSEA. We ask that the 

Commission closely scrutinize them, along with the backup data. 

I appreciate this opportunity to comment. We in Montgomery 

County very much look forward to the day when we will welcome 

NAVSEA to our county and to White Oak. 





BRAC-95 SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT DATA C A L L  
Enclosure (21 - LOSING BASE QUESTIONS 

v ~ e r v e l o c i t y  W i n d  Tunne l  

The NSWC White Oak Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel (Tunnel 9) is a unique National asset. - 
The tunnel opened in 1976 and is recognized as the most capable high Mach number wind tunnel 
in the US. The 1994 Joint Service T&E Reliance Process determined that Tunnel 9 was a primary 
(core) capability critical to DoD Weapon Systems T&E. I t  is also a critical facility identified in 
the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization (BMDO) Test Resources Master Plan. 

The current major user of Tunnel 9 is BMDO. Closing Tunnel 9 would jeopardize several 
BMDO-sponsored programs now and others soon to be in development. The Army's THAAD 
missile began testing in Tunnel 9 in 1993. The Navy Theater Ballistic Missile Defense (TBMD) 
systems will need Tunnel 9 in the future as well as the Israeli Arrow TBMD Missile and BMDO 
Advanced Interceptor Technology programs. Tunnel 9's Mach number, Reynolds number, 
altitude, and long run time (seconds) permit vital testing of TBMD missiles which can be done 
nowhere else. This includes testing the safe removal of seeker shrouds, sizing cooling systems for -- 
high Mach number seeker wi~liows, aeroloptic sensor window evaluations, jet thruster testing for' 
maneuvering and control, and studying the flow interaction of the thruster gases with the 
forebody flow over the optical seeker window. t 

Tunnel 9 is an excellent example of a truly tri-service DoD facility. The accumulated 
customer funding over 16 years is 29% Navy, 29% Army, 25% Air Force, 13% NASP-JPO, and 
4% other. Closing the facility would have a significantly negative impact on Navy programs as well 
as eliminate a critical "core" tri-service capability used by the other services, NASA, and 

Replication costs a re  high, estimated to be S143M. This cost estimate may vary by 10%-12% 
becaise of variations in siting factors such as soil condGns ,  requirements for SCW space, etc. 
which are  unknown and for which no engineering studies have been done. The cost to-move, while 
less than the replication cost, would result in an unacceptable downtime, estimated to be five to 
seven years. Replication of the facility will result in a potential downtime of one to two years due 
to the BRAC requirement that the facility a t  White Oak be closed by the year 2001. If the 2001 
@sure requirement could be extended to 2003 there would be no downtime since the White Oak . . __I__ - ----__ 

b d  continue to ooerate u n x i h e  facility a t  Dahlgren is certified and fully opzrztm.- 
Dahlgren is anticipated to be fully operational in the 2003. The downtime will significantly 
impair the major programs mentioned above. The absolute criticality and uniqueness of this 
capability precludes a "move" strategy and requires a "replicate" strategy. 

I 
In response to BSAT question l.c.2: It is -1 for DON to maintain the Hypervelocity Wind 

Tunnel as a tri-service facility for the following reasons. In 9lZbutudy on Consolidation of Functions 
and Facilities was directed by the Joint Logistics Commanders to investigate and recommend which DoD 
facilities should be used for testing hypervelocity vehicles. This study identified the Hypervelocity Wind 
Tunnel 9 as a unique hypervelocity wind tunnel, resulting in the closing of a far less capable Air FOE: 
facility at AEDC, Tunnel F. The DoD approvedihe study and this move. Under the Reliance process, 
services agree to rely on e z h  other for critical test capabilities and not maintain competing capabilities. 
In addition, the lead service agrees to maintain the capability for joint use. The Navy has signed up for 

Scenario 3-20-0207-042 Enclosure (2) / 
Close NSWC DET WHITE OAK 2 -  7 R(11126194) 





SPECIAL FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
FACILITIESIEQUIPMENT CAPABILITY FORM 

Facility/Equipment Hypervelocity Wind 

1. State the primary purpose(s) of the facility/equipment. 

NSWCDD maintains and operates DoD's primary hypervelocity wind tunnel at  its 
White Oak site. The large Hypervelocity Wind Tu&kPfltjnne19) is -- truly unique+ 
and must be ma-r DoD, NASA an2 aerospace industry use. This facility 
provides the nation's primary high Mach number aerodynamic and aerothermal wind 
tunnel testing capabilities which are critical for the design and performance evaluation of 
strategic re-entry bodies and decoys, tactical missiles, theater missile defense interceptors 
and hypervelocity flight vehicles like the Space Shuttle and the National Aerospace Plane. 

Tunnel 9 provides testing at Mach numbers of 7,8,10,14, and 16.5 for altitudes 
ranging from sea level to 180,000 feet. This aerodynamic simulation is in the critical 
altitude regime experienced by strategic offensive missile systems, advanced defensive 
interceptor systems and hypersonic transport vehicles. The combination of Mach number 
and altitude simulation, long run times (0.25 to 15 seconds), and large size (5-foot diameter 
test section) make this facility unique and critical to the nation: There is no Navy, DoD, 
NASA or industry facility, existing or planned, which can approach Tunnel 9's capability. # 

\ - 
Tunnel 9 is a tri-service facility. It was "Relianced" in 1977 by the Joint Logistic 

Commanders in a "Consolidation of Functions and Facilities Study" which led to the 
closing of a less capable Air Force facility at the Arnold Engineering Development Center, 
TN and the identification of the Navy's Tunnel 9 as the primary hypervelocity wind tunnel 
facility for DoD. Historical utilization of the facility is almost equally divided between the 
three Services. NASA and private aerospace contractors also utilize the facility to a lesser 
degree. 

The facility provides unique test capabilities for shroud removal, jet interaction 
testing, sensor window aerolthermal testing, and pulsed reaction control jet testing for 
Ballistic Missile and Theater Missile Defense Programs. The facility is the prime high 
Mach number, high Reynolds number test facility for the National Aerospace Plane and 
provides unique aerodynamic stability and scramjet inlet testing capabilities (ability to test 
variable geometry inlet configurations). Various re-entry technology programs which 
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OPENING STATEMENT 

GENERAL JOHN M. SHALIKASHVILI 

I l8 I Finally, the proposed closure of the Naval Surface 1 
Weapons Center at White Oak in Maryland raised concerns, as I 

I 
* O  1 well. I 

I In this case, the loss of the hyper-velocity wind 
I --,. r - -  -'-3--- 
I 

22 1 tunnel at that facility could eliminate a unique national 
I I i 
l -  capability, a capability that serves military research and 

I 
I 

i 

1 development needs and that is used, as well, by other 
! 
I , 

3 1 agencies, such as NASA. While t h p s i n d - t u n n e l  at White Oakkkkk I ! 

4 should probably - - - beretai-ned, there-are.-nn~iLiSa.ry..?bj%tions 
I 

-.--. 

5 to closing the base that houses.. t.he-F.fa_cility. 
. .-- - - .-_ ..-s. . ..-- 

I 
In each of these issues I just raised, the 

- - . - 

7 1 Department of Defense will continue to work hard to resolve 
I - - -  - 

- - 
I 

8 1 the specific concerns, but I am convinced that the closure, 
. . .. . . 

I realignment, and redirection recommendations that have been 

lo  I submitted to this Commission in no way impair our readiness, 

11 / our ability to train our forces, or our ability to carry out 
I 

I 
I 

I the full scope of military missions and joint operations. 
l i  I ,.-" - r 
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE tXMRhUN OF THE J O m  CHIEFS OF STAFF 

rOint St&- P- PW (AcCicaNh 1-4.4 00221-95) M 09 F w  1995. 
b. W CJCS Manaranmrm ta SECDEF (Subject: Bast; ~~ mi Clwurcs) 





i 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE ORGANIZATION 
I WASHINGTQN, DC 2030 1-7 1 0 0  

I i.IEp.IORAlifJSlJY FOX >-9SiSTA.h-l' SECRETARY OF THE XAC'Y 
( I P~STALLYI"'!?ONS E. EhTlIROiJ14EXT 1 

SLTBJECT: Naval Surface Warfare Cenrer EypervelocFty Wind Tunnel 
1 Number 9 ~acility 

Since your l e t t e r  of February 2 4 ,  1995, the Naval Surface 
Warfare Center (!'lS;L;C) Wfii te Oak Ijetaclu~~ent h . 2 ~  b e ~ n  recciraended 
for closure by tfie 1995 Defense Base C l o s ~ x - e  m d  Realigl-iiiezt 
Corrunission (ERAC) . The h;S:.i'C Fjhite Oak Detachrent coritains "Lhe 
Hypervelocity wind Tunnel I ~ ~ e ~  9 Pzcility (Tunnel 9 )  w h i c h  is a 
u n i q u s  n ~ t i o r a ~  asset, that is critical t.s t h e  drvc?op~en+, =f t he  
Ballistic Missile ~ a f e n s e  Organization's (EXEC! i n r ~ - - ~ - + f i *  , .,A L. --uCI/4. 

programs. 

The .61,li>O has firm r e q u i r e m e l ~ t s  for- th% Tunnel 9 facility 
through 2 0 0 1  t o  support the Thester Ii iyh >-l t i tude Area Defense 
iTHM31 ,  Atmospheric Interceptor Technology, and X r r m  FrcGrams. 
Additionally, Tunnel 9 will grovid~ a c o s t  effective alternative - 

for Navy Theater Ballistic Missile Defense Frcgrms as theif t e s t  
requil-emsnts are defined. The auail&L1 s ~ ~ l d y  : '.* W L  - 7  T-.?*\Q~ -UI . A & L  9 is 
essential since it i s  t h e  only national facility czpable nf  
providing th& flight, e n v i ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ e l - ~ t  'f 2 r  these h i ~ h  sgead b a l l i s i i c  
nissile defense  systems. 

I n  your  1et:cr;er you discussed transf5r g roced i~ r ss  appLicabie 
to bases approved for closure o r  realigrment.  The B?KJO i s  a 
ballistic m i s s i l e  defezse ressnrch and z c q u i s l t i f x ~  organizaticn 
whlch doas not own o r  operate installations o r  facilities. WE 
re ly  Gn the i n d i v i d u a l  Ser~rices to p c v z i c i e  t h e  i r l f i -nstr i icture 
support nee.2ed to operate and aaint~in f~cilitias~ such as 
Tunnel 9 .  The EMCO provides fuiiding to ~ h e s c  facilities f o r  
upgrades, operations and naintenancz, and t e s t  suppor t  assc-c latad 
with BNDO programs. 

I will contlnuz to nonitor the statxs of tha 1995 Eefense 
3-C grocsss. I look foriuard to working with you to assure the 
continued availability of  this facility. Xy point of contact ofi 
this subject is Calozel  Andrew Falzoc, 593 -1578 .  

Rear Admiral, USN 
Deputy  f o r  Acquis i t ion /  

Thea te r  Misslla Cefense 





BRAC-95 SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT DATA CALL 
Enclosure (2) - LOSING BASE QUESTIONS 

The movement of these facilities represents the temporary loss of three of the world's 
a e s t  and most capable nuclear radiation simulators, operating with the latest radiation 

spectral environments and effects assessments. The present restrictions on underground 
nuclear test in^ increases the importance of x-ray simulator capability since space assets, - - 
keapon  - svstems which exit the atmosphere, - ---- a58 high - a1tit"d;defensive missiles all require . -- 
testing to develop and verify that survivability --- - requirements _ __ are met. - 

The Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) recently made a decision to concentrate their east 
coast efforts a t  NSWC White Oak Det. This consolidation and upgrade of the capabilities of 
PhoenidCasino facility at  White Oak is a critical part of DNA's program. To that end they 
have decided to close out at  least one of their contractor run facilities (in San Diego CA) and 
move the equipment to White Oak. DNA is relying on the continued operation of these 
machines. 

These facilities are critical in the development of a replacement capability for 
underground nuclear testing. While it is necessary to move these facilities to Philadelphia; 
in order to persewe this capability for the future, the necessary downtime of up to two years 
wil -critical ' testing of missiles and satellite 
sensors. - 

In response to BSAT question l.c.1: Currently there is no Air Force ionizing 
radiation simulators at Kirtland AFB; however, they do maintain some EMP facilities. 
If the decision is made to close the White Oak facilitv. DNA stated that the facilitv- . . .  should be transferred to either N a&nranagmt?nt r 

-Kirtland AJB. The short turnaround times for responding to BSAT preclude the 
necessary discussions and decisions from DNA as to where they would want the Nuclear 
Weapons Radiation Effects simulators to be located. We could not get certified cost data 
nor even a committment by the Air Force to accept the Nuclear Weapons Radiation 
Effects facilities in the 48 hour turnaround time. After speaking with the Air Force, they 
indicated the process could take many weeks to get concurrence,To obtain the 
necessary certifications in the short turnaround time required relocating __- the NWE 
tacl ', Yhiladewia. NAVSSES, Philadelphia was also chosen as a 
c a n d x s e  of theXv-liik&ility of a potentially suitable building to house the 
NWE simulators. 

The Naval Surface Warfare Center has recently signed a letter of understanding 
to support the DNA simulators at White Oak in acknowledgement of their contribution 
to the national strategic defense. See attached letter of understanding (pages 2-10B R 
(1 1/26/94) through 2-10E R (11126194)). 

Scenario 3-20-0207-042 
Close NSWC DET WHITE OAK 2 - 10 R (1  1/26/94) 

Enclosure (2) 





il 4 1J:JO .a703 325 0249 DNA-TDSP 

Defense Nuclear Agency 
6801 Telegraph Road 

Alexandria. Virgtn~a 2231 0-3398 

I MEMORANDUM FOR COMMANDER NAVAL SURFACE WARFARE CENTER , 

DAHLGREN DIVISION, DAHLGREN, VA, 22448 
A*: CAPT JACK OVERTON. USN 

I 
SUBJECT; DNA lnput to Base Soucnue Analysis Team Data Call Tasldng for BRAC-95 

Scenario 3-204207-042 

1 
This letter is in response, to a request fmrn the Naval Surfacx Warfirre Center White 

Oak Detachment (NSWCWO) for a position statement with regard to the closurc of the 

I "Casino" high flux x-ray facility. 

The Casino and Phoenix x-ray simulators located at NSWCWO are owned and 
supported by the Defense Nuclear Agency. A Letter of Understanding (LOU) was recently 
signed by Dr. Ira Blatstein of NSWC that committed the NSWC Carderock Division 
(NSWCCD) to continuing q p o r t  of these facilities. As part of its own consolidation > 

efforts, DNA is presently in the process of closing other x-ray simulation facilities at the 
Army Research Laboratory (ARL) and Maxwell Laboratories Incorporated. The upgrade and 
consolidation of capabilities at the PhoenixICasino facility was a critical part of our program. 
DNA is relying on the continued operation of these machines. 

If the NSWCWO Mities are to be closed and not t rans fed  to either NSWCCD or 
ART. management, DNA requests that the Navy fund the cost of relocating the Phoenix and 
Casino simulators under the terms of Public Law #101-510. The relocatio~~ should include 
all the associated t a t  s u m  and facility infrastructures. Relocation to Kirtland AFB, NM, 
to maximize user operations and minimize uscr and upemtional costs has been under 
consideration b u s e  of the presence of existing radiation tefting infrastnictures and 
personnel. The budget is not available to develop the necessary infrastructure at a new site. 
This would be in Line witb DNA's long-term plan for the cen td ia t ion  of radiation test 
facilities in the 1998-1999 time frame. 

P leasc contact the undersigned at (703) 325-7694 if you requirc any funher 
infurmation. 

FOR THE DIRECTOR: 

Director foi Test 
SES-5 





MARYLAND CONGRESSIONAL LEADERS' QUESTIONS CONC 
THE NAVAL SURFACE WARFARE CENTER, WWTTE OAK, 

AND THE NAVAL 9EA SYSTEMS COMMAND 

01.. z.t= appears that the Navy's military value scoririgi for  
technical oenters did n o t  includa any military valum rhnkinq for 
t h e  Naval surface W8rf are Center, Dahlgren ~ivision ~etachrnent , a t  
white Oak. Pleaee clarify whether any military valuo @coring wae 
done f o r  Whitr Oak or its component Z r c i l i t i e n .  , .  

A The technical canter at NsWc Dahlgrm Dataehment h i t o  Oak 
warn claesd under BIVIC-93. All that remained war a enail numb- o f  
facilitisn hosted by an administrative a c t i v i t y  which wao going to 
be the homa baee of NAVSEA. Therefor*, a Military VaZpe score as 
a technical Center warn not calrmlatod, 

QZ. Tha COBRA analys ie  for  t h r  Navyr@ prapaoed shutdown of wnite 
Oak ehows a one-time cost for mothbalLing of $839,000 and esparate 
an. time ffunigue costsn  of $848 ,400 .  Plenee indicate whathsr any 
cost was includeb tor either movlng, repl icat ing  elsawhare, or 
mothballing tho foSLowinq facllitiee! 

a )  hypervelocity wind tunnel; 
b) nuclaar waapona e f f rc ta  (NWE) test facility; 
c )  hydroball~stics facility. 
z f  not addressed previaumly, pleaea e t a t e  what mqthballing 

costs are covrrrd by t h s  $839,000 rstFmats. Plrase e+lain the 
nature of tha one-time tlunique costan o f  $848,000.  

A2.  No moving, replicating or m o w a l l i n s  costs were inaluded f o r  
the H srvslocity Wind Tunnel ,  the N W  e a ~ o n s  c t s  

:&y, nor tlla tiydroaallietica fa~il?:;.~ The $8F!sCfQoo o f  
s%urdown coat is automatically calculated by C O W  from standard 
algorithm based on the square f e e t  of the i a c i l i t i e s  *a br 
s3utdown. The COBRA ana lys id  included S848,000 of onfs-time unigus 
costs i n  FY 1997 to relocate equipment f o r  t h ~  Magnetic 8ilencing 
Facility. 

43. Tho soenaria devalopment data  a a l l  (Scenario No- 3-20-0207-  
042)  infarmation seams t a  indicate that the one-time cost of 
moving the magnetic silencing t e s t  facility i s  an estimated $2 
million. However, t h i s  figure dome n d  appear to be Included i n  
tha COBRA as a one-tima coet .  Please verify the Navytis estimated 
aast for moving the magnetic silencing facility and eQate whether 
i t  was included in rnr COBRA analysie. 

A 3 .  The one-tima unique caets o f  $~t0,000 useel in the COBRA 
analys is  (vice $ 2 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 )  reflect t h t  removal from the activityt@ 
estimate of the coa t  of work performed by government mployeee. 

- T h i s  cast is already reflected in tho continued i d e n t f f l c a t i o n  of ' 
salary coeta for these employeee ae may perform thead functione. 
In a d d i t i o n ,  $200,000 of ~ontingancy coatm were removdd since 
thase costa are both speculat ive  and difficult to accuratsLY 
quantf fy. other unique one-tiXe caste of $ B  thounand Ifor computar 
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NAVSEA ONE-TIME 
RELOCATION COSTSISAVINGS 

Savings 
White Oak 

TOTAL 157.90 

Source: COBRA Summary Report 3/24/95 
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I Overview 

This plan documents the ongoing conversion of the Washington Navy Yard from an 
industrial to an administrative center. This conversion will be accomplished through 
adaptive use of existing industrial buildings, with heavy emphasis on retaining the historic 

/ character and appearance of the site. Base population will be increased from about 6.8M to 
10,000 employees. Supporting facilities (parking, retail amenities) are provided. 

Recent public policy advocates using Government owned versus commercially leased 
facilities, based primarily on long term economic advantages to the taxpayer. This plan 
provides alternative spaces for a portion of the Navy's leased space occupants in the 
National Capital Region. It will thus save money in the Navy and Federal budgets, while 
making highest and best use of existing facilities to meet current needs. 

1.1 
Executive Summary 



The historic central core of the Yard is retained, including the Naval 
Historical Center, Marine Corps Museum, historic quarters and other significant 
features. Leutze Park will continue to be a major site for Naval ceremonies in the 
Capital. 

1-2 Sketch of Proposed Activity Center 

The hvebpmnr of a retail concentralion in . 
Building 46 will create an activity Center at !he 
heart of the Yard. 

Continued conversion of high-bay industrial buildings to offices will increase the 1 employment levels from abu t  6,800 to IO.WO prsons and add approximately 
600,000 net square feet of space. Remaining light industrial functions (primarily 
supply and storagehandling) will be relocated to Naval Station Anacostia to free up 
buildings for office conversion. The exterior appearance of Navy Yard industrial 
buildings will be retained to preserve the historic character of the base. 

Parking structures are provided at five sites to support the expanded working 
population and to replace extensive surface parking now existing at the water- 
front. 

Traffic patterns will direct vehicles to two internal loops (east and west sides of the 
Yard), tying the proposed parking shuctures to the existing gates and minimizing 
the need for east-west vehicular traffic internal to the Yard 

Amenities, including a centralized retail development in Building 46, and 
recreational facilities are provided to support the working and resident population 
of the Yard. 



1-3 Concept Plan Diagram 



Major improvements to public spaces will enhance the attractiveness of the Yard. 
The waterfront will be dramatically changed by substituting landscaping and other 
urban design features for the extensive existing surface parking lots. 

The above features are illustrated in the Concept Plan Diagram and Land Use Plan. 

This plan has been coordinated with the Southeast Federal Center Master Plan (property 
immediately west of the Navy Yard), which was prepared concurrently by the General 
Services Administration. It is also consistent with plans prepared by the Federal City 
Council, with support by the City Government, for the "west bank of the Anacostia - .  
River. 

I 4  Tingey Street 
Inwrovemenu to the public space, incldng 
&cqing and &alk.t, Gill enhance the 
existing character d t k  Y d .  

2 -5 Proposed tPnd Use Phn 

General OJke and Support 

Mwewn cud Public 

Retail and Sem*ces 

P m h i g  m 
Special Navy Function .. . . ...... .. . . .... :: 

Public Open Space 
mj 

Utility 



1-5 Proposed Land Use Plan 



1-6 Study Area 

Boundary of Washington 
numbers 

1.2 
Origin of Study 

Navy Yard and building 

The Washington Navy Yard, headquarters for Naval District Washington and the 
ceremonial center for the Navy, is the oldest U.S. Navy installation in continuous use. 
From its founding as a shipbuilding yard in 1800 through later development as a 
manufacturing center, the Yard has remained as a major center of Navy activity within the 
National Capital Region. During the past twenty years another change in function has 
evolved, with the Navy Yard emerging as an administrative center. This master plan 
reaffirms the new role for the Yard while setting out a framework for its physical 
development, building program and quality of life. 

The development of the Navy Yard as an administrative office center has been established 
through several policy directives and studies over the past several years. Beginning with 
legislation introduced in the Ninety-seventh Congress, the Government has established the 
policy of locating federal employees in publicly owned buildings rather than leased space. 
The Department of Defense has camed forward this policy by establishing the planning 
objective of vacating al l  leased space in the National Capital Region. The expiration of 
many existing leases and the expectation of continued rent increases upon renewal highlight 
the pressing need for the Navy to consolidate its offices within presently owned 
government facilities. The potential for development of office space at the Navy Yard 
provides a tremendous opportunity for the Navy to fulfill government space objectives 
while expanding the function of its original home. 



. . . . . . .  :..: . . . .  ) _ , . .  . . .  :: . . . . . . . . . .  .._..(.,..;.d.- ;.. .. ,-,.. ; i-:-l-~>~,.L --.--. < --.-- I... I.....' . .  

Although the policy directive for long term use of the Yard has been consistent, the 
1 physical plan for its development has varied in concept. A master plan developed in 1966, 

which was formally adopted as the development plan for the Yard, called for expansion of 
the employment population from 5,000 to 10,000 through an aggressive program of 
demolition of existing structures to be replaced by new construction. Although the historic 

I core was to be retained, this plan would have substantially changed the physical character 
of the Yard by removing most of the 19th century industrial buildings and constructing a 
modan office complex in their place. Fiscal constraints and the need for relocation of 
personnel from Navy buildings on the Mall delayed implementation of this plan. While 

) redevelopment pressure was relieved, the following years brought a reassessment of the 
need to demolish large areas of the Yard when many of the existing high-bay industrial 
buildings could be converted to new uses. This change in concept to adaptive use was first 
presented in a master plan prepared in 1979, and subsequently reaffirmed by a follow-up 
plan in 1982. These plans were not presented officially to the National Capital Planning 

I Commission because controversy arose over economic impacts of attendant personnel 
relocations. This document cames forward the emphasis on historic preservation as the 
basis for the physical development of the Yard, while further developing opportunities for 
retail services, public space improvements, recreation and parking. 

The high-bay indnsrrial buildings offer the 
opportwuWU~ for conversion w new uses. Building 
I l l ,  shown cu right, recently converted to ofice 
use and Building 33, behind, is scheduled for 
conversion w office. 



Several other facton contribute to the evolution of planning for the Yard and the timeliness 
of the proposed plan. The Navy Yard is the headquarters for Naval District Washington, 
which also includes property at the Anacostia Naval Station and other sites within the 
National Capital Region. The Navy is relocating many of the storage, supply and 
maintenance functions presently in the Yard to new facilities in Anacostia, thereby making 
several buildings available for conversion to new uses. The Navy has considerable 
experience in the reuse of these older structures, since many of the buildings in the eastern 
section of the Yard have been converted to offices and several projects are now underway 
for conversion in the western sector. A prototypical solution for inserting new floors 
within the existing shell of these old indusmal buildings has proven to be cost effective and 
efficient. The master plan for the Yard is especially current at this time since a 
comprehensive study for the entire north bank of the Anacostia River from Ft. McNair to 
east of the Navy Yard is presently underway. One important factor within this study area is 
the proposed development of office and retail in the Southeast Federal Center immediately 
to the west of the Yard by the General Services Administration. The anticipated public and 
private developments along the river will significantly increase the future activity and 
attraction of this sector of Washington. 

The Washington Navy Yard offers a special opportunity for the Navy to consolidate 
personnel presently occupying leased space elsewhere in the metropolitan area into 
government owned space, and at the same time to reuse and enhance a unique historic site. 
This study reaffirms historic preservation as the basis for the physical framework of h e  
plan while proposing specific means to accommodate retail services, increased parking, 
public space improvements, and land use objectives. A population prdjection of 10,000 is 
identified for the long term build out of the Yard, w 1 ic 
adaphve use of existing structures. At the same time, improvements to the quality of life 

-01vine t&ic and ~edestnan conrlrcts, increasing retall 
and recreational o~portunities, and offering greater attraction of the natural feature of tile 
waterfront. Although security requirements will necessarily limit access, the Conhnua 
7 
improvements to the Yard will also benefit tourists attracted to the museums located on 
base. This plan presents a framework for development of the Navy Yard which preserves 
its historic character while accommodating the needs of its projected growth. 

1-8 Prototp? of Building Conversion I 
The conversion @several high-bay industrial 
buildings to oyjice use har demonswafed rhc , 

fdbi l i ty  of adap~ive use. I 
12 





1 .3  
Study Goals I The Washington Navy Yard Master Plan is intended to establish the framework for future 

development of the Yard. The primary objectives of the plan can be stated as follows: 

1) To develop facilities to serve a maximum 
Srolectea DoDulabon of 10,000 administrative 

2) To reinforce the historic character of the Yard 
through adaptive use of existing buildings. 

I 3) To create additional retail services for base 
employees, especially civilian personnel. 

4) To develop an efficient vehicular circulation 
system with limited disruption to the exist- 
ing road network or alteration of existing 
gates. 

5 )  To provide parking to serve the projected 
population while limiting the impact of 
surface parking on the physical character 
of the Yard. 

6) To enhance the public space throughout the 
Yard, especially along the waterfront. 

7) To serve tourists visiting museums and 
displays on the base, with potential 
expansion of these facilities. 

8) To respect the security requirements 
necessary for base operations. 

9) To improve the ovel-all character of the Yard 
consistent with its fucction as headquarten 
for Naval District Washington and the 
ceremonial center for the Navy. 

These objectives reflect an overall goal to continue t l~e transformation of the Navy Yard into 
an administrative office center while creating new amenities to serve the growing working 
population. The Navy has initiated this change in function through an on-going series of 
building renovation projects, but now has the opportunity to tie together individual projects 
into a comprehensive vision for the fume. of the Yard. This plan must defme that vision 
and create a framework for its implementation. 





I n e  Washington Navy Yard began as a cluster of buildings centered on 8th Street, S.E. at 
the waterfront, and as the function of the Yard grew it expanded to include most of the 
waterfront between 1st and 1 lth Streets below M Street. After ceding approximately half 
of this area to the General Services Administration in 1963, the Navy Yard has settled into 
its present boundaries defined by I lth Street on the east and Sth, N and 6th Streets on the 1 west. This site is at a strategic location along the north bank of the Anacostia.River, which 
is anticipated to become a major redevelopment area 

Although the function of the Navy Yard is generally introverted in nature, several regional 
factors will affect its planning and development. Most important is the redevelopment 
proposed along the Anacostia River, from Ft. McNair to the Washington Gas Light site 
east of the 1 lth Street bridge. Federal and local government and private interests are 
currently studying concepts for a comprehensive plan to guide this area of anticipated long 
term growth. The Southeast Federal Center immediately to the west of the Yard is forecast 
to grow to approximately 23,000 population, and its redevelopment will provide additional 
services for base employees and an enhanced perception of this sector of the city. Further 
to the west along the waterfront, private interests are expected to develop new commercial 
and residential projects, and at Ft. McNair the National Defense University is presently 
under construction. The Navy Yard is therefore at a critical location in an area of the city 
which is expected to see significant redevelopment and greater activity. This 
transformation will benefit the Navy by raising the public perception of the Yard and its 
unique conbibution to the waterfront. 

2.1 
Regional Context 

The Navy Yard is located within 
projected for major redn,elopment. 

area rlrot is 



2-2 Tingey Street 

Tingey Street will 
connection &ween 
Federa! Center. 

be the prima~y pedestrian 
the Navy Yard and Southeast 

Another factor contributing to the anticipated revitalization of this area will be the opening 
of the Navy Yard Metro Station on the Green Line in 1991. Located at 1st and M Streets, 
the station will provide a new gateway to this sector of the city and link it with the regional 
transportation system. The Navy Yard Metro stop is not expected to significantly alter the 
transportation habits of base employees, since the new station will be the same distance 
from the center of the Yard as the existing Eastern Market Station on the Orange and Blue 
Lines on Pennsylvania Avenue. However, it will offer regional public access to this area 
of Washington which has long been perceived as remote and inaccessible, and therefore 
will be a valuable stimulus to other plans along the waterfront. 

The remaining pattern of land use surrounding the Navy Yard is not expected to change 
significantly, and therefore will have limited impact on the development of the Yard. North 
of M Street up to the Southeast Freeway is a mixture of public and private housing, 
warehouse and light industrial buildings, and vacant land. The generally deteriorated 
condition of the buildings and the elevated freeway contribute to the perceived isolation of 
the Yard. Some renovation of both public and private housing has taken place. Beyond 
the Southeast Freeway the land uses are more stable, with the Marine Barracks and 8th 
Street commercial strip providing a focus leading up to the Eastern Market Station. To the 
east of the Yard the elevated 1 lth Street Bridge creates a strong physical and visual barrier. 
thereby precluding any land use relationship further to the east. In the long term, new 
development along the waterfront may produce indirect benefits to areas immediately north 
of M Street. 

Although different plans and initiatives surrounding the Navy Yard will eventually improve 
the overall character of the area, the Anacostia River offers the underlying feature which 
distinguishes the Yard and its regional context. Unlike other watefint cities, Washington 
has developed without a direct dependence upon the waterfront, and the center of the city 
has largely turned away from this resource. However, the projected redevelopment along 
the Anacostia River from Ft McNair to the Navy Yard offers an exceptional opportunity to 
utilize the waterfront as a focus for public activity and coordinated development. The 
Anacostia waterfront, now generally dormant in use, can become a regional resource with 
the unique character of the Navy Yard as one of its special features. 



The development plans currently under consideration for the surrounding area indicate that 
I this sector of the city is in a state of transition. Although the physical environment can 

presently be described as deteriorated, significant improvement can be expected once plans 
come to fruition. In addition, several other physical features presently define the immediate 
area around the Navy Yard and indirectly affect its function. These include the , transportation network, land use pattern, and urban image. 

The Navy Yard is well served by the existing road network. The Southeast Freeway to the 
north and Interstate 295 on the south bank of the Anacostia River provide generally direct 
access fiom the regional highway system, with the 11th Street Bridge connecting the two 
and tangent to the Yard. In addition, M, South Capitol, and 11th Streets are primary 
arterials which also serve the Yard. The Metrobus system also offers direct service along 
M and 8th Streets, with Metrorail stops currently located at 8th and Pennsylvania and by 
1991 at 1st and M Streets. The Navy Yard is therefore conveniently located with respect to 
transjxntation and access. 

The land use pattern surrounding the Navy Yard is generally mixed in character. The 
consistent pattern of residential row houses which define the Capitol Hill neighborhood 
north of the Southeast Freeway does not continue to the south, and instead a mixture of 
light industrial, government owned and commercial uses predominate. A large 
concentration of public housing exists just above M Street which is under on-going 
renovation. Clusters of light industrial along M Street and South Capitol Street contribute 
to the fractured pattern of land use in the neighborhood. The 8th Street commercial strip 
provides convenience shopping opportunities, but is also discontinuous within the 
immediate vicinity of the Yard. The area immediately to the west devoted to the Southeast 
Federal Center is dominated by several large structures and expanses of vacant land used 
for surface parking. 

2.2 
Physical Environment 

2-3 Regwnul LYld Use Md Trmpormranon  

Retail 

Public Housing 



2 4  Regional Urban Image 

L'ErJMl Streets 

Physical banicrs 

Area of generally negative physical image 
m 

Closely related to land use is the urban image of this sector of the city. Although the 
character of the Navy Yard is one of a tight urban pattern of buildings framing the space of 
the street, the predominant image outside the Yard is lacking in clear definition. A series of 
vacant lots, buildings set back from the property line, and poor maintenance of the public 
space contribute to this negative image. In addition, the elevated Southeast Freeway and 
Frederick Douglass and 1 lth Street bridges create visual barriers which isolate this section 
of southeast Washington. The shoreline of the Anacostia River from l lth Street to Ft 
McNair does not provide access along its length, and is greatly underutilized for so 
valuable a natural feature. Visual points of interest or special places which could contribute 
to the identity of the area are also lacking. The simple character of the high-bay industrial 
buildings along the waterfront are perhaps the strongest element of urban image, and 
potentidy can &fine the future character of the area by careful renovation, adaptation and 
addition. 

. 

, : P- 



. Air Quality 12.3 
I 

Air quality in the area surrounding Washington Navy Yard is impacted by both stationary 
and mobile sources. However, continuous air quality monitoring stations are located some 
distance from the site so site specific readings are not available. 

Natural Environment 

I Industrial operations in the vicinity of the site that are potential pollutant sources include 
sand and gravel operations, paper products and some pemleum storage facilities. One site, 
owned by Washington Gas Light, was used for active production, storage and distribution 
of emergency gas supplies and has now been decommissioned. The potential pollution 
sources listed previously are subject to emission conwols but may generate residual 
particulates or additional hydrocarbons. 

The major source of mobile pollutants is vehicular traffic using the Southeast Freeway. 
The roadway is frequently congested resulting in increased carbon monoxide and 
hydrocarbon emissions. Metrobus operations generated from the existing garage at M and 
South Capitol Streets, S.E., contxibute to increased levels of nitrogen dioxide and sulfur 
dioxide. The metrobus fleet uses diesel #1 fuel which is a higher and cleaner-running 
grade of fuel although the impact on hydrocarbon and dioxide emissions is somewhat 
greater than from automobiles. 

Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) has identified a p r e f d  site 
for a replacement bus garage at a site owned by Washington Gas Light in the vicinity of 
Twelfth and M Streets. If this site is unavailable, the preferred action is to expand the 
garage facilities at the existing site at M and South Capitol Street, S.E. Current bus 
operations generate approximately 375 bus movements on the average workday. The 
expanded schedule at the new bus facility would result in approximately 800 bus 
movements. (Source: A m v e  S-v: South- 
--, WMATA, 1989). 

Regional Environmental Issues 
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2-6 U'arerfront Embankment 

Air quality in the immediate vicinity of the Navy Yard would be minimally impacted by the 
projected additional bus and employee vehicle miles travelled 0. The additional VMT 
by buses and employees would add less than 2 percent to the neighborhood VMT. 
Correspondingly, increased overall air pollutant levels should not result in detrimental 
effects to air quality in the vicinity of the bus garage. On a regional level, air quality 
impacts generated by increased bus operations are mitigated somewhat by corresponding 
decreases in vehicle miles travelled by automobile. The new bus facility would improve the 
service and reliability of public transportation and therefore indirectly reduce the total 
regional vehicle miles travelled and reduce traffic congestion. 

Water W t y  

Water quality in the Anacostia River suffers from heavy sedimentation and stream bank 
erosion before reaching the Navy Yard and surrounding area. In addition, combined sewer 
overflow discharges empty into the River within the District of Columbia. This 
combination of adverse conditions causes severe dissolved oxygen depletion resulting in 
frequent fish kills and near elimination of game fish species. Contact recreation is restricted 
due to frequent violations of public health standards for coliform bacteria and discharged 
sewage debris. 

A cooperative effort by five local governments was launched in 1988 to address priority 
projects for the restoration of the Anacostia River. This includes monitoring and 
implementation of basin-wide pollution controls to mitigate urban nonpoint pollution 
sources. The District of Columbia will complete construction and begin operation of a 
combined sewer overflow abatement program with a primary treatment facility and various 
detention facilities immediately upriver from the Navy Yard. 

Noise 

Existing ambient noise levels in the vicinity of the Navy Yard are typical of an urban 
industrial area. Traffic noise is dominant with secondary impacts from construction 
activities. During preparation of the Southeast Federal Center, Final Technical Report 
(December, 1976) field measurements were conducted at eleven monitoring positions to 
determine existing acoustic conditions. At the time of measurement, all sites met Federal 
Highway Administration noise standards for their respective land uses during daytime 
conditions. 

The waterfronl is an amenity which offcrs 
tremendour opportunity for southeast Washington. 

I Vegetation. Wildlife and Natural Resources 

The urbanized area near the Navy Yard contains minimal vegetation cover. Ground 
surfaces are covered by buildings, pavement, sidewalks with a few occurrences of bare 
ground and grass patches emerging between pavement sections. Vegetation in the area 
consist primarily of planted street trees (american elm, red maple and pin oak). Other 
scattered trees are representative of successional bottomland vegetation including eastern 
cottonwood, silver maple, hackberry, mulberry, tree of heaven, and catalpa. 

Wildlife present in the surrounding area is limited to species that thrive in and around 
human habitations. Such species include pigeons, European starlings, English or house 
sparrows and gulls from the adjacent marsh and river. Mammal species include mice and 
rats, grey squinels, raccoon as well as feral domestic animals such as cats and dogs. 





The function of the Navy Yard has slowly evolved over the period of its development, 
1 beginning as a shipbuilding yard, through its expansion as an ordinance manufacturing 

base, to its emerging use as an administrative center. The evolution of the Yard from 
industrial to office has occurred over the past thirty years, with approximately half of the 
base converted to date. At present these office functions are concentrated in the eastern 
sector of the Yard which was the last area of expansion. The policy of relocating supply, 
storage and maintenance functions to the Bolling-Anacostia base has recently made 
available most of the old industrial buildings in the western sector. The conversion of these 
structures to predominantly office use will complete the transformation of the Yard. 

In addition to the growing need for office space, several other uses contribute to the 
function of the Yard. The cluster of officers quarters around the Latrobe Gate and Leutze 
Park form the historic core of the Navy Yard as well as the setting for its ceremonial 
functions. This area is generally restricted and no changes are considered. The Navy and 
Marine Corps Museums and Naval Historical Center, a reference and archives for the 
service, are located at the center of the Yard along the 8th Street axis. These buildings 
attract a number of tourists and reinforce the historic character of the Yard and its 
association with naval history. The combination of older industrial buildings with potential 
for reuse, officers quarters framing the ceremonial entmnce and an active museum function 
contribute to the unique character of the Yard It is this quality and sense of history which 
can well serve the Yard during its next era 

3.1 
Building Program 
and Employment Levels 

3-1 Existing Land Use 

G e ~ r a l  C@ce and 
Administrative Support 

MuevmlRelalcd Uses 

special Purpose 

Storageflight Industrial 

Parking 
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Open s p e  

Utility 



3-2 Navy Credit Union 

SrmMces on base, such as the Navy Credit Union, 
arc presenrly limited. 

Despite this potential, several uses which are necessarv to the function of the base are 
em1 services foiemployees are now offered only within the Navy 

z g  169. However, the Exchange is restricted to military employees, ke  
who currently account for approximately 15% of-the total working population. Since 

ue at this ratio, the maioritv of e m ~ l i X G  

Yard. In addition to retail shopping, food services are -ted. with &" t w ~  
cafeterias and a carryout now serving the entire base. -The lack of retail services on base , 

m e  phvs1ca.1 isolation &the uniAereiore greatly restrict employees' retail 
-o~mrtunities and forces them to shop elsewhere for their needs. A primary goal of the 
Navy is to increase retail services for base personnel. 

The balance of needs required to serve the Yard include expanded recreational facilities, 
additional parking and a continuation of several special services. Reatational facilities are 
presently scattered throughout the Yard and often do not include shower or changing 
rooms. In addition, the number of courts are not adequate for the projected population. 
Growth in the number of employees will also increase the number of parking spaces 
required on base. The Navy has initiated a program of parking garage construction to 
accommodate this increase, which will have the additional benefit of removing some 
surface parking spaces and improving the physical character of the Yard. Buildings 
currently designated for the Officers Club, Navy Band, Navy Credit Union, Chapel and 
CPO Club also serve the Yard and are not anticipated to change in function. 

The employment level for the Washington Navy Yard has been set at a maximum 
development of 10,000 employees. This number has been established through past 
planning studies for the Yard, an analysis of the development potential of existing buildings 
to be converted, and regional considerations on the location of Navy personnel. The 
projected number is for employees located within the existing boundaries of the Yard 
between 6th and 1 lth Streets, s not include the future conversion of Building 197. 
This property has recently be%sferred to the Navy and a feasibility sady is now 
underway to determine its potential reuse. Projections for retail services, parking, and 
recreation requirements are also based upon the 10,000 total employee population. A 
tabulation of existing building use, area and population is presented in the following table. 



EXISTING BUDLDING PROGRAM 

Building 

Cafeteria 16.127 
StorageIRec. 44,205 

StoragelSupply 25.570 
Administration lix!4 

42.774 

SloragefSupply 40,650 

Storage 2.020 

Storage 6,426 

Navy Historic Center Admin. 14.245 

Recruiting Center 2.7 10 
Shop 10.58 1 
Photo 455 
Storage l5.m 

29.267 

Navy Historic Cmta 21.881 

Maine Corps Muscum 48.840 
StoragdShop 10.371 0 

Storage 5.013 

Storage 26,052 

Recreation 16.299 
Navy Museum 
Snack Bar 

3-3 Building 197 
Ofticen Club 

A feasibility s r d y  is currently underway for rk 
potential reuse of this large building. 

Navy Band 
Chapel 

Storage 

Ofrl 

Navy BIld Srudio 
Fire Station 
Tek. Exchange 

Maintenance 
Administration 
Storage 

O f k  
Stonge 
Rint Shop 

Historic Center Shops 
Of6ce 



3-4 Building 57 

172 Adminirrntion 
Tminhg 
RcdClmr 
Cxulit Union 
srxrse 

The museums at the center of t k  Yard are a 
special attraction for rouris~~. I 

210 Mal ia is~  
211 CPO Club 
212 AdminiMIian 

218 Adubi~m& 



The history and physical development of the Washington Navy Yard closely follows the 
history of the United States and the country's involvement in war. Its proximity to 

I Washington and to the nation's political and military leaders has ensured its importance over 
the years, although the use and mission of the Yard has charrged due to developments in 
military technology and the physical constraints of its site. The character of the Yard has 
been shaped by these changes in mission: from shipbuilding to heavy industrial 
manufacturing to research and supply, and finally to administration. The physical needs of 
the buildings to house these functions, overlaid with the extension of the grid system of the 
city of Washington, is the basis for the physical condition of the Yard today. 

3.2 
Framework for 
Historic Preservation 



3-6 Navy Yard, c.  1814 

ConjignratzMon of the Yard before its dcstruction 
dwing tk War of 1812, on 24 August 1814. 

As part of L'Enfant's original plan for the new capital city, 17 reservations were set aside for 
governmental use. One of these, reservation 14, had 37 acres (12 of which were dry) and 
was a hiangular section of land along the Eastern Branch (Anacostia) River. Intended for a 
major govemmental or commercial center, it defined the southern terminus of Eighth Street, 
the major north-south avenue in the southeastern section of the city. 

In 1798, with the threat of engaging in war with France during the Napoleonic Wan, a 
Congressional appropriation allowed the fmt Secretary of the Navy, Benjamin Stoddert, to 
establish navy yards and begin the building of a navy. One of six yards, Washington was 
chosen due to its secure inland location, proximity to timber supplies for shipbuilding, and 
the ease of supervision for the federal government. After consideration of several sites, 
Reservation 14 was chosen and enlarged by the purchase of two city squares to the west. 

Development of the Yard was slow during this early period as peace with France came in 
1800 and naval appropriations were not pressing. Only two buildings were erected during 
the period, one of which is probably existing Quarters B. In 1803, President Thomas 
Jefferson designated the Yard as the Navy's home port and selected Benjamin Latrobe to 
develop a comprehensive plan and supervise the construction of buildings for the "Navy 
Arsenal." The exact number of buildings constructed is unknown, but Latrobe designed an 
elegant entrance gate and a rectangular dry dock with long arched sides. Latrobe's gate 
(Building 2) is the only remaining element of his plan. By 18 12 the Yard was well equipped 
for the purpose of shipbuilding and repairs, and was well supplied with the necessary 
materials to carry out this function. 

During the War of 1812, the Yard was considered an important facet in the military strength 
of the nation. During the British invasion of Washington in 1814, the Yard suffered 
substantial damage. Captain Thomas Tingey. Commandant of the Yard, ordered that the 
buildings and vessels in port be set on fire to avoid capture. Buildings that were not 
destroyed in the initial f i  were set ablaze by the British. Two ships were burned, but a third 
which was under construction and almost complete, was saved. 

The rebuilding of the Yard after the War closely followed the existing configuration. There 
were two clusters of shipbuilding structures, one at the far southeast comer, and one 
bordering the inlet. A third improved area is in the northeast comer and was a residential area 
with a house for the Commandant, Officers Quarters, and two gardens. Plans of the period 
show a wharf area created from marshland that fonned the southern boundary for an inlet 
which was used as a timber dock where raw lumber was stored in the water. The practice of 
creating land by filling marshland continued throughout the history of the Yard. 

Despite the rebuilding activity at the Yard, the Navy was evaluating its shipbuilding 
operations. The War of 1812 had shown that locations closer to the ocean made more logical 
sites due to their proximity to the sea and to deeper ports, which became a necessity as ships 
grew in size. Major ship repair and building activity was transferred to the Norfolk and New 
York Navy Yards. However, the use of the Washington Navy Yard continued as a ship 
building and repair center until 1827. The Yard was then redesignated for heavy equipment 
manufacturing, producing anchors, cables, and steam machinery. 



An 1827 plan for the Yard was drawn that showed a tree lined entry street and the beginning 
of an industrial quadrangle, reflecting the need for larger buildings placed in an orderly 
fashion for the easy flow of manufactured goods. In 1830, 380 people were employed in 
jobs relating to shipbuilding, ship repair, and armament manufacturing. During the period 
leading up to the Mexican War in 1846, development in the Yard moved at a steady pace with 
new construction and innovations. The f i t  marine railway was installed in the slip in the 
southeast comer of the Yard in 1822, allowing ships to be hauled up out of the water for 
repairs. Additional land area was claimed by filling, innovations in repair and ordnance 
operations took place as the industrial revolution drew near. 

3-7 Dahlgren Street 

The tree lined entry street leading to Lclrrobe Gate. 
elements of the plan in 1827, are still visible 
today. 

3-8 Plan of Navy Yard, March 1827 

Plan of Navy Yard at Washington. DC, showing 
both eaisnng and proposed buildings. A tree lined 
main street runsfrom the gate on M Street to the 
Commnndants ofice and the beginning of an 
indutrial Quadrangle surrounds the timber dock to 
the west. 



3-9 Navy Yard. c. 186667 

Railways (indicated by darhed lines) were used to 
aid in the flow of manufacturing and 10 deliver rhe 
finished goods to the ships at the wharf. 

3-10 Navy Yard. 1889 

The railway system was greatly expanded within 
the Yard rind used for the delivery of raw meria ls  
inlo the Yard from rhe north. 

The Mexican Nar demonstrated the need for emphasis in ordnance production and a 
laboratory for research was started, which was to eventually become the major function of 
the Yard. As the need for more space and larger buildings grew, additional marshland was 
filled in. The transformation to a major ordnance manufacturing facility was consolidated 
under the direction of John A. Dahlgren, who was f i s t  hired to supervise rocket operations 
and became Commandant of the Yard in 1861 and the Chief of the Bureau of Ordnance in 
1862. Dahlgren took the lead in developing new armaments and is responsible for many new 
inventions, including the smooth bore gun, triangular gun sites, a serviceable gunboat for 
landing parties, and several weapons testing systems. Ordnance developed during this 
period outfitted the iron-clad ships that were used during the Civil War. 

During the war, the primary function of the Yard was as a main communications center 
between the Navy Department and the Union blockade along the southern Atlantic Coast. 
When Norfolk fell to the South, all ship repairs were made in Washington. The Navy 
entered a frugal period of cautious monetary spending on research after the Civil War. 
European technology was copied and little new research was performed. The Washington 
Navy Yard was used primarialy for the repair of older ships. 

The 1883 Naval Appropriations Act established the Gun Foundry Board to study armament 
manufacturing in Europe. Based on European models, the Board recommended that 
government owned gun factories use privately manufactured components. As a result, the 
Yard was designated the Naval Gun Factory in 1886 and most shipbuilding and ship repair 
facilities were converted for use as ordnance production. Ordnance production was a 
political priority during this period and all Navy Yards were modernized with the hiring of 
new key personnel and the upgrading of machinery and tools. 

By 1887 the Yard had approximately 20 major industrial buildings which were connected by 
railroads that aided in the flow of production. Railways led to the wharf where completed 
ordnance was transferred to ships for delivery to other Navy Yards or to testing facilities. A 
shrinkage pit was built in 1888 in the northwest comer of the Yard, enabling the construction 
of very large naval guns. In 1897 an Experimental Model Basin was installed in the 
southeast portion of the Yard. This structure allowed models of proposed ships to be tested 
in simulated environmental conditions. By 1898 the railway system was greatly expanded, 
both within the Yard and to the north, for the transfer of goods in and out of the Yard. 

In December 1898, war was declared with Spain and production began a 24-hour schedule. 
Naval ordnance grew in size with the development of larger guns and larger buildings were 
required to house their production. Extensive expansion of the Yard was planned, but never 
took place as the war ended very quickly. 

In 1901 a former assistant Secretary of the Navy, Theodore Roosevelt, was elected 
President and undertook the task of upgrading the Navy. At that time, 2,000 people were 
employed at the Yard still working on a 24-hour production schedule. Plans were made to 
build new structures that would fill the swamp area to the west and replace older, outdated 
buildings throughout the Yard. Federal subsidies were also established for private industry 
to supplement the production of the Naval Gun Factory. 

In 1906, the British Royal Navy unveiled the "Dreadnaught," which was a radical departure 
from previous battleships, and started a global naval armaments race. In response, the US 
Navy began to adopt the same design which called for even larger guns and factory buildings 
to produce them. Roosevelt ordered sixteen battleships, dubbed the "Great White Fleet," to 
sail the Pacific as a show of naval power. 



By 1913, much of the build-up planned under Rcosevelt had taken place, including the 

I annexation of a section of land to the east. Developments in innovative equipment and 
research continued during this period. The first periscope was designed in 1912 and the f ~ s t  
wind tunnel was developed in 1914. 

World War I brought no immediate effect on the Yard as the United States attempted to 
remain neutral. When this proved impossible, great expansion occurred in ordnance 
production with a small increase in research and testing. Remarkable expansion took place 
within one year. Expanded research facilities, which could be located away from the 
manufachuing facilities, where designated for the eastern portion of the Yard and several new 
buildings were constructed. Many new buildings were constructed on the western side of the 
Yard, which was expanded by two additional blocks of land. In 1917, 10,000 people were 
employed and the production of ordnance could not keep up with the demand. Contracts 
were made with private industry for guns, mounts, naval accessories, and spare parts. 

3-11 Navy Yard. 1919 

The Yard was expanded both to the east and west 
during World War I. 

-12 Plan of Navy Yard, 1903 



3-13 Navy Yard. 1945 

The Yard war again upatukd w fk west during 
World War N and w fizcilities were built on the 
eastern side. 

3-14 E.rpa&n of the Navy Yard 1798-1945 

The expansion of tbe Navy Yard reflccrs rk 
impact of war and &clvlological change. 

The Navy received only modest appropriations after the War and the Yard saw little activity 
until the inauguration of another former assistant Secretary of the Navy, Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt He gave priority to rebuilding the weak Navy up to its maximum strength as 
defined by treaty limits. By the outbreak of World War II, the Yard was again operating at 
peak capacity, employing 25,000 people on 125 acres. 

By 1942, even with the aid of private industry, the production of the Yard was overextended 
and the area was expanded once again to the west, reaching First Street New governmental 
ordnance plants were also constructed in the Midwest and the South. Two years later, 
additional land was added to the west and resulted in the last land acquision for the Yard. 

In the 1940s the primary role of the Yard shifted from manufacturing to manufacturing 
coordination. All ordnance production was overviewed or tested by the Navy Yard, 
requiring new administrative and research facilities to be constructed on the eastern side of 
the Yard. Other diversified activities, such as the producrion of replacement gears for the 
Panama Canal and ship repair remained. JJI 1945, the Yard was officially renamed the 
United States Naval Gun Factom, although it had been designated as such since 1866. 

The post war era saw even a further decline in the production of ordnance and an increase in 
research functions. These functions eventually outgrew the Yard and spread to other 
locations, leaving vacant buildings which were used for administrative purposes. 
Administrative functions were concentrated on the eastern side of the yard and vacant areas 
were used for parking. 

The name of the Yard was changed once again to the U.S. Naval Weapons Plant in 1959 and 
a dispute arose over the future of the Yard. It either needed to be abandoned or modernized 
into an efficient facility. The decision was to continue its use as a supply and administrative 
center. As a result, the Yard was officially closed as an ordnance facility in 1962. The 
western portion was renamed the Navy Yard Annex and given to the General Services 
Administration. The Yard was once again renamed the Washington Navy Yard, which 
functions today as an adrninistrativelhistorical center. 

In 1976, a major portion of the Yard was listed as a National Historic Landmark District, 
listed for its significance to the history of political and military affairs. Within the Navy Yard 
historic district four buildings are considered Category I1 Landmarks of the District of 
Columbia and are individually listed on the National Register of Historic Places: the Lambe 
Gate, Quarters A and B, and Building 1 (the historic Commandants Office). 



The existing physical character of the Navy Yard is one of its most distinctive features. 
The brick high-bay industrial buildings tightly spaced within the Yard form a special urban 

I setting which is unique in Washington. Although some north-south streets continue from 
the city street grid, the pattern of streets and buildings within the Yard define it as separate 
from the surrounding fabric of the city. Some segments of the area designated for the 
Southeast Federal Center have a similar pattern, but the Navy Yard offers a distinctive 

1 physical character which should be retained and enhanced. 

3.3 
Physical Conditions 

Four general areas define the physical character of the Yard. The first, the historic con, is 
centered along Dahlgren Street between the Lambe Gate and the old Commandants Office 
in Building 1. This is the first area to be developed and forms the heart of the Yard, with ' Leu= Park also serving as the setting for Navy ceremonies. The row of flag quarters 
located along Warrington Avenue and Charles Moms Street surrounding the Park, the axis 
created by the Main Gate and the tradition associated with ceremonies in Leutze Park all 
contribute to the strong sense of place within the historic core. The concentration of 
museums in buildings to the south create a public attraction which complements the 
ceremonial function of the historic core. 

J)  Primary Entrance Gates 

Conditions 
3s 
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3-15 Em'sting Physical 



3-16 Industrial Character 

Tht right urban spaces and high-bay buildings. 
such as shown .hue in Buildings 28 and 176.  
contribue w t k  industrial character of the Yard. 

To the west is located the industrial area of the Yard, which is characterized by a number of 
high bay industrial buildings which at present are underutilized. These buildings were 
generally constructed during the 19th and early 20th centuries, and many offer distinctive 
architectural features such as decorative brick cornices and repetitive double-sashed 
windows. The industrial area offers tremendous potential for adaptive use and expansion 

I of the employment population, with Building 111 recently completed and Building 36 
currently under construction as the fmt examples of this trend. The ~ublic sDace created b 
the D* streets is lackinr in characyr. howwer. with curbs often missing an: 
landscaping nonexistent _As buildmgsare converted- 

' be required to upgraae the public space. 3 
The third area of the Yard is the administrative district east of Parsons Avenue. This sector 
generally developed after World War I once the heavy industrial function of the Yard had 
declined. The architectural character of the administrative district is not distinctive, with 
many of the structures functional in design and varying in height and mass. However, 
some improvements have been made to the public space and the concentration of personnel 
in this sector contributes to its activity. 

The last area of physical character is the waterfront district. Generally stretching along 
Sicard Street to 0 Street and south to the Anacostia River, this sector is dominated by 
paved surface parking lots. Williard Park located between Isaac Hull Avenue and Paulding 
Street and the embankment east of Parsons Avenue are the only landscaped sections of the 
public space. In addition, the few buildings scattered within this area contribute to the 
underutilized character of the waterfront. Despite this existing negative appearance, the 
waterfront offers tremendous potential to improve the overall character of the Yard. By 
removing the parked cars, expanding landscaping and possibly creating additional 
attractions along the waterfront, this sector could become one of the primary features of the 
Navy Yard. 

Underlying these areas of different physical character is the pattern of streets and open 
spaces which has developed. Since the walls along M and 1 lth streets serve to sharply 
define the limits of the Yard, the entry gates at 6th, 9th, and N streets create the primary 
internal circulation routes. A secondary pattern of circulation is defined by Patterson 
Avenue, Paulding Street, and loth Street. Sicard Street serves as the only connection 
between the 6th and 9th Street primary routes, and requires a distorted path between 
buildings 70,46, 101, and 212. The result is a strong north-south orientation of streets but 
limited opportunity for east-west movement within the Yard. The public space created by 
this street pattern is also the basis of the pedestrian network. Pedestrian movement is 
somewhat freer, but the number of cars parked at grade serves to limit the ease of 
pedestrian circulation through the Yard, while limited landscaping or clearly marked 
sidewalks detract from the appearance of the public space. 

Although the Navy Yard currently displays varying quality of buildings and public space, 
the overall physical character is one of its greatest assets and offers tremendous potential to 
create a special setting. The cluster of historic buildings between 6th and 9th Streets, 
which is designated as an historic dismct, and the natural feature of the waterfront are 
valuable physical assets upon which to build the Yard. With the exception of some existing 
buildings which are visually unattractive and the development of several lean-to structures 
that detract from buildings and public space, the Navy Yard has an overall positive physical 
character. Continued renovation of existing buildings and improvements to the public 
space will reinforce this image. 



Geology 1 3.4 

I The Washington Navy Yard is located within the Coastal Plain geological province 
characterized by underlying sedimentary deposits 300.350 feet thick. Texture of these 
sediments ranges from clays to coarse gravel and boulders resting upon older bedrock. 
Two formations from the Quaternary period -- the Wicomica formation and the Pamlico 

/ formation -- are evident at the Navy Yard. The older formation is the Wicomica that 
comprises the higher terrace elevations at the north and northeast edges of the site. The 
Wicomica formation displays a coarse gravel bed at the base of the formation to fmer sand 
and silt toward the edges. The Pamlico formation is found throughout the remainder of the 
site to the south and west and is entirely fluvial and estuarine in name. The composition is 
mostly gravel, silt and sand which presents more recent terrace deposits. This category 
also encompasses recent natural alluvial stream deposits, tidal marsh areas and natural and 
artificial fill areas of the Navy Yard 

soils I 

Natural and 
Open Space Features 

Soils formed on Coastal Plain deposits in this region range from silty clays to gravelly 
sands of a fine to medium grained texture. Human activity has altered the ground surface 
of the site considerably. Excavation, filling, dumping and general construction have 
changed the Navy Yard site from the early maps which show a swampy shoreline and 
possible tidal marshes in the area south of M Street near the 4th Street entrance. Both the . . 

rvev of t h c  of Columbia. Julv 1976 and the Washlneton Naw Y d  
Grounds Conservation 1979 identify soils of the site as 
Christiana-Urban land complex, Udorthents, and Urban land 

Urban ,bdmmb& 



3-1 8 W ~ ~ ? O N  Promenade 

Af present r k  waterfront promenade is  only 
developed in r k  eacurn WMrk Yard. 

The Christians-Urban land complex consists of nearly level to gently sloping, well drained 
soils occurring on higher elevations within urbanized areas of the Coastal Plain. Christiana 
soils and urban land are intermixed so as to be nearly indistinguishable. Most areas have 
been altered by grading for urban uses. Limitations of this soil Wue for building D 

. . s. particularlv where the s u r f T a  
n disturbed o r e .  B-. the when under ~ressure or 

load. can lsueerc out from under building f o u n m o o t i n g s  or basements to 
or settle. Perrneabmy is moderately slow to slow in undisturbed areas ot the sol1 and 

has variable permeability in areas disturbed by cuts, fills or urban land. Runoff potential is 
medium to rapid with a severe hazard of erosion. The soil classification description lists the 
Christians-Urban land complex as having good potential for lawn grasses, shade trees, 
ornamental trees and shrubs. Because of poor traffic bearing capacity, the recreational use 
potential for this soil is considered fair to poor. 

Udorthents consist of approximately 80 percent earthy fill with the remaining percentage of 
non-soil fill materials such as brick, trash, wire, metal cinders, concrete pieces, industrial 
wastes and stone remnants. Such heterogeneous materials have been placed on poorly 
drained to somewhat excessively drained soils on uplands, terraces and floodplains to 
provide building sites. At the Washington Navy Yard, this occurs in the vicinity of the 7th 
Street entrance south of M Street. The engineering characteristics of Udorthents are less 
than desirable under wet soil conditions with variable results in terms of surface runoff. - - - - . - - - - -. . - - - 
internal drainage. holding ca~acitv and ~ermeabilitv. Areas of Udorthents have wo; 
potential for nearly any use. A detailed soikinvestieatioXshould be wrformed to as&& 

'the potentw or ~mtauons for specific land uses. 
- 

Urban land of the Washineton Naw Yard By definition, urban 
land consists of areas where more than 80 percent of the surface is covered by asphalt, 
concrete, buildings or other impervious surfaces. This soil category may contain large 
areas that are mostly miscellaneous Micial  fill where several feet of fill material has been 
placed over intermittent streams, swamps, floodplain and tidal marshes. Careful on-site 
investigation is warranted to determine the potential and limitations for any proposed use. 

Topography 1 
The topography of the Washington Navy Yard is marked by nearly level to moderately 
sloping areas. Much of the land surface has been disturbed by grading and filling for 
construction with slopes varying from less than one percent o v a  the western majority of 
the site to five percent on the eastern boundary. The most extreme grade change occurs 
west of the Lcutze Park bcnveen Paulding and Dahlgrcn Streets. Spot elevations at the site 
vary from slightly above sea level along the watafimt bulkhead to fifty-five feet above sea 
level at the northeastern corner. 

Floodplain 
_Flooding is a critical develo~ment constraint at the Navy Yard. Flood levels for the 50-year 
and 100-year stonns have recently been revised and established at elevations of 17.4 feet 
and 20.0 feet respectively, Washington Navy Yard Datum After the flood of 1936, a 
design flood level was established at an elevation of 17.5 feet and subsequent construction 
appears to have followed this standard. Future construction should be guided by the 100- 
year flood level so that facilities would be constructed at elevations greater than 20.0 feet or 
flood mitigation measures be taken at elevations below 20.0. 

Air quality conditions at the Navy Yard are affected by the sttam generating plant located in 
Building 116, automobile traffic and by fugitive dust generated by construction activities. 
Stcam production is by means of combustion of No. 2 fuel oil in compliance with all air 



quality regulations. Automobile traffic on the site does not contribute substantially to the 
levels of air pollutants because of the limited running time of a vehicle in a self-parking lot. 
Fugitive dust generated bv construction activities is attributable ~rimarilv to adiacent 

- a ~ ~ -  - - - -  
~ & ~ r a i l  construction. ~ u t u r e  development or changes in operaiing coiditions could 
potentially affect air quality conditions. 

Waterfront Conditions 

The working waterfront at the Navy Yard consists of man-made elements, from the timber 
seawall constructed in the early twentieth century to the five piers extending into the 
Anacostia River. The seawall and pien were used for docking and servicing of deep draft 
ships, although only the U.S.S. Bany remains on display. Both piers and seawall are 
considered to be in good condition. Buildings fronting the Anacostia River are set back 
approximately 100 feet. A linear park with special paving landscaping and seating area has 
been installed at the river edge east of Slip 1. Surface parking and service aisles occupy the 
remaining waterfront area at the site. 

The Anacostia River is the largest tributary of the Potomac River. The Anacostia River 
begins in Maryland, becoming tidal approximately 1.5 miles from the Maryland/District of 
Columbia boundary. The segment of the Anacostia River adjacent to the Navy Yard is 
approximately 800 feet wide with a charted channel depth of 20 feet and charted channel 
width of 600 feet. Depth at the river edge in the vicinity of the piers is approximately 17 
feet. Normal tides in the area vary from a mean high tide of 6.0 feet (Navy Yard Datum) to 
a mean low tide of 3.0 feet. Spring tides exhibit a wider variance between high tide levels 
and low tide levels, 8.3 feet to 2.4 feet, respectively. The tidal influences tend to impede 
the flow of water downstream during tidal flood and thereby reduces the flushing action. 

Noise 

Sources of noise at the Washington Navy Yard originate from traffic on nearby roadways 
and construction associated with Metrorail. Noise levels in the interior of the Navy Yard 
can be attributed to vehicular movement within the Yard, but these levels are relatively 
minor. 

Open Space 

The urban character of the Navy Yard is softened by two areas of vegetated open space, 
Leutze Park and Willard Park. Leutze Park is a ceremonial open space of approximately 
1.7 acres located within the historic residential area south of M Street. The park is formally 
landscaped with a variety of tree species and vegetated beds on a gently sloping grassy 
terrain. Willard Park is located in the south central portion of the installation at the 
waterfront. The park (approximately 1.0 acres) is used by Navy Yard employees and 
visitors to the many public attractions at the Navy Yard. The park consists of ail 
interpretive display of military hardware and provides casual seating arrangements 
surrounding the existing bandstand. 

Vegetation and Wildlife I 
The two major vegetated areas are Leutze Park and Willard Park. While different in 
character, these two areas have large expanses of grass and f o m l l y  planted trees and 
shrubs. Major entry points and circulation corridors are planted with street trees and 
vegetated beds as part of streetscape. The remaining areas of the Navy Yard are covered by 
buildings, paving and sidewalks. The only wildlife species present at the Navy Yard are 
those associated with human habitat such as squirrels, possums, raccoons and rodents. 
Bird species include gulls, pigeons, starlings and spanows. 

3-19 Dahlgren St. 

Landscaped open space between 
buildings. such as along Dahlgren St., 
complements the tight urban character 
rhroughout ~k Yard. 



3.5 
Retail Opportunities 

3-20 Existing Retail Services 

Food service 

Retail Service 

..................... 
Museum ............. ................... ....................... ............ 

Speciol Navy 

Navy Yard retail opportunities include facilities designed to serve the on-site employee 
population as well as stores and services which would appeal to on-site tourists. Among 
the sources of retail sales support, the majority of expenditure potential will come from the 
employee base at the Navy Yard. The expenditure potential of this base, when considered 
with the competitive retail outlets which exist or are proposed for the market area, 
determines the potential for supportable retail space on site. On-site households headed by 
Navy employees are considered in the employment-based retail expenditure category. 

The market support sources for retail at the Navy Yard have been limited to on-site 
employees and tourists for a number of reasons. The most important is that the primary 
goal of the Commandant of the Navy Yard is to provide retail services for the military and 
civilian employees who work on-base and visitors to the museums and archives. 
Secondly, targeting Navy Yard retail to controllable support sources will help the Navy 
assure that there will be continued sales support for merchants even during those times 
when the base is closed to visitors for security purposes. Finally, the market support 
sources do not include employees from the neighboring Southeast Federal Center because 
retail facilities have been proposed at this site near the future Metro station. 



Navy Yard employment is estimated to be 6,800 persons and is forecasted to reach 10,000 Support Sources 
by 1998. For the purposes of the plan, a constant distribution between military and civilian 

I employees is assumed. The rate of employment growth is assumed to be distributed equally 
over the I @year period. 

The Navy Yard attracts a variety of people for pleasure visits or social events annually. 
Typically these tourist groups include children from schools throughout the Mid-Atlantic I region, visitors to Navy or privately sponsored social events, active and retired military 
personnel, and metropolitan area residents. 

Tourists are attracted primarily to the museums associated with Navy and Marine Corps 
activities. The largest museum, the Navy Museum, and the public display vessel USS 
Bany attract over 330.400 visitors annually.. The Navy Museum is part of the Naval 
Historical Center which includes the main departmental library, archives, and other 
research facilities. These facilities attract approximately 2,640 visitors annually. The 
museum is adding 2,000 square feet of exhibit space currently and plans to add 8,000 
square feet in 1992. These additions are not expected to affect attendance. It is estimated 
that 50 percent of Navy Museum visitors are junior and senior high school students, 20 
percent are from adult bus tours, 10 percent are for receptions, and the remaining 20 
pacent an associated with other activities or are walk-ins. 

The Marine Corps Museum attracts approximately 18,000 visitors per year. Due to the 
museums' location at the opposite end of the Navy Yard from the tour bus parking, most of 
the visitors are walk-ins with the Marine Corps Museum as their primary destination. 
Museum officials estimate that at least 75 percent of the visitors are marines or former 
marines and Navy Yard employees. Additionally, the museum hosts approximately 15 
receptions and d i n m  annually that attract an average of 100 people each. - 
Past visitation at the Navy Yard has grown from 148,000 per year in 1981 to 325,400 per 
year in 1987. For purposes of the plan, based on trends in visitation at the museums on 
base, it is assumed that future growth in visitation to the museums will be approximately 
two percent annually. In total, the number of visitors to the Navy Yard should grow from 
342,734 in 1988 to 363,712 in 1991 and 417,791 by 1998. External factors such as off- 
base crime, disposable income reduction, and increasing bast security could reduce these 
forecasts. - 
A major factor in detcnnining Sales potential for a retail project is the quality, size, location Retail Competitive Structure 
and tenant mix of the principal retail competition. The competitive analysis is one factor 
used to &t-ne the amount of new supportable retail space. 

The current retail competition near the Navy Yard is limited. Within reasonable (six 
blwks) walking distance along 8th Street and Pennsylvania Avenue there is a concenaation 
of eatingldrinking facilities and convenience retail shops. Waterside Mall and L'Enfant 
Plaza are located within a ten-minute drive of the site. In total, the competition provides 
approximately 330,000 square fact of space. Waterside Mall provides stores such as a 
supermarket, a drugstore and other convenience goods typically found in community 
shopping centers. L'Enfant Plaza has a wider variety of shoppers' goods stores, with a 
smng complement of women's apparel and accessory stow. The tenant mix at L'Enfant 
Plaza is targeted to the employee population within the complex. The 8th Stnet comdor 
includes a varizty of retail functions, including restaurants, personal service establishments, 
and an increasing number of professional offices. The tenant mix is targeted to the 
residents of the surrounding Capitol Hill neighborhood. 



Employee Profile In December 1988, a survey of employees and visitors to the Washington Navy Yard was 
undertaken to c o n f i  information on employee- and visitor-based expenditures and 
&tennine consumer preference considerations that affect retail development. Of the 2,000 
questionnaires distributed, 857 were returned, yielding a response rate of almost 43 percent 
which is superior for any survey effort. The majority of the respondents were civilian 
employees. 

Household income was measured as an indicator of an individual's propensity to make 
retail expenditures. Household income levels of Navy Yard employees are distributed 
across a broad range of income categories; however, more than 58 percent of the 
respondents reported total household incomes of over $40,000. Only 10 percent of the 
population reported toml household income of less than $20,000. 

Within the two employment classifications, the income distribution is somewhat different. 
Civilian employees tend to have higher incomes than their military counterparts. Over 31 
percent of civilian employees have household incomes of $40,000 to $59,999 compared to 
19 percent of military employees. Over 47 percent of military employees have total 
incomes of less than $30,000 compared to 23 percent of civilian employees. Additionally, 
on a percentage basis, military employees are four times more likely than civilians to earn 
less than $20,000. However, a portion of the differential can be accommodated through 
the availability of the Base Exchange and other fringe benefits available only to Navy 
military personnel. 

C- 

Navy Yard employee shopping patterns are currently dictated by the limited nearby retail 
offerings and by the fact that most retail purchases are home-based. The survey indicated 
that fully 46 percent of the employees rarely shop in or near the Navy Yard. Additionally, 
the majority of employees generally brown-bag their lunch or eat at a fast food 
establishment off base. Brown-bagging seems to be a function of choice rather than 
accessibility to eating options. .I 

Survey respondents were asked to choose the top five retail stores or services that they 
would like to have at the Navy Yard. The top five store choices are: a drugstore (59 
percent), a sublsandwich shop (49 percent), a moderately priced sit-down restaurant (38 
percent), a convenience grocery store (36 percent), and a cardlgift shop (30 percent). The 
following table provides a listing in order of the stores that are desired at the Navy Yard 



Drugstore 

I SubISandwich Shop 
Moderate Restaurant 
Convenience Grocery Store 
cardl~lf t  

I Health Club 
News/Books 
Bakery 
Dry CkafIer 
Ice Cream 
Shoe Repair 
AlM5ank 
Video Store 
oher (1) 
Florist 
BeautyIBarber Shop 
Sport Goods 
Gourmet Food 
One-hour Photo 
Travel Agent 
Record Store 
Navy Souvenirs 
Optorneaist 
Copy/Reprcduc tion 
party Supply 

3-21 Building 184 

T k  M c D o ~ l &  restaurant in Building 184 is one 
of t k  few retail offcringspresently on base. 

(1) Day care, car maintenance, and fast food are the primary examples in this category. I 
Source: Hammer, Siler, George Associates. I 

Survey respondents were also asked to indicate their three favorite ethnic food preferences. 
The purpose of this question was to identify the types of retail food alternatives that 
employees would like to have at the Navy Yard. The most preferred choices were 
Italiardpizza, Chinese, and delicatessen. 

- .  
Based on the demographic support and the results of the employee survey, supportable 
retail space has been &rived An implementation strategy for retail development has been 
structured which identifies prospective tenants by store type and recommends a 
management strategy. C 



3.6 
Transportation 
and Parking 

3-22 Trampormion and Parking 

Sewndq Rwdr  t 3  
Curb Parking 

The transportation system serving the Navy Yard is generally adequate for the existing 
population. Access is presently restricted to the entrance gates at 6th and 9th Streets on M 
Street and at N Street on 11 th Street. Although this requires the majority of traffic to enter 
and exit from M Street, the capacity of the road and staggered work hours of employees 
have resulted in a good level of service. The anticipated development of the Southeast 
Federal Center immediately to the west will certainly impact the future level of service and 
should be canfully monitored for its effect on access to the Yard. 

Within the base, traffic is heavily concentrated on the primary access routes leading to the 
entrance gates and then dispersed on secondary roads forming the internal circulation 
system Around Leutze Park traffic is restricted due to security requirements adjacent to the 
flag quarters. A major existing problem is the difficulty of east-west vehicular movement 
created by the narrow curving road between Buildings 46, 101, and 212. This circuitous 
route has several blind corners which also create pedestrian hazards in addition to impeded 
-fit tlow. Future plans must address this condition. - -  - 
During the work day, circulation within the Yard is primarily pedestrian. The compact 
layout of the base is well suited to pedestrian movement, but the existing streetscape 
presents a number of obstacles. Many north-south streets do not have clearly defined 
sidewalks or street trees which would make the public space more attractive. East-west 
routes are not continuous across the site due to interruptions such as blocking of the Tingey 
Street comdor by Building 22 or the collection of buildings around the extension of Sicard 
Street. In addition, the expanse of parked cars on streets and along the waterfront detracts 
from the public space, thereby discouraging pedestrian traffic. - 



An ongoing concern within the Navy Yard is the need for parking, which will increase with 
the projected increase of pulation. At present there are 2,724 spaces on base which are 
designated by category o P" use and allocated by permit. When this count is compared with 
the current population on base, a ratio of 2.3 employees or residents are allocated for each 
parking space. Although parking is perceived to be inadequate for demand within the 
Yard, this ratio is actually less than the National Capital Planning Commission 

I recommendation of 3 employees per space. The isolated location of the Navy Yard and the 
limited alternatives offered by public transportation have increased the demand for and 
dependence upon additional parking spaces on base. In addition, most of the traffic 
movements on base are from employees searching for a parking space. A summary of the 

I current parking spaces available by category is as follows: 

n P- 

Government Vehicles 32 
Executiv@Handicapped 450 
C q o o W a n  Pools 900 
Visitor Quarterr 7 
Volunrea 335 
Inck&& 
Total Spaces 

Increased access to public transit will favorably affect the parking situation. The Navy I 3-23 Embanbnrnr 

Yard Metro Station is scheduled for operation in-early 199 1 v&h&-station e n m c m 2 n d  1 ,,,, ... L:,L ,,,. A,,:,,., .LA ...-.- LA-. 

pedestrians, the Metro system has not been viewed as a convenient alternative for 
commuting. Development of the Southeast Federal Center and improvement of Tingey 
Street may help to increase the proportion of riders using Metro. An expanded bus shuttle 
service to the Navy Yard Metro Station should attract additional usen. 

The employment increase will require additional parking spaces on base. At present an 
imbalance exists between the eastern and western halves of the Yard. A majority of the 
working population is now located east of Parsons Avenue where approximately 1,700 
spaces are available. West of Parsons Avenue, which is when all building nnovation and 
population increases are proposed, only about 900 spaces are designated. Future parking 
spaces will therefore need to be found within the western sector in order to adequately 
serve its population growth. The increase in on site parking will also be critical for the 
opportunity to create landscape improvements to the public space. Parking smctures will 
need to be constructed over the long term to achieve the proper employee to parking space 
ratio, create a balanced parking distribution within the Yard, and provide opportunities for 
improvement to the public space. 



3.7 
Infrastructure 

3-24 Sewer and W a e r  Distribution 

Main sMirary sewer 

Main stonn sewer 

Combined storm and sanitary lines 

Water 

With the exception of the internal steam supply system, the Navy Yard utilizes private and 
municipal utilities which provide gas, electricity, telephone, water and sewer services.?he 
capacity of all utilities is more than adequate for the proposed development of the Navy 
Yard, and recently completed projects initiated by the Public Works Office have upgraded 
all of the internal dishibution systems in anticipation of this development. 

The Navy Yard is served by a combination of sewer systems. The major sanitary sewer 
serving the site is a 6-3" diameter line running west along M Street and feeding into the 
nearby D.C. Pumping Station. Sewage is pumped from the station to the Blue Plains 
treatment plant. In addition there are combined storm and sanitary lines that traverse the 
site from north to south. The largest of these is the Capitol Hill Relief Sewer which is an 
18'~13'concrete box section that empties into the Anacostia River near Pier #5. There is 
also a 6-3" sewer along 6th Street and a 2'-S"x3'-7" sewer along 9th Street. 

Water service to the Navy Yard is provided by the D.C. Department of Environmental 
Services. The site is served from a 36" main under M Street dong the northern boundary 
of the Navy Yard. A 12" main enters the site at Dahlgren Avenue and two 8" mains enter 
the eastern edge of the site from 1 lth Street. Water is distributed throughout the site by 
underground mains under the major streets. 

Gas is provided to the Washington Navy Yard by the D.C. Natural Gas Company from an 
8" wrapped high pressure main under M Street that connects to the Gas Company's East 
Station at 12th and M Streets, S.E. This station has the capability of producing gas from 
coal and oil when necessary. Gas usage in the Navy Yard has been generally limited to 
cooking and domestic hot water use although there are plans to convert the existing boiler 
plant for the use of gas as an alternate fuel. 



Telephone service is provided to the Washington Navy Yard by the Chesapeake and 
Potomac Telephone Company. The Navy Yard telephone system is connected directly to a 
central office of the Telephone Company, and the trunk Lines enter the site in the vicinity of 
Building 200. Telephone lines are distributed throughout the site in a recently completed 

I duct bank system extending westward along N Street, Kidder Breeze, Paulding Avenue 
and Tingey Street. North-South branches extend along 10th Street and Patterson Avenue 
with a bank along Sicard Street serving the southwest comer of the Navy Yard. 

I The boiler plant in Building 116 provides steam to buildings in the Navy Yard as well as 
the Southeast Federal Center. The plant contains two operating boilers with a combined 
capacity of 390,000 pounds of steam per hour. The plant was originally coal fired but has 
been converted to fuel oil and gas in order to meet environmental standards. Steam and 
condensae are carried in overhead lines from Building 116 thru buildings 197,28,33/36, 

' and 76 before entering an underground trench system which serves the eastern part of the 
Navy Yard. 

Elecmc Service to the Navy Yard is provided by the Potomac Elecaic Power Company. 
Four 33 KV feeders supply a substation immediately north of Building 74 in the Southeast 
Federal Center. This substation contains transformers which supply both the Navy Yard 
and the'southeast Federal Center as well as the D.C. Pumping Stations. The Navy Yard is 
served by a recently installed underground duct bank system originating at Tingey Street 
adjacent to Building 116. The duct bank system extends east along Tingey Street. 
Patterson Avenue, Kidder Breeze, and N Street terminating at Building 200. A north-south 
branch is Iocated along 10th Street and another extends south on Patterson Avenue and 
connects to an east-west branch along Sicard Street 

3-2s Steam. 
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The opportunities and constraints which emerge from this analysis of existing conditions 
1 portray an area with a strong existing character and an exceptional opportunity to d k t  

future growth which will enhance the use and design of the Navy Yard. The existing 
plicy of renovation and reuse of historic structuns is critical to the futun of the Yard, but 
careful consideration must also be given to related improvements to the public space and 

I allocation of uses throughout the base. The strategy of the master plan should be to 
reinforce the existing features of the Yard while directing growth to complement those 
features. 

The forecast of 10, 000 employees, up from the existing employment level of 
approximately 6, 800 personnel, provides the Navy with an increase in employees which 
can contribute to the use and activity of the Yard but will not overextend the capacity of 
facilities on the base. The structures designated for conversion can accommodate this 
increase as their existing uses are relocated to Anacostia The present deficiency of some 
uses necessary to the function of the Yard, such as retail - 

growth, form for futun 
c ~ m u l  location and=p within the 

The physical character and natural features of the Navy Yard represent particularly strong 
assets upon which to build. The high-bay industrial buildings and other architecturally 
distinguished structures define a special sense of place, which is further recognized by its 
designation as an historic district. Open spaces such as Leutze Park and Willard Park, with 
their respective ceremonial and display functions, also contribute to the base character. 

3.9 
Opportunities 
and Constraints 

3-27 O p p u n i h s  and ConrrrPinls 
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3 LAutze Park 

setting and ceremonial function of Leutze 
.k is one element of tk existing plan which 
71 be preserved. 

-79 Skc~ch of Connection to Southeast Fe&ral 
Infer 

.novation of rhe western sector of the Yard and 
developmenr of the So~theast Fedcral Center 

. I 1  create greater use of the pe&strim p a h  along 
ngey Street. 

However, poor design of the public space, especially along the waterfront where surface 
parking dominates the area, detracts from the overall image. The natural feature of the 
waterfront offers an opportunity for design improvement of the public space consistent 
with the architectural quality throughout the Yard. 

A major constraint to the existing function of the Yard is the lack of retail services for base 
employees. At present there are no outlets for purchase of convenience goods on base 
except for the Navy Exchange, which is restricted to uniformed personnel only. In 
addition, food services are also inadequate for all employees. The growing population of 
the Yard and existing limitations require that increased retail services be provided. Their 
location will be especially important since the retail concentration potentially could serve as 
a focus of daytime activity for base employees. 1 
The transportation and parking requirements which must be accommodated due to the 
population growth within the Yard should be carefully balanced with entrance gates and 
the distribution of employees on base. At present the number of surface parking spaces 
seriously detracts from the quality of the public space, but there is the opportunity to absorb 
the increase in required parking and the elimination of some surface spaces by development 
of new parking structures. The location and phasing of new parking structures should be 
coordinated with the primary vehicular circulation routes within the Yard. Although the 
base is at present adequately served by entrance gates and a north-south street pattern, 
internal east-west circulation is constrained. The opportunity presented by the 
transportation system will be to coordinate future parking concentrations with the internal 
vehicular circulation system 

The long range development of the Southeast Federal Center is not anticipated to 
significantly alter concepts for the Navy Yard master plan, since the center of activity for 
the Federal Center is proposed to be six blocks away at the Metro station and along the 
waterfront. However, improvements to Tingey Street will be important as the corridor 
linking these two sites. Public space improvements along the water's edge will also be 
important objectives for each plan. 





'ie underlying principle of the concept plan is to establish an activity focus at the center of 
e Yard which will unite the expanded employment, tourist attractions, employee services 

I id public space improvements which together form the basis for the long term 
2velopment of the Navy Yard. The Yard does not require a radical new concept or bold 
.tion to guide its future, and in fact the inherent historic character and unique sense of 
,ace offer a strong basis upon which to build. The Navy has long recognized this 
.source, and their policy of incremental adaptive use is fundamental to the on-going 
nprovements which have taken place. The challenge of this plan is to build upon that 
~s i t ive  trend and define how remaining outstanding elements can be made part of the 
;.era11 plan. 

he  continued conversion of existing industrial buildings to predominantly office use, with 
;e increase in population projected to 10,000 employees, forms the basis for the long 
rm development of the Yard. As existing storage, supply and maintenance functions are 
ansferred to Anacostia from buildings located in the western half of the Yard, a resultant 
:ift in activity within the Yard will also occur. Whereas now the center of office use is in 
.:e eastern half of the Yard along Parsons Avenue and 10th Street, the projected increase 
-ill be primarily in the western half. The long term level of activity will therefore be 
danced equally across the base. 

l'ith the expansion of office use and distribution of personnel within the Yard, a focus of . . w becomes critical for the image of the base and service to its employees. At present 
.is focus is lacking, since a concentraaon ot retail services or gathering   lace for civilian 
-n loyees does not exist. A review of alternatives determined that a site central to the base 
d m  easy access orburis ts  and employees would be most feasible. esaciallv if 
~ v e n i e n c e  retail goods, food services arid souvenirs could be combined in a siiele I 
)cation. Building & was id ' 

best uited for this function. and has the ad& 
3 f i t  of k ing  a r c n l r u t u r ~ s h c d h c  renovation of this structure as a retail 
wcenQaum could therefore serve as a central feature wittun the Y arc& The designation of 
uilding 70 for museum expansion will also complement this focus, since tourists are 
x p e c d  to increase visits to ihe Yard and a concenhtion of museums currently exists. I 
elated to the broader distribution of employees and the central focus provided by retail 
evelopment in Building 46 is the need for a balanced internal circulation pattern. With the 
,striction of existing entrance gates and limited east-west movement, traffic is confined to 
-1ected north-south routes. In addition, parking for the increased population must be 
:comodated. The concept plan designates two primary traffic loops within the Yard, a 
est loop oriented to the 6th Street gate and east loop oriented to the 9th Street gate. Each 

m p  would operate as a separate circulation system and would be connected for 
rnergency, service and official use. The loop system will also serve five parking 
servoirs designated to receive the growth in parking demand and allow the removal of 
xisting surface spaces. The circulation system is intended to minimizt internal movement 
nd limit traffic to specific anas which can absorb the required increase in parking. The 
ontrol of traffic and parking will allow related improvements to the public space that will 
reatly benefit the unique image of the Yard. 

loncurrent with the land use designation and transportation network will be improvements 
.I the public space. The predominance of automobiles parked at grade, poorly &fined 
edestrian spaces and the lack of landscaping all contribute to a harsh physical 
nvironrnent. Although the urban character is a distinguishing feature of the Yard, the 
enovation of additional buildings could be complemented by related improvement to the 
.ublic space. This is especially critical along the waterfront where vast areas are taken o v a  
y parked cars. The plan calls for expansion and improvement to Willard Park in order to 
stablish a con-rfront. One special feature will be the 

4.1 
The Concept Plan 

Preserve and e k e  the unique physical setting 

E m w n  to 1 0 W  employees 

A center of activity in Building 46 

East and WSI loop o@c system 

Expamion qfrhc waterfront park 

3 



I roadway which runs along the embankment and serves as the connection between Sicard 
Street to Parsons Avenue. This roadway is intended to carry limited traffic and therefore 
could have special paving which would be attractive to pedestrians. The improvement 
around Building 46 is especially important for ease of pedestrian access to this future retail 
concentration. 

The concept plan is intended to provide a framework for the ongoing conversion of 
buildings to office use and the related improvements necessary to make the Yard an 
attractive working environment. The plan does not require radical new concepts for its 

I fulfillment, since the Navy has established the policy of adaptive use and successfully 
followed it through continued development of the Yard. What is necessary is to establish a 
balance between projected population growth, retail services, parking and transportation, 
and public space improvements which will together make the Yard more functional and 
attractive. The Navy Yard has a unique physical character with special historic meaning. 
This underlying character and history serve as a strong guide for achieving this framework. 

4-1 Axis of the Yard I 
Dahlgren Street between the old Commandants 
Ofice and Latrobe Gate f o r m  the central axis of 
the Yard and a fecuure of its plan. 

4-2 Sketch of Burlding 46 

A focus of a c t i v i ~  for the Yard will be ;he retail 
concentration in Building 46. which will include 
pedestrian improvemenrs for the surrounding 
public space. 



4-3 Concept Plan Diagram 
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I 
4-4 Sketch of Kew Park 

On the site qf Building 184, which is to be 
demcliskd at lk end of its economic lifc, a new I park wi l l  serve as a front lawn for the Ojicers 
Clrrb. 

4-5 Sketch of View Down Paulding Street 

Landscaping, development of sidewalks, and 
removal of most surface parking wi l l  bring 
considerable iqorovement to the public spce. 



4-6 Illustrative Plan 



I 4.2 
Land Use Plan 
and Building Program 

I 

?ketch of Pedestrian Entrance ro Building 22 

redevelopmnr of Building 22 offers the 
rtuniry to create a pedestrian conneccon 
fen Kidder Breeze and Tingq Streef. thereby 
Iding better access to the Southeast Federal 
cr. 

The land use plan for the Navy Yard is based upon the policy of consolidation of functions 
from leased space to Navy owned space. This policy will result in the continued 

5 

conversion of existing industrial structures to predominantly office use, with a net gain of 
approximately 600,000 square feet of net area. The gain in office use is within the western 

6 
sector of the Yard, but does not include Building 197 for which a separate feasibility study 
is presently underway. The pace of building conversion and future tenant use will be 

F 
determined as funds are appropriated and tenants identified. The ongoing conversion of 
buildings to office use will complete the transformation of the Yard from its origin in 
shipbuilding and manufacturing to its new function as a major administrative office center 
for the Department of the Navy. f 

Complementing the predominant office use will be selected improvements for other uses. 
' h e  retail concentration proposed for Building 46 will serve as the retail focus for 

- e m v l o l e  
. Navy Exchange or oft base. A l t h o u e h  sewice outlets will likely remain, such 
as the carryout in Building 200, the retail concentration in Building 46 is intended to 

. . . . 

:provide -ees' basic needs for convenience shopping and food services. Some 
additional food services mav also be provided on the ground floor of Buildine 22. which is 
proposed for b re dominantly office use, with the floor opened up to zlow through 
pedesman movement to Tingey Street. The food service could be the cafeteria relocated 
from Building 21. One other option would be to locate retail at the ground floor of the west 
wing of Building 101. This site is adjacent to the entrance to Building 46 and convenient to 
the pedesman zone created at the center of the Yard. 



A supporting use for the new retail concentration is the collection of museums located at the 
center of the Yard. The Navy Museum in Building 16 and the U.S.S. Barry docked at Pier 
No. 2 are the museums most frequently visited, with the Marine Corps Museum in 
Building 58 and the Navy Historic Center in Buildings 108, 44 and 57 forming the 
remainder of the museum complex. The Combat Art Gallery, formerly located in Building 1 67, is now considering sites in which to reopen. Space adjacent to the existing 
concentration of museums, such as a portion of Building 46, would serve as an appropriate 
location. The Navy has proposed that a submarine museum should also be added to this 
complex, with Building 70 serving as an especially good location adjacent to the other 

1 museums and the waterfront. In addicon this building will complement the siting of retail 
uses in Building 46, since museum visitors contribute to retail sales. 

The remaining proposed land use changes will complete the development of the Yard. I 
Building 28 is-&signated for conversion to mixed use,and could accor&odate new locker 
. ~ Q I  
racquetball courts and other funchons. B u ~ w e n t i f i e d  for wtential use as a day 
care or other 11 . The dispensary in Building 183 is scheduled to be 
relocated to A-g this building for either housing or office. Building 
201 could continue as a storage, shop and maintenance facility. The Fire House i; I --. -. 

Building 122 adjacent to the flag quarters is inappropriate in its ~risent location, although 
the building could be adapted to a more compatible use and the fire department located 
elsewhere within the Y d .  In addition to Fese specific functions, administrative support 
uses could occupy portions of buildings des~gnated for predominant office use. 

A summary of the proposed building program is included in the following table and 
generalized land use map. 

4-8 Sketch of Waurfrolu Park 

Removal of surface parking a 4  landscaping of rk 
public space will create greater use of the 
w(IIt'rfr0~. 



Proposed Building Program 

' -9 Proposed Land Use Plan 

Tenera1 Ofice and Suppon 

iuseum and Public 

:elail and Services 

parking 

Special Navy Function 

Pesidentiul Quarters 

Public Open Space 

LJriliry 

Building Proposed Potential Area Potential 
Use [Press Ft.) 

2 1 Childcare or other support 16,127 
22 Retail 18,000 

O f f i  72,700 430 
28 Mixed use 45,000 
33 O f f i  165,000 976 
36 Offre 138,500 820 
44 Navy Historic Cntr. 14,245 8 
46 Retail 25,000 
57 Navy Historic Cntr. 21.881 38 
58 Marine Corps Museum 48,840 55 
70 Museum 25,000 
73 O f f i  65,000 385 
76 Navy Museum 72,530 16 
101 Retail 4,125 

O f f ~ e n  Club 51,431 85 
104 O f f i  130,000 7 69 
105 Navy Band 27,458 63 
106 Chapel 1.821 
108 Navy Historic Center 33,022 2 1 
111 O f f i  134.000 702 

Navy Band 24,720 
Steam Plant 40,376 
Power Plant 68,442 
Fire Station 5,820 
Administrative Suppon 16,848 
Ofice and Support 152,860 
Office 68.000 
Office and Support 94.439 
Navy Exchange 21,561 
support 20.400 
Training 52,210 
O f f i  140,000 
Housing or W i  17,000 
O f f i  and Support 147.600 

T O  b e  D e t e r m i n e d  
and Support 8,873 

W i  228.961 
Storage, Supply, Maintenance 54,261 
Otfw 18.948 
CPO Club 18,948 
Otf~ce 70.352 
O f f i  33.750 
Offw 82,236 
o f f i  82630 



4-9 Proposed land ure plan 



1 4.3 
Urban Design Guidelines 

-10 Activity Center of Yard 

The master plan proposed for the Navy Yard is based upon the renovation and adaptive use 
of existing buildings, and therefore does not require that a radical new concept be imposed 
upon the site. The ingredients which define the existing urban pattem, including the 8th 
Street axis at the center of the Yard, the north-south street system, the generally random 
configuration of buildings within a tight urban framework, and the open space created by 
Leutze and Willard Parks and the waterfront are elements which contribute to the overall 
design character of the Yard. In addition, the architectural quality and history of the base 
add to its sense of place. Taken together these existing conditions create a clear image, and 
it is the task of this plan to build upon this physical framework. 

The urban design and public space elements are conceived as integral with the land use and 
transportation policies of the concept plan. Although the predominant use will be 
administrative office space, the remaining uses of residential quarters, recreation, retail, 
museum and special Navy function contribute to a mixed land use pattern within the Yard. 
This combination of uses falls within distinct districts, but generally creates a balanced 
activity pattern throughout the Yard. With the proposed improvements to Willard Park and 
alone the waterfront. a new element will be added to the use and activitv of the Yard. 

attract employees and visitors to this presently underutilized natural feature. 

In addition to the public space improvements alone the waterfront. the designation of 
Building 46 as a retail center will create a strong focus of activity and urban design feature 
for the Yard. The mix ot land uses and pattern of buildings and streets form a backdrop for 
the Yard, but the retail concentration offers the opportunity to establish a point of 
destination and center of activity. Several features will contribute to this setting, including 
the collection of museums in adjacent buildings which will attract visitors and support the 
retail; the restriction of east-west vehicular movement which will allow the creation of 
pedesman spaces and limit pedestrian-vehicular conflict; the architectural character of 
Building 46 that can be enhanced by sensitive renovation and removal of adjacent lean-to 
structures; and the opportunity to create an outdoor seating area and park between 
Buildings 108 and 46 which will serve to attract people to this area. The curving, pattern of 
Sicard Street between Buildings 1 . 7 0 . 4 6 . 2  12. 
traffic, could be highlighted by different paving patterns, bollards to designate 
areas, and additional landscapine g a n  d i e  

-The location of this historic structure at the center of the Yard and its proposed use as a 
retail concentration can create the focus of activity which the Yard presently lacks. 

The urban design guidelines which follow expand upon these primary features and portray 
additional design elements which can enhance the physical character of the Yard. 





Improve the pedestrian environment surrounding Building 46 

The limitation of through vehicular traffic in the vicinity of Building 46 offers the 
opportunity to transform the public space in this area into a predominantly pedestrian zone. 
Although emergency,service and authorized vehicles will still be allowed the right of way, 
the roadway can be made inviting to pedestrians by special paving and landscaping. 
Bollards can be used to define a separation between exclusively pedestrian areas and the 
roadway, but with the restriction on vehicular traffic the roadway will serve as an open 
pedestrian way. The demolition of lean-to structures on the west and east sides would 
create new public space for paving and landscaping with the space between Buildings 46 
and 108 possibly developed as a vest pocket park with a glazed eating area. Building 
entrances to 46,70 and the rear of 101 should orient to the juncture of Dahlgren and Sicard 
Street in order to attract visitors to the museums and into the retail space. 

Maintain the architectural character of existing historic structures 

A number of buildings in the Yard, especially within the historic district located between 
Isaac Hull and Parsons Avenues, are noteworthy for their architectural character. These are 
predominantly high bay industrial buildings, some with decorative trim and details, which 
are gradually being renovated as the Yard is transformed to office use. This ongoing 
renovation requires that the inherent architectural quality of these structures be respected. 
Critical issues include the juncture of new floors with existing windows, mullion pattern7 
replacement windows, and retention of existing features such as door openings, decorative 
brickwork and roof lines. New floors should be held back from the window as far as 
feasible, with spandrel panels aligning with the break between top and bottom window 
sashes if possible. When existing windows must be replaced, the mullion pattern should 
follow the original design for the window. Any existing architectural features should be 
retained and integrated in the adaptive use of the building. Lean-to structures should be 
removed where possible, and the existing style of building signs and their placement 
continued in a consistent manner. - 

Parking structures should be designed to reduce their physical impact. 

The proposed increase in employees and landscaping of public spaces require that 
structured parking will become the primary source for parking on base. The transportation 
~ l a n  designates five areas as ~arking reservoirs. four of which are ~ r o ~ o s e d  to be 



s) Improve t k  overall pedestrian circulation system throughout the Yard. 

The north-south orientation of streets and random placement of buildings create a difficulty 
in east-west pedestrian movement through the Yard. In order to encourage pedestrian 

1 activity and limit vehicular circulation, several pedestrian paths are identified. A northern 
route is designated along N Street, Kidder Breeze, the edge of Building 76, through 
Building 22 to Tingey Street, thereby connecting the employment sectors in this area of the 
Yard. A southern route is proposed along the waterfront, with a critical link being a 

I retractable bridge across the opening to Slip 1, which will encourage greater use of the 
waterfront The north-south streets, for which sidewalk and landscaping improvements are 
proposed, will connect these east-west routes. Special emphasis should be given to the 
area around Building 46 where heavy pedestrian W i c  is expected. 

Creote a strong connection to the Souheat Federal Center. 

During the next decade the Southeast Federal Center may be subject to significant 
redevelopment, with 23,000 employees projected by GSA for this area. In conjunction 
with the redevelopment of the western half of the Navy Yard, these two plans will 
transform this sector of the city. Although security requirements must limit free access to 
the Yard, coordination of planning between these sites can provide mutual benefits. Tingey 
Street and N Street are projected as the primary route between the two and their 
redevelopment should provide pedestrian improvements from the Navy Yard Metro Station 
into the Yard. At Building 22, future renovation should open up the enclosed street to 
allow through pedestrian movement from Tingey Street to Kidder Breeze; food services or 
convenience retail could enhance this connection. A mini bus service to the Metro Station, 
with stops at Building 22, 36, 46, 11 1 and 200, would serve to further connect the Yard 
with the Federal Center. Pedestrian and landscaping improvements along the waterfront 
should also be continuous. 

Provide streetscape improvements to the public space 

individual buildings are renovated there is an opportunity to coordinate improvements to 
the public space, including expansion and resurfacing of sidewalks, street lighting, tree 
planting, and designation of surface parking areas. At present the public space along the 
street is poorly defined. A new sidewalk of 8 to 10 foot width, with tree pits of 4 by 10 
feet spaced approximately 30 feet apart, should be developed along streets as they are 
resurfaced and adjacent buildings renovated. Parking areas along the curb should be 
clearly defined to restrict surface parking from overtaking the public space. At street 
cornen the paved area could be expanded to facilitate pedestrian crossing and define the 
space available for curb parking. A street lighting fixture which reflects the Yard's historic 
and industrial character should be adopted for use throughout the base. Key buildings such 

Lawbe Gate, Building 46 and the Museums could be lit at night for emphasis. Signage, 
street furniture and crosswalks should also be coordinated. 
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1 
4 .4  
Landscape and 
Open Space Plan 

L-mdscape und Oprn Space Plan 

+ON Park 

' r e  

The military function of the Washington Navy Yard requires that certain areas of the 
installation are closed to general visitation and other areas are opened to employees and 
visitors. These public open spaces can be divided into two categories: open landscaped 
areas and linear pedestrian streetscapes. Within the Navy Yard, two predominant open 
space areas exist, Leutze Park and Willard Park. Leutze Park is one of the most 
recognized areas within the installation due to its historical significance, ceremonial 
function, central location, and location relative to historic structures. The open landscaped 
areas at the Navy Yard generally possess a well defined edge with either an informal or 
fonnal interior to the space. The linear open spaces within the installation follow conidors 
created by pedestrian routes along streets and along the water's edge. These linear routes 
are defined by landscape elements such as paving materials, plantings, signage and 
furnishings that repeat a certain theme and provide continuity. The corridors, particularly 
the major pedestrian routes and the existing waterfront promenade, are important elements 
in future development plans of the Washington Navy Yard. 

Leutze Park may be categorized as open space although not considered as public open 
space due to its location within the restricted residential area. The historic core is 
designated by the Navy as a secure area with sentry booths placed on both the southeast 
and northwest comers of the park and vehicle and pedestrian access restricted. The park is 
a ceremonial space formally landscaped with a variety of tree types and planted beds on a 
gently sloping grassy terrain. The design of the park and residences places the Latrobe 
Gatc as a focal point and affords views toward the waterfront and Building 1. 



Willard Park is located on the south central portion of the installation at the waterfront with 
Sicard Street forming the northern boundary. The park is used by employees and visitors 
to the Navy Yard. The park functions as an interpretive display of military hardware and 

I provides casual wating arrangements in the vicinity of the existing bandstand. The 
handstand consists of bleachers and a moveable stage with lighting and sound equipment 
contained in the stage unit The military hardware currently installed at Willard Park relates 
to equipment, missiles, remnants of battleship armament and other items associated with 
the history of the Navy Yard. Currently, these items are set on display stems and arranged 

i in groupings with seating areas and landscaping bordering the displays. Concrete paths 
provide circulation within and through Willard Park, although access and views to the 
wa tehn t  are interrupted by surface parking currently in place at the waterfront. 

The linear pedestrian streetscape is an important open space element for the Washington 
Navy Yard. The streetscape integrates physical design elements in a cohesive manner that 
is sympathetic to the prevailing architectural character. Additionally, the streetscapes 
provide an attractive and safe circulation comdor for pedestrian movement. The linear 
streetscapes at Washington Navy Yard should follow existing circulation routes and 
provide the logical connectors to the attractions dispersed at the installation. Currently, 
streetscapes at the Navy Yard are not fully developed and the pedestrian comdors remain in 
competition with vehicular traffic and streetside parking. As an example, the segment of 
Dahlgren Street from Kidder Breeze to Building 1 contains the requisite design elements 
and provides a physical and visual linkage from Leutze Park to Building 1 and to the 
eastern edge of Willard Park. However, the linkage is functionally broken by curbside 
parkicg adjacent to Building 108. Allowing street parking on this road segment constrains 
the streetscape and forces seating and eating areas to be placed in pedestrian paths. An 
existing example of a better defined streetscape is N Street Gate to Parsons Avenue. This 
segment contains appropriate landscape treatment within the right of way of the street and 
illustrates a sense of entry from outside the base but is lacking in the visual cues that 
connect the segment to other destinations on the base. The sense of place and direction 
intended by the streetscape requires continuity throughout the Yard. Necessary visual cues 
for place and direction can include signage, coloration, paving materials and patterns, 
landscape treatment and plantings, and appropriate site furnishings. Such design elements 
unify the linear portions of the installation and provide an image of permanence indicative 
of an historic military installation. 

The overall Landscape and Open Space Plan is comprised of improvements to the 
waccrfkont, maintenance of interior parks, and creation of linear open spaces. Guidelines 
for enhancement of these elements can be &fined as follows: 

..- .. Waterfrom . . -  Promenade -- Limited -- Access - - . . .- Drive - - 
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*&&w- ( Expand Willard Park to creare landscaped open space along the watelfront. 

Willard Park should be transformed into the primary open space serving the Yard and the 
link between the waterrront ana a c r i v i u ~ e  base. To the north, streeside parking on 
Sicard Street will be relocated and the  ark edge extended To the east Buildine 70 is to be 

' ' - - - , - - . - . . . . - - - - . - - - - - .- - - 
pier service vehicles, lightink and seating arias. The western edge of the park will be an 
urban plaza in front of Building 197 with a bus parking area. In coniunction with the 

~ 

- 5 1  - -  - 
renovated and the surrounding surfaie area replaced with-a' bus drop-off point, 
visitor kiosk and other park improvements. The park will extend south to the waterfront 
and incornrate a waterfront ~ r o ~ e n a d e  with Dedestrian ~a ths .  a restricted lane for bus and 

development of replacement parkng, the waterfrint wilrbe restored to >rominence as an 
attraction and destination point. Naval history can be enhanced through interpretive 
displays of military hardware. The existing structural bandstand will be replaced by a 
multi-functional am~hitheater with lawn seatine. Willard Park will e x ~ a n d  in size from 

Create a pedestrian promerude along the waterfont. 

The redevelopment of Willard Park offers the opportunity to extend the waterfront 
promenade now in place along the eastern half of the Yard to a future connection with the 
promenade of the Southeast Federal Center. A pedestrian bridge across Slip 1 that respects 
security and operational requirements provides the linkage between the two segments of the 
waterfront. The waterfront promenade provides an urban edge to the Navy Yard with a 
combined pedestrian walkway and limited access vehicular roadway. Street trees will be 
provided adjacent to seating areas, with lighting and other site furnishings contributing 
functional and aesthetic continuity. Vehicular traffic along the waterfront will be restricted 
to tour buses and service vehicles for the piers. The tour buses will be directed to arrive on 
Isaac Hull Avenue and to proceed along the waterfront. The buses will then drop off all 
passengers at the Visitor Center in Building 1 and continue to the designated bus parking 
area adjacent to Building 197. This new circulation pattern encourages visitors to explore 
the public areas and panicipate in the amenities of the Navy Yard, 

1 The warcfionrpark should be used as a setting for interpretive displays of Naval history. 

Within Willard Park, informal tree clusterings can create a sculpture garden effect for 
military interpretive displays. The artifacts may be arranged according to the historical 
period of use, particular military engagement, or type of artifact, such as grouping all 
battleship armaments over time to trace the evolution of protective cladding. Individual tree 
sizes specified for the park interior should taper from large caliper trees distributed at the 
edges to smaller species within the interior areas, clustered to create individual enclosures 
within the park for displays. A paved pedestrian walkway curves through the park 
beginning at the western face of Building 70 and terminating at the southern face of 
Building 197. The intersection of the curving pedestrian walkway with the alignment of 
north-south streets creates focal points within the park which may include monuments, 
statues, sculpture or other elements which relate to Naval history. A new greenspace east 
of Slip 1 will be created to provide a front door and patio area for the CPO Club in Building 
2 11. The space will be planted with tree massings and casual seating arrangements 
installed for use by employees and visitors. The tree rnassings will repeat arrangements 
surrounding the military interpretive displays and provide access to the waterfront 
promenade. 



1 Replace the existing bandstand structure with an amphitheater integrated with the 
tandscape. 

The visual obstruction of the existing bandstand structure will be eliminated by constructing 
a 1200-seat amphitheater consisting of an earthen berm with landscaped and grassy 

I surfaces. A berm gradient of a two percent slope above the existing grade allows for 
sloped seating facing the waterfront. Temporary seating for events will be provided as 
needed and removed following the event, thereby leaving daytime infonnal seating areas 
intact. A temporary stage and necessary sound and lighting equipment can be erected as 
needed. A distinctive paving material in the service areas of the amphitheater will 
distinguish this feature from paving materials used in the overall pedestrian circulation 
routes at Willard Park. By relocating the bandstand to a position south of Building 11 1, a 
vista down Paulding Stnxt to the waterfront can be provided. 

Interior parks should balance the urban character of the Yard. 

Leutze Park offers an important open space feature within the Navy Yard which should be 
maintained. Whereas the waterfront park will be recreational and educational in function, 
Leutze Park should continue as a ceremonial focus for the Yard. Its historical significance 
dictates that no change should be made. The demolition of Building 184 at the end of its 
economic life offen the opportunity to create a new park at this location. This greenspace 
could serve as a landscaped front yard for the Officers Club in Building 101, with seating 
areas, lawn and perimeter trees creating a setting which could compliment events at the 
Club. These interior parks will create a balance to the tight urban pattern which 
characterizes the remainder of the Yard. 

Extend landscaping into the Yard by introducing planting within the streetscape. 

An overall scheme for reintroducing street trees, plantings and site fumishings will extend 
the landscape plan into the Yard Enhanced landscaping is proposed for areas with minimal 
street side vegetation in order to provide more consistent landscape aeatment for major 
pedestrian routes. The streetscape improvements for major vehicular routes are intended to 
demark the hierarchy of circulation routes and extend the attractive street environment 
existing in other sections of the Navy Yard. Circulation routes used primarily by 
pedestrians will be defined to provide an improved pedestrian environment and separation 
from vehicular traffic. Where site conditions are appropriate, vegetation or site furnishings 
will be installed. Landscape improvements to the mesismp will mfm the hard e 

n. and Pauldine. thereby makine these rou% 
t. Streetscape improvements will be critical to 

'encouraging pedestrian circulation within the yard. 



4.5 
Retail Services 

Expenditure Potential 

Supportable Space 

This chapter defines the retail sales potential and the warranted space that could be 
supported at the Navy Yard by the sources described in Section 3.5. The recommendations 
of this section are consistent with the proposed building and reuse program. 

Expenditure potential represents the total amount of money available to each of the support 
sources for retail goods. Employee expenditure potential is based on average annual per 
capita expenditures made while at work. Navy Yard employee expenditure potential is 
divided between military and civilian categories. Military employee expenditures are less 
than those for civilian employees due to the price savings they are eligible for at military- 
operated facilites such as the Base Exchange. They are derived from a review of 
expenditure surveys undertaken in cities across the country and available pay scale data. 
Civilian annual expenditures are based on a nationwide survey of office workers as well as 
a review of expenditures derived in studies HSGA has completed in the Metropolitan 
Washington Area. 

Military employees are expected to spend an average of $1,080 annually, or $4.50 per day 
on various retail goods and services. On-site military employee expenditure potential is 
expected to increase from $883,950 in 1991 to over $1.32 million by 1998. This potential 
is available to a l l  area retailen, including the Base Exchange. 

Average civilian employee expenditure is estimated to be $5.50 per day on retail goods, or 
$1,320 annually. These expenditures should generate $92 million in expenditure potential 
in 199 1, growing to $14.5 million by 1998. 

Tourists to the Navy Yard represent a small but rapidly growing portion of potential retail 
sales. Tourist and visitor average daily expenditures of $14 are calculated based on 
expenditure trend data of the general tourist population provided by the Smithsonian 
Museums and tourist expenditure statistics compiled by the Washington, DC Convention 
and Visitors Association. They assume each tourist counted is here on a separate trip 
having equal retail expenditure potential. Tourist-generated expenditure potential is forecast 
to go from $4.8 million in 1988 to almost $6.9 million by 1998. 

A good estimate of capture rates from each market support source provides the foundation 
for the derivation of sales volumes and floor areas as justified by market demand. The 
capture rate represents that portion of recurring sales athibutable to a specific retail category 
that could be reasonably attained at the Navy Yard. Capture rates are based on sales levels 
of other stores in the area. They vary with existing and proposed competition; however, if 
no competition is present, if the quality of the existing competition declines, or if the market 
is insulated as at the Navy Yard, the capure rate may remain constant or increase. 

Total retail sales at the Navy Yard are estimated to inmase from $4.98 million in 1988 to 
$9.8 million by 1998. Shoppers goods items represent 33.8 percent of the total, 
convenience goods represent 15 percent, eating and drinking represent the largest poxtion 
of sales at 45 percent, and services account for the remaining eight percent of total sales. 

The sales &rived from expenditure potentials are converted into supportable square feet of 
retail space in accordance with indusay standards for sales per square foot of retail selling 
space. The warranted retail space by category is shown in the following table. 



WASHINGTON NAVY YARD WARRANTED RETAIL SPACE, 1988-1998 

Shoppers Goods 
1P88 1991 leea 

Sales $ 1,645,468 $2,038,295 $3,334,364 
Productivity Level 190 202 232 
Warranted GLA 8,700 10,100 14,400 

Convenience Goods 
Sales $ 717,466 S 901,457 $1,401,377 
Productivity Level 180 191 219 
Warranted GLA 4,000 4,700 6.400 

Eating/Dnnlang 
Sales $2,173,868 $2,676,813 $4,356,141 
Productivity Level 300 318 365 
Wananted GLA 7,200 8,400 11,900 

Services 
Sales $ 334,482 $ 418,967 $ 680,116 
PIoductivity Level 135 143 1 64 
Warranted GLA 2300 2,900 4,100 

Total Warranted GLA 22,400 26,100 36,800 

Note: GLA means Gross Leasable Area 
Productivity Level means sales per square foot 

Source: Hammer, Siler, George Associates. 

By 1991, approximately 26,100 square feet of retail space could be supported at the Navy 
Yard. This will include 10,100 square feet of shoppers goods space or 39 percent of the 
total; 4,700 square feet of convenience goods space; 8,400 square feet of eatingldrinking 
space, and 2,900 square feet of space for services. 

Both the demographic analysis and the employee survey indicate an unmet demand for 
retail at the Navy Yard. However, the development of these facilities should follow specific 
retail principles to maximize the potential for the= new facilities to be successful and to 
serve their target populations. Retail fm will carefully consider location criteria, sales 
potential, and the competition in making their store choices. The mix of tenants that should 
be accommodated in this space depends primarily on employee needs and desires although 
stores that would be attractive to tourists should also be included. 

Within the overall development plan for the Navy Yard, retail uses should be clustered in a 
central location to create a single destination and to maximize the opportunity for customer 
choices. The centralized location will provide greater case of access to goods and services 
for employees within the Navy Yard, allowing employees with limited lunch hours to 
maximize their time eating andlor shopping rather than spending time travelling to the 
stores. 

Retail Location Criteria 



4-13 Sketch of Building 46 

With cncnsting &an-to structures removed, 
new public space L crearcd for pedestrian 
cimdation and outdoor seating areas. 

Retail space should be developed in a building with dimensions suitable for tenant layout, 
security, and ease of management. The building should have windows and exterior 
openings, and be wide enough to accommodate double loaded comdors with tenants on 
each side. The retail location must provide good pedestrian access and be close to bus 
parking for visitors. The size of the tourist base will increase the attraction of the site for 
potential tenants. The facility must be easily accessible to the bus parking because, 
although tourists tend to have more discretionary income, their schedules are typically 
tightly planned. As a result, they are less willing to travel out of their way to shop. 

Finally, the retail location must have the potential for exterior eating and drinking spaces to 
be created. Although the number of persons who brown-bag is high, in many instances 
people still look for places to eat, or for additional food items to complement their lunch 
brought from home. By providing places to eat outside that are close to the other retail 
offerings, the propensity of individuals to shop for other goods or to buy lunch on the base 
increases. 

Based on an analysis of various buildings at the Navy Yard given the locational criteria, 
Building 46 has been selected as the most appropriate for conversion to retail development. 
It is located almost directly in the center of the base and is within one to three blocks of the 
existing and proposed employment concentrations and the cafeterias. This building 
provides a destination point and center of activity for the Navy Yard, and is located adjacent 
to the museum concentration. Future increase in retail demand would warrant expanded 
use of the ground floor of Building 22 for retail use. 



selecting retailers for the Navy Yard, the objective should be to identify stores which are 
cognizable to the target populations or stores which, by nature of their merchandise, can 

I rve as a draw for other retailers. Independent operators should be strongly considered in 
e tenanting process because they may be best suited to Navy Yard needs. The following 
ting identifies a number of potential tenants, including a number of recognizable store 

.mes. Many of these retail tenants and services were identified because they usually 

I mate small stores, or they are located in areas wih high employee concentrations. 

Toppers goods are those items that people generally purchase only after some comparison 
.opping. Shoppers goods include apparel, furniture and other home furnishings, 
.iscellaneous electronic goods, books, and card and gift shops. Examples of stores or 
are types which could be included at the Navy Yard include the following: 

Women's accessories store like The Accessory Place 
Computer software store similar to Egghead Software 
Cardlgift store such as Hallmark 
Sporting goods store such as Champs Sports 
Navy souvenir store 
Miscellaneous apparel including t-shirts, sweat shirts, women's apparel 

onvenience goods are those items which people either buy close to home or those 
rugstore items for which people do not comparison shop. Convenience goods are 
:;rchased more on impulse or as the result of a specific need. Examples of convenience 
mds stores which Navy Yard employees would like to have are: 

Drugstore such as Peoples, Rite-Aid or an independent pharmacy 
Convenience grocery such as 7-1 1 or High's 
Florist 
Newsstand with magazines 
Video store 

Iating and drinking facilities include fast food establishments, sit-down restaurants and 
:her small eating establishments. Examples include: 

Fast food restaurants such as McDonalds, Wendys, and Popeyes 
Sublsandwich shops such as Jerry's or Subway or an independent 
A moderately priced restaurant with Chinese, American, or soul food 
P i d p a s t a  restaurant 
Ice cream parlor such as Lee's Ice Cream 
Bakery like Vie de France 
Cookie shop like Mrs. Field's or Larry's Cookies 

iny retail development at the Navy Yard should include a number of personal and 
niscellaneous service establishrnets such as: 

Dry cleaner 
Shoe repair 
Day care service 
Unisex hair styling 
One-hour photo shop 
Gymlhealth club 
Bank with multiple automatic teller machine networks 

Xetail tenanting of the Navy Yard will require a systematic decision process. The first step 
n that process will be to identify specific retailers that fit into the recommended tenant mix. 

I Tenant Mix Guidelines 



Management Strategy 

4-14 Concept Plan of Building 46 

Retail tenanting of the Navy Yard will require a systematic decision process. The first step 
in that process will be to identify specific retailers that fit into the recommended tenant mix. 
This broad list will serve as the first screener for potential tenants. These retailers should 
be contacted about their interest in opening a store at the Navy Yard. Based on these 
preliminary conversations, a detailed outline of a leasing strategy should be developed. 
This strategy is designed to ensure that major tenants, such as the restaurant, drugstore or 
convenience grocery store, are targeted early in the leasing process. It will also help to 
prepare for lease negotiations and organize the phasing of new stores to establish the retail 
identity and set an acceptable rent trend 

Once the leasing strategy is outlined, all potential prospects should be recontacted, and 
provided with the data that will allow them to make informed decisions about opening a 
store at the Navy Yard. The basic guidelines for stores should remain flexible, 
encouraging independent retailers. In order to be competitive in the market, rent levels 
must be determined which reflect existing market conditions; however, they must also 
support a positive income stream. 

The formulation and implementation of a comprehensive retail strategy will require a team 
of individuals who are familiar with retail leasing and have specific tenant contacts as well 
as persons familiar with Navy standards and regulations. Because Navy Yard employees 
do not have a retail leasing and management focus, contracting for the tenanting and 
management of the proposed space could be the most productive way to seek cornmiaents 
to retail space. A seasoned leasing agent would have the most information on what tenants 
are active in the market, their expansion goals, and the types of leases that could be 
negotiated. However, due to the organizational and decision-making structure of the Navy, 
an individual familiar with Navy regulations should be directly involved in lease 
negotiations. 

A management entity that is composed of a recognized retail leasing company, a 
representative from the Navy Yard, and possibly a representative from the regional Navy 
Exchange office would be best equipped to implement the retail program described earlier. 
Organizing this entity will have certain costs. Broker fees typically average four percent for 
every lease year, or 20 percent of the first year's income based on a five-year lease for each 
tenant Management fees will typically be three to four percent of the total gross income, 
depending on how much of the responsibility the management company assumes in 
establishing tenant contacts, negotiating leases, and managing the facility. 

a Tenant Space 

Food Service Pavilion 



he transportation and parking systems proposed for the master plan are based upon 
laptation of the existing roadway network and designation of specific areas for parking 

1 ~ncentration. This policy is intended to limit vehicular movement and control parking in 
-der to provide improvements to the public space and an orderly development of the Yard. 
hierarchy of roads are ptcposed which will restrict traffic and allow land use and urban 

:sign objectives to be met 

he proposed transportation system is based upon the establishment of an east and west 
affic loop. each of which is oriented to existing entrance gates. Since these gates will 
sntinue to serve as the only access points to the Yard, the primary traffic routes will each 
:ad directly to these gates. The west traffic loop is centered on Isaac Hull Avenue and the 
91 Street gate, with retuxn along Patterson Avenue to Tingey Street and the entrance to the 
outheast Federal Center. The east traffic loop is centered on Parsons Avenue and the 9th 
Teet gate, with return along 10th Street and connection to the N Saeet gate. Each loop is 
tended to be three lanes which will allow the center lane to be reversed in direction 

=pending upon peak hour demands. In addition to limiting traffic to primary routes, the 
.op system will reduce the need for east-west traffic movement, thereby freeing the center 
f the Yard for public space improvements around the museums and retail concentration. 
mergency, service, handicapped and authorized vehicles and visitors for special events 
.auld still be. allowed east-west movement, but the large majority of daily traffic would be 
,>ntained within the loop system 

4.6 
Transportation and Parking 

Plan 

Primary rr@c loop 

Secondary access road 

Limited access drive 

Parking reservoir 



4-16 Limited Access L'ehicular Roadway 

Pedestrians and vehicles can share use of limired access 
vehicular routes, similar to the eisting condition in 
front of Building 76. 

1 In conjunction with these primary traffic loops, secondary roads will complete the traffic 1 distribution system. The secondary roads are intended to serve other major buildings and 
1 designated surface parking areas along these streets. Carriageways could be limited to two 

lanes with some swets, such as Paulding, made one way to restrict traffic movement. The 
gate on 0 Street, which is presently closed, could be reopened if traffic movement within 
the Yard became congested during peak hours. 

Related to the traffic loop system is the designation of five parking reservoirs which are 
intended to receive the majority of parking spaces required tor me yard. Each parking 
reservoir is tangent to one of the primary access roads, thereby limiting the need for 
extensive internal traffic movement. The proposed parking reservoirs will be parking 
structures with the exception of the existing surface lot south of Building 166 which is to 
remain. Parking structures along Isaac Hull Avenue will increase the distribution of 
spaces, which are now concentrated in the eastern sector of the Yard. In addition, the five 
parking areas should facilitate implementation of a traffic and parking management 
program. Employees could be directed to enter by specific gates and issued passes for a 
specific reservoir, thereby eliminating the need to circulate through the Yard looking for a 
parking space. A summary of the proposed parking reservoirs is as follows: 

Reservoir Location Comment 
1 N St. Gate 969 Includes proposed phase 2 

2 South of Bldg. 166 350 Existing surface lot to remain 

3 North of Bldg. 2 1 8 960 4 levels at 240 cars~level 

4 East of Bldg. 197 800 4 levels at 200 carsilevel 

6th St. Gate 3 levels at 80 carsflevel 

In addition, approximately 500 spaces remain at grade for visitors, tourists, and quarters, 
etc. 

The creation of parking reservoirs will serve to concentrate all parking within these 
designated areas while freeing existing surface parking lots to be converted to landscaped 
open space. A primary objective of the plan is to reduce the extent to which surface 
parking dominates the public space. At Drese . . s aces are located at 

v d  
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The demand for parking is primarily determined by the projected population and adopted 
parking ratio.,?he National Cavital Planning Commission recommends a ratio of one space 
Der three e m v l o v e e ~ t a l  D 

. . arkinn requirement of 3,333 spaces tor an on 
base population of 10,000 employees. In addition, spaces are needed for visitors, 
quarters, residents, guests. h a& a vved and patrons of on base facilities. 



1 Also related to the transportation system are pedestrian paths and a mini bus route. The 
pedestrian circulation system, which is described in the urban design guidelines, will serve 
as the primary means of movement within the Yard during the workday. Streetscape 
improvements along the streets will create a pedestrian network throughout the Yard, but 

I primary east-west routes will be created along the waterfront and the conidor created by N 
Street, Kidder Breeze, Building 22 and Tingey Street. All limited access roads will also 
serve as pedestrian routes. A mini bus through the Yard could also serve to more closely 
tie the base with the Southeast Federal Center. Since Tingey Street is the primary link 
between the two, the route could originate there and proceed through the Yard with stops at 
Building 22, Patterson Avenue, Waterfront, Building 46, and the existing bus lay by on 
10th Street. The mini bus service could be an important factor in increasing Metro 

.-ridership _ a m o n P c e  it would connect directly to the Navy Yard Metro 
stop, 

: and Pedestrian R o e s  

Mini-bus 

Pedestrian 

Proposed bus stops 



4.7 
Concept Alternatives 

4-18 Concept Alternulives 

During the development of the concept plan, several alternatives were considered for the 
location of specific land uses. Since the policy guideline of adaptive use for existing 
buildings has been established for future development of the Yard, and office space will be 
the primary use for the renovated space, the concept alternatives were limited in their scope. 
Major issues which could be studied for alternative solutions were the location of new retail 
concentration and provision for east west traffic movement within the Yard. 

The location of retail within the Navy Yard will be a critical feature in its future 
development, since the retail concentration which is envisioned will serve as a focus of 
activity for base employees. Previous concepts developed by the Navy proposed the 
ground floor of Building 22 for retail development. This site has the advantage of opening 
up the ground floor of the building for through pedestrian movement and direct connection 
to Tingey Sect, which will serve as the primary entrance to the Southeast Federal Center. 
However, the site is removed from the center of the,Yard and the concentration of 
museums which attract tourists, two important criteria for developing retail in the Yard. In 
order to meet these retail criteria, Buildings 70 and 184 and the vacant site north of 
Building 218 were considered. Building 70, which has the additional benefit of proximity 
to the waterfront, was found to be too long and narrow for conversion to retail use. 
Building 184 is not a distinguished building and would require extensive renovation, and 
therefore was considered inappropriate for its purpose. New consmction would likely be 
difficult to justify within the Navy appropriation process. The availability of Building 46 
and its strategic location were the determining positive factors in its selection. 

Alternatives which would improve east-west vehicular movement within the Yard were also 
reviewed. At present traffic must follow a circuitous route between Buildings 70,46, 101 
and 212, with several blind comers and narrow sidewalks creating dangerous conflicts 
between vehicles and pedestrians. Alternative routes which could avoid this conflict are the 
extension of Kidder Breeze just north of Building 76 to connect to Paulding Street or the 
extension of Sicard Street through Building 70 to connect to Parsons Avenue. Upon 
review each alternative proved difficult to implement. The extension of Kidder Breeze 
would draw traffic to Leutze Park, which could disrupt ceremonies in the Park and create 
potential problems for this security sensitive area. In addition the connection to Paulding 
Street must be made down a steep embankment. The extension of Sicard Street to Parsons 
Avenue would be the most direct for traffic movement. However, this scheme would 
require breaking through Building 70 and the ramp for Slip 1, both of which are 
contributors to the historic character of the Navy Yard. Since both of these options present 
difficulty, the need to establish a direct east-west vehicular link was called into question. 
The preferred scheme therefore developed the two loop roads which are intended to be 
independent and only linked for resmced vehicular traffic. The independent traffic loops 
have the added benefit of freeing the public space around Building 46 for pedestrian 
improvements which will enhance the retail and museum concenmtions in that area. 





The Capital Improvements Plan ( C P )  outlines the phasing for proposed building 
renovation, construction and public space improvements presented in this development 
plan. The proposed phasing allows the Navy flexibility within the appropriation process 
and an orderly pace for the development of the Yard. The plan is also intended to establish 
a balanced mix of land use, parking and public space projects which will promote a steady 
improvement in the function and image of the Yard. However, all projects are subject to 
constraints of the budget process and therefore specific proposals may fall into different 
increments than proposed. 

Initial Construction 

Primary emphasis during this time frame will be the completion of the Quadrangle 
complex. Building 36, which forms one half of the project, is currently under 
c~nstruction and scheduled for occupancy in early 1991. Building 33, which forms the 
remainder of the complex, and Buildings 39 and 109 within the courtyard should be 
programmed for construction to start with completion of Building 36. This will complete 
the Quadrangle complex and provide a significant improvement for the western sector of 
the Yard. Concurrent with this construction should be improvements to the public space 
along Paulding Street and finerson Avenue adjacent to the complex. 

The renovation of the Quadrangle complex, which will increase the working population of 
the Yard by approximately 1800 employees, should coincide with the development of new 
parking structures to absorb the increased demand for on base parking. The existing 
structure at N and 10th Street in the eastern sector is approved for expansion, with 
completion scheduled by 1990. However, the future parking demand will be within the 
western sector where all of the office expansion is proposed. In order to achieve a more 
balanced distribution of parking within the Yard, development of parking structures should 
begin in the western sector. The land between Building 197 and Isaac Hull Avenue is 
designated as one of the primary parking reservoirs, which could be developed in two 
phases. The first phase of approximately 400 cars should be constructed during this 
period. 

Mid Range Development 

A primary objective during this time frame will be the completion of the retail concentration 
wlvl~n Bullding 46. Although demand for retail senices currently exists, the priority given 
to completion of the Quadrangle and development of parking tprced this project into a later 
development period. Demolition of Buildings 66 and 67 and public space improvements 
which will enhance &estnan movement around the retail center should also be completed. 

the tocus which its development will Drovide are cntlcal to 
uld receive priority within this phase. 

The ongoing conversion of industrial buildings to office use will also continue in this 
phase. Buildings 22, 104, and 73 are proposed for conversion which will add 
approximately 1580 employees to the base. The renovation of Building 22 in particular 
will affect several aspects of the d a n  for theyad .  The ground floor retail will complete 

-the reml servlces proposed for Building 46, while renovation of the entire building will 
complete this extension of the Quadrangle. In addition, the east-west pedestrian route 
through Building 22 allows easier pedesman movement toward the Southeast Federal 
Center, which should be further along in its development by this time period 

5.0 
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- i Capital Improvements PInn 

-.ilia1 Consrrucnon 

'id-range Development 

:rial Projects 

Development of parking structures should continue, with completion of the garage adjacent 
to Building 197 and beginning of the first phase of a structure at Parsons Avenue and 0 
Street between Buildings 184 and 218. With the completion of the majority of designated 
parking reservoirs by the end of this phase, efforts should now begin to remove surface 
parking from the waterfront and deve l~p  the public space improvements proposed for this 
area. This timing should also coincide and be coordinated with the waterfront 
improvements proposed for the Southeast Federal Center. 

I Anal Projects 

The final development period completes the building renovation and public space 
improvements to the Yard. The renovation of Building 176 (highbay portion) will add 
a~woximatelv 830 emvlovees, bringing the woulation of the Yard uo to 10,000 ~ersonnel. 

Renovation of the buildings adjacent to the retail concentration in Building 46 and public 
space improvements along the waterfront will complete the amenities proposed for the 
Yard. Conversion of Building 70 to museum use, renovation of the Officers Club in 
Building 101, and demolition of Building 184 to construct a park will reinforce the activity 
center of the Yard in this vicinity. The ongoing development of structured parking will 
now allow the removal of all cars from the waterfront and full landscaping of the public 
space. 





I 
In the course of the development of the Washington Navy Yard Master Plan, a number of 
worthwhile ideas and concepts arose which could not be incorporated into the timeline of 
the plan. In many cases the validity of these ideas was contingent upon the 
accomplishment of more immediate elements of the plan. For this reason, a brief appendix 
has been added to the master plan to describe conceptual projects which will be considered 
after the basic elements of the master plan have been accomplished. 

Currently the two service clubs at the Navy Yard are located in separate facilities. The 
Officers Club occupies a portion of Building 101 at the center of the Yard, while the Chief 
Petty Officers (CPO) Club is housed in Building 21 1 on the waterfront. Despite the CPO 
Club's location, the existing building does not take advantage of the potential for waterfront 
orientation or views across the Anacostia River. A desirable future project for the Yard 
would be location of both clubs in an expanded Building 21 1 that would be built up to a 
second story and provide an attractive facility making full use of its waterfront location. 

With Building 101 no longer needed as an Officers Club, it would become available to 
house a new function. A likely choice for that function would be.an area-wide Navy 
conference center. Such a facility would be an economical alternative to the use of standard 
commercial facilities and would provide a focus of activity for the Navy Yard. It would be 
near food and retail facilities in Building 46 and the museums which occupy several nearby 
structures. Building 101, already configured with several large open rooms, appears to be 
structurally suited for conversion to such a function. 

If the possibility were to arise of future employment levels at the site beyond the 10,000 
foreseen by the plan, consideration might have to be given to alternative parking locations. 
One possible solution would be to create a multi-level underground parking lot beneath the 
sloping parkland immediately west of Dahlgren Street and Leutze Park. A parking lot in 
this location could be an asset as well for ceremonies in the park which now require the 
temporary elimination of large numbers of employee parking spaces. 

6 . 0  
Appendix 
Long Range Concepts 

The eventual removal of the firehouse function from Building 122 will create another 
opportunity. Building 122 is an attractive pavilion-like structure which might lend itself to 
family housing, thus consolidating this particular land use at the northern edge of the Navy 
Yard. 
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The Commission: 

NATIONAL CAPITAL PLANNING COMMISSION 
801 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE, N.W., SUITE 301 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20576 
NCPC File No. 5434 

WASHINGTON NAVY YARD, WASHINGTON D.C. - 
BUlLDING 33 (ALSO 37,39, AND 109) RENOVATION 

Report to the Department of the Navy 

April 6, 1995 

1. takes responsibility for the scope and content of the environmental assessment, dated 

February, 1992, submitted by the Department of the Navy for the proposed Building 33 Renovation, 

Washington Navy Yard, Washington, D.C.; 

2. pursuant to D.C. Code, 198 1 edition, sec. 5-432, approves the preliminary site and 

building plans for the renovation of Building 33 (also 37, 39, and log), Washington Navy Yard, 

Washington, D.C., as shown on NCPC Map File No. 4 1.1 l(38.00)-40077, except for the proposed 

"link" structure and the landscape design of the courtyard, provided that coordination between the 

District of Columbia's Fire Marshal and the Department of the Navy is completed prior to submission 

of final site and building plans; and 

3. requests that the Department of the Navy, in the preparation of revised design plans 

for the Iink structure and the landscape plan for the courtyard: 

a. provide a design for the link structure that complements the surrounding 

historic buildings and retains the openness of the courtyard and allows views to the interior buildings; 

b. remove the entire lean-to structure adjacent to Building 109 and seek another 

solution which eliminates the need to retain a portion of the lean-to structure to accommodate 

vending machines; and 
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c. develop a simple, uncluttered landscape design for the courtyard that reinforces 

and complements the arrangement of the historic building complex and does not visually detract fiom 

the richly articulated courtyard facades. 

BACKGROUND AND STAFF EVALUATION 

The Department of the Navy (DON), pursuant to D.C. Code, 198 1 edition, sec. 5-432, and Section 
5 of the National Capital Planning Act of 1952, as amended, has submitted preliminary site and 
building plans for the renovation of Building 33 (also 37,39, and 109) at the Washington Navy Yard, 
Washington, D.C. D.C. Code, 198 1 edition, sec. 5-432 gives the Commission in-lieu-of-zoning 
approval authority over buildings on Federal land in the city. Section 5 of the Planning Act requires 
each Federal agency, prior to proceeding with construction plans, to submit its plans to the 
Commission for its review. The Commission's review covers all aspects of the project, including 
planning and design. 

The proposal is being initiated to create a new headquarters for two U.S. Navy Commands. These - 
commands include the offices of the Naval Facilities Engineering Command and the Ofice of the 
Judge Advocate General. DON advises that employees for both of these commands would be 
relocated fiom Northern Vuginia. Employees relocated fiom Vuginia would include 439 civilian and - 88 militaly employees. The Washington Navy Yard, located in Southeast Washngton, D.C., is 
bounded on the north by M Street, on the-south by the Anacostia River, on the east by the 
1 lth Street, and on the west by the Southeast Federal Center. 

The proposal involves the renovation of Building 33 and buildings within the courtyard of the 
quadrangle (Buildings 37,39, and 109) at the Washington Navy Yard. Gshaped Building 33 is one 
of several in a quadrangle complex. Other buildings in the complex include L-shaped Building 36, 
which joins Building 33 to form the basic quadrangle, and buildings 37,39, and 1 09 which are located 
in the quadrangle courtyard. 

The quadrangle complex is an important element in the Washington Navy Yard Historic Precinct, a 
National Historic Landmark. The conversion of these industrial buildings to office use is consistent 
with the changing use of the Navy Yard and part of an overall Navy program to rehabilitate many of 
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I the old high-bay warehouse and industrial buildings for office use in the Navy Yard. Building 36 was 
renovated in 1989. As mentioned, the proposal would require the renovation of Buildings 33, 37, 
39, and 109 to produce approximately 156,000 square feet of space in the four buildings. 

The proposed renovation would involve several activities. These include the demolition of Building 
33(A), which was a late addition to the quadrangle; the construction of a new "link" structure to 
connect the four existing buildings into one group of buildings; the development of the quadrangle 
into a landscaped courtyard; and landscaping Patterson Avenue and Kenyon Street. The completed 
renovation of Building 33 will result in four additional floors being constructed within the existing 
building's envelope. The fourth floor level will be devoted to mechanical equipment. Other 
renovation activities include stripping, repairing, and replacing windows and doors. Repair and 
replacement windows will be constxucted similarly to the method approved for the adjacent Building 
36. New glazed openings in the link and the existing structure will match the character of the existing 
and restored windows. The exterior brick wall on the link structure will match the scale and detail 
of the existing structures. 

The courtyard contained within the quadrangle will be developed with trees, ground cover, flowering 
beds in raised planters, bench seating and asphalt concrete and brick paving. The streetscape along 
Patterson Avenue and Kenyon Street (south and west sides of Building 33) will be developed with 
trees, ground cover, and paving similar to that within the courtyard. Existing exterior lighting fixtures 
will be removed fiom the building and new lighting fixtures consistent with the historical character 
of the complex, will be used to himght entrances and key exterior features. Bollard light fixtures 
and light poles in the courtyard and along the street at various locations will match the D.C. standard 
street lighting fixture, the Washington Globe. 

Conformance with Com~rehensive Plan 

The proposal involves the renovation of four buildings in the Washington Navy Yard Historic District 
to provide space for Navy personnel fiom Northern Virginia. An additional building is to be 
demolished and a lean-to building partially demolished. The adaptive reuse of the four buildings is 
consistent with the following applicable policy in the Federal Facilities element: 

Historic Federal Facilities should be given priority consideration for use or adapted 
for reuse in providing space for Federal activities. 

Additional policies in the Preservation and Historic Features element also apply: 

New construction on Historic Landmarks or in Historic Districts should be compatible 
with the historical architectural character and cultural heritage of the landmark or 
district. In design, height, proportion, mass, configuration, building materials, texture, ': 
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color and location, new construction should complement these valuable features of 
the landmark or district, particularly features in the immediate vicinity to which the 
new construction will be visually related. 

Demolitions of buildings or structures that contribute to Historic Properties should 
be permitted only when denial of such permission would result in unreasonable 
economic hardship to the owner, or when demolition is necessary to permit the 
construction of a project of special merit. In instances where a project has been 
determined to be of special merit, if it is demonstrated that the replacement project 
will be initiated immediately and can be completed, demolition will be permitted to 
proceed. 

A total of 527 Navy civilian and military personnel would be relocated from Northern Virginia to the 
District. Therelocation of the personnel would contribute to maintaining the historic relative - 
distribution of Federal employment between the District and the rest of the region. The proposal is 
consistent with the following policy in the Federal Employment element: 

The historic relative distribution of Federal employment of approximately 60 percent 
in the District of Columbia, the established seat of national government, and 40 
percent elsewhere in the region should continue during the next two decades. 

In addressing the transportation impacts, a Transportation Management Plan (TMP) should be 
pznq in accordance with the following policy in the Federal Facilities element: 

Transportation Management Programs should be prepared for Federal Facilities with 
100 or more employees setting forth strategies to aggressively promote the use o f  
public transit, car pools, van pools, shuttle buses, flexible work schedules; 
telecommutimg and other techniques to reduce specific amounts of vehicle work trips 
during both peak and off-peak hours. 

A policy in the Federal Employment element relating to economic impacts on local jurisdictions will 
also apply: 

Major new locations or relocations of Federal employment that will occupy 100,000 
square feet or more of building space in the region should be planned and 
programmed (timed), to the maximum extent practicable, to minimize adverse 
economic impacts on affected local jurisdictions. 
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I Conformance with Master Plan 

This proposal is consistent with the Revised Master Plan for the Washington Navy Yard, approved 
by the Commission on October 4, 1990, as shown on NCPC Map File No. 4 1.1 1 (05.12)-3046 1. The 

' 

Land Use element designates the site 'for General Office and Support uses. 

Conformance with Federal Ca~ital Improvements P r o p  

The proposed project is included in the Federal Capital Improvements Program for Fiscal Years 
1995-1999, adopted by the Commission on June 30, 1994. 

Coordinatin~ Committee 

The proposal was reviewed by the Coordinating Committee on March 8, 1995. The Committee 
forwarded the proposal to the Commission with the statement that the project has been coordinated 
with all agencies represented except NCPC, whose representative indicated that they could not 
concur in the coordination of this project until it is coordinated with the D.C. Fire Marshal. 
Attending the meeting were representatives of NCPC, the District of Columbia's Office of Planning 
and Department of Public Works, the National Park Service, General Services Administration, and 
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority. 

Historic Preservation 

The Navy has initiated consultation with the District of Columbia State Historic Preservation Ofice,r 
(DC SHPO) and the Advisory Council 0% Historic Preservation, as required by the Section 106 
rezements  of the National Historic Preservation Act. 

The Navy has determined that the project would have an adverse effect on the architectural and -- 
historic qualities that qualifL these buildings and the Washngton Navy Yard for inclusion in the 

! National Register of Historic Places. The Yard was designated a National Historic Landmark on 
May 11, 1976. It was the nation's first naval yard and first home port, and an important center of 
naval operations in the early nineteenth-century. The buildings under consideration in this project 
date from the mid-to-late nineteenth-century and form a significant complex at the Navy Yard. 

Environmental Im~act 

Pursuant to P.L. 9 1 - 190, DON and the Executive Director have determined that an environmental 
impact statement is not required for the proposed project. In lieu, thereof, DON relies upon the 1992 
environmental assessment (EA) prepared for the Navy Yard. An EA addressing all Base 
Realignment and Closure projects at the Washinson Navv Yard will be prepared 9ndsho'uld be 
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?Milable prior to submission of the final site and building plans. This "tiering" process, which relies' 
upon a broader environmental document (Navy Yard EA) for general analysis with subsequent 
narrower environmental analyses, is consistent with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). 

The project wilJ not significantly affect the natural environment. Building 33, however, is located in 
the 100-year floodolain of the Anacostia River. The proiect appears to be consistent with the 
Commission policv of discouraging new development or the re-tion of existing develo~ment 
within floodplain areas where reasonable alternatives exist. in order to preserve the natural flood 
storage capacity of the floodplain and to reduce the risk of exposure fiom floodinn for building 
occupants and valuable building contents. Staff. therefore, recommends that DON use flood-proofing 

' techmques in the design of the renovation, such as elevating e s s w  eauioment and services above 
the flood level and using durable flood-proof materials in the interior. 

Evaluation -- 
The proposal is a result of the Base Closure and Realignment Act. As such, Navy Commands fiom 
Virginia are being relocated to the Navy Yard. This relocation is compatible with the Navy's actions 
on converting the Navy Yard to office and administrative activities and transferring industrial 
activities to the Naval District of Washington in Anawstia (BollingfAnacostia Tract) which has taken 
place over the past few years. Therefore, fiom a program point of view, staff believes that the 
proposal is a desired undertaking. 

In the late 19801s, L-shaped Building 36 was renovated for office use. As mentioned, Gshaped 
Building 33 joins Building 36 and forms a quadrangle. The proposed renovation of Building 33 will 
be similar to the renovation of Building 36. 

The exterior renovation of Building 33 will preserve important historic and architectural qualities and 
will be compatible with the surrounding historic district. All of the proposed renovation activities 
such as repairing and replacing doors and windows will be compatible with the historic architectural 
fabric of the building. As was done in Building 36, any floo;s that must be inserted at the window 
level will be designed to not adversely impact the exterior of the building. 

Regarding the interior courtyard buildings (Buildings 37,39, and log), staff supports the efficient 
utilization of these buildings and connection to Building 33. To accomplish this, the Navy has 
proposed a "link" structure that would connect Buildings 37,39, and 109 to Building 33. In addition 
to providing a connection, the "link" structure would house a lunchroom containing vending 
machines, refiigerator, and microwave oven, etc. The lunchroom would not be a cafeteria or full- 
service food preparation operation. 
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Stafffeels that the Navy has made a forthright effort in the renovation proposal and is generally v e ~  
supportive of the project. There are, however, several areas of concern that the staff believes needs 
additional design study. The first issue is the design of the "link" structure. As designed, the 
structure picks-up design cues fiom the surrounding architecture in terms of the gable roof, roof 
materials, and the primarily brick facade on the south facade. We do not believe mimicking the 
mounding historic architectural building forms is the design direction that this element should take. 
As proposed, the link structure tends to "crowd" the cluster of buildings in the courtyard and create 
an overbearing presence due, in part to, the use of brick on the south facade and the roof form of the 
structure. The link structure should not impose on the openness of the courtyard nor on the refined 
scale of the Greek Revival-style chapel. The structure should be glazed with a flat roof so as to allow 
views to the historic building forms in the immediate vicinity, and more importantly, be different fiom, 
though related to its surrounding buildings. Stsfeels that the structure should be designed as an 
example of elegant industrial architecture of primarily glass and metal materials. 

Another concern related to the link structure is the proposal to reinove only half of a lean-to structure 
adjacent to Building 109. The Navy advises that only half of this non-historically significant structure 
would be removed because the remaining portion would be used to house vending machines used in 
the lunch room. Staff feels that the entire lean-to structure should be removed. As proposed, the 
portion of this structure that would be retained blocks a portion of the facade of the historic chapel 
(Building 37). In the staffs opinion, a more imaginative solution can be achieved that does not 
require the retention of a portion of the lean-to structure. 

Regarding proposed landscaping in the courtyard, staff believes that the proposed design is too 
cluttered. The paving materials, locations of trees, circular sitting niche, curved green areas, and 
canons create visual clutter that competes with the fenestrated walls which enclose the central space. 
The aniculation of the interior brick facades, characterized 'by long rows of large, multi-pane sash 
windows, is a distinguishing architectural element of the complex and should be complemented if not 
enhanced by the courtyard design. The visual richness of these facades would be enhanced by a more 
simplistic design for the courtyard. Additionally, the proposed locations of the trees appears to 
impede access for fire fighting equipment. 

Finally, although the Navy advises that the added floors in Building 33 will be inserted in the same 
manner as the floors added during the renovation of Building 36, staffwould still like to see more 
detailed drawings. The central issue with adding floors is the visual impact on the exterior facades 
of the building when the new floor(s) extends pass the original window opening. The preliminary 
plans do not fully show the anticipated visual impact of this arrangement. More detailed drawings 
should be presented at the time the Navy submits the final site and building plans. 

The staff understands that coordination between the Navy and the D.C. Fire Marshal has not yet 
occurred. It is anticipated that any fire-related issues are resolvable, but staff demands at the Fire 
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Department precluded coordination for the April 6, 1995 Commission meeting. As such, the staff - 
recommends that the Commission approve the preliminary site and building plans, except for the 
"link" structure and the landscape design for the courtyard, provided that coordiantion between the 
F ie  Marshal and the Navy is completed before the proposal is submitted for final site and building 
plan review by the Commission. 





Annual 
Recurring Costs ($K) 

* It appears that no consideration has been given to allocating a pro rata share of the Washington Navy Yard's 
civilian salary costs for services similar to those provided by the civilians whose salaries are shown for White Oak. 

O&M 
BOS 
Civilian Salary 

Military Personnel 
Military Salary 
Housing Allowance 

Other 
Miscellaneous 

TOTAL 

** Same as above except for military salaries. 

Source: COBRA Summary Report 3/24/95 
annualwst.ch1 

White Oak 

3,405 

77 
5,096 

18,423 

27,001 

Washington Navy Yard 

* 

* * 

5,063 

12,491 

17,554 





QCXSTIONS FROM MEMBERS OF CONGRESS 

Senaton Pad Sarbanes and Barbara Mikulrki and Reprcsentatiuea Stony Hoycr, 
Albert R Wynn, Cmtanct Morella, and Wayne T. Gflcbrest 

1. Owstioq DoD's justification for ndincting NAVSEA from White Oak to "...the 
Washington Navy Yard, Washington, D.C. or other g o ~ t d w n e d  property in the 
metropolitan Waahington, D.C. anan cites  reduction^ of penom1 in adminiatcatiw activities 
as the rationate for no longer needing the capability at the White Oak facility. Yet that ram 
ngoa indicates no reduction in civilian or military pereoancl from r e d h h g  NAVSBA h m  
White Oak to the Washington area rites. How do you explain tbis discrapancy? 

Answer: cited statement nlates to the o v d  capacity rcdudioa in thia p u p  of 
activities. Them is an o v d  planned force reduction in edminhtrative activities of ovet 
5800 workyears through FY 2001, which will occur unrelated to base closun. Thmugh FY 
2081, NAVSEA will experience f o m  structure reductions amounting to 694 pmonnel. 
These rtductions ate not included in *the COBRA and economic analyses becauac they str, not 
the result of base closure. The redirect to the Navy Yard did include the elhimtion of 68 
personnel in the human resources office and base support offices due to the d h c t  that sh&- 
NAVSBA fiom a host to a taaant activity. 

2. Qw~tion: What specifically is the "other govepnmentowned property in the 
metropolitan Washington, D.C. ma?" W h y  wctcn't the Navy Yard and/or these otbcr s i b  
considered as a potential location for the NAVSEA move during the 1993 B m  Cloaun~ md 
Rcalignmnt proces~? How many NAVSEA employ= would be relm to the Navy Yard 
and how many would be nlocated to the unspecified other gowmmat-owned pmpaty? 

&WVCC This laaguage contemplates any rpace that im owned by the Fedaral 
government in the mwtroplltan Wang ton ,  D.C. am, The language was included in the 
recommendation to provi& flexibility in implementation. While the Navy Yard W~II 
identified in our process aa ths most economical option using Navyowned apace in the are4 
the Department recognized that a mom cost-cffdw option might be ihutified duting 
implementation fw other government-owned property. Accordingly, the tecommcn* was 
writtcn to allow the Navy to take advantage of euch an opportunity, should it a r k .  

The Washington Navy Yard and other eitea ware an opdon for t .  relocation of 
NAVSEA in the 1993 Dcftllllt Base Closure and Realignment Cornmiasion recornmendatiom. 
The language of thc recommendation dimtad Naval Sea Systbms Commaad to 
"nlocab. ..hm l e d  space to Government-owned epace within the NCR, to include the 
Navy Annex,..,Waahington Navy Yard,. ,.Nebraska Avenue,. ..Masbe Corps Combat 
Development  command,...^^ the White Oak facility ..." 





BRAC-95 SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT DATA CALL 
Enclosure (2) - LOSING BASE QUESTIONS 

Recumne costs for NSWC Det White Oak with NAVSEA as recommended in BRAC 93 are: 

Annual Savin~s FY Description 

1. $3,969K 1999 Facilities Maintenance (NOTE 2) 
2. $292K 1999 IDS Maintenance 
3. $1,716K 1999 Daytime Cleaning 
4. $43K 1999 Recycling 
5. $6,083K 1 999 Utilities 
6. $1,77OK 1999 Security 
7. $4,569K 1999 Host Costs (NOTE 3) <- 
8. $2,040K 1999 Annex Lease Costs for SEA 08 

NOTE 1: DATA SOURCE IS THE REPORT TO CONGRESS ON THE ECONOMIC 
ANALYSIS OF HEADOUARTERS SPACE FOR NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS 
COMMAND DATED 25 APRIL, 1994 

NOTE 2: REDUCED FACILITIES MAINTENANCE NUMBERS REFLECT NEW 
APPROACH TO ORGANIZATIONAL MOVES IN THE FUTURE. 
UTILIZING SYSTEMS FURNITURE AND REVISED PHILOSOPHIES OF 
MOVING PEOPLE VICE FURNITURE, SAVINGS WILL BE REALIZED 
IN OUR FACILITIES COSTS. THIS PHILOSOPHY WAS PRESENTED 
ELSEWHERE, BUT WAS OVERLOOKED M THIS CATEGORY. 

NOTE 3: HOST COSTS INCLUDE THE COSTS OF THE STAFF REQUIRED TO 
CONDUCT THE HOST FUNCTION AT WHITE OAK. THIS FUNCTION 
HAS NOT YET BEEN FORMALLY ASSIGNED TO AN 
ORGANIZATION AND THE MILITARY AND CIVILIAN BILLETS, 
FULL-TIME-EQUIVALENT (FTE) AND END STRENGTH ARE NOT 
CURRENTLY IN ANY OF THE NAVSEA HEADQUARTERS OR NSWC 
MANPOWER BUDGETS. GENERALLY, THE COMMAND'S CIVILIAN 
MANPOWER BUDGETS ARE RESOLVED THROUGH THE END OF 
FY97 IN THE RECENT FY96/97 OSD/OMB BUDGET SUBMITTAL. 
FOR THIS FY99 DATA CALL, THE COSTS WERE ESTIMATED BASED 
ON 1-MIL (OIC) AND 39 CTVILIANS. 

Enclosure (2) 





ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF UNSOLICITED PROPOSAL 

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF 
HEADQUARTERS OFFICE SPACE 

FOR NAVAL SEA SYSTEMS COMMAND 

This report has been Reviewed by a P.E. 
25 April 1994 

Source Selection Information - FAR-3.104 Procurement Sensitive 
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1 Civilian Per~?rartent Change of Station (PCS) Moves - Includes the costs of PCS for the 
estimated number of employees and individuals with eligibility (evaluated on a case-by- 
case basis.) PCS includes per diem, privately-owned vehicle (POV) mileage, home 

I purchase fees, home selling fees, movement of household goods, travel, and 
miscellaneous expenses . 

I Teleconferencing - Includes the costs to relocate (disassemble, move, and reassemble) 
two existing, teleconferencing facilities to the new space. 

Telephones - Includes the purchase and installation of a digital telephone system to be 
part of the host telephone system. Costs include system desigdlayout, equipment 
procurement, cabling, trunk line hookup, installation, management, and initial training. 

Secnrir)? - Includes the cost to install the ADT alarm system in the permanent space. 

Procurer?~enr - Includes the costs to provide duplicative services for data and E-mail 
during the transition period. 

Clean-up - Includes the costs to dispose of items and equipment left in the new spaces to 
be occupied or the swing spaces being vacated. 

WHITE OAK NC2&3  - - -  - 

TABLE 1: INITIAL COSTS 

INITIAL COSTS: 

Move CostsISwing Space 
Relocation & Reconfig 

'-> RECURRING COSTS: 

* FACILITIES MAINTENANCE 

ALTERNATIVE 1 
$21 8,008,613 

$ 84,202,602 
S 29,103,691 

CusrodiaUJanitorial - Includes contract cleaning costs for office spaces, corridors, rest 
rooms, interior common areas, ADP spaces, Sensitive Compartmental Information 
Facility (SCIF) spaces, light industrial spaces, and where appropriate. 

ALTERNATIVE 2 
$297,581,259 

- -- -- 

S 143,830,664 
$ 17,906,402 

- -- 
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Exterior CleaningPest Control - Includes costs of services for prevention of 
rodenuinsect infestation and snow removal from main and secondary roadways, 
sidewalks, and other exposed paths of travel. 

Maintenancemepair Buildings/Roads - Includes the costs for buildings and roads . 
maintenance for the entire White Oak Base. 

Preventative Maintenance (PM) - Includes costs of PM contracts for preventative 
maintenance of equipment (like mechanical systems, electrical systems, emergency 
signaling systems, fue suppression systems, and self-contained air conditioning units). 

Preventarive Maintenance Inspection - Includes costs for periodic inspections to ensure 
that goods and services are received as specified on preventative maintenance contracts 
(in accordance with the GSA Contractors Inspector's Handbook). 

Eniergencl, Response/Service - Includes the costs to handle incidental and emergency 
repairs and services (such as carpet repair, light bulb replacement, window replacement, 
and other facility repairs). 

Miscellaneorts Shops - Includes costs for the White Oak shops to repair industrial 
equipment sustained on Base. This is to be accomplished with in-house resources. 

Moving Senices - Includes costs for administrative support services like office moves; 
personnel relocations in general and in support of personnel realignment and shifts in 
program functions; delivery of incoming products (approximately $5 million worth and 
over 3,600 items annually); hauling and disposal of excess property; and, collection and 
disposal of bum bags. 

Alrerations/7nrpi.oven~ents - Includes costs for routine alterations and environmental 
adjustments required after occupancy. Factors influencing this include organization's 
functional requirements not presently defined, changes in scope of work, ongoing 
compliance and corrective actions, reorganizations involving several organizational 
enti ties, and changes precipitated by automation. 

* UTILITIES 
(NOTE: These are conservative estimates, since they include costs for areas that 
NAVSEA will not occupy at White Oak.) 

Electricizy - Includes electricity costs for the Command (based on actual billings from the 
electric company). 
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Steant - Includes steam costs for Command use at White Oak. This cost includes both 
fuel costs to heat the boilers and steam plant operating costs. White Oak: The existing 
central steam plant will be maintained as the primary heating and hot water supply. The 
main fuel used to fuel the boilers is natural gas. NC 2 and 3: Steam heating is not 
applicable. 

Warer - Includes costs for water used by the Command. The existing water supply 
systems will be maintained. Water supply utilization includes, but is not limited to: 
protection of property (new sprinkler system), building cooling system, portable water, 
and waste removal. This cost includes the billings from the water company. The costs 
also include water pipe depreciation at White Oak. 

Sewage - Includes costs of the Command's sewage disposal. At White Oak the existing 
sanitary sewer will be maintained and the capacity increased to accommodate the 
increased population. The estimated expenditures are based on historical data (actual 
billings from the water company) and includes sewage pipe depreciation at White Oak. 

OTHVAC - Includes SEA 08's costs for additional hours of heating and air conditioning. 
This covers heating and air conditioning outside normal working hours. SEA 08 
maintains HVAC 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 

* ADP & TELECONFERENCING 

Video Teleconferencing - Includes the costs for recurring teleconferencing (data lines and 
operational support) of current AEGIS Video Teleconferencing Center and the new 
teleconferencing facility at White Oak. The new center wilI help alleviate the impact of 
the loss of co-location with the other Navy SYSCOMS and the Pentagon. 

Infornlarion Management - Includes costs for recurring communications network services 
(like cable plant maintenance, routersibridges, intelligent hubs, phone closets, E-Mail 
hub, external connectivity equipment, directory management, and the Help Desk). 

Computers - Includes costs for recumng maintenance and modernization which cover the 
operating costs and the replacement of outmoded equipment increases from 0% the first 
year, 5% the second year, and then to a steady state of 30% in year three. 

Telephones - Includes costs for leased telephone lines and call placement. 

* SECURITY 

Guards - Includes costs for the NAVSEA guard force. 
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Vehicles - Includes costs for security vehicles, three pallet jacks and two low lift jacks. 
These vehicles will be leased from the Naval District, Washington. 

ADTAlarnl Sysrent - Includes operational costs (System monitoring and maintenance). ' 

Locks/Keys - Includes costs for lock repairfreplacement and key duplication. 

Pass Ofice - Includes costs for visitor check-in, passes, and visit confirmation. 

Maintenance of TV Canreras in Parking Area - Includes annual maintenance costs for 
closed circuit TVs in the NC 2 and 3 garage. 

* MISCELLANEOUS 

Recycling Program - Includes costs for a new, full-scale recycling initiative by the Naval 
District, Washington. The Command recycling program includes paper, cans, bottles, 
and newspapers. 

Transportation Se~vice - Shuttle Bus Service includes cost to support passengers 
traveling between White Oak and the Pentagon, other NAVSEA activities and 
governmental agencies' in the NCR. 

- Personnel - This element contains the following items: Host Support Costs at White 
Oak, Fire Departntent Services for operation at White Oak, and DOD Interservice 
Srrpport (Navy Annex rental space). 

Adirlinistrarive - This cost element contains the following cost items: Pri~tr Shop 
operations, Copiers (Copy Costs), Copiers (Maintenance Agreements), Express Mail 
Services, and Environnrental Costs (for two technicians to monitor excess water drainage 
into streams running inlout of the White Oak facility, plus their testing equipment.) 

Costs ofMaintaining White Oak - Includes costs to maintain and operate the White Oak 
complex while NAVSEA stays at NC 2 and 3, including: 1) Maintenance and Repair of 
Grounds, 2) Maintenance and Repair of Roads, 3) Maintenance and Repair of 
Buildings, 4) Utilities, 5) Preventive Maintenance, and 6 )  Emergency RepairIService, 
and 7) Telecommunications. 

Environmental - Includes costs for two technicians and their testing equipment to 
monitor excess water drainage into streams running inlout of the White Oak facility.. 
This cost element is necessary if NAVSEA stays at NC 2 and 3. 
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Securiry - Includes White Oak security costs while NAVSEA stays at NC 2 and 3. 

Staff Civil Engineer - Includes operations costs for an additional 15 personnel to maintain 
White Oak while NAVSEA stays at NC 2 and 3. 

TENANT INCOME (Negativt, Cost) - Includes income reimbursement from White Oak 
tenant activities. 
L____ 

Facilities Maintenance 
Utilities 

ITenont Income 1 ($2.840.329) 1 I 

ADP & Teleconferencing 
Security 
Miscellaneous 

TABLE 2: RECURRING COSTS 

$55 17,005 
$5,420,878 

4.4.2 Building Assessment: The Team and GSA NCR decided that building 
assessments should he obtained for NC 2 and 3. Both ASN(I&E) and GSA NCR 
received numerous colllplaints over many years from NAVSEA on various deficiencies 
in these buildings. The Team was concerned that these buildings were being offered 
with original mechanical and structural components that were approaching the end of 
their useful lives. To establish a fair comparison, the Team believed that NC 2 and 3 
renovation costs should bc developed to meet design standards by the Federal 
Government (for replacement of thc aging and inadequate building components). NC 2 
and 3 would then be comparable to the new construction "quality" planned for White 
Oak. Report summaries of the building assessments are a s  follows: 

$5,940,455- 
$1,864,624 

$10,841,341 
$1,837,205 
$5.927.943 

4.4.2.1 The CEGG Study: The Team obtained an initial engineering 
review from CEGG Partnership for a facilities assessment of NC 2 and 3. A CEGG 
interdisciplinary team of architects and engineers conducted an extensive inspection of 
these buildings the week of February 7-1 1, 1994. CEGG staff met with NAVSEA 
facilities staff and Beacon Management Company personnel who manage the buildings. 
The purpose of the study was to identify building deficiencies and to estimate the cost of 
making improvements to bring NC 2 and 3 up to current minimum codes for office 
space. 

$1 1,418,864 
$2,644,340 
S 10.288.269 
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COST ESTIMATE MATRIX 

- -- 
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47, Costs aerociateCi with the shutdown o f  White Oak do not appear 
t o  be included a8 part of  the  coot o f  relocating NAVRIZh to the 
Washington Navy Yard,  Plaars varify that thlr i a  tha care, If 
so, what is the Navy's rationale for  not ineluding such costs i n  
i t s  analyeis of the ovarall cost of the  prapoaed NAVSEA move to 
the Washington Navy Yard? 

A?, The COBRA mlgorithxts eatimate ehutdawn aorta based on thr . 
aquare footaga c l ~ a s d .  Jn the N A V ~ E A  ecmaria,  the one-time cost 

hutdown costs a t  White oak i r  61.3 nilLLon. 

Q8. During BRAC ' 93 ,  the Navy rocomxiended that NAVSEA ba 
rrLocated i rom crymtal C i t y  in Arlington t o  Whits Oak. f n  rugport 
of tha t  rocommendation, the Navy ertimated that military 
construction needed to accommodate NAVSEA a t  White Oak would coot 
$34,6 million. For BRAC ' 9 5  ths Navy has estimated thnt military 
construction to accomodatr NAVSEA at Whita Oak will cost $124.5 
million. What I8 the total number of rmployees upon which these 
estirnatas waa baaed? Pleaar explain how t h e  m i l i t a r y  canmcruction 
estimata for white Oak could havr increased by more than 3002 
between BRAC '93 and BRAC ' 9 5 ,  

AS. The acope of the  project a t  White Oak increased from an 
i n i t i a l  eotimate oi! ~upporting_3,541 perrannrl to eupporting 4,100 
peraonnrl, These a d d i t  iona 1 peroonnel were not accounted f 0- 
tne BRAC 9 3  data call, BRAC 95 estimatee for facilities ara bard  
on 4,100 personnel.  There  are several other faatorr invalvsd in 
the increase in the BRAC 93 HILCON rstimate f o r  White Oak; for 
exampletthe February 1993 data call aasumsd 200,000 sguara foe+ 
would require no renovatlan, an additional 2 0 0 , 0 0 0  square faat 
would require only ninor rehabilitation, and exiating.beviation 
Prom building codas would continue. Submequent an-dedth analmis 1 o f  the Whit. Oak iaci1iti.n indicated that the entire c o m ~ l u  
roqu~ree extanoivo ranovat on (particularly in thr area o f  61 

I 
asbastas remaval an othhr work t~ mart current building code 
rsquirernente, e.q., fire safety, handicapped access, e to . ) .  

99.  Ploase provide a copy of the document or docwen*a used as 
the basis for  the Navy's military construction estimate of $124.5 
million to accormnodata NAVSEA at Whi*e Oak, 

A9. The military con6truction estimates used in the NAVBEA 
mcenario are the budgeted amountm for  F Y  9 5 / 9 6 / 9 7  for Pto-jmrrt  
Numbers OOlT and 098T to accommodate NAVGEA at white Oak. See 
Enclosurr (1). 





PERSONNEL KOVzMENT REPORT (COBRA V4.04) - Page 10 
Data As Of 08: 11 02/26/1993, Report Created 16:53 03/12/1993 . % .  
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066666666666666666666666666a86666a~ 
"NSWC Panama City, EL 0 

06666666666666666666666666666666ddC 
0 START END CEANGEO 
"Officers 50 50 0" 
"Enlisted 372 372 0" 
"Students 13 13 0" 
"TOTAL MIL 435 435 0" 
"Civilians 1,217 1,327 +110° 
"TOTAL 1,652 1,762 +110° 
8666666666666~666i666666666&6&6da6I 

0666666a666666~66666a6a666666666i!6c 
"NSWC WHT OAK.(Admin), MD 0 

~6i666666666866666&666666666686666C 
0 START END CHANGE0 
"Officers 0 285 +28S0 
"Enlisted 0 75 +75" 
"Students 0 0 0" 
"TOTAL MIL 0 360 +360° 
"Civilians 0 3,439 
"TOTAL 
aa666666666666666665.5.66666 

0666666666666666666666666666666666$ 
"COMNAVSEASYSCOM, VA 0 

066a66666~666666666666666666666666C 
0 START END CHANGE0 
"Officers 285 0 -285' 
"Enlisted - 7 5  0 -75" 
"Students 0 0 0" 
"TOTAL MIL 360 0 -360" 
"Civilians 3,589 150 -3,439" 
" TOTAL 3,949 150 -3,799" 
S666aa66%6666666666&66d6B66666666ai 







* Research & Development Facility 

@ Site selected 1945 for its unique 
magnetic characteristics 

s Cornerstone laid 1946 

733 acres 
- 100 acres developed 
- 400 acres available for development 

238 buildings 

r Personnel onboard 1 ,I 10 
(Includes contractors) 

B Payroll - $60M 

@ Hypewelocity Wind 
Tunnel (Tunnel 9) 

@ Hydroballistics Facility 

@ Nuclear Effects Facility 

Contracting efforts - $100M Magnetic Silencing 
(40M Washington - Baltimore metro area) Complex 









HYDROBALLISTICS FACILITY 
TESTING TO DETERMINE DAMAGE TO, AND PERFORMANCE OF, WEAPONS 
THAT ARE LAUNCHED INTO, OUT OF, AND THROUGH THE WATER 

REQUIRES WATER OF OPTICAL PURITYAND HIGH DEGREE OF 
INSTRUMENTATION FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC AND ELECTRONIC 
RECORDING 





NUCLEAR EFFECTS FACILITY 

TEST THE EFFECTS OF HlGH INTENSITY X-RAYS ON 
MILITARY AND NON-MILITARY SYSTEMS 

EMPLOY HlGH INTENSITY SOURCES OF X-RAYS 
AND CONDUCT ANALYSIS TO DESIGN COUNTERMEASURES 





MAGNETIC SILENCING FACILITY 

DETERMINE TOTAL SHlP MAGNETIC SIGNATURES USING 
SCALED SHlP MODELS 

ANALYZE RESULTS TO EFFECT DESIGN CHANGES AND 
DEVELOP COUNTERMEASURES. ANNAPOLIS ANALYSIS 
COMPLEMENTS WHITE OAK'S 



ASW, Gun Weapon Analysis, 
Physics and Info Science (Dahlgmn) 

Mines (Panama City) 
Warheads EL Explosives (Indian Head) 
Materials Research (Carderock) 

Reentry Body Dynamics (Da hlgren) 
Magnetic Silencing (Carderock) 



RECOMMENDATION FOR CLOSURE 

NAVAL SURFACE WARFARE CENTER, DAHLGREN DIVISION 
DETACHMENT WHITE OAK, MD 

RECOMMENDATION: Close the Naval Surface Warfare Center, 
Dahlgren Division Detachment White Oak, Maryland. Relocate 
the functions, personnel, and equipment associated with Ship 
Magnetic Signature Control R&D Complex to the Naval Surface 
Warfare Center, Carderock, Maryland, and the functions and 
personnel associated with reentry body dynamics research and 
development to the Naval Surface Warfare Center, 
Dahlgren, Virginia. 



WAND TOUR 

TUNNEL NO. 9 
by 

Fred Morrison & Bob Voisinet 
Strategic Systems Department 

27 March 1995 









. U.S. Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM) . Tunnel 9 identified as critical for Life Extension of our Strategic 
Nuclear Missiles. 
20 to 60 Year Service Life for ICBM& SLBM Systems. 

. Ballistic Missile Defense Organization (BMDO) 
Tunnel 9 identified as critical to Theater Ballistic Missile 
Defense lnterceptor development. 
Army THAAD, Navy TBMD, BMDO Advanced lnterceptor 
Technology, Israeli ARROW. 



HYPERVELOCITY WIND 
TUNNEL #9 SUPPORT OF 

OPERATIONAL STRATEGIC 
REENTRY SYSTEMS 

DR. FRED MORRISON 

ASSISTANT DEPARTMENT HEAD FOR 

SUBMARINE LAUNCHED BALLISTIC MISSILES 

STRATEGIC AND SPACE SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT 



PRESENTATION OUTLINE 
I 

I 

REENTRY SYSTEMS ARE COMPLEX 
REENTRY SYSTEMS ARE UNIQUE 

NUCLEAR POSTURE REVIEW 

REENTRY INDUSTRIAL BASE STATUS I 

OPERATIONAL REENTRY SYSTEM PROBLEMS 
I 

NSWC TUNNEL # 9 SUPPORT OF REENTRY LIFE 
EXTENSION 

SUMMARY 



sirnulation of dynamic aerodynanlic effects. Curren[ly under development in Tunnel 9 is 
a Mach 7 Therrnal/Strucrural Test Leg which will be capable of providing flight 
dlrplication (true ambient atmospheric tenlperature and pressure) for seconds of run time. 
This capabiliry is particularly important to intercep~or programs like the Army THAAD 
and IsraeliLJS ARRObJ interceptor where sensor windo\kf survivability, cooling, 
121ounting and aero-optic performance are critical. 

Accurate computer simulation of hypersonic weapon flight. by itself, is not a solution. 
Simulation of complex hypersonic flight phenomena is well beyond the state-of-the-art of 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) solutions. System designers cannot rely on CFD 
solutions alone. Only through augmentation and validation in ground test facilities like 
Tunnel 9 can CFD solutions be used effectively. 



Don't the other Services of DoD, NASA or industry have a similar 
capa bilitg? 

Other hypersonic wind tunnels exist in the nation, but these do not match Tunnel 9's 
capabilities. The Air Force operates lower Mach number wind tunnels (up to Mach 10) at 
the Arnold Engineering Development Center, Tullahorna. TN. These are large 
production test facilities which are identified as critical "core" T&E facilities for DoD 
use. However, they are relatively low pressure and temperature and do not operate in the 
high Mach number regime or altitude regime of Tur~nel 9. The Air Force relies on Tunnel 
9 for their high Mach number, high Reynolds number testing. (Reynolds number is an 
altitude scaling parameter. High Reynolds number (high pressure) is critical to proper 
scaling of aerodynamic phenomena.) 

Air Force research facilities also exist at Wright Laboratory, Wright Patterson Air Forc: 
Base, OH. These are small, low pressure facilities which have been used for Science and 
Technology (SgiT) use. They are siated for closure in March 95 and do not come close to 
matching Tunnel 9's capability. 

The Army has no hypersonic wind tunnels in its testing inventon.. 

NASA also has a number of smaller hypersonic wind tunnels which it uses for its R&D 
studies. For example. a long ljst of NASA Langiey faciiities make up its Hypersonic 
Research . Complex. - The wind tunnels are nominally of the 20-inch size and low pressurz 
(low Reynolds nuinbed. Tiwe faci!ities suppor? resezrch and genera! paranlerric s~udiet. 
and zre aedicaied tc R&G. nor T&E. R&D 2nd T k Z  fz:i:i:izs a-s ~1uiie difieren:. 

x P Generali.. R & 3  ?~:i!iiics x c  usea ror the srud!. oi' aero/rnei;noa~~narnic pht-nomenz t h ~ i  
- 3  feed the aesigr, ar.d de\.eiopmeni of new sysrems. i ne!. are small. l o \ ; c o s r ; a c i ? i ? i e ~ . ~ ~  

- ..- , . ~ ~ r ~ : ~ ~ ~ ~ +  s i ~ j l e - D ~ ~ ~ , i  s:uales. T&E ;Taciii:iej 2.re p-imarij:,. lised ib:- 
evaiuation of weeor,  s!.srenl component performance. componen: integration. vehicic 
ope,rabilir~~ and rziizjilir!. and genera) demonsrrarion that the \veapon sysiem is qualifies 
for fiight. T&E f~ciIi:ies are generally larfcr and more e;cper?si\'s rkac S&T 2nd srri\-.= fcj:- 
nigher proaucti~.ir!.. Eecause of their large size and nigh cosr. there are oniy 2 feu. urine 
runnels in tne countrJr ~ . h i c h  are classed as T6E  faciiities. these rue the "one of a kind 
facilities" which are used b!. all the Services. X.4SA an@ inaustr!,. Tunne! 9 is the ..one 
o i  a hnd" TbrE \irind runnel in rnis nation for hyper\~elocit!~ testing. 

Aerospace corporations and universities have some hypersonic capability. bur these are 
veqr  limited in capability or of a l7er>, specialized nature used in research. i?erospace 
corporations. In particular. have not had a product line which supports h!lpersonics. 
There are few fllsht systems which operate at the veqr high Mach numbers. Several 
corporation have considered building facilrties in support of tne recent interesr in  the 
National Aerospace Plane. Grumman, for exampie. reactivated z h!*personic \vind tunnel 
i t  is nov. closed 2~211:. Rock\.i/ell attrmpLed ro buiid a h!rpersnnlc facillr!, called RHJTL 



The facilit!. was partialljq completed, i r  ran inlo financial trouble, the government was 
asked to fund tlle remaining costs which had escalated to nearly S40M, and finally, the 
project was stopped. Similar examples can he made of other Aerospace con~panies. 
Some con~panies and universities still operate research facilities. These are generally 
very specialized. The Cal. Tech. T5 Piston Driven Shock Tunnel, Calspan Shock 
Tunriels, and GASL Expansion Tube are S&T facilities which f i t  into this category. They 
are very speciaiized facilities which strive for very high temperature operation but have 
very shcrt run times. generally I to 10 milliseconds in duration. 

Tunnel 9 is recognized as the most capable high Mach number tunnel in the US. In 1994 
a team of Army, Navy, and 41: Force technical experts reaffirmed Tunnel 9 as a primary 
(core) capability for DoD Weapon Systems Test and Evaluation (TGrE). This study was 
conducted as part of the Joint Service T&E Reliance Process, a process whereby core 
national capabilities are identified, duplicatic :I is eliminated. and investments are 
reviewed. (The Reliance Process is explained in a following discussion). Tunnel 9 is 
also identified as z critical facility by the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization 
(BMDO). 



What DoD programs use Tunnel Y? 

Tunnel 9 is critical to the testing of full scale reentry bodies. I n  Tunnel 9 reentry bodies can 
be tested at flight environments with intensive on and off board instrumenlation. This is 
necessary to study and verify hypotheses explaining operational problenls and validating 
design fixes before flight demonstra~ion and weapon syslems implementation. The Air Forcc 
MK21 Reentry Vehicle for Peacekeeper was nor tested in Tunnel 9 during Full Scale 
Engineering Development (FSED), but i t  has been tested several times since to explain flight 
anomalies. A myriad of Air Force reentry technology programs have been tested in the 
facility, as well, and include programs addressing nosetip transition, high perfornlance 
maneuvering reentry vehicles, decoys, penetrator warheads and defense suppression vehicles. 
Tunnel 9 will be vital to the investigation of programs and problems like those mentioned 
above in the future. Navy Submarine Launched Ballistic Missile (SLBM) systems, for 
example, have recently had their service life extended well beyond designed time frames 
(from 20 to 60 years). It is reasonable to expect that age related system problems will occur 
and be observed during scheduled operational system flight tests. Tests are planned for FY96 
to address the effects of the Navy's MK4 and MK5 reentry body geometry on stability, 
pressure and heat transfer. These are part of the Navy's reentry Industrial Base program to 
address aging problems which might affect future SLBM system performance. 

The current major user of Tunnel 9 is BMDO, charged with developing interceptors to shoot 
down enemy reentry bodies. The Army's THAAD Interceptor beean testing in Tunnel 9 in 
1993. The Navy Theater Ballistic Missile ~ e f e n s e  (TBMD) systems will need the runnel ir: 
th:: fi~ture-as kill the Israeli ARROM' In;ercepto!- and advanced icterceptor rechn~lo,n!- 

. . 
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determining. as with THAAD. how ueel! unconied \vinoo\i+ designs can survi\,e the severe 
aerothermai environmenrs and proviso, adequxe optical accsraqr. Bh4DO utilizatior! oC 
T 
I unnel 9 is programmed through FY99 witn future use anticipated b!. ioliou~ on program. 
plans not finalized). Xear term anticipated use of Tunnel 9 includes Arm\. THlZAD tests 
planned in FY95 and FY96, Israeli ARROM' interceptor tests planned for mid FY96. anotne:- 
Target Pnenornen~lo,o\~ Test fo; BMDO pianned for FY95. and Atmospheric Intercepcoi- 
Technology Tests planned for FY96 and FY97. Future plans include use by the Navy for the 
Srandard Missile program and Navy Upper Tier interceptor. 

Tunnel 9 is also used in support of hypersonic flight vehicle technolo,n!~. Progams like the 
National Aerospace Plane (NASP) used the facility for high Mach number aerodynamic anci 
scramjet inlet testing. The long run time in Tunnel 9 provided for high data rates since 
models can be pitched through anzles of attack or inlet confi~urations can bc 
srarieillunstarred during 2 single test rur?. The ahilir! to tesl l~ariabie geometr!. scran~jet inlets 
ir: a representarive fiow environment was critical to the &.ASP program. Testins for fo l lo~~ .  



on hypersonic tcchnoio~y programs for i~d\~anced scramjet development and adv:mced flight 
systems art: anticipated from the Air Force and NASA. 



MJh? is Tunnel 9 considered a unique national asset? 

The Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel (Tunnel 9), located at the IJrhite Oak, Maryland sile of 
the Naval Surface Warfare Center. Dall1gr.cn Division, is the nation's foren;f)st 
hypenlelocjty wind tunnel facility. This facility provides aerodynamic flight simulation 
in the critical altitude regimes associated wit11 strategic offensi1.e missile systems, 
advanced interceptor systems and hypersonic vehicle techno!o;ies. This unique facility 
merges the best features of wind tunnels into a versatile facility that supports the Navy, 
Air Force, Arnmy, NASA, and private industry. The facility is DoD's primary high Mach 
number wind tunnel facility and is not duplicatcd i n  the Depanrnent of Defense (DoD), 
NASA, or industry. Tunnel 9 is also the nation's newest large scale hyper\lelocity wind 
tunnel. 

Wind tunnels have been in use for over 100 years to simulate the effects of fligh~ hy 
blowing over a model at the same speed as it would travel through the air. For high speed 
flight, the speed of the gas is usually measured in terms of Mach number which relates 
the ratio of gas speed to the speed of sound. (At sea level, the speed of sound is about 
760 miles per hour.) As the speed of the gas goes faster than the speed of sound, the flow 
velocity is considered supersonic and when the gas speed exceeds Mach 5 the floix is 
hypersonic. Hypervelocity flight refers to speeds greater than Mach 10. Tunnel 9 
operates at hypersonic/hypervelocity Mach numbers of 7. 8. 10. 14 and 16.5. 

Exly  wind tunnels. such as those used bjr the Wright Brothers. used large fans to 
azi.~lerate tne fica- io a fc\qv miles per hour and were beneficial in :he design oft:;. - . . V.'righ~ flver. 5ven rhen. : h ~  ezriy aeroaynan~lcisrs rea!ized Int :  :! 5.2s c ~ ~ ~ n ~ r  znc r.. 
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h4an~.  systems rods!.. parriculari!. in the fieid of defense and space f!i~h;. operate a? 
hypersonichypen7e1ocit!~ speeds. The inrercepto~s being aeveiope-d today for the Army 
and ?<a\?: \i.ili need to fill - h\~personicali!~ - and fiighr \rehicks such as tnc Space Shuttie and 
National .Aerospace Plane (KASPj fly at speeds exceeding Mach 30! 

Tunne! 9's uniqueness is based on severai of its chacacterisrics. Tunnel 9 is in the 
enviable position of being able to duplicate hypersonic flight for a wije range of Mach 
numbers and altitudes for a Ion$ test time and 0:: a larze 1siode1 scale. The ';-foot 
diameter test cell in Tunnel 5 can accommodate full scale reenrq. bodies and interccpro:-Y. 
Mrhen vehicles travel ar hypersonic speeds. the!, can experience extr-emcl!. high pressures 
and temperatures. Tunnei 5 utilizes 2 uniqae stor~ge heaicr wilt1 pressures up to 1900 
atmospheres (27000 psi) and Lemperatures up ro 3300 degrees Fahrenheit. An3 fina!l!.. 
the long run times (on the order of seconds 1 alloii. for high prndu~rii~it!~ and for the 
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MISSIONS 

REQUIREMENTS 

ENVIRONMENTS 

THESE UNIQUE REENTRY ATTRIBUTES EXCLUDE 
RELIANCE ON OTHER WEAPON SYSTEMS FOR 
TECHNICAL SUPPORT 













STRATEGIC NUCLEAR FORCES STILL AN 
IMPORTANT PART OF US DEFENSE STRATEGY 
RECONSTITUTION HEDGE CRITICAL TO US 
FUTURE FORCE STRUCTURE 

I 

SUSTAINING REENTRY VEHICLE INDUSTRIAL 
BASE CRITICAL 
BACIC FIT OF TRIDENT SUBMARINES WITH D5 
MISSILES RECOMMENDED (CURRENTLY NOT 
LIKELY) 

LIFE EXTENSION OF STRATEGIC FORCES 
RECOMMENDED IN LIEU OF MODERNIZATION 





"Even wlth the Cold War over, our nation must maintain mllftary 
forces that are sufflclent to deter diverse threats." 

"We will retain strategic nuclear forces sufflclent to deter any 
future hostlle forelgn leadership wlth access to strategic nuclear 
forces from acting against our vital Interests and to convince it that 

-seeking n nuclear advantage would be futile. Therefore we wlll 
contlnue to rnalntaln nuclear forces of sufflclent size and capability 
to hold at risk o broad range of assets valued by such polftlcal and 
military leaders." 

"A crltlcal priority for the Unlted States is t o  stem the 
proliferation of nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass 
destruction and their rnlsslle delivery systems." 

President Willlam J. Cllnton 
NSS July 1994 
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TUNNEL # 9 IS THE ONLY FACILITY IN THE 
WORLD WHERE EXTENSIVE DATA CAN BE 
COLLECTED TO SUPPORT VALIDATION OF 
OPERATIONAL REENTRY PROBLEMS AND 
SUBSEQUENT CORRECTIVE ACTIONS PRIOR TO 
RESUMNG FLTGHT TESTS. 

I 

- USE OF LESS THAN FULL SCALE WIND TUNNEL IS OF VERY 
LIMITED VALUE 

REENTRY SYSTEM IN FLIGEIT PERFORMANCE ARE NOT 
ADEQUATELY MODELED 
INSUFFICIENT DATA IS AVAILABLE TO REFINE OR VALIDATE 
MODELS 

& 

. -b 
& *  

NSWC TUNNEL # 9 SUPPORT OF 
REENTRY LIFE EXTENSION 

ONLY VALID TEST FOR REENTRY SYSTEM AT 
HYPERSONIC VELOCITIES IS THROUGH FLIGHT 
TEST OR WHITE OAK WIND TUNNEL 



SUMMARY 

NSWC TUNNEL ii 9 IS CRITICAL TO: 
- SUPPORTING OPERATIONAL REENTRY SYSTEMS 
- REENTRY SYSTEM EXTENDED LIFE 
- RECONSTITUTION AND RAMP UP STRATEGY 
- SUSTAINNG TI-IE REENTRY INDUSTRIAL BASE 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This TCMP covers ground test facilities which are capable of performing Test and 
Evaluation (T&E) of weapon systems and components in a simulated or duplicated 
airstream environment. Aerolthermodynamic facilities include: subsonic, transonic, 
supersonic and hypersonic wind tunnels; arc heaters, and indoor aeroballistic ranges. 

The Executive Agent for T&E, Board of Directors (BOD), in June 1994, initiated 
a formal Reliance Study in the AeroIThermodynarnic T&E Facilities area. This study was 
implemented through the Board of Operating Directors (BoOD) and the Test and 
Evaluation Reliance and Investment Board (TERIB). A tri-service Reliance team was 
formed and tasked with the development of a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) for this 
Reliance area. The results of this study designated the Air Force as the overall lead for 
AeroIThermodynamic T&E Facilities Reliance and identified principal DoD 
aerolthermodynamic T&E facilities and supporting Service responsibilities. That 
agreement is presented in Appendix H of this TCMP. 

Within DoD, the primary facilities and test sites are as follows. Primary DoD wind 
tunnel facilities are located at the Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC), 
Arnold Air Force Base, Tullahoma, TN and the Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahlgren 
Division (NSWCDD), White Oak, Silver Spring, MD. Arc heater facilities are 
concentrated at AEDC. Aeroballistic ranges are located at AEDC, Wright Laboratory 
(Eglin AFB) and the Army Research Laboratory (ARL), Aberdeen Proving Grounds, MD. 

AEDC is involved in almost all aspects of aerolthermodynamic testing (transonic, 
supersonic, hypersonic, arc heaters and aeroballistic ranges). It is also the only one of the 
above sites which is part of the Major Range and Test Facility Base (MRTFB). 
NSWCDD specializes in the hypersonic wind tunnel testing regime, operating the large, 
high Mach number NSWCDD Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel No. 9. Aeroballistic Range 
capabilities at Wright Laboratory (Eglin AFB) and ARL support munitions T&E testing. 
Other DoD sites with capabilities in the aerolthermodynamic testing area include the Naval 
Surface Warfare Center, Carderock Division (NSWCCD), Bethesda, MD and Wright 
Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH. The latter sites are predominately 
involved in aerolthermodynamic research and development, but have some capability to 
support T&E. The Army owns no wind tunnel facilities of the size covered in this 
Reliance area. The Army relies on Air Force, Navy and NASA wind tunnel facilities for 
T&E and relies heavily on NASA wind tunnel facilities for its S&T programs. 

Within DoD, there is no significant duplication of T&E capability in this Reliance 
area. Services have done an exceptional job in identiflmg areas of overlap and eliminating 
duplication of capability. For example, in 1980 the Air Force consolidated its arc heater 
facilities at AEDC, closing down the arc heater capability at Wright Laboratory and 
moving it to AEDC. In the aeroballistic range area, capabilities at ARL and Wright 
Laboratory (Eglin AFB) are complementary, each aeroballistic range covering a specific 
caliber of munitions. In 1976 the Air Force and Navy conducted a major "Consolidation 



of Functions and Facilities (COFF) Study" under the auspices of Joint Logistic 
Commanders to resolve duplicate capabilities in hypervelocity wind tunnels and 
aeroballistic ranges. That study resulted in the closing of the Navy Aeroballistic Range at 
NSWCDD, White Oak, MD and transfer of responsibility for hypervelocity aeroballistic 
range testing to AEDC. Similarly, the Air Force closed its Hypersonic Wind Tunnel F and 
now relies on the Navy and its Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel No. 9 for its high Mach 
number testing. These are all examples of "Reliance in Action" in the 
aerolthermodynamic testing area in past years with positive results of tri-Service use of 
these facilities today. 

The AeroIThermodynamic T&E Facilities Reliance area is quite different than most 
because of its strong interaction and dependence on NASA and other non-DoD assets. 
NASA has significant assets, especially in the lower speed wind tunnel area. This study 
will show that DoD is almost exclusively dependent on NASA and industry for the large 
T&E class of subsonic wind tunnels. In other areas, NASA maintains a significant backup 
capability to DoD. The aerospace industry also has a number of assets which support 
aircraft development. These industry facilities provide a significant secondary capability 
and backup for the nation, but the government is still responsible for maintaining the 
majority of large "world class" facilities needed for T&E. 

There is no general Reliance agreement between DoD and NASA in this Reliance 
area except for a few specific MOA's between the Army and NASA. Although NASA 
has provided supporting information and site visits to this DoD Reliance Team, it did not 
participate directly in the study. Therefore, this DoD Reliance Study Team did not 
attempt to develop DoD-NASA agreements. However, hrther collaboration with NASA 
is recommended and discussed in the Issues Section (VII) of this TCMP. 

Issues which are discussed in this TCMP include: (1) Reliance on NASA for DoD 
T&E, (2) endorsement of the National Wind Tunnel Complex which is a national initiative 
to build two new wind tunnels, (3) development of a uniform pricing policy for testing 
within the government, (4) S&T use of T&E facilities and (5) options to preserve the 
Univ. of Alabama Aerophysics Research Center. 

No fbnded investments were submitted by the Services for review by this Reliance 
Panel. 

There are no dissenting opinions from any members of the AeroIThermodynarnic 
Facilities T&E Reliance Panel to any of the statements or recommendations made in this 
TCMP. 



SECTION I: BACKGROUNDIPURPOSE 

The Test and Evaluation (T&E) Reliance area pertaining to AeroIThermodynamic 
T&E Facilities covers ground test facilities which are capable of performing test and 
evaluation of weapon systems and components in a simulated or duplicated airstream 
environment and includes: 

Subsonic, Transonic, Supersonic and Hypersonic Wind Tunnels 
Arc Heater Facilities 
Aeroballistic Ranges 

These facilities support T&E of weapon systems and platforms fiom low speed 
helicopters to aircraft and missiles, and hypervelocity reentry bodies. Emphasis is placed 
on the testing of aerodynamics and aerolthermodynamics (heating and high temperature 
effects) of flight systems. Aspects of propulsion integration to the airframe are included in 
this Reliance area; however, propulsion systems testing is covered under the Air-Breathing 
and Non-Air Breathing Propulsion Reliance areas. This Reliance area is concerned with 
ground test facilities only; flight test ranges are covered in other Reliance areas such as 
Fixed Wing Aircraft Reliance, Guns and Munitions Reliance, Air Armaments Reliance, 
Space and Ballistic Missiles Reliance, etc. In addition, Supersonic Sled Tracks are 
addressed in their own Reliance area and are not included in this study. 

Although there are general "understandings" relative to aerolthermodynamic 
facilities Reliance between the Services, there are few actual documented Memorandums 
of Agreement (MOA's). The Executive Agent for T&E, Board of Directors (BOD), in 
June 1994, initiated a formal Reliance Study in the AeroIThermodynamic T&E Facilities 
area. This study was implemented through the Board of Operating Directors (BoOD) and 
the Test and Evaluation Reliance and Investment Board ( T E D ) .  A tri-Service Reliance 
Team was formed and tasked with development of an MOA for this Reliance area. The 
results of this study designated the Air Force as the overall lead for Aero/Thermodynarnic 
T&E Facilities Reliance and identified principal DoD aerolthermodynamic T&E facilities 
and supporting Service responsibilities. That agreement is presented in Appendix H of this 
document. 

This TCMP provides a roadmap for the fkture of the AeroIThermodynamic T&E 
Facilities Reliance area. It concentrates on T&E facilities, making the distinction between 
Science and Technology (S&T) and Test and Evaluation (T&E) requirements for testing. 
S&T facilities are primarily used for the study of aerolthermodynamic phenomena that 
feed the design and development of new systems. Test and Evaluation facilities are 
primarily used for evaluation of vehicle component performance, component integration, 
vehicle operability and reliability, and general demonstration that the system is qualified 
for flight. T&E facilities are generally larger and more expensive than S&T and strive for 
higher productivity. However, size is not always a criteria. Some systems do not require 
the large T&E facilities, for example, munitions T&E can often be conducted in relatively 
small facilities. Similarly, the criteria of a T&E facility does not necessarily align itself 



with MRTFB sites. There are many T&E class facilities which are sited at S&T centers 
and non-DoD sites. 

Within DoD, the primary facilities and test sites are as follows. Primary DoD wind 
tunnel facilities are located at the Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC), 
Arnold Air Force Base, Tullahoma, TN and the Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahlgren 
Division (NSWCDD), White Oak, Silver Spring, MD. Arc heater facilities are 
concentrated at AEDC. Aeroballistic ranges are located at AEDC, Wright Laboratory 
(Eglin AFB) and the Army Research Laboratory (ARL), Aberdeen Proving Grounds. 

AEDC is involved in almost all aspects of aerolthermodynamic testing (transonic, 
supersonic, hypersonic, arc heaters and aeroballistic ranges). It is also the only one of the 
above sites which is part of the Major Range and Test Facility Base (MRTFB). 
NSWCDD specializes in the hypersonic wind tunnel testing regime, operating the large, 
high Mach number NSWC Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel No. 9. Aeroballistic Range 
capabilities at Wright Laboratory (Eglin AFB) and ARL support munitions T&E testing. 
Other DoD sites with capabilities in the aerolthermodynamic testing area include the Naval 
Surface Warfare Center, Carderock Division (NSWCCD), Bethesda, MD and Wright 
Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH. These sites are predominately 
involved in aerolthermodynamic research and development and have some capability to 
support T&E. The Army owns no wind tunnel facilities of the size covered in this 
Reliance area. The Army relies on Air Force, Navy and NASA wind tunnel facilities for 
T&E and relies heavily on NASA wind tunnel facilities for its S&T programs. 

Within DoD, there is no significant duplication of T&E capability in this Reliance 
area. Services have done an exceptional job in identifying areas of overlap and 
eliminating duplication of capability. For example, in 1980 the Air Force consolidated its 
arc heater facilities at AEDC, closing down the arc heater capability at Wright Laboratory 
and moving it to AEDC. In the aeroballistic range area, capabilities at ARL and Wright 
Laboratory (Eglin AFB) are complementary, each aeroballistic range covering a specific 
caliber of munitions. In 1976 the Air Force and Navy conducted a major "Consolidation 
of Functions and Facilities (COFF) Study" under the auspices of Joint Logistic 
Commanders to resolve duplicate capabilities in hypervelocity wind tunnels and 
aeroballistic ranges. That study resulted in the closing of the Navy Aeroballistic Range at 
NSWCDD, White Oak, MD and transfer of responsibility for hypervelocity aeroballistic 
range testing to AEDC. Similarly, the Air Force closed its Hypersonic Wind Tunnel F and 
now relies on the Navy and its Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel No. 9 for its high Mach 
number testing. These are all examples of "Reliance in Action" in the 
aerolthermodynamic testing area in past years with positive results of tri-Service use of 
these facilities today. 

The AeroIThermodynamic T&E Facilities Reliance area is quite different than most 
because of its strong interaction and dependence on NASA and other non-DoD assets. 
NASA is a big player in the aerolthermodynamic area with significant T&E assets, 
especially in the low speed wind tunnel area. This study will show that DoD is almost 



exclusively dependent on NASA and industry for the large T&E class of subsonic wind 
tunnels. In other areas, NASA maintains a significant backup capability to DoD. It has 
many facilities which are smaller or of a specialty nature which are used primarily for 
Science and Technology (S&T) investigations but are also used for T&E. The Aerospace 
Industry also has a number of assets which support aircraft development. These industry 
facilities provide a significant secondary capability and backup for the nation, but the 
government is still responsible for maintaining the majority of large "world class" facilities 
needed for T&E. 

There is no general Reliance agreement between DoD and NASA in this Reliance 
area except for a few specific MOA's between the Army and NASA. Although NASA has 
provided supporting material and site visits to this DoD Reliance Team, it did not 
participate directly in the study. Therefore, this DoD Reliance Study Team did not 
attempt to develop DoD-NASA agreements. However, further collaboration with NASA 
is encouraged and discussed as an issue in Section VII of this TCMP. 

This TCMP reflects a DoD wide perspective on the various elements of T&E as 
pertains to ground test facilities which simulate or duplicate airstream environments 
including: subsonic, transonic, supersonic and hypersonic wind tunnels, arc heaters, and 
aeroballistic ranges. The report is structured in such a way as to describe current 
capabilities, requirements, workload, and future requirements in each of the classes of 
facilities separately in order to better cover the varied and specific capabilities and needs in 
each area. Therefore, Sections I1 through IV of this TCMP are broken down by facility 
type. In Sections V through VIII, topics are discussed in general and are not broken 
down by facility type. 



SECTION 11: TEST PROCESS AND METHODOLOGY DESCRIPTION 

DISCUSSION 

In the following three sections, the discussion is broken down by respective facility 
types. Because of the vast number of facilities which exist, the Reliance Study Team 
recommended that only facilities suitable for T&E, be considered. This included facilities 
suitable for full systems, sizable subsystems or components. The following facility types 
and minimum sizes were considered in this report: 

Facility type Range Minimum Size 
1. Subsonic Wind Tunnels Mach 0-0.6 6 Ft. Test Section 
2. Transonic Wind Tunnels Mach 0.6-1.5 4 Ft. Test Section 
3. Supersonic Wind Tunnels Mach 1.5-5.0 2 Ft. Test Section 
4. Hypersonic Wind Tunnels Mach X . 0  1 Ft. Test Section 
5. Arc Heaters N/A Power > 5 MW 
6. Aeroballistic Ranges N/ A Length >300 Ft. 

In each section, charts are presented with DoD assets and Non-DoD assets. DoD 
facilities included those sited at both DoD T&E and S&T sites. Non-DoD assets included 
a compilation of NASA facilities, DOE facilities, industry facilities and university facilities 
of the sizes indicated above. 

Each facility is also classified as to being a Primary, Secondary, or Specialty 
Capability for T&E. Capability in this case refers to a specific facility (wind tunnel, 
aeroballistic range, etc.), not a site (test center, base or laboratory). The definition of each 
classification is as follows: 

P3UMARY CAPABILITY - Encompass the "core", minimum essential 
capability, which is critical to DoD T&E. This facility may not necessarily be 
sited at a DoD T&E site (MRTFB). Its classification is based on criticality to 
DoD T&E and could reside at a NASA or industry site, for example, as in the 
subsonic wind tunnel area. 

SECONDARY CAPABILITY - Encompass facilities which can be used for 
T&E testing, but are not the primary facility for T&E testing of DoD systems. 
These are either facilities which provide backup to primary T&E capabilities 
or accommodate some of the workload overflow from the primary facilities. 
Most smaller T&E facilities and S&T facilities fall into this category. 

SPECIALTY CAPABILITY - Encompass one-of-a-kind facilities which are 
used for some specific T&E testing requirement. The facility is generally used 
for only one very limiting aspect of T&E testing. For example, the Icing Wind 
Tunnel at NASA Lewis is used by the T&E community for that specific type of 
testing, but generally, routine aerodynamic testing would not be done there. 



SECTION 11: TEST PROCESS AND METHODOLOGY DESCRIPTION 

11-1 SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS 

The purpose of subsonic wind tunnel testing is to simulate subsonic flight in a 
controlled ground test environment. Subsonic wind tunnels are utilized for a broad range 
of DoD testing. They are utilized for aerodynamic force and moment determination, 
aerodynamic structures testing, propulsion system integration testing, flowfield mapping 
and acoustic testing. The test items include various types of fixed and rotary wing 
aircraft, rockets, missiles, projectiles, decelerator and even underwater vehicles. The 
ultimate purpose of subsonic wind tunnel testing varies considerably depending upon the 
particular test item and the type of testing being conducted. Since higher speed aircraft 
pass through the subsonic regime during takeoff and landing, subsonic testing is important 
to a wide range of aircraft. Typical test scenarios include the investigation of aircraft 
takeoff and landing performance, propulsion system-airframe integration, flight stability 
and handling qualities, operational range and speed, aeroelastic behavior, weapon system 
compatibility, and noise generation and propagation. The subsonic regime is also 
important for many munitions whether air launched or surface launched. Many air 
launched weapons may be launched subsonically and many surface launched weapons 
transit the subsonic regime during some portion of their flight. Typical weapons systems 
testing scenarios include the determination of range, stability, controllability, accuracy, 
propulsion system integration, safe and arm, structural integrity, and terminal 
performance. Decelerators (parachutes, ballutes, etc.) generally spend the majority of 
their flight time in the subsonic regime, making subsonic testing extremely important. 
Subsonic wind tunnel testing of decelerators is used to investigate drag capability, 
stability, structural integrity, spin behavior and deployment. 

Subsonic wind tunnel testing typically involves mounting a model of the item to be 
tested in the tunnel test section and measuring forces and moments, pressures and other 
flow properties. The models are usually subscale but in certain cases may be full scale or 
even superscale. Full scale models may be actual flight hardware. Force and moment 
measurements are generally made with strain gage balances which can be mounted internal 
or external to the model. Flowfield properties are determined using pressure transducers, 
hot wire anemometers, laser-Doppler velocimeters, various surface treatments, vapor 
injection, and other flow visualization techniques. In some cases models may be mounted 
with certain degrees of fieedom or even fiee flown in a wind tunnel. Data in these tests 
are gathered using a variety of motion sensors and video coverage. 



SECTION 11: TEST PROCESS AND METHODOLOGY DESCRIPTION 

II-3 SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS 

Supersonic aerolthermodynamic test facilities provide the means to determine the 
aerodynamic flight characteristics of an aircraft or missile before flight, as well as the 
means to explore details of aerodynamic effects observed in flight. The test data are used 
to define structural pressure and heat loads, design the flight control system, and 
determine flight performance. The test conditions in the wind tunnel are controlled by the 
shape of the nozzle upstream of the test section and the energy supplied to the test gas. 
Full duplication of flight airflow conditions is seldom achieved because of the large size, 
high pressure and high temperature required. These aerodynamic testing facilities simulate 
the airstream conditions, usually duplicating Mach number and scaling Reynolds number 
to adjust the subscale test results from wind tunnel to flight conditions. 

Weapon systems which cruise at speeds higher than Mach 3 encounter significant 
aerodynamic heating. During initial system development it is sufficient to extrapolate heat 
transfer effects to flight temperatures. When the system design is more mature, true 
temperature facilities are needed to produce the thermaVstructura1 response and sensor 
attenuation caused by exposure to high temperature air. The AEDC Tunnel C and the 
Aerodynamic and Propulsion Test Unit (APTU) facilities have a limited capability to 
conduct true temperature tests on medium sized articles up to Mach 4. 

The approach to testing involves an initial dependence on empirical analytical 
codes or numerical codes to predict the aero/thermodynarnic characteristics of the new 
weapon system. Supersonic facilities are required to produce a database for validation of 
codes when applied to each particular class of configurations. Digital modeling identifies 
the external configuration which satisfies the criteria for size, weight, volume, and flight 
performance. Additional testing identifies the unique configuration which fits all the 
system requirements. T&E tests are performed at conditions representative of the 
complete flight envelope. Aerodynamic control effects are defined by tests with all control 
deflections duplicated over the range of vehicle attitudes. 



SECTION 11: TEST PROCESS AND METHODOLOGY DESCRIPTION 

II-2 TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS 

The purpose of transonic wind tunnel testing is to simulate transonic flight in a 
controlled test environment. Transonic wind tunnels are normally used by the DoD for the 
following types of test: aerodynamic performance and flying qualities development and 
certification, weapon store separation prediction and certification, aerodynamic structures 
testing, propulsion system testing and flowfield determination. Transonic facilities with 
continuous flow are characteristically used for T&E testing because they have high 
throughput. 

In the transonic speed range of Mach 0.6 to 1.5, air flow changes its character 
fiom a single type of flow (subsonic or supersonic) to a mixed type flow with locally 
imbedded subsonic and supersonic flows. This flow is characterized by the formation of 
wave fronts called shock waves. Most transonic wind tunnels have specially designed test 
sections to minimize shock wave reflections from the tunnel walls. Major factors that 
have influenced the ability to conduct good transonic flow simulation have been wind 
tunnel wall interference, test-section air stream non-uniformities (turbulence, boundary 
layer and noise), support interference, geometric differences between wind tunnel models 
and full scale aircraft, propulsion system effects, and Reynolds number effects. Most, if 
not all transonic wind tunnels, have some simulation anomalies. Applying corrections for 
those anomalies that significantly influence the test results has become an intrinsic part of 
transonic wind tunnel testing. 

Transonic test articles include fighters, high speed transports, rockets, missiles, and 
projectiles. The transonic regime is important for vehicles that sustain flight in this regime 
as well as higher speed vehicles that must pass through the transonic flow regime. 
Stability and control can be drastically affected by the change in flow due to transonic 
effects. The transonic regime is also the flight zone where many high speed vehicles 
maneuver and launch weapons thereby making aircraft store separation testing very 
important. The transonic regime is also important for munitions testing. 

Transonic wind tunnels are built in many sizes, with the larger sizes preferred and 
often required for T&E testing. Tunnel wall proximity effects become important at 
transonic speeds because a greater clearance around the model is needed to avoid the 
tunnel wall interference on the flow around the model. Transonic wind tunnel models are 
generally built in sizes to fit the wind tunnels available. The larger models provide better 
model fidelity, e.g. similarity to the prototype, because absolute allowable tolerances on 
model definition decrease as the model gets smaller. 
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not all transonic wind tunnels, have some simulation anomalies. Applying corrections for 
those anomalies that significantly influence the test results has become an intrinsic part of 
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Transonic test articles include fighters, high speed transports, rockets, missiles, and 
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as well as higher speed vehicles that must pass through the transonic flow regime. 
Stability and control can be drastically affected by the change in flow due to transonic 
effects. The transonic regime is also the flight zone where many high speed vehicles 
maneuver and launch weapons thereby making aircraft store separation testing very 
important. The transonic regime is also important for munitions testing. 

Transonic wind tunnels are built in many sizes, with the larger sizes preferred and 
often required for T&E testing. Tunnel wall proximity effects become important at 
transonic speeds because a greater clearance around the model is needed to avoid the 
tunnel wall interference on the flow around the model. Transonic wind tunnel models are 
generally built in sizes to fit the wind tunnels available. The larger models provide better 
model fidelity, e.g. similarity to the prototype, because absolute allowable tolerances on 
model definition decrease as the model gets smaller. 



SECTION 11: TEST PROCESS AND METHODOLOGY DESCRIPTION 

II-3 SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS 

Supersonic aerolthermodynamic test facilities provide the means to determine the 
aerodynamic flight characteristics of an aircraft or missile before flight, as well as the 
means to explore details of aerodynamic effects observed in flight. The test data are used 
to define structural pressure and heat loads, design the flight control system, and 
determine flight performance. The test conditions in the wind tunnel are controlled by the 
shape of the nozzle upstream of the test section and the energy supplied to the test gas. 
Full duplication of flight airflow conditions is seldom achieved because of the large size, 
high pressure and high temperature required. These aerodynamic testing facilities simulate 
the airstream conditions, usually duplicating Mach number and scaling Reynolds number 
to adjust the subscale test results from wind tunnel to flight conditions. - 

w e -  

Weapon systems which cruise at speeds higher than Mach 3 encounter significant 
aerodynamic heating. During initial system development it is sufficient to extrapolate heat 
transfer effects to flight temperatures. When the system design is more mature, true 
temperature facilities are needed to produce the thermaVstructura1 response and sensor 
attenuation caused by exposure to high temperature air. The AEDC Tunnel C and the 
Aerodynamic and Propulsion Test Unit (APTU) facilities have a limited capability to 
conduct true temperature tests on medium sized articles up to Mach 4. 

The approach to testing involves an initial dependence on empirical analytical 
codes or numerical codes to predict the aerolthermodynamic characteristics of the new 
weapon system. Supersonic facilities are required to produce a database for validation of 
codes when applied to each particular class of configurations. Digital modeling identifies 
the external configuration which satisfies the criteria for size, weight, volume, and flight 
performance. Additional testing identifies the unique configuration which fits all the 
system requirements. T&E tests are performed at conditions representative of the 
complete flight envelope. Aerodynamic control effects are defined by tests with all control 
deflections duplicated over the range of vehicle attitudes. 



SECTION 11: TEST PROCESS AND METHODOLOGY DESCRIPTION 

II-4 HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS 

Hypersonic weapon and flight systems experience a severe aerolthermal 
environment in atmospheric flight. Full flight duplication T&E facilities must produce a 
flight environment with not only high velocity but high temperature and high aerothermal 
heating of the weapon or flight system. Furthermore, these T&E facilities must be large 
enough to accommodate test article size and must be made to operate efficiently for long 
periods of time to duplicate the aerothermal flight environment. Current hypersonic 
facilities fall short of meeting all these demands and the "philosophy" of hypersonic testing 
is often one of using a multitude of facilities, each of which can only provide one aspect of 
the flight environment. For example, wind tunnels can be used to evaluate the 
aerodynamic performance of a flight vehicle, often subscale, providing the right simulated 
flowfield with a match of Mach number and sometimes Reynolds number. However, these 
facilities are generally "cold" and do not provide true temperature duplication. Existing 
large scale true-temperature hypersonic wind tunnels only operate for short run times, 
from a few seconds at the lower Mach numbers to a few milliseconds at the high Mach 
numbers. Thermal protection systems and materials used for hypersonic flight are often 
tested in arc heater facilities which can provide the right thermal environment and run 
times but usually for small test articles or material samples. Hypersonic testing is generally 
one of testing in facilities which trade off capabilities in velocity, pressure, temperature, 
run time and size. 

Hypersonic wind tunnels support a multitude of hypersonic weapon and flight 
systems. Typically, DoD interests include: 

REENTRY VEHICLES - Reentry Bodies for Trident, Minuteman, and 
Peacekeeper systems including a variety of non-nuclear concepts for earth 
penetration, decoys, and Maneuvering Reentry Vehicles (MaRV's). 

BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE AND THEATER MISSILE DEFENSE 
INTERCEPTORS - Ground based interceptors like the Army Patriot, Army 
Theater High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) Interceptor and Navy Area 
Defense Interceptor, and advanced BMDO theater missile defense concepts. 

HYPERSONIC AIRCRAFT and SPACE LAUNCH - Singleltwo-stage-to-orbit 
launch vehicles and Hypersonic Scramjet Technology Program (HySTP). 

MISSILES - Hypersonic cruise missiles, tactical boost-glide missiles, and 
advanced tactical surface-to-air and air-to-air missiles. 

MUNITIONS - Hypersonic anti-armor kinetic energy projectiles and earth 
penetrator kinetic impact weapons. 



SECTION II: TEST PROCESS AND METHODOLOGY DESCRIPTION 

II-5 ARC HEATER FACILITIES 

This area includes all wind tunnel facilities which heat the test medium (usually air) 
by an electric arc and are basically used to simulate portions of the thermal environment of 
flight regimes above Mach 6. An arc heater heats the test gas as it passes through an 
electric arc discharge in the arc chamber, then the high temperature gas generated is 
expanded through a nozzle to the Mach number required for the test. Arc heater facilities 
are the only facilities that can provide air temperatures in the range of 6000 - 15,000"R at 
steady-state conditions for test duration of seconds to minutes. The purpose of arc-heated 
facilities is to simulate the extreme thermal environments associated with reentry into the 
earth's atmosphere or the flight of missiles and interceptors through the atmosphere at 
conditions above Mach 6. Generally, the arc-heated flows provide the correct heating rate 
and surface pressure on the test article but the actual flight velocity (or Mach number) is 
not duplicated. Arc heater facilities and aeroballistic ranges are complementary, since 
ranges can duplicate flight conditions at high Mach numbers but cannot provide the test 
time required to evaluate the in-depth thermal response of materials. 

Arc-heater facilities support DoD aerothermal test needs for a number of flight 
systems including ICBM reentry, high velocity interceptors, maneuvering reentry and 
other hypersonic vehicles. DoD arc-heated facilities are used primarily for aerothermal 
tests including screening of candidate thermal protection materials for nose tips, heat 
shields, electromagnetic (EM) windows, and leading edges. Arc facilities are also used to 
test the survivability and performance of components and structures such as radomes, EM 
window assemblies, seals, joints, etc. Other tests include active external cooling 
effectiveness and resistance to weather erosion of materials and components, radio 
frequency (RF) transmission performance of antenna windows, and code validation of 
thermal and erosion response. Electric arc-heated facilities can also support scramjet 
combustor testing at flight conditions above Mach 8. 

The DoD arc-heater facilities are used to evaluate reentry vehicle candidate nose 
tip materials for ablation rate and shape change and heat shield materials for ablation and 
erosion resistance. The test technique duplicates both the thermal and pressure 
environment and the time of flight for reentry vehicles through the lower altitudes of the 
flight trajectory. By expanding the arc heater flows, high altitude aerothermal flight 
simulation can also be achieved. Pitot and heat flux probes and non-intrusive flow field 
diagnostics are used to characterize the arc heater facility flow fields. Motion pictures and 
pressure and heat flux measurements are typically made to evaluate the test vehicle 
response to the flow environment. 



SECTION II: TEST PROCESS AND METHODOLOGY DESCRIPTION 

II-6 AEROBALLISTIC RANGES 

Aeroballistic ranges were developed to measure characteristics of projectile, 
missile, or reentry vehicles in a fiee-flight environment. The measurements can include the 
linear and angular motion, details of the flow field, radar absorption, ablation, effects of 
snow or rain, heat transfer, electromagnetic emissions, and vehicle staging. To acquire 
these data, the aeroballistic range needs to cover a significant portion of the trajectory. 
Here we take 100 meters as a minimum instrumented length for inclusion in this study. 
While there are numerous outdoor ranges that track the full trajectory, the present study 
considers test facilities which are enclosed to provide environmental control including 
temperature, humidity, wind, pressure, or gas species. The aeroballistic ranges considered 
are placed in two subdivisions: tactical and hypervelocity. Tactical ranges measure 
projectile aerodynamics, while hypervelocity ranges examine the aerodynamics and flight 
physics of reentry vehicle warheads or components. 

Tactical aeroballistic ranges are used to test ordnance at essentially sea level 
conditions. The flight gallery is open to the atmosphere with control provided for 
temperature and humidity. High altitude flight conditions are not simulated. The primary 
instrumentation of tactical ballistic ranges is orthogonal spark shadowgraph stations. 
These photograph the projectile at up to 55 discrete down-range positions along the 
trajectory. From the photographs, the linear and angular position of projectile is 
extracted. When combined with timing data for firing of the spark stations and projectile 
inertial properties, these data may be used to integrate the equations of motion to estimate 
projectile aerodynamic coefficients such as drag, lift, overturning moment, and dynamic 
stability parameters. The Aeroballistic Range has the advantage that the actual projectile 
may be fired at real Mach and Reynolds numbers with no interference fiom supports such 
as stings or wires. 

A particular range is limited in the projectile size that may be launched. In 
particular, the downrange interval between stations must be set to capture roughly five 
points in the yaw cycle of the projectile. The cycle period is on the order of a meter for 
small caliber rounds up through hundreds of meters for artillery ammunition. Also to 
achieve accuracy in position and angular measurements, the optics must be sized to the 
scale of the projectile under observation. A 5.56mrn round would be nearly invisible in the 
optics for a large caliber range. Finally, safety and equipment survival dictate that ranges 
be adapted to the scale of the projectile under observation. T&E work done in these 
facilities involves firing full-scale projectiles over velocities representative of the full 
trajectory. Often, this covers subsonic, transonic, and supersonic Mach numbers. Ranges 
measure the projectile linear and angular position versus time. The equations of motion 
are then used to derive estimates of projectile aerodynamic stability coefficients. This data 
is required for the development of firing tables for Army projectiles and fire control 
solutions for aircraft cannon ammunition. 



Hypervelocity aeroballistic ranges are generally equipped with a light gas gun to 
provide launch velocities up to 8 km/s and a flight tank which permits control of pressure, 
temperature and gas species. The facilities are used to study reentry physics such as 
ablative shape change, high temperature wake processes, and electromagnetic or electro- 
optical properties of the flow field around the passing body. However, most of the ranges 
are also equipped with spark shadowgraph stations for the measurement of flight body 
motion and calculation of aerodynamic coefficients. Reentry tests are performed with 
scale model warheads with full scale testing limited to components such as nose tips. 

There are a number of programs underway to develop alternate hypervelocity 
launchers. ARL is examining an in-bore ramjet concept originally formulated by Prof. 
Hertzerg at the University of Washington. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory has 
developed a hel-air driven light gas gun, SHARP, with similar launch capabilities to the 
3.3-inch light gas gun at the AEDC G-Range. There are also programs examining 
electromagnetic or electrothermal-chemical cannons. These are viewed as representing 
launcher technologies as opposed to being aeroballistic facilities considered in this study. 



SECTION III: DISCUSSION OF EXISTING RESOURCES 

111-1 SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS 

A. MAJOR CAPABILITIES 

DoD Subsonic Wind Tunnel Facilities 

I I I I 

Table 111-1-1 DoD Subsonic Wind Tunnels 

Subsonic wind tunnel facilities were included in the Aero/Thermodynamic T&E 
Facilities Reliance Study based on their Mach number capability and test section size. A 
test Mach number capability in the 0 to 0.6 range and a test section cross-sectional 
dimension (width, height or diameter) of at least six feet were required for inclusion in the 
study. 

A list of the DoD-owned subsonic wind tunnel facilities including comments and 
T&E classification is presented in Table 111- 1 - 1. DoD maintains only five subsonic wind 
tunnel facilities which meet the selection criteria. Three of the tunnels belong to the Navy 
and are located at the Naval Surface Warfare Center - Carderock Division (NSWCCD). 
The other two tunnels belong to the Air Force and are located at Wright-Patterson Air 
Force Base (WPAFB). The Army owns no subsonic wind tunnels which meet the 
selection criteria. None of the DoD owned tunnels were classified as primary being that 
they are utilized largely for S&T rather than T&E work. Only the Vertical Tunnel at 
WPAFB is used for a significant amount of T&E work and it has been classified as a 
specialty site based upon its unique capability for decelerator systems testing. 



Non-DoD Subsonic Wind Tunnel Facilities 

Table 111- 1-2 Non-DoD Subsonic Wind Tunnels 

Both industry and NASA maintain a number of subsonic wind tunnels which meet 
the selection criteria. A list of these facilities is presented as Table 111-1-2. The vast 
majority of DoD subsonic wind tunnel T&E is camed out in these facilities. The NASA 
-facilities are relied on heavily by DoD, particularly in the case of the Army. The Army has 
an MOA with NASA whereby its personnel work at each of the three NASA aeronautical 



research centers. The Army personnel are integrated with the NASA staff and have full 
access to the NASA facilities. At Ames Research Center the Army operates under license 
one of the 7x10 wind tunnels. This tunnel has however been classified as secondary in 
that it is mainly used for S&T work. The NASA tunnels which are primary T&E facilities 
for DoD are the 9x15 tunnel at Lewis, the 15x22 tunnel at Langley, the 12-foot pressure 
tunnel at Ames, and the 40x80 and 80x120 tunnels at Ames. These tunnels are used 
mainly for propulsion, V/STOL, high Reynolds number, and full scale testing respectively. 
NASA specialty facilities which are important to DoD T&E are the Lewis Icing Research 
Tunnel and the Langley Spin Tunnel. A number of the industry subsonic wind tunnels are 
used for T&E work under contract to DoD. 

B. RELATED ISSUES 

An issue in the area of subsonic wind tunnel T&E is the almost total reliance of 
DoD on NASA facilities largely without benefit of formal agreement. In the case of Army 
rotorcraft this reliance is covered by a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) with NASA. 
Other DoD testing is apparently not covered by any formal agreements. This informal 
arrangement has apparently worked adequately in the past; however in this era of declining 
budgets it may be prudent to formalize this reliance of DoD on NASA. This issue is 
discussed fbrther in Section VII of this TCMP. 

C. WORKLOAD UTILIZATION AND TRENDS 

The demand for specific types of subsonic testing remains strong. Specifically, 
there is great demand for large scale (NASA Ames 40x80, 80x120) and high Reynolds 
number (NASA Ames 12 foot) testing. During the past eight years while the NASA Ames 
12 foot pressure tunnel has undergone renovation, high Reynolds number subsonic testing 
has either been delayed or been conducted in European facilities. The demand for this 
facility is expected to be extremely high when it comes back on line in a few months and 
should remain high for the foreseeable fbture. Construction of the 20x24 foot subsonic 
tunnel recommended in the National Facilities Study would do a great deal to relieve the 
backlog in high Reynolds number subsonic wind tunnel facilities. 



SECTION IIk DISCUSSION OF EXISTING RESOURCES 

III-2 TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS 

A. MAJOR CAPABILITIES 

DoD Transonic Wind Tunnel Facilities 
Site Facility Size Ft. Mach No. Pri Sec Spe Status Comment 
AEDC 1 6T 16x16 0.051.6 Active T&E, CTS, Prop., Aero, Var. Press. 

4T 4x4 0-1.3,1.6,2.0 Active TBE, CTS,Aero Alt, Var Press. 

NSWCCD 7x10 Ft. 7x10 0.251.1 7 Damaged T&E, CTS, Aero, Var Press. 

I I I I I I I I 
Table 111-2-1 DoD Transonic Wind Tunnels 

INO~-DOD Transonic Wind Tunnel Facilities 1 

Table 111-2-2 Non-DoD Transonic Wind Tunnels 

The government @OD and NASA) owned transonic wind tunnel facilities are 
listed in Table 111-2-1&2 outlining their major capabilities and status. Also included are 
several industry facilities and a proposed transonic national facility. These facilities 
represent the National capability with a Mach number range of 0.6 to 1.5 and a minimum 
test section size of 4 foot. 

The majority of DoD Test and Evaluation Testing is pefiormed in AEDC 16T, 
AEDC 4T and NASA Ames 1 1-ft Unitary facilities. These wind tunnels have been 
identified as primary DoD sites. The AEDC 16T facility is used primarily for aerodynamic 
and propulsion integration development testing. Force and moment, pressure distribution, 
dynamic stability and internal duct flow are samplings of the type of testing performed in 



these facilities. A key capability for DoD is the captive trajectory store system (CTS) 
testing. The AEDC 16T Propulsion Wind Tunnel has this capability. NASA Ames 1 1 -ft 
transonic wind tunnel is used primarily for force and moment and pressure tests. Limited 
aeroacoustic and non-steady aerodynamic tests are conducted in this facility. The 1 l-ft 
transonic wind tunnel does not have a CTS capability. The AEDC 4T has a small test 
section size ( 4 x 4 4 )  with a CTS and variable pressure capability. Model sizing must be 
considered to make use of this facility for aerodynamic and CTS testing. 

As a result of 1987 updates to flow quality, the AEDC 16T wind tunnel's 
capabilities as an aerodynamic test facility approach the state of the art in many important 
areas. The wind tunnel provides the quality and quantity of test data needed to support 
aircrafi development by a combination of good flow quality and relatively good 
productivity and long hours of operation, up to 24 hours per day and seven days per week. 
The ability to test programs with high security classification also enhances AEDC 16T as 
the choice test facility for DoD programs. The large-size, sophisticated hot propulsion 
test capability, and efficient productivity of AEDC 16T are unique and vitally important to 
the development of military aircraft. 

The aircrafi aerodynamic and trajectory testing of stores are an important part of 
the AEDC 16T and 4T work load. Subsequent to the fan failure that caused a shutdown 
of the Navy's 7 X 10-foot transonic wind tunnel at the David Taylor Model Basin, the 
Navy has used AEDC 16T and Calspan 8-R for its stores' aerodynamic and trajectory 
testing. Limited Navy aerodynamic testing is accomplished in the AEDC 4T. 

The Ames Research Center 1 1-foot transonic tunnel is a research facility that 
supports industry and DoD T&E. Its Reynolds number capability is somewhat lower than 
desired, but it has been the only facility available for most high-Reynolds-number work. 
The Langley Research Center National Transonic Facility (NTF) is a cryogenic nitrogen 
gas facility with full-scale flight Reynolds number capability. Because this tunnel was not 
designed for high production development testing it has limited use for D o D  T&E testing 
and is considered a specialty facility, used primarily when high Reynolds number effects 
are deemed important. 

The NSWCCD 7x10-R transonic tunnel has a 7x10-R test section with CTS and 
variable pressure capability. This is the only mid-sized transonic facility in DoD. It is 
important because it provides the only DoD backup to AEDC 16T, accepting the class of 
larger models that are generally tested in the larger facilities. However, this tunnel is 
currently inoperative due to a damaged power section. 

The Calspan 8-R transonic tunnel is a non-government transonic facility that has 
variable pressure capability and a continuous flow Reynolds number of 5 million, with 
short-duration operation at Reynolds numbers of up to 12 million. This facility has a 
captive trajectory system for store separation testing. 



B. RELATED ISSUES 

Wind tunnels are compared based on size, speed, special features, and flow quality. 
Wind tunnels are considered "upward comparable", that is, a larger wind tunnel is 
comparable to and can be used as an alternate to a lower sized wind tunnel. (For example, 
a model sized for a medium size wind tunnel such as a 7 X 10 ft can be used in a 16 ft 
tunnel but not in a 4 ft tunnel.) Most models are sized to fit midsize wind tunnels to allow 
testing in a wider range of facilities. 

A majority of DoD T&E transonic testing is done at the AEDC 16T facility. The 
Navy depends upon AEDC 16T and NASA Ames I 1-ft unitary wind tunnel for T&E 
transonic testing. With the NASA Ames 1 1 4  tunnel planned shut down for two and one 
half years for major upgrade and rehabilitation, a critical situation will be forthcoming with 
respect to transonic wind tunnel demand versus through-put capability. In addition, the 
NASA LaRC 8-ft Transonic Tunnel is to be closed in 1995 for budgetary reasons. 

Presently the AEDC 16T facility is running at about maximum capacity (24 hours 
per day, 7 days per week). A primary concern at the AEDC 16T is reliability; the drive 
system and the controls are quite old, motors need rewinding and other productivity and 
reliability improvements are needed. The NASA Ames 1 1-ft Unitary tunnel is to be shut 
down for two and one half years. This situation may create an enormous short fall in 
transonic tunnel capability. Even when the 1 1-ft tunnel returns to service and the 16T 
productivity is improved, the present rate of testing cannot be sustained without major risk 
to DoD programs. The National Facility Plan judged the subsonic and transonic wind 
tunnel short falls to be most critical and of highest priority. 

C. WORKLOAD UTILIZATION AND TRENDS 

Future DoD, NASA and industry workload is difficult to predict, but with the 
criticality of the DoD T&E transonic test capability, namely the high workload on AEDC 
16T and limited backup capability, it is not difficult to surmise the criticality and risk on 
current and fbture programs. 

The AEDC 16T wind tunnel and NASA-Ames 1 1-R Unitary wind tunnel presently 
support air vehicle development for DoD. Both the 16T and the Unitary plants are 
presently operating to capacity. Approximately one third of the NASA-Ames 11-A tunnel 
work load is for DoD. When the Ames 1 1-ft tunnel shuts down from Apr. 1995 to Oct. 
1997, the work load will need to be picked up somewhere. 



SECTION m: DISCUSSION OF EXISTING RESOURCES 

IU-3 SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS 

A. MAJOR CAPABILITIES 

DoD Supersonic Wind Tunnel Facilities 
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AF-Wright Lab (TGF 12'x2' 10.3 to 3.0 I 1 1 ;Standby [Lab S&T Asset I 

Site Facility Size Mach No. Pri Sec Spe Status Comment 
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Table 111-3-1 DoD Supersonic Wind Tunnel Facilities 

Table 111-3-2 Non-DoD Supersonic Wind Tunnel Facilities 

AF-AEDC 

Supersonic facilities include all wind tunnels which produce test Mach numbers 
greater than 1.5 but less than or equal to 5.0, with a test section span of at least two feet. 
The set of wind tunnels which fit the criteria contains all the supersonic facilities at the Air 
Force's Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC), a Wright Laboratory S&T 
facility, the major facilities at the NASA Research Centers, and several facilities operated 
by industry to perform DoD contracted effort. NASA and the DoD have a special 
relationship in providing supersonic wind tunnel facilities, outlined in the congressional act 
which created the Unitary Plan Wind Tunnels in the early 1950's. That act knded the 
construction of supersonic facilities at AEDC and three NASA centers, and required that 
the NASA facilities be available for DoD use. 

The supersonic facilities owned by the DoD, NASA, and industry are listed on the 
facilities chart. The 16s and VKF A facilities at AEDC are the primary Reliance area 
T&E capabilities. They are the core capabilities for tests of future supersonic weapons. 

DoD T&E resource 
DoD T&E resource 
True temperature test leg 
True temperature test leg 

PWT 16s 
VKF A 
VKF C 
APTU 

Active 
Active 
Active 
Active 

16'x16' 
3 3 ~ 3 . 3 '  
2' dia 
3' dia 

1.5to4.75 
1.5 to 5.5 
4 
2.0 to 4.1 



The supersonic facilities at NASA-Ames and NASA-Langley Research Centers 
have also been used for T&E of DoD flight vehicles. Small blowdown facilities are 
appropriate for T&E of small systems such as munitions. The principle unique capability 
of the small facilities is economy of test for small articles. 

B. RELATED ISSUES 

The relationship between DoD and NASA with respect to the supersonic facilities 
covered by the Unitary Plan is one of a shared utilization of common T&E capabilities. 
The facilities are critical to both DoD and NASA. DoD uses the facilities to test weapon 
system capabilities, whereas NASA uses the facilities to support development of national 
commercial goals, such as the realization of a High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT). With 
probable increased utilization of these facilities by NASA to support HSCT testing, the 
balance of time allocated to DoD programs could be impacted. Continued close 
cooperation between NASA and DoD will need to continue. A major issue, treated in 
detail elsewhere in this report, is the development of a more formal policy and MOA 
between NASA and DoD relative to facility use, priority, and pricing. 

C. WORKLOAD UTILIZATION AND TRENDS 

Trends in facility utilization will depend upon decisions to pursue advanced 
weapon systems. A heavy workload to support the F-22 and A, -18E programs will 
continue through 2000. Aircraft concepts associated with the Joint Strike Fighter will 
introduce increased workload in 1997-2005. Potential workload could come from a 
supersonic air launched missile program or a highly supersonic (Mach 5) cruise manned 
aircraft. While there appears to be a decrease in workload for FY95, the projection for 
the rest of the decade will be close to FY94 levels. The projected workload from 
department of Defense users in the AEDC facilities indicates a 50 percent increase in 
usage of the 16-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel and a 30 percent decrease in usage of the 
smaller AEDC Tunnels A, B, C in FY96 and beyond. It is highly likely that the High 
Speed Civil Transport will also be a customer in the period beyond FY98. 

The workload in the AEDC 16-foot supersonic facility is currently at capacity for 
the plant, which includes shared motors and compressors with the 16-foot transonic wind 
tunnel. AEDC Tunnel A is less than fblly utilized, where the facility is operated using 
shared resources with the hypersonic tunnels B and C for economy. The workload at the 
NASA-Ames facilities is presently a one-shift operation. Facility upgrades at NASA- 
Ames are scheduled to begin in April 1995 which will prevent testing for approximately 30 
months. When the facility comes back on line it is expected that the High Speed Civil 
Transport will be a high priority program. The NASA-Ames schedule can be adjusted to 
exceed a one-shift operation if needed. AEDC proposes to upgrade the PWT 16s facility 
for greater test productivity, efficiency, and flow quality to insure the availability of T&E 
resources for DoD air vehicle development. The facilities at NASA-Lewis and NASA- 



Langley have medium utilization and provide some backup and overload capability for 
T&E. They will see increased use during the NASA-Ames facility shutdown and upgrade. 
The S&T facility at Wright Laboratory is used approximately three months per year. 
Personnel reductions and limited budgets dictate that the Wright Laboratory facility be 
kept on a standby status in the future. 



SECTION III: DISCUSSION OF EXISTING RESOURCES 

III-4 HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS 

A. MAJOR CAPABILITIES 

~DOD Hypersonic Wind Tunnel Facilities 
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Table 111-4-1 DoD Hypersonic Wind Tunnel Facilities 

Major DoD Hypersonic Wind Tunnel Facilities are depicted in Table 111-4-1. All 
hypersonic wind tunnels covered in this TCMP operate at Mach numbers above 5 and are 
greater than 1 foot in diameter or widthheight. 

All primary hypersonic facilities exist at DoD sites. AEDC Tunnels B&C are large 
production test facilities which provide continuous flow testing of weapons and flight 
platforms. Productivity is enhanced by their design in that they have a retractable model 
support system which allows the model to be extracted from the flow, placed into a sealed 
test cabin for model changes, and re-inserted into the flow without shutting down the 
facility. These two facilities cover the high altitude, hypersonic Mach number range from 
6 to 10. 

The NSWCDD Hypervelocity Tunnel 9 is a large, high Mach number, high 
Reynolds Number (high pressure) facility which covers the higher Mach number range 
from 8 to 16.5 for aerodynamic testing. The Mach 7 ThermaVStructural leg of Tunnel 9, 
provides full flight duplication capabilities (true pressure and temperature) for systems 
testing. Tunnel 9 is a higher pressure and temperature facility (in comparison with the 
AEDC Tunnels B & C) but operates for shorter run times in a blowdown mode. It is 
classed as a large T&E production facility for the higher Mach number regime. 

The facilities at Wright Laboratory are smaller S&T facilities which are used for 
Air Force R&D programs. They are considered as secondary facilities for DoD T&E. 

The AEDC Range G Impulse Tunnel is a new facility with great potential to 
investigate real gas effects for hypervelocity flight. Other facilities are generally classed as 



perfect gas and do not reach the temperatures required to study real gas effects (gas 
chemistry.) 

Non-DoD Hypersonic Wind Tunnel Facilities 

'NASA ~ewis Plumbrook HTF 42 5,6,7 Standby Non-Vitiated Flow, Propulsion 

Sandia 18'' Hypersonic 18 5,8,14 Active Primarily S&T 
I 

Cal Tech T5 Piston Dr. Shock Tun 12 18 Active Primarily S&T, Real Gas 
IJ. TexasArlington Hypersonic Shock Tun 13 616 Active University Use, Real Gas 
Polytechnic Univ. W Hypersonic Tun 36 12 Standby University Use 

24" Hypersonic Tun 24 8 Standby University Use 
I 
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Table 111-4-2 Non-DoD Hypersonic Wind Tunnel Facilities 

There are a multitude of Non-DoD hypersonic facilities depicted in Table 111-4-2. 
Although the list is long, many of the facilities are small, low pressure facilities which are 
used to support hypersonic S&T studies. For example, the long list of NASA Langley 
facilities makes up a Hypersonics Research Complex at that Center. The facilities are 
nominally of the 20-inch size and low pressure (low Reynolds number). These facilities 
support research and general parametric studies and are not manpower intensive (a single 
crew may operate several small facilities). They have some unique capabilities for using 
gasses other than air as the test medium for application to planetary entry. For the most 
part, however, they are dedicated to S&T, not T&E. Similarly, some of the other non- 
DoD hypersonic facilities have the same limitations in productivity, pressure and 
temperature, and size (in that they cannot handle the larger models required of T&E 
testing.) 



A few exceptions need to be noted as pertains to some of the specialty facilities. 
The 16" Shock Tunnel at NASA Ames, the NASA Lewis Plumbrook HTF, and the NASA 
Langley 8 Ft. High Temperature Tunnel are medium to large high temperature facilities 
which have application to scramjet propulsion testing. These are not strictly aerodynamic 
facilities but would be required by the air breathing propulsion community for 
development of hypersonic air-breathing propulsion systems. The Calspan AOEC/LENS 
facility is a large hypersonic shock tunnel which has been hnded by BMDO for aero- 
optics testing of advanced endo-atmospheric interceptors. Other facilities provide unique 
new concepts for hypersonic facilities. For example, the Cal. Tech T5 Piston Driven 
Shock Tunnel and NASA LangleyIGASL Expansion Tube are S&T facilities which are 
also involved in facilities R&D. 

B. RELATED ISSUES 

The principal issue in the hypersonics area is associated with the NSWCDD 
Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel No. 9, a primary facility for T&E, and the need for a uniform 
pricing policy for testing. Tunnel 9 currently operates solely under the guidelines of the 
Defense Business Operations Fund (DBOF) at a non-MRTFB site. Its institutional 
fbnding base was lost in 1984 and it currently operates with no institutional support. The 
loss of institutional fbnding requires the total costs of operation of the facility to be placed 
solely on the user. This results in costs-to-the-user which are 2 to 3 times higher than 
those charged by institutionally fbnded facilities like those included in the MRTFB. Test 
costs are a significant driver in the decision process in these days of defense downsizing 
and limited budget. Reliance cannot work when the pricing policy is this different within 
DoD. The issue becomes even more significant when comparisons are made between the 
pricing policy for use of DoD facilities versus the essentially free testing provided in 
NASA facilities. This issue is discussed fbrther in Section VII. 

C. WORKLOAD UTILIZATION AND TRENDS 

Yearly test workloads in the hypersonics area have been very cyclic, following 
major national or DoD weapon systems initiatives. In the 1960's hypersonics was 
booming. From the late 1960's through the early 1980's there were very few hypersonic 
weapons or flight systems under development except for a continuing interest by the 
reentry community. Workload dropped, many facilities were closed, and corporate 
knowledge was lost. With the advent of new interest in single-stage-to-orbit concepts like 
the National Aerospace Plane (NASP), and with the development of faster missiles and 
interceptors, systems under development needed hypersonic testing again. Between 1985 
and 1990, hypersonic facilities were operating at peak capacity and attempts were made to 
bring a number of old facilities back on line and build new facilities. 

With recent cuts in defense programs, hypersonic testing has dropped off Major 
facilities continue to support national programs like the Ballistic Missile Defense and 
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Theater Missile Defense interceptors, hypersonic missiles, hypersonic flight vehicle 
technology, and to a lesser degree strategic offensive systems like Trident and 
Peacekeeper. The tendency has been for less capable facilities to go out of business, either 
through total closings or through being placed on standby. Care must be taken to 
maintain a critical core of competency in the hypersonics testing area, otherwise the next 
cycle of hypersonic initiatives will not have the capability necessary to support the 
programs. Some very important lessons learned from recent programs like NASP have 
shown that capabilities cannot be developed overnight and a minimum of 5 to 10 years are 
needed just to recoup lost expertise. When new facilities are needed, that timeline must be 
increased by a factor of 2. 



SECTION III: DISCUSSION OF EXISTING RESOURCES 

III-5 ARC HEATER FACILITIES 

A. MAJOR CAPABILITIES 

The government @OD and NASA) and privately owned electric arc heater 
facilities greater than 5 megawatts of electrical power are listed in Table 111-5-1 and 2 
with their major capabilities and status. 

DoD Arc Heater Facilities 
Power Press. Enth. 

Non-DoD Arc Heater Facilities 
Power Press. Enth. 

The AEDC and NASA-Ames simulation envelopes are shown in Figure 1. These 
are the nation' s major and largest arc heater facility assets which are used for T&E 
aerothermal flight simulation testing. These facilities are also used to support S&T 
activities. 
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Figure 1 Aerothermal Simulation Envelope 

All arc heater facilities in DoD have been consolidated at the USAF Arnold 
Engineering Development Center (AEDC) as a result of moving two arc heater test units 
from the Air Force Wright Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, to AEDC 
in 1981 and 1987, respectively. The AEDC Dust Erosion Tunnel was closed in 1994. 

The arc heater facilities at the AEDC provide a range of test conditions suitable for 
testing of materials and structures requiring survivability under the severe aeroheating 
environments typical of reentry, interceptor, and other hypersonic flight vehicles. The test 
gas used in the AEDC arc heater facilities is typically air. Stagnation enthalpies from 600 
to 6500 BTU/lbm and test model stagnation pressures up to 90 atm. are currently 
attainable with these facilities. These test conditions duplicate the aerothermal 
environment of endo-atmospheric flight at velocities up to Mach 20. A wide range of 
heater nozzles and test unit configurations are available, providing conditions suitable for 
testing many kinds of thermal protection materials, heat shields, nose tips, antenna 
windows, control surfaces, and actively-cooled apertures. 

Other government electric arc-heater facilities are owned by NASA. The NASA 
arc facilities are characterized as operating in the low pressure (<I0 atm., generally), high 
enthalpy regime primarily for space and planetary entry requirements. Testing is 
conducted to support the specific needs of NASA as well as provide occasional support to 
DoD, DNA, and ARPA where higher altitude simulation is required (see Fig. 1). DoD has 



depended primarily upon the AEDC electric arc facilities for materials and thermal 
structures evaluation. The NASA arc heater facility capabilities do not overlap, nor do 
they achieve the DoDIAEDC arc heater high pressure performance capabilities. 

The DoD test needs have required development of high pressure arcs to simulate 
the low altitude reentry trajectories of ballistic missile RV materials and structures. The 
NASA test needs have required development of high temperature, low pressure arc 
heaters for simulating planetary entry and high altitude Space Shuttle reentry 
environments. Therefore, the DoD high pressure, high temperature and the NASA low 
pressure, very high temperature arc heater facilities are complementary. 

The NASA electric arc heater facilities are mainly used for aerothermal and 
structural materials evaluation for space and planetary entry and for scramjet propulsion 
research. NASA testing activity supports in-house research directed toward the study of 
new and improved materials, surface catalytic effects, and design concepts. The most 
recent activities involve testing for the National Aerospace Plane (NASP), Aero-assisted 
Space Thruster Vehicle (ASTV), Single Stage To Orbit (SSTO), and the evaluation of 
heat shield concepts for Mars missions. 

B. RELATED ISSUES 

The recent National Facilities Study recommended a "Reliance" type study in the 
area of arc heater facilities between AEDC and NASA Ames. A study may be initiated by 
DoD and NASA to identify the possibilities of consolidating these assets, even though 
they appear to have non-overlapping roles. 

C. WORKLOAD UTILIZATION AND TRENDS 

The arc heater facilities at the AEDC are presently utilized about a one half shift 
basis for DoD T&E requirements including some use for S&T testing. Additional DoD 
workload for the AEDC arc heater facilities is expected for the Advanced Interceptor 
Program in the next three to five years. The total forecast workload is relatively level to 
slightly increasing through FY 97. Beyond that, the workload will depend upon the 
intensity of development of new and advanced interceptor missiles and reentry systems. 
Hypersonic airbreathing propulsion developments, i.e. scramjets, could become a 
significant testing workload for arc heater facilities, especially arc heater facilities using the 
H3 arc heater. 



111-6 AEROBALLISTIC RANGES 

A. MAJOR CAPABILITIES 

DoD Aeroballistic Range Facilities 
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Table 111-6- 1 Aeroballistic Range Facilities 

I Non DoD Aeroballistic Range Facilities 

Table 111-6-2 Non-DoD Aeroballistic Range Facilities 

Aeroballistic range facilities that are capable of aerodynamics measurements are 
listed in Table 111-6-1. There are three tactical aeroballistic ranges. Two are Army ranges 
and the third belongs to the Air Force. The three are complementary in that they are set 
up to cover the fill range of tactical projectiles: small (pistol, rifle or machine gun), 
medium (aircraft or fighting vehicle cannon), and large (artillery and tank cannon) calibers. 
The two Army ranges, the Aerodynamics Range (small caliber, 4-20mm) and the 
Transonic Range (large caliber, 40-203mrn), were built in the 1940s. The Air Force 
range, the Aeroballistics Research Facility (medium caliber, 20-60rnm), was built in 1976. 
The facility fills a gap not adequately covered by the Army ranges. With development 
programs in ammunition slowing down, these aeroballistics ranges are being used mostly 
for S&T research. 

There are four hypervelocity aeroballistics ranges. One is an Air Force Range (G- 
Range and Track), two are NASA ranges, and the last is owned and operated by the 
University of Alabama at Huntsville. In general these facilities are designed to measure 
high energy flow interactions associated with hypervelocity reentry. Typical studies would 
include nosetip ablation, effects of dust, snow, ice and rain, wake physics, and radar 
absorption. The primary DoD site is G-Range and the other facilities are secondary sites. 
G-Range has received a recent upgrade in terms of increased caliber of the launcher and a 
decrease in the peak acceleration levels, i.e., a "SOW launch. Presently, none of the sites is 



being used extensively for reentry physics work; rather, their light gas gun launchers are 
being employed for hypervelocity impact studies. 

B. RELATED ISSUES 

Both AEDC G-Range and UAH Aerophysics Research Center have similar 
capabilities for aerodynamic and impact testing. Currently, neither have sufficient 
workload to operate anywhere near full capacity and both are primarily dependent on DoD 
program support. The House of Representatives has tasked the USASSDC (the prime 
sponsor of work in the UAH facility) to investigate options for the government to 
purchase the facility from UAH. That report is due in December 1994. This issue should 
be closely monitored as it will result in considerable excess capacity in DoD in this area if 
DoD purchases the facility. 

C. WORKLOAD UTILIZATION AND TRENDS 

Tactical ammunition development programs are declining in all of the services. 
Ranges are being used for S&T testing and/or terminal ballistics (impact) testing. 

Hypervelocity aeroballistic range facilities are not being widely used for 
aerodynamics; rather, hypervelocity impact studies are the dominant activity. 



SECTION IV: FUTURE T&E CAPABILITY REQUIREMENTS 

IV-1 SUBSONIC WIND TUNNELS 

Future DoD testing requirements in the areas of high lift design, super 
maneuverability, and rotary wing enhancements when consolidated with commercial 
aircraft test requirements may exceed the capabilities of existing subsonic wind tunnels. 
The design of efficient high-lift devices requires high Reynolds number and large test 
section size. These criteria may be hlfilled with the construction of the 20 x 24 foot 
subsonic wind tunnel proposed in the National Facilities Study. Like high lift design, the 
design of super maneuverable aircraft will require high test Reynolds number. The test 
section must be large enough to accommodate aircraft models at extreme angles of attack 
and the ability to fire control jets in the tunnel will likely be required. The proposed 
20 x 24 tunnel will likely be adequate for most of this testing. 



SECTION n7: FUTURE T&E CAPABILITY REQUIREMENTS 

lV-2 TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS 

Future transonic T&E requirements have been addressed in three recent studies 
and an Air Force Material Command (AFMC) sponsored workshop. Two of these studies 
were conducted by the National Research Council (NRC), one for NASA and the other 
for AEDC. The study for NASA, entitled Aeronautical Technologies for the Twenty-First 
Century, states "Common to all speed regimes is the requirement for full scale (high) 
Reynolds number facilities ..." In the study for AEDC, the NRC recommended "with the 
close support of NASA and industry, develop alternative strategies for providing the 
ability to ground test cost-effectively at transonic speeds near-flight Reynolds number." 

Following these two studies, NASA and DoD jointly sponsored the National 
Facilities Study which recommended a high Reynolds number, highly productive, low 
operating cost transonic wind tunnel (TSWT) with good flow quality and accessibility. 
Specific metrics were recommended for all these parameters. The tunnel is proposed to 
have an 1 1  by 15.5 foot test section. 

The AFMC sponsored workshop endorsed the TSWT, but also recommended and 
emphasized specific metrics, to meet military test needs, in maximum Mach number 
capability, angle-of-attack capability, and test section shape and capability for captive 
trajectory testing of stores. The workshop also recognized that "It is cost effective in the 
early vehicle development cycle to obtain preliminary design, configuration development, 
and technology evaluation information in small inexpensive tunnels with inexpensive 
models." Thus, the workshop recognized the importance of small and limited capability 
facilities and recommended that they should be retained. The workshop also 
recommended a study of test techniques and flow physics "to reduce the risk of using 
wind tunnel test results to predict vehicle flight performance." 



SECTION IV: FUTURE T&E CAPABILITY REQUIREMENTS 

IV-3 SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS 

The basic capabilities of existing supersonic wind tunnels appear to be marginal for 
military systems presently under consideration. Existing T&E facilities have deficiencies 
which compromise the accuracy of the data, increase test cost, and limit the test 
objectives. Recent test programs for highly advanced aircrafl systems have highlighted the 
need for better nozzle contours and tunnel air controls to produce more uniform airflow 
conditions. Upgrades are needed for instrumentation systems and facility control systems 
to substantially reduce the time to complete a T&E program and the associated test costs. 

A new supersonic facility to support T&E is not anticipated in the next 15 years. 
The present planned upgrade to the AEDC 16s facility will improve the flow quality and 
increase its productivity by a factor of two. The utilization of AEDC Tunnel A will 
increase in response to programmed usage, requiring additional support resources and 
instrumentation upgrades. As flight Mach numbers increase above 3, aerodynamic heating 
becomes important for the vehicle design. The true temperature capability of the Mach 4 
operation of AEDC Tunnel C provides a T&E capability for structural elements. A larger 
facility, such as the AEDC Aerodynamic and Propulsion Test Unit (APTU), can be 
modified to satisfjr the needs of a future system. NASA maintains a capability which 
augments DoD facilities. 

Future aircrafl with cruise requirements at supersonic speed have a particular need 
to test at conditions where boundary layer transition represents flight. Cruise drag cannot 
otherwise be accurately determined. Facility improvements are needed to achieve this test 
capability. The technology base for advanced supersonic facilities should be supported for 
"quiet" tunnels, where boundary layer transition studies can be performed without the 
influence of the tunnel itself in the measurements. The development should proceed from 
small pilot tunnels to moderate and large facilities in sequence. NASA plans to undertake 
this work as part of their facility development effort with DoD sharing the technology. 



SECTION IV: FUTURE T&E CAPABILITY REQUIREMENTS 

IV-4 HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS 

At best, current hypersonic facility capabilities fall far short of duplicating flight 
environments of current and future flight systems. Hypersonic system developments have 
been very cyclic over the years. In the 1960's, the United States embarked on an 
ambitious technology program directed toward hypersonic flight in the earth's 
atmosphere. The need for empirical data in the hostile hypersonic flight environment 
stimulated facility planning and research of unprecedented magnitude and vigor. Large 
facilities were given priority in the hnding cycles, facility design was begun and prototype 
facilities were constructed. Then in the late 1960's and early 1970's, the national attitudes 
and objectives suddenly changed. Few if any of the proposed major test facilities were 
ever built and funds to continue hypersonic facility research vanished. Recent initiatives 
with the National Aerospace Plane and Ballistic Missile Defense have suffered from this 
test capability deficiency and have attempted to provide primarily single-purpose facilities 
which could be made ready in a short period of time to support their programs. Generally, 
the facilities brought on by the NASP initiative could not be developed in time to support 
the program milestones. 

Flight systems are currently under development or study which will require future 
ground test capabilities which are not currently in existence. These systems include 
reentry bodies, orbital launch vehicles, air-breathing cruisers, interceptors (both ABM and 
theater air defense missiles), offensive missiles (cruise, maneuvering reentry and boost 
glide), munitions and space vehicles (rescue and planetary probes). Out of this array of 
systems, several are likely to be selected for full scale development within the next decade, 
to be followed by various derivatives. 

A number of national studies have recently been completed which identify test 
requirements in the hypersonics area. These include: 

(1) Report of the Defense Science Board Task Force on the National Aerospace 
Plane, 1988. 

(2) National Aerospace Plane, GAO Report to Congressional Committees, April 
1988. 

(3) Review of Aeronautical Wind Tunnel Facilities, National Academy of Science, 
1988. 

(4) Hypersonic Technology for Military Applications, National Academy of 
Science, 1989. 

(5) Requirements for Hypersonic Test Facilities, USAF Scientific Advisory Board, 
1989. 



(6) National Aerospace Plane Program Development Plans, Vol. 12, Flight Test 
Program Plan, X-3 0 Flight Test Planning Working Group, 1 99 1 

(7) Hypersonic Airbreathing Vehicle Technologies, USAF Scientific Advisory 
Board, 1992. 

(8) Future Aerospace Ground Test Facility Requirements, Committee on 
Aerospace Test Facilities, Aeronautics and Space Engineering Board, National 
Research Council, 1992. 

(9) Hypersonic Test Investment Plan (HTIP), Joint DoD/NASA Working Group, 
Dec. 1992. 

(10) National Facilities Study, Joint NASADoD Working Group, April 1994. 

These studies provide many recommendations and actual implementation plans for 
hypersonic facility development. In particular, an overriding theme of several of these 
studies is the recommendation that hypersonic facility research needs to be conducted 
before any new large T&E facilities are built. The latest study, the National Facilities 
Plan, recommends, 

"A two phased plan has been developed that addresses the hypersonic facility 
shortfalls considering the array of potential flight systems which are under 
development. Phase 1 consists of a focused program of facility research and three 
important and needed facilities which can be built relatively soon with low risk and 
a modest investment. Phase I1 would be undertaken later to provide the needed 
systems certification facilities once the enabling facility technologies are in hand. 
The focused program of research is clearly the most urgent need in hypersonics." 



SECTION IV: FUTURE T&E CAPABILITY REQUIREMENTS 

IV-5 ARC HEATER FACILITIES 

Higher performance, higher pressure, larger, and more reliable electric arc heaters 
are needed for advanced heat shield materials and structures development associated with 
new offensive and defensive systems which fly in severe aerothermal environments. 
Electric arc heaters currently are limited in operation to approximately 90 atmospheres 
stagnation pressure on the model. Advanced reentry nose tips development require 250 
atmospheres stagnation pressure on the test articles which translates to 400 atm. pressure 
in the arc heater. Thus, research is needed to increase the pressure operating range of 
electric arc heater facilities. This wider pressure operating range will also be very useful 
for scramjet propulsion system development testing. Larger arc heaters will also be needed 
to test full scale scrarnjet combustor modules. 

AEDC is currently developing a larger, higher performance electric arc heater, 
called H3, to replace the lower performance HR arc heater used in the HEAT-H2 facility. 
This will also permit the closing of the HEAT-HR arc heater facility. This upgrade is 
needed to provide the flow size, performance and flow quality needed for aerothermal 
testing of the advanced interceptor missiles planned for the near future. It will require 
investments in the respective HEAT facilities to accommodate the new H3 arc heater. The 
new H3 heater will increase the enthalpy from 4000 to 6000 BTUIlbm, the pressure from 
100 to 150 atm., and mass flow by 50 percent for HEAT-H2, and thus permit testing 
larger models at more severe aerothermal test environments. A vast improvement in test 
flow quality is also expected 



SECTION IV: FUTURE T&E CAPABILITY REQUIREMENTS 

IV-6 AEROBALLISTIC RANGES 

No new tactical or hypervelocity aeroballistic ranges are required; however, 
improvements in test techniques are needed. 

Tactical ballistic ranges need to address precision guided munitions with 
aerodynamic control or those that change geometry during flight (e.g., segmented 
penetrators). Future testing of large caliber ammunition and perhaps medium caliber 
could rely more heavily on in-flight telemetry to measure projectile motion and 
aerodynamics. Yawsondes, accelerometers, sub-miniature rate sensors, and even GPS are 
promising technologies. 

Hypervelocity aeroballistic ranges need to consider how to acquire data on non- 
axially symmetric geometries typified by maneuvering reentry bodies. 



SECTION V: DISCUSSION OF NEW CAPABILITY PROPOSALS 

The Reliance Aero/Therrnodynamic T&E Panel received two New Capability 
Proposal submittals from the Services, both Air Force, both unfunded. These addressed 
Needs and Solutions for supersonic and hypersonic facilities and arc heaters at AEDC. 
While both are technically adequate, neither was rated as an urgent need. The Reliance 
Panel is aware of and has identified needs for which solutions have not been received fkom 
the Services. However, these were not addressed because they were not included in the 
official Services submittal. 

Tunnel ABC Missile Support Systems Improvement: 
AEDC Tunnels A, B, and C are used by the three Services to determine the 

aerodynamic characteristics of supersonic aircraft and missiles. The position and attitude 
of the model is a critical variable for many tests. The present model support system no 
longer meets the accuracy requirements of users and contributes to high test costs through 
low productivity. The new capability will modifL the model support system with improved 
mechanical and related control components and improved control software. The result 
will be greater range of motion, higher actuation rates and increased positioning accuracy. 
This is a significant upgrade in facility capability. It should be supported, but the schedule 
must conform to priorities which include the more heavily used facilities. 

High Temperature Test Facility Upgrade, Phase I & 11: 
Arc heated test facilities provide a stream of very high temperature, high pressure 

gas at high velocities for test and evaluation of materials and structures for vehicles which 
fly at near orbital speeds. Current test projects are for intercontinental missiles and missile 
defense systems. Present and future hypersonic vehicles which represent maneuvering 
missiles and airbreathing aircraft require tests at higher pressures and temperatures. The 
proposed new capability will provide the power supply, treated water, and high pressure 
air systems to power arc heaters with approximately eight times the present capability. A 
new building will be constructed to house the arc heated complex. The reliance Panel 
recommends the proposal be re-described as two submittals, separating Phase I and 11, 
with a better breakout of the costs. This is an unfunded request. A decision to endorse 
the project will be delayed until the next submission. 



SECTION VI: DISCUSSION OF POTENTIAL CLOSURES, 
CONSOLIDATIONS, AND FUNCTIONAL REALIGNMENTS 

CLOSURE OF WRIGHT LABORATORY FACILITIES: 

The wind tunnels at Wright-Patterson AFB are supported by the S&T budget 
assigned to the Flight Dynamics Directorate. A small but significant part of the tests in the 
facilities are accomplished on a reimbursed basis for other Air Force programs, but the 
facilities could not operate without the S&T base. The budget and manpower projections 
from FY94 do not indicate sufficient resources will be available to continue operation of 
the wind tunnels beyond FY98. The facilities will be closed, but maintained in a stand-by 
status, so they could be re-activated within a reasonable amount of time. Present plans are 
to continue to operate the 12-ft Vertical Wind Tunnel on an as-needed basis as a T&E 
facility independent of the other facilities at Wright Laboratory. The impact is the loss of 
a potential T&E capability in the Wright Laboratory 7x10 foot subsonic wind tunnel. 
Another result is the movement of Wright Laboratory S&T experimental projects to T&E 
facilities at AEDC, NSWCDD or NASA. 

CLOSURE OF THE NSWCDD HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL NO. 8 

The Navy maintains and operates hypersonic wind tunnels at the Naval Surface 
Warfare Center, Dahlgren Division (NSWCDD), White Oak, MD. The large NSWCDD 
Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel (Tunnel 9) is identified as a primary capability for T&E in the 
Hypersonics section of this report. Tunnel 9 operates at Mach numbers of 7, 8, 10, 14, 
and 16.5. In addition to Tunnel 9, the Navy has smaller, lower Mach number facilities 
which are currently held in standby mode. The NSWCDD Hypersonic Wind Tunnel No. 8 
is one of these facilities which has the capability to operate in the Mach 5 to 8 range, 
similar to the AEDC Tunnel B. Tunnel 8 operates at higher pressures than AEDC Tunnel 
B, but does not have the productivity which comes from running in continuous mode 
versus blowdown mode. The Navy has kept the Tunnel 8 facility in standby mode in 
anticipation of test programs which might need the higher Reynolds number capability. 
Testing in Tunnel 8 has not materialized primarily because of the high reactivation cost 
which would have to be burdened by a single user. 

With the recent development of the high Reynolds number, lower Mach 7 
capability in the NSWCDD Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel No. 9, the need to continue to 
keep the Tunnel 8 facility available for high pressure runs is diminished and the Navy is 
proposing to permanently close the facility as part of this Reliance Study. The NSWCDD 
emphasis will be to invest in its primary T&E facilities like Tunnel 9 and close out its older 
tunnels as new capabilities are brought on line except where S&T interests are served by 
their continued operation. 



FUTURE CLOSURE OF THE ARC HEATER HR AT AEDC 

The DoD arc heater facilities are located at AEDC. Up until 1980, DoD arc heater 
facilities were located both at the Wright Laboratory and at AEDC. At that time the Air 
Force System Command performed a study that resulted in the consolidation of all Air 
Force arc heater facilities at AEDC. In the course of this action the 50 megawatt Huels 
arc heater, called HR, was moved to AEDC and reinstalled. This was the largest DoD 
electric arc heater facility, but neither this facility or the existing AEDC electric arcs were 
either large enough or had sufficient performance to serve reentry nose tip testing needs. 
Consequently, AEDC is developing a new large electric arc called H-3. This new H-3 
electric arc when developed will replace the older lower performance HR electric arc 
which currently is used in two arc heater facilities, one an arc driven wind tunnel and the 
other a more conventional materials ablation test facility. 

CLOSURE OF THE DUST EROSION FACILITY AT AEDC 

In 1992, AEDC closed and razed an arc heater facility, called the Dust Erosion Tunnel. 
This facility was no longer needed for systems testing. 

DISCUSSION: CONCERN OVER CLOSURE OF SMALLER FACILITIES 

During the panel investigations, it was observed that a number of smaller facilities 
were either closed, in the process of closing, or being downsized. This is exemplified by 
the tunnel complex at Wright Laboratories, Army facilities at Picatinny Arsenal and 
Edgewood Arsenal, and a number of industrial and university wind tunnels. Not all 
aerodynamics testing requires a major T&E facility. S&T programs are restricted in 
available hnding and can not afford the charges associated with a major site. Early in a 
program development cycle, testing may be relatively simple, using small models, and 
wide ranging parametric variations that can be best tested in smaller tunnels. A similar 
conclusion was drawn at the Air Force Material Command Workshop on Future Military 
Wind Tunnel Requirements: 

"etain small and limited capability facilities to efficiently obtain 
preliminary design, configuration development, and technology evaluation 
information with inexpensive models. 7he trend to close such small and limited 
capability facilities is believed to be a mistake. " 

While this is not a direct T&E problem, it is viewed as a long term aerolthermodynamic 
test issue worthy of consideration by concerned principals. DoD, in cooperation with 
NASA, Universities, and industry should pursue approaches to preserve the smaller facility 
infrastructure before it is dismantled. 



SECTION VII: DISCUSSION OF ISSUES AND ALTERNATIVES AND 
DISSENTING OPINIONS 

ISSUE 1: RELIANCE ON NASA FOR DOD T&E 

DISCUSSION: 

The Aero/Thermodynamic T&E Reliance area is quite different than most because 
of its strong interaction and dependence on NASA. NASA has significant T&E assets. A 
review of the total number of facilities which met the size criteria of this study showed 
NASA to have 52 and DoD 3 1 major facilities out of the total 124 studied. NASA has 
particularly noteworthy capability in the subsonic and transonic wind tunnel area. This 
study has shown that DoD is almost exclusively dependent on NASA for the large T&E 
class of subsonic wind tunnels. In other areas NASA maintains a significant backup 
capability to DoD. It has many facilities which are smaller or of specialty nature which are 
used primarily for S&T investigations, and some are also used for T&E. 

There are no general Reliance agreements between DoD and NASA in this 
Reliance area except for a few specific MOA's between the Army and NASA. Although 
NASA has provided supporting material and site visits to this DoD Reliance Team, it did 
not participate directly in the study. Therefore, this DoD Reliance Study Team did not 
attempt to develop DoD-NASA agreements. However, formal agreements need to be 
pursued, especially in this era of declining budgets. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

A recommendation is made that a hture DoD-NASA "Reliance type" coordination 
he pursued and MOA's developed. 



ISSUE 2: NATIONAL WIND TUNNEL COMPLEX- DOD SUPPORT 

DISCUSSION: 

In 1993 NASA and DoD jointly conducted a national facilities study relative to 
aeronautical and space test facilities needs. A recommendation of this study is that the 
nation should build two new high Reynolds number, high production wind tunnels, one 
subsonic and one transonic, to serve hture commercial and military aircraft development 
needs. These advanced facilities will be the wind tunnels of choice for military aircraft 
development not only because of their high Reynolds number and high productivity 
capabilities, but also because their operating cost will be considerably lower than current 
production wind tunnels. Also, the potential exists for contributing to shorter military 
system and subsystem development cycles. These facilities, if built, should include in their 
design the capability for development testing of military aircraft and munitions including 
high performance fighters, transports, bombers, trainers, helicopters, and special purpose 
aircraft because no major wind tunnel project of this magnitude can be expected for the 
next fifty years. This means, for example, that the transonic tunnel must have excellent 
flow quality to Mach 1.5, a captive trajectory test capability for store carriage and release, 
and a high angle of attack test capability (40 to 50 degrees model attitude). The subsonic 
tunnel must have an acoustics test capability for the development of aircraft with low noise 
signatures, an open jet section for rotorcraftNTOL testing, an angle-of-attack model 
attitude capability of -1 5 to 90 degrees, and a +I- 180 degrees model yaw capability for 
rotorcraft testing. 

An additional concern is that most of the nation's existing production wind tunnels 
are forty to fifty years old and are experiencing reliability problems and some are needing 
major refhrbishrnent and upgrades. For example, the NASA Ames 12 foot pressurized 
subsonic tunnel has had to be completely rebuilt because of major failures in the tunnel 
shell. The 12 foot tunnel will have been lost for aircraft development testing for over eight 
years by the time it resumes service. This was the nation's premier subsonic development 
tunnel and its loss forced much of this nation's subsonic wind tunnel development testing 
to Europe. Also, the NASA Ames Unitary Wind Tunnel Complex is scheduled to be 
refurbished requiring approximately two and one half years. As the Unitary Wind Tunnel 
Complex is rehrbished, scheduled to begin in 1995, one of the nation's two premier 
transonic tunnels and two supersonic tunnels will be out of service. This situation 
produces a potentially serious risk to commercial and military aircraft development should 
the remaining premier transonic tunnel, the AEDC 16T, become disabled. Even with the 
11 foot transonic tunnel operating, the AEDC 16TlS workload for the last several years 
has required that the complex be operated three shifts a day, seven days a week. All these 
factors lead to the conclusion that careful attention must be given to assure that the 
National Wind Tunnel Complex will serve DoD as well as NASA and industry interests. 



RECOMMENDATION: 

The Reliance Panel endorses the national initiative to build the NWTC. These new 
tunnels will provide a significant added value to DoD systems development. However, 
DoD requirements need to be included in the NWTC specifications in order for DoD 
military system testing to be effectively realized. 



ISSUE 3: UNIFORM PRICING POLICY 

DISCUSSION: 

An array of pricing policies exist in the government for the use of government 
owned wind tunnels and facilities in test and evaluation. There is a disparity between DoD 
and NASA policy and even a disparity within DoD between those facilities operated under 
the Major Range and Test Facility Base (MRTFB) and those operated under the Defense 
Business Operating Fund (DBOF) guidelines. Differences are primarily centered around 
how the facilities are hnded and, in particular, how much institutional fbnding is provided 
to the facilities to cover their core or indirect operating costs. 

Generally, costs to operate a facility and conduct testing for a user are categorized 
as follows. "Direct" costs are generally those attributed to the projects which are 
conducted in the facilities. These costs include test personnel and facility operator labor, 
facility utility costs, expendable materials, and test specific hardware, i.e., models, special 
instrumentation, test rigs or facility modifications. All of these costs are associated with 
conduct of the test. These direct costs are usually reimbursed by sponsors, therefore 
direct costs are often referred to as reimbursable costs. "Indirect" costs, sometimes 
referred to as Operations and Maintenance (O&M) costs are those associated with 
keeping a facility in a test ready mode. This includes the general infrastructure costs 
(labor and materials) for maintaining the facility and includes maintenance and repair costs, 
basic test equipment and calibration costs, general overhead labor and material costs, 
safety assessments and training, supplies, and a myriad of other incidentals. Costs 
associated with base operations are sometimes rolled into this indirect category as well. 
These costs might include building maintenance, grounds upkeep, general utilities, and 
administration costs. Because of the high indirect costs which are generally associated 
with large T&E facilities, these indirect costs are often paid out of an institutional fbnding 
account and are referred to as institutional funds. A third category exists for major 
improvements and modernization (I&M). I&M expenses can be included as part of the 
indirect expenses or through a separate Service account, charged to the customer, or 
recapitalized through user rates. 

The pricing policy for DoD MRTFB facilities is established by DoD Directive 
3200.1 1 .  In the case of MRTFB facilities like those operated by AEDC, basic rates are 
established depending on whether the test is DoD, other US government agency, foreign 
government or commercially sponsored. The rate to DoD users is basically the direct 
costs associated with a test. Other government, commercial, and foreign government 
rates include both the direct and indirect costs associated with the test and might have 
slight variations depending on user. In 1993 legislation was passed in Congress which 
gave MRTFB centers authority to charge commercial customers direct costs plus a partial 
burden of indirect costs depending upon the market conditions with the purpose of giving 
commercial customers access to MRTFB facilities at a more reasonable cost. 



Non-MRTFB T&E facilities, including those owned and operated by a Service 
S&T Laboratory (including Navy Warfare Centers) generally abide by DBOF guidelines 
and operate as a Service Cost Center (SCC). SCC facilities follow industrial hnded 
guidelines which require the total cost of operation of the facility (both direct and indirect) 
to be borne by the customer base with no distinction as to who the customer is. These 
facilities generally receive no institutional funding to cover their indirect costs of 
operation. 

As one can see, the differences in charge policy for use of T&E facilities within 
DoD is not uniform. In MRTFB facilities the DoD customer is charged direct costs only 
and in DBOF SCC facilities he is charged the total cost (direct and indirect). The latter 
case has been proven not to work well, as was observed when AEDC was required to try 
this policy in the early seventies, moving away from full institutional fbnding which paid 
total direct and indirect costs. Apparently, the fblly reimbursed policy @BOF SCC) 
marginally works when there is absolutely no other facility which can be used for testing. 
This is the case for the Navy's Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel 9 facility which is operated by 
NSWCDD, White Oak, MD as a DBOF SCC. A DoD facility which is operated as a SCC 
without institutional hnding to pay its indirect operating costs must charge customers 2 to 
3 times higher rates than those charged by institutionally hnded DoD facilities like those 
included in the MRTFB. Test costs are a significant factor, if not the prime factor, in the 
decision process in these days of defense downsizing and limited budget. S&T programs 
cannot pay the higher costs. Major system development program sponsors expect test 
costs to be subsidized. In many instances testing decisions are made by program managers 
on cost rather than technical capability, data needs or quality. Even though a facility is 
unique, it doesn't mean that program managers have no other choice than to pay the price. 
Program managers have many other options besides testing at these facilities. They may 
go ahead with tests at smaller, lower cost, less capable facilities or may eliminate testing 
completely and rely solely on CFD predictions. Either of these options results in higher 
risks to their programs, but they may have no other option if their budgets are limited. 
Decisions based solely on cost which limit testing can lead to high risk and disastrous 
results in flight tests. 

The NASA charging policy for use of their facilities is very different than DoD 
charging policy for its T&E facilities. For DoD customers there is no charge for the use 
of the NASA facilities. The only costs incurred are for test specific hardware, i.e., models, 
special instrumentation, test rigs or facility modifications. This is only a small portion of 
the total direct costs with the remainder of direct costs (facility operational costs) and all 
indirect costs provided free. For commercial customers, something near the total direct 
costs may be imposed, if the data is proprietary to the customer and not able to be shared 
with NASA as part of a joint research initiative. In this case, the hnds recovered from the 
commercial customer are turned over to the US Treasury and are not available for NASA 
use. A modification to the charge policy for commercial customers is planned for the near 
future where an additional charge for recapitalization of facility modifications will be 
amortized in the use charge. However, if the tests are not proprietary and NASA has 
interest in the data, they will waive the recapitalization charges as well. 



With NASA not charging customers for the use of their facilities and DoD 
charging customers a part, if not the total burden of testing, project managers are 
obviously attracted to the NASA facilities first, unless they are not available or will not do 
the job. Obviously, "free" facilities cost the taxpayers and may, in some cases, cost the 
taxpayers more than facilities that are reimbursed by the customer. It seems reasonable 
that the true cost of testing should be understood and that a uniform charging policy is 
needed. A uniform charging policy within DoD and between DoD and NASA would 
cause the developer to weigh the merits of the use of a particular facility based on its 
capabilities and his technical needs, not strictly on costs. There are several alternatives to 
level the playing field. One possible alternative is for all DoD and NASA facilities to be 
hlly institutional fbnded for DoD work, and offer "free" use of the facilities to all DoD 
programs. Another is as currently done at DoD MRTFB centers, i.e. charge the direct 
costs to the user with the indirect costs borne by institutional hnding. A third alternative 
may be to charge the full cost, direct and indirect, to all users in all instances. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

The Reliance team recommends a uniform fbnding policy be adopted, preferably 
one that provides institutional knding to all major T&E facilities to cover indirect 
operating costs. This uniform policy would be one consistent with the current concept of 
operations for the MRTFB facilities. 

As a minimum, this uniform policy should be adopted within DoD for all primary 
facilities used for T&E, whether they be sited at DoD T&E or S&T sites. Relying on a 
mix of DoD T&E facilities which operate both as institutionally hnded MRTFB facilities 
and BDOF SCC facilities is not in the best interests of Reliance. 

Relative to a uniform pricing policy between DoD and NASA, the Reliance Panel 
is not making a specific recommendation at this time, but does urge that a policy be sought 
and implemented. A study which includes high level DoD and NASA representation 
directed toward this end is necessary to weigh all the pros and cons of the various 
alternatives. Implementation of a uniform policy on a trial basis may be usehl to work 
out the unforeseen problems which may arise. 



ISSUE 4: S&T USE OF T&E FACILITIES 

DISCUSSION: 

Because of high facility usage costs, reduced budgets, and the current pricing 
policy, government S&T programs have limited access to DoD T&E facilities. Thus, it is 
apparent that the S&T community is excluded Erom the use of some of the best facilities in 
the country and the T&E community loses the influx of S&T into its facilities which it 
critically needs to stay abreast of new technologies. This issue has been recognized for 
many years, but not resolved. The tendency has been for DoD S&T programs to migrate 
to the "free" facilities at NASA, for example, carrying with them technologies and 
specialty test fixtures which could benefit the DoD T&E facilities and be available when 
systems transition fiom S&T to T&E. Advanced capabilities such as aeroloptics, 
specialized probes, high temperature materials research, helicopter rotor rigs, captive 
trajectory systems, etc. are all needed in T&E facilities. A shared investment between 
S&T and T&E in these areas would be mutually beneficial. 

In a study titled "Future Aerospace Ground Test Facility Requirements", prepared 
for the Air Force in 1992 by the National Research Council (NRC), this issue was 
addressed. The National Research Council commented: 

A small@action of the AEDC's capacity should be available for the 
support of research and development, as compared to the primary testing for 
development programs. i%isJi.action, 5 to I0  percent, should be institutionally 
funded in a separate research and development account and available for 
researchers at USAF laboratories, NASA, and other government laboratories and 
test centers. Such a program would attract key people to test at AEDC, make 
AEDC's unique facilities better known flow conditions and size), and provide 
AEDC with adiitional contact with the Rm community. Such a regularly 
scheduledprogram may be an effective way to expand into vacant test periods 
where underutilized facilities may be usefully operated Schedules must give the 
major programs priority but should not restrict the RcW efforts for longperiods. 

This specific recommendation by the National Research Council has not been addressed to 
date. 

It has been observed that some S&T sites are currently undefinded, are 
considering closing their facilities, and are looking for an economical alternative to testing 
in their own facilities. Some sites are considering relying on NASA facilities. This would 
result in a further migration of critical technologies outside of DoD. An opportunity exists 
to make a change in the policy now, attracting DoD S&T work to T&E sites and gaining 
the infusion of technology which is sought. 



RECOMMENDATION: 

The Aero/Thermodynarnic Reliance Panel endorses the recommendation of the 
National Research Council which suggests the establishment of an institutional hnding 
line for S&T use of T&E facilities. 



ISSUE 5: UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA - HUNTSVILLE (UAH) AEROPHYSICS 
RESEARCH CENTER 

DISCUSSION: 

The Aerophysics Research Center of the University of Alabama at Huntsville 
(UAH) is located on Army property at Redstone Arsenal. The Center operates three light 
gas gun ranges. The largest has a 152mm diameter launcher and an enclosed free flight 
section which is 175m long. The facility was formerly located in Santa Barbara, CA and 
owned by Delco. In 1988, Delco decided to get out of the aeroballistic range business. 
After considering a number of options, Delco donated the facility to UAH. In order to 
have the facility close to Army project teams, LTG Hammond, CG SDC, strongly 
supported the relocation. The Army paid $6.OM in moving expenses and the State of 
Alabama floated a $5.OM bond to construct the building housing the facility. 

The UAH aeroballistic ranges are being used for hypervelocity impact studies and 
are actively supporting Army theater missile defense lethality assessments of kinetic energy 
kills. These tests use the 152mrn launcher connected to an impact chamber. The 175m 
flight section is in place but is not presently operational. The once state-of-the-art 
equipment for wake physics diagnostics is in need of significant modernization if it is to be 
brought effectively back on line. 

The Center employs 20 people, about half of whom are professionals. The quality 
of the staff is excellent and they are actively employing students from UAH. 

It costs about $3.0M/yr. to operate the facility and pay off the bond issue. 
Currently, the Center is operating at less than 50% of one shift capacity, receiving 
$2.0M/yr. in customer money. UAH must make up the difference. With cutbacks in state 
hnding to the University, their $l.OM yearly contribution is quite a burden on the 
University. In view of the low level of utilization of the facility, Mr. Hefher, a member of 
HAC, has submitted a report as part of the 1995 Military Construction Appropriations Bill 
that asks USASSDC to "..submit a report to the House Committee on Appropriations, 
Subcommittee on Military Construction, no later than December 3 1, 1994, discussing 
options to preserve this vital asset. Purchase of the facility, with and without its enclosed 
equipment should be specifically examined. " 

A decision by a DoD agency to purchase this facility must consider the fact that 
the US Air Force Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) has an essentially 
equivalent facility, G-Range and Track, located some 70 miles north in Tullahoma, TN. 
The AEDC range is equipped with launchers of the same size and has a longer free flight 
range. Instrumentation at AEDC is also capable of signature studies plus has a unique 
track system permitting recovery of flown hardware. The flight section of the AEDC 
range is operational and the instrumentation functional. Like UAH, the AEDC flight 
section is not currently in use. AEDC Track G is also working at roughly 50% of one 



shift capacity and is being used mainly for hypervelocity impact studies in support of DoD 
and NASA programs. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

Army purchase of the UAH Aerophysics Research Center would represent a 
doubling of DoD hypervelocity range capability at a time when there is low demand for 
this type of testing. The AeroIThermodynarnics Reliance Panel does not foresee the need 
for DoD purchase of this facility and recommends further monitoring of developments 
relative to this issue by T&E principals. 



SECTION VIIk CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The AeroIThermodynamic Facilities T&E area was Relianced this year with the 
Air Force identified as the Lead Service. This TCMP was completed in conjunction with 
the Reliance study and represents the first comprehensive inter-Service review and 
assessment of major aero/thermodynamic facilities used for T&E. 

Within DoD, the primary facilities and test sites are as follows. Primary DoD 
Wind Tunnel facilities are located at the Arnold Engineering Development Center 
(AEDC), Arnold Air Force Base, Tullahoma, TN and the Naval Surface Warfare Center, 
Dahlgren Division (NSWCDD), White Oak, Silver Spring, MD. Arc Heater Facilities are 
concentrated at AEDC. Aeroballistic Ranges are located at AEDC, Wright Laboratory 
(Eglin AFB) and the Army Research Laboratory (ARL), Aberdeen Proving Grounds. 

Within DoD, there is no significant duplication of T&E capability in this Reliance 
area. NASA has significant assets, especially in the lower speed wind tunnel area, on 
which DoD is almost exclusively dependent. In other areas, NASA maintains a significant 
backup capability to DoD. The Aerospace Industry also has a number of assets which 
support aircraft development. All of these non-DoD assets provide a significant secondary 
capability and backup for the nation. 

Workload projections for aerolthemodynamic facilities using the standard BoOD 
directed methodology show the workload to remain constant for the next few years, 
followed by a decrease in workload after FY96. Test facility workload forecasts fiom the 
individual test sites show an overall constant workload in the near term, consistent with 
the standard BoOD methodology. Longer range predictions from test sites cannot be 
made with any degree of confidence, however, it is not felt that the principal DoD test 
sites will feel the total thrust of the workload reductions which are predicted. Many 
facilities are supplemented by commercial work. In addition, additional workload is 
expected fiom S&T and industry facilities which are closing in these days of defense 
downsizing. The workload is expected to be concentrated at the principal test sites rather 
than thinly divided among a number of less capable facilities. 

No hnded investments were submitted by the Services for review by this Reliance 
Panel. This is indicative of the few investment resources available in the T&E community 
today. A national initiative is underway to build a National Wind Tunnel Complex. This 
investment will provide a new subsonic and transonic wind tunnel which will primarily 
support commercial interests but will provide an added value to DoD T&E. 

Issues which are discussed in this TCMP include: (1) Reliance on NASA for DoD 
T&E, (2) the endorsement of the National Wind Tunnel Complex, (3) development of a 
uniform pricing policy for testing within the government, (4) S&T use of T&E facilities 
and (5) options to preserve the Univ. of Alabama Aerophysics Research Center. 
Discussion of specific issues and recommendations are given in Section VII. 



There are no dissenting opinions from any members of the AeroIThermodynarnic 
Facilities T&E Reliance Panel to any of the statements or recommendations made in this 
TCMP. 



APPENDICES 

A. ROADMAP 

The tables on the following pages describe the availability and operability of all 
DoD aerolthermodynarnic facilities which were included in the study and the NASA 
facilities which were listed as primary DoD T&E facilities. Of particular importance is the 
status of each facility including planned closings and the scheduling of planned down time 
for upgrade or renovation. Planned new capabilities are also indicated. Further 
information relative to the specific facilities and plans are given in Section I11 of the 
TCMP. 















B. UTILIZATIONMORKLOAD PROJECTIONS 

General workload projections for the AeroIThermodynamic T&E Reliance area 
were derived fi-om the methodology presented in the 5 January 1994 Memorandum to 
Study Team Leaders, BOD-Directed Consolidation Studies. That memorandum 
presented workload projections in three principal areas: munitions, air vehicles, and 
electronic combat. Workload indices were developed based on RDT&E hnding and were 
normalized to FY93 levels. Selecting the munitions and air vehicle development trends as 
being representative of the aero/thermodynamic workload trends provides the basis for 
this projection. Tables B-1 and B-2 represent the workload indices in the munitions and 
air vehicles areas, respectively. 

1 P Air Vehicles 1 

FY 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 
Total 1.181 1.0 1.570 1.700 1.435 1.298 1.099 1.012 

Table B-1 Munitions Workload Funding Trend Indices 

- 

FY 92 93 94 9 5 96 97 98 99 
Total 0.958 1.0 0.939 0.931 0.774 0.553 0.415 0.317 

Table B-2 Air Vehicles Workload Funding Trend Indices 

Indices reflect a near term increase in munitions testing through FY95 with a drop- 
off in workload after FY95. The index value in FY99 is equivalent to the FY93 level. This 
implies work in the munitions area which includes air to air, air to surface, surface to 
surface, and surface to air munitions to have an increased workload followed by a 
decrease to FY93 levels again by FY99. 

Air Vehicle trends show a level workload through FY95 with a decrease 
thereafter through FY99. Drop-off in workload by FY99 in air vehicles is approximately 
1/3rd the FY93 level. Air vehicle RDT&E workload which includes strategic, cruise 
missile, tactical, rotary wing and cargo vehicles will remain constant for a few years and 
will then be followed by a dramatic decrease in testing. Some of this will be offset by an 



increase in modification work which is reflected in the air vehicle production indices (not 
shown) which show a continuous rise in workload after FY95. 

Workload projections have also been compiled by the respective DoD wind 
tunnels, arc heater facilities, and aeroballistic ranges which are primary T&E facilities. 
These primary facilities are located at AEDC, NSWCDD, White Oak, MD, ARL and 
Wright Laboratories (Eglin AFB). The workload for the 7 x 10 transonic wind tunnel at 
NSWC, Carderock Division, is not projected since the facility is not operational. Also, 
the workload in NASA and industry wind tunnels which do T&E testing is not projected. 

The workload projections are as follows: 

AEDC Wind Tunnels (User Occupancy Hours) 
FY 94 FY 95 FY 96 FY 97 FY 98 

AEDC APTU Facility (Runs) 
APTU 5 9 25 15 25 25 

AEDC Arc Heater Facilities (Runs) 
HI, H2, HR 2 1 40 3 4 38 40 

AEDC Aeroballistic Range (Shots) 
Range G 47 45 46 30 52 

NSWCDD Wind Tunnel (Runs) 
Tunnel 9 47 90 92 80 8 0 

Wright Laboratory (Eglin AFB) Aeroballistics Range (Shots) 
WL Eglin 150 150 150 150 150 

ARL Aeroballistic Ranges (Shots) 
Transonic 214 250 225 200 200 
Aerodynamic 96 100 80 80 80 

These projections reflect trends which are not much different than those projected 
in the standardized methodology. The wind tunnel work load at AEDC is projected to 
decrease approximately 15 percent over the next four years which primarily is in the 
transonic tunnel workload. The major cause of this decrease is the drop off in systems 



development testing which through FY 94 was heavy with the F-22 and F/A 18 programs. 
Wind tunnel testing for these programs is near completion. The very heavy 16T workload 
has required testing three shifts per day seven days per week through FY 94. The 16T 
workload, although reduced, will continue to be heavy requiring multiple shift operations. 
The 16s workload is relatively light, but is expected to increase slightly in future years, 
due to High Speed Civil Transport testing. This is a NASA initiative which is expected to 
use the AEDC 16s facility. The overall commercial workload for 16T and 16s is 
expected to increase to approximately 20 percent of the combined workload for these two 
facilities. The HSCT testing is not included in the workload estimates. Nor is the full 
impact of closing the NASA Arnes 11-Foot Unitary Tunnel . A 40-50 percent drop in 
workload is expected for the 4T tunnel as the number of military system developments 
decrease. The APTU facility workload is projected to be modest to somewhat low. 

The AEDC electric arc heater facilities workload is modest and projected to 
slightly increase. The range testing is moderately low and overall is projected to decrease 
over the next three years and recover significantly thereafter. 

Testing in the NSWCDD Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel 9 was modest in FY94 
partially due to the down time required for the facility upgrade. Workload is expected to 
increase through FY99 primarily due to the new Mach 7 ThermaVStructural Test Leg 
which is being brought on line primarily to support endo-atmospheric interceptor testing 
for BMDO, Army THAAD, and Navy Theater Ballistic Missile Defense (TBMD). Work 
will be hrther supplemented by the Hypersonic Scramjet Technology Program (HySTP), 
if funded, and hypersonic reentry technology programs. 

The Wright Laboratory (Eglin) Aeroballistic Range workload is expected to 
remain at the present level for the next 3 to 4 years. During that time a facility upgrade is 
planned which will permit an increased test rate without an increase in personnel. The 
new system could easily permit 300 shots per year. Some of the programs expected in the 
fiture are the C- 13 0 gunship ammunition development and upgrades, AMRAAM 
upgrade, Fin Technology, Hypervelocity Projectile Development, basic flow field studies 
using holography, and other DoD development programs. 

Testing in aeroballistic ranges this year was generally below capacity and largely 
involved innovative redirection of facility capabilities. The large hypervelocity ranges 
(Range G and UAH) which were designed for reentry physics work were adapted to 
perform hypervelocity impact studies for theater missile defense, antiarmor, and spacecraft 
applications. The tactical aeroballistic ranges were employed in both traditional 
aerodynamic and unique testing. For instance, the ARL Transonic Range was used to 
study terminal ballistics of explosive reactive armor, vulnerability of ground vehicles and 
electromagnetic gun performance. The ARL Aerodynamics Range and Wright Laboratory 
- Eglin Ranges fired mainly aerodynamics programs. It is anticipated that testing in the 
forseeable future will use the complete range of capabilities of these facilities. Theater 
Missile Defense work for ERINT and THAAD will occupy the large hypervelocity ranges, 
while the tactical ranges will support both terminal ballistics and aerodynamic 



development of improved ammunition such as the Air Force 40mm armor piercing rounds 
and improved 105mm rounds for AC-130 gunships, the Army 25mm M9 19 round, the 
Army 120mm M829E2 armor piercing round, the Army 155mm Hi-Capacity (HICAP) 
artillery round, and Navy programs in extended range gunfire. 

In summary, the total workload in the Aero/Thermodynamic Reliance area has 
already felt the impact of defense downsizing. It is expected to remain constant at a FY94 
level or decrease slightly (approximately 15-20 percent) in the coming 2 to 3 years. 
Workload projections in FY96 and beyond are soft, but would indicate a decrease in 
workload. However, other factors need to be considered. It is not felt that the principal 
DoD test sites will feel the total impact of the workload reductions which are predicted. 
Many facilities are supplemented by commercial work. The NASA High Speed Civil 
Transport and BMDO initiatives in Ballistic and Theater Missile Defense testing are 
expected to supplement the normal Service workload. In addition, workload is expected 
from S&T and industry facilities which are closing in these days of defense downsizing. 
The workload is expected to be concentrated at the principal test sites rather than thinly 
divided among a number of less capable facilities. 

CAUTION: These projections, although based on user estimates, are always soft with the 
outer year estimates being very soft. Traditionally, user estimates have only about a 30 
percent fidelity for a one year projection and less thereafter. However, the overall bottom 
line projection has proven to be reasonably good although major changes usually occur in 
individual test programs. The transonic wind tunnel workload could be underestimated 
for commercial testing, especially since the NASA Ames 1 1 foot Unitary Tunnel is 
scheduled for a major rehrbishment beginning in 1995. 



C. EXISTING CAPABILITY DESCRIPTIONS 

A number of facility handbooks and data bases were used by this Reliance Panel in 
its compilation of test capabilities. Rather than reproduce facility capability charts from 
existing publications, the following list of references is given. References 1 and 2 were 
found to be the most helpfbl and complete, although somewhat dated in their information. 

References: 

1 .  Test Facility Data Base, Volume I ,  Wind Tunnels, Compiled and Edited by 
Arnold Engineering Development Center, Corporate Planning Office, 
AEDCICCX, April 1987. 

2. Test Facility Data Base, Volume 3, Aerothermal Test Facilities, Aeroballistic 
and Impact Ranges, Space Environmental Chambers, Compiled and Edited 
by Arnold Engineering Development Center, Corporate Planning Office, 
AEDCICCX, October 1988. 

3. Aeronautical Facilities Catalogue, Volume I ,  Wind Tunnels, NASA RP- 
1132, January 1985. 

4. National Facilities Study, Task Group on Aeronautical Research and 
Development Facilities Report, Volume 2, April 29, 1 994. 



Tunnel ABC Missile Support System Improvement 
Abbrev. Name 

Executing Activity AEDC 
Developing OHice 
Fielding Location 

Sequence Number 21214 

Commercial Phone (615) 454-4242 Project Director Dale Bradley 
DSN Phone 340-4242 

Commercial Fax (61 5) 454-3559 Most Recent Update 8/3/94 
Proiect Number 189' 

Project Description 
AEDC Wind Tunnels A, 8, and C are used for simulated flight testing of scale models in virtually ail 
Department of Defense missile and munitions development programs. Each wind tunnel is equipped 
with row-like model support mechanism whkh Injects the model into the air stream and executes pitch 
and roll motions to simulate flight conditions. A portable captive trajectory system (CTS) can be Installed 
In any of the wind t u ~ e l s  and used In conjunction with main model support and positioning system for 
munitions for stores separation testing. Concurrent with model positioning, data acquisition systems 
measure aerodynamic or heat transfer performance parameters. This project will improve mechanisms 
and related control systems and software to increase accuracy, speed, safely, and reliability. Computer- 
based controls will provide for rapid, coordinated pitch and roll motions and for improved integration of 
model positioning and data acquisition functions. For ~ x n e  types of test, productivity will be Improved 
by 400%. This project will accomplish Tunnel A Inject system modifications, ail Tunnels B and C modifc- 
ations, and CTS software enhancements. 

Tests to be Supported ACAT 
Theater High Altitude Air Defense Missile 

Arrow 
Navy Standard Missile 

Boost Phase Interceptor 
Army Surface to Air Missile (Corp. Sam) 

N a y  Upper Tier Defense 
National Missile Defense System 

NeedlRequirement 
Certain test programs, inlet performance and store separation require 
position accuracy and position accuracy readout not attainable with the 
existing model control system. The existing systems are 30 yrs old and 
affect reliability and productivity. 

Programmatic Impact If Not Funded 
Currently, the system does not provide the accuracy needed for some 
tests. Current systems, which are prone to failure, will continue to require 
frequent labor intensive repairs and calibrations. Malfunctions will 
increase the probability of personnel injury andlor test article damage. 

I Proiect Schedule lFYl 1 

Prog. Service 

MilCon Req 

Prog. Service 
- -- --- 

'Total includes funding for FY2002-2005 which may not be shown on this chart 

Service Solution Submission 



Tunnel ABC Missile Support System Improvement 
Abbrev. Name 

Proqrams and Technoloaies Supported 
On-going programs are Theater High Altitude Air Defense Missile. Amw, and Navy Standard Missile. Future anticipated programs include Boost Phase 
Interceptor, A m y  Surface to Air Missile (Cop. Sam). Navy Upper Tier Defense. and National Missile Defense System. 

lntero~erabilitv and Commonality 
Improvements b the Tunnels ABC model suppoii and positioning systems will be permanently affixed within the ABC Wind Tunnel Facility. Where 
possible and practical interchangeable system components will be used to simplify maintenance training and minimize repair pads requirements. 
Operator interface units will be identical to minimize operator training. 

Probable Locations 
p, Test Center State Notes 

Technical Pavoff 
Modeling positioning accuracy will be increased by 1000 percent in pitch attitude and 600 percent in roll. Position data readout accuracy will be 
increased by SO-percent. For some types of tests, which require extensive pitch and roll positioning, testing productivity will be improved by 400 
percent with an attendant decrease in program test costs. 

Amold Engineering Development Center 

Service Solution Submission 

Related Needs 
F-1992-11201-R-1993-N 

AEDC g 





Tunnel ABC Missile Support System Improvement 
Abbrev. Name 

Cost or Labor Savinas to be Realized 
Productivity and reliability improvements will result in cost savings which will be passed onto test users. Cost savings include incremental labor and 
energy savings. Test cell downtime periods will be reduced. 

Risks and Concerns 
There are no known risks relative to the project. 

Submitter's Name Dale Bradley 
Organization AEDCIDOM 

Address 1099 Avenue C 
City, State, Zip Arnold AFB TN 37389-9012 

TECNET ID db155 

Service Solution Submission 

Additional Remarks 

Commercial Phone (615) 454-4242 
DSN Phone 340-4242 

Commercial Fax (61 5) 454-3559 
DSN Fax 340-3559 

E-mail Address 



High Temperature Test Facility Upgrade, Ph 1/11 
Abbrev. Name 

E&ecuting Activity AEDC 

- - ---- - 

Commercial Phone (615) 454-4242 Project Director Dale Bradley 

' Developing Office DSN Phone 340-4242 

Tests to be Supported ACAT . 
ABM Interceptor 

Adv Theater Air Def Miss 
Global Range Man Reentry 
Anti-armor Kinetic lmpact 
SITSTO Launch Vehicle 
Space Rescue Vehicle 

Tactical Boost-Glide Veh 

L Kinetic Impact Weapon 

Fielding Location Commercial Fax (615) 454-3559 Most Recent Update 1013194 
Sequence Number 21260 Project  umber 196 

Project Description 
Upgrade existing High Temperature Ted Facility (Hl lF)  by providing new direct current power supply, 
&mineralzed cooling water system, high pressure air supply, datdcontrd system, utilities and ancillary 
equipment necessary to sew electdc arc heaters at higher power levels to simulate Mach Nr 8.0 and 
above condlions. new building (o house equipment and provide lnility in,erfaces with existing 
AEDC distribution systems. Projed is to increase test capability of AEDC HTTF by replacing existing 
inadequate power supply and upgrading supporting equipment and building to satisfy development 
testing mds of future hypemic weapon systems and vehicles. Facility will support development 
testhg lor Interceptors, missiles, munikm, and space bunch systems. Facility will test hypersonic 

1 propulsion systems, thermal structures and cumposite materials. Phase i capability is 120 megawatts 
1 (120MW) for 10 min and 240MW for 2.5 minutes. Phase I1 capability is 400MW. 

- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Programmatic lmpact If Not Funded 
Development and hardware qualification testing of advanced hypersonic 
systems will continue to be limited in size. test times. and ~erformance 

NeedIRequirement 
AEDC HTTF provides unique national capability for testing materials, thermal 
protection systems and designs for high performance hypersonic vehicles in flow 
fields that reproduce extreme temperatures, pressures and heating rates that 
occur in flight. Existing facility has sewed that function superbly for the past two 
decades but capability is no longer adequate to satisfy projected test 
requirements in terms of size or performance. Heater development is underway to 
produce required test flows. However, existing power supply is inadequate and 
outdated to drive existing arc heaters in support of development testing for 
projected hypersonic systems. Present HTTF power supply is limited to 60 MW at 
2000 amps for about 5 minutes. Proposed Phase I upgrade is for a power supply 
of 120 MW at 6,000 amps for 10 minutes and 240 MW at 12,000 amps for 2.5 
minutes. Proposed Phase II upgrade is 400MW. 

Project Schedule (FY) 

because of the existing, old, low level supply. . ~h i s i v i l l  result in 
limiting the performance of these future systems and incur increased risks 

Prior 
Requirement Approval 

RFP PreplSolicitation 

Contract Award 8 Perform. 

IOC and FOC 

I of systems failure during flight test and operations. 

I Funding Profile by Fiscal Year On current year SM) I 
93 

I I 

I MilCon Req 0.0 38.c 0.0 70.d108.0 108.d 
I Prog. Service 1 

'Total includes funding for FY2002-2005 which may not be shown on this chart 

Service Solution Submission 

94 99 95 97 DO 96 

x 
x 

98 

X - - - - - -  



High Temperature Test Facility Upgrade, Ph 1111 
Abbrev. Name 

Prosrams and Technoloqies Supported 
ABM Interceptor, Adv Theater Air Def Miss., Global Range Man. Reentry, Anti-Armor Kinetic Impact, SfrSTO Launch Vehicle, Space Rescue Vehicle, 
Tactical Boost-Glide Veh., Kinetic Impact Weapon 

Probable Locations 
Facilitv Test Center Notes 

Arnold Engineering Development Center I 

Related Needs 
F-1990-1105-0-000-U 
FY92 TlPP Need, AF # I  1 
SAC MNS 004-92 
SAC MNS 202-92 

lnteroperabilitv and Cornmonali 
This capability will complement the pow& requirements for the HR. HI. HZ and H3 arc heaterr. ?he HTTF upgrade will increase the capacity of the 
existing Demineralized Cooling Water system, High Pressure Air Supply system, and Data and Control system. In addition, a new building with utilities 
and sewices interfaces will be provided and shared by the arc heater complex. 

Technical Pavoff 
The facility will be used to test and qualify materials and structural designs for ballistic missile reentry vehicles, hypersonic vehicles and scramjet 
engines. At present, arc heaters are the sole method of generating the extreme temperatures and heating rates needed to simulate continuous flight 
conditions above Mach 8. This capability will test system components at the severe flight conditions to ensure the design is flight worthy. These tests 
will markedly reduce flight test requirements, risks to vehicle and crew, program costs and development schedules. 

Service Solution Submission 



High Temperature Test Facility Upgrade, Ph 1111 
Abbrev. Name 

Alternatives /Potential Duplication Considered 
To provide a high enthalpy (temperature and pressure) facility, the alternatives are to build a completely new test facility or to upgrade the existing 
HTTF. The economic advantages of using the existing HTTF systems, buildings and equipment are evident and provide the basis for a capable 
hypersonic test facility. The proposed facility upgrade will provide approximately double the capability of the existing facilities at AEDC and NASA Arnes 
Research Center, when compared on the same basis. The existing systems are not designed to provide the voltage needed for high performance. 

InitiallFull~ Ooerational Capabilitv (IOCIFOC) Priorities 
IOC currently planned for N02. 

Fundina and Acquisition Strateqy 
Because of the nature and size of the project, Military Construction Funding is anticipated in addition to I&M funds. Acquisition Agency: Arnold 
Engineering Development Center. 

Life Cvcle and Manpower Costs 
Operating costs for the facility are estimated at $100K per month when the facility is operating at maximum temperature capability. The operating cost 
estimate of $100K per month is composed of 60% labor and 40% consurnables for the operation of the facility at maximum power conditions. 

Service Solution Submission 



High Temperature Test Facility Upgrade, Ph 1/11 
Abbrev. Name 

Cost or Labor Savings to be Realized 
Productivity and reliability improvements will result in cost savings which will be passed onto test users. Cost savings include incremental labor and 
energy savings. Test cell downtime periods will be reduced. 

Risks and Concerns 
The primary risk is operating the arc heater at pressures up to 200 atm. Arc heaters at AEDC have been operated up to 150 atm for short period of 
time, but higher than any other arc heater facility in the world at power levels above IOMW. AEDC operates arc heaters routinely at 115 atm, but some 
additional experience and improved test techniques will be needed to operate at 200 atm. 

Additional Remarks 
A critical need has been identified by the National Hypersonic Test Investment Plan committee and the USAF Scientific Advisory Board in hypersonic5 
for new higher performance air heating methods to simulate conditions at Mach 8 and above for testing scramjet engines and aiiframe structures. 
Electrical power requirements for developing and qualifying flight hardware for future systems will be several hundred megawatts. The present 
proposal for 120 MW capability provides an interim step in the process of developing the larger, higher performance heaters and multiple heater 
concepts needed in the next generation. 

Submitter's Name Dale Bradley 
Organization AEDCIDOM 

Address 1099 Avenue C 
City, State, Zip Arnold AFB TN 37389-9012 

TECNET ID db155 

Service Solution Submission 

Commercial Phone (61 5) 454-4242 
DSN Phone 340-4242 

Commercial Fax (61 5) 454-3559 
DSN Fax 340-3559 

E-mail Address 



E. DEFINITIONS 

PRIMARY CAPABILITY - Encompass the "core", minimum essential 
capability, which is critical to DoD T&E. This facility may not necessarily be 
sited at a DoD T&E site (MRTFB). Its classification is based on criticality to 
DoD T&E and could reside at a NASA or industry site, for example, as in the 
subsonic wind tunnel area. 

SECONDARY CAPABILITY - Encompass facilities which can be used for 
T&E testing, but are not the primary facility for T&E testing of DoD systems. 
These are either facilities which provide backup to primary T&E capabilities 
or accommodate some of the workload overflow from the primary facilities. 
Most smaller T&E facilities and S&T facilities fall into this category. 

SPECIALTY CAPABILITY - Encompass one-of-a-kind facilities which are 
used for some specific T&E testing requirement. The facility is generally used 
for only one very limiting aspect of T&E testing. For example, the Icing Wind 
Tunnel at NASA Lewis is used by the T&E community for that specific type of 
testing, but generally, routine aerodynamic testing would not be done there. 



F. ACRONYMS 

ABM 
AEDC 
AFB 
AFMC 
AOECLENS 
APTU 
ARDEC 
ARL 
ASTV 
BMDO 
BOD 
BoOD 
BTU 
CFD 
COFF 
CTS 
DBOF 
DNA 
DoD 
DOE 
DT&E 
EM 
GAO 
GASL 
GPS 
HAC 
HSCT 
HTIP 
Hy STP 
I&M 
ICBM 
LaRC 
M W s  
MOA 
MRTFB 
NASA 
NASP 
NRC 
NSWC 
NSWCCD 
NSWCDD 

Anti-Ballistic Missile 
Arnold Engineering Development Center 
Air Force Base 
Air Force Material Command 
Aero Optic Evaluation Center 
Aerodynamic and Propulsion Test Unit 
Armament Research Development and Engineering Center 
Army Research Laboratory 
Aero-assisted Space Thruster Vehicle 
Ballistic Missile Defense Organization 
Board of Directors 
Board of Operating Directors 
British Thermal Unit 
Computational Fluid Dynamic 
Consolidation of Functions and Facilities 
Captive Trajectory System 
Defense Business Operations Fund 
Defense Nuclear Agency 
Department of Defense 
Department of Energy 
Developmental Test and Evaluation 
Electromagnetic 
Government Accounting Office 
General Applied Sciences Laboratory 
Global Positioning System 
House Appropriations Committee 
High Speed Civil Transport 
Hypersonic Test Investment Plan 
Hypersonic Scramjet Technology Program 
Improvements and Modernization 
Inter-Continental Ballistic Missile 
Langley Research Center 
Maneuvering Reentry Vehicles 
Memorandum of Agreement 
Major Range and Test Facility Base 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
National Aerospace Plane 
National Research Council 
Naval Surface Warfare Center 
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock Division 
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahlgren Division 



ACRONYMS (Continued) 

NTF 
NWTC 
O&M 
OT&E 
POC 
PWT 
R&D 
RDT&E 
RF 
RV 
S&T 
SCC 
SSTO 
T&E 
TBMD 
TCMP 
TECOM 
TERIB 
THAAD 
TRMP 
TSWT 
UAH 
USAF 
USASSDC 
V/STOL 
VKF 
VTOL 
WL 
WPAFB 

National Transonic Facility 
National Wind Tunnel Complex 
Operations and Maintenance 
Operational Test and Evaluation 
Point of Contact 
Propulsion Wind Tunnel 
Research and Development 
Research, Development, Test and Evaluation 
Radio Frequency 
Reentry Vechile 
Science and Technology 
Service Cost Center 
Single Stage To Orbit 
Test and Evaluation 
Theater Ballistic Missile Defense 
Test Capabilities Master Plan 
Test and Evaluation Command 
Test and Evaluation Reliance and Investment Board 
Theater High Altitude Area Defense 
Test Resource Master Plan 
Transonic Wind Tunnel 
University of Alabama - Huntsville 
United States Air Force 
US Army Strategic and Space Defense Command 
VerticaVShort Take Off and Landing 
Von Karmen Facilities 
Vertical Take Off and Landing 
Wright Laboratory 
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G. KEY PERSONNEL RELATIONSHIPS 

RELIANCE TEAM MEMBERS 

Mr. Robert L.P. Voisinet 
Reliance Team Leader, Navy Deputy, TERIB Deputy for Test Environments 
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahlgren Division, White Oak Site 
Aerodynamics Branch, Code K24 
Silver Spring, MD 20903-5640 
Phone: (30 1) 394-1669 Fax: (301) 394-463 1 DSN: 290 

Dr. Marion L. Laster, Air Force Deputy 
USAF Arnold Engineering Development Center 
AEDC/XR 
100 Kindel Drive, Suite A-214 
Arnold AFB, TN 373 89- 12 14 
Phone: (6 15) 454-7608 Fax: (6 15) 454-6254 DSN: 340 

Mr. Michael T. McFalls, Army Deputy 
US Army Aviation and Troop Command 
T&E Management Office, AMSAT-R-B 
4300 Goodfellow Boulevard 
St. Louis, MO 63 120 
Phone: (3 14) 263-1419 Fax: (3 14) 263-1405 DSN: 693 

Mr. Valentine Dahlem, Air Force Team Member 
Wright Laboratory 
WL/FIM, Bldg. 450 
2645 5th. Street, Suite 6 
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH 45433-79 12 
Phone: (5 13) 255-6156 Fax: (5 13) 476-4210 DSN: 785 

Mr. John C. Grau, Army Team Member 
US Army Armament Research Development and Engineering Center (ARDEC) 
Attn: SMCAR-AET-A, Bldg. 3342 
Picattinny Arsenal, NJ 07806 
Phone: (201) 724-5862 Fax: (201) 724-2695 DSN: 880 

Mr. Kenneth R. Reader, Navy Team Member 
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock Division 
Sea Based Aviation Office, Code 5 120 
Bethesda, MD 20084-5000 
Phone: (301) 227-1482 Fax: (301) 227-2584 DSN: 287 



Dr. Edward M. Schmidt, Army Team Member 
US Army Research Laboratory 
Aerodynamics Branch 
AMSRL-WT-PB 
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 2 1005-5066 
Phone: (41 0) 278-3786 Fax: (4 10) 278-2460 DSN: 359 



H: MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
BETWEEN 

DEPARTMENT OF AIR FORCE 
AND 

DEPARTMENT OF ARMY 
AND 

DEPARTMENT OF NAVY 

SUBJECT: AEROITHERMODYNAMIC TEST FACILITIES 

1. Purpose: To establish policies, procedures, and responsibilities for 
AerolThermodynamic Test Facilities Reliance. 

2. Scope: 

a. This Memorandum of Agreement applies to the joint and individual service 
effort to optimize the effectiveness, responsiveness, and efficiency of 
AeroIThermodynamic Test Facilities for DoD T&E. These capabilities include DoD 
ground test facilities which are capable of performing T&E of weapons systems and 
components in a duplicated or simulated airstream environment including: Subsonic, 
Transonic, Supersonic, and Hypersonic Wind Tunnels; Arc Heaters, and Aeroballistic 
Ranges. The agreement identifies the requirement for establishing processes for 
development of an AeroIThermodynarnic Test Facilities capability database, for 
determining future resource requirements and acquiring those resources, and for ensuring 
that current testing requirements are met in a comprehensive and cost effective manner. 

b. Unless otherwise specified, "Aero/Thennodynarnic Test Facilities" as used 
throughout this MOA pertain to wind tunnels, arc heaters and aeroballistic ranges having 
characteristics and minimum capabilities identified as follows: 

Facility type Range Minimum Size 

Subsonic Wind Tunnels Mach 0-0.6 6 Ft. Test Section 
Transonic Wind Tunnels Mach 0.6-1.5 4 Ft. Test Section 
Supersonic Wind Tunnels Mach 1.5-5.0 2 Ft. Test Section 
Hypersonic Wind Tunnels Mach >5.0 1 Ft. Test Section 
Arc Heaters N/A Power > 5 MW 
Aeroballistic Ranges NIA Length > 300 Ft. 

c. By mutual agreement of all Military Departments, the Department of Air Force 
is designated the Lead Department for AeroIThermodynarnic Test Facilities Reliance with 
support from the Departments of Army and Navy. 



4. Responsibilities 

a. Lead Department. The Department of Air Force will have lead responsibility 
for the AeroIThermodynamic Test Facilities Reliance area. This role will be supported by 
prime representation from the Arnold Engineering Development Center, Arnold Air Force 
Base, TN. The Department of Air Force, as lead department, will: 

(1) Report on all matters pertaining to T&E resources under their 
responsibility through the T&E Reliance and Investment Board (TERIB) to the Board of 
Operating Directors (BoOD). 

(2) Meet the needs of all Services, within prevailing fiscal constraints; 
strive for consensus, but document other Service positions when consensus is not 
achieved. 

(3) Sustain a Reliance Team to develop and maintain a Test Capability 
Master Plan (TCMP) for future test resource investments that includes, but is not limited 
to, the following information: 

(a) Current operations assessment (workload, utilization, and 
capability) 

(b) Recommendations for new facilities; 

(c) Recommendations for existing facility improvements; 

(d) Recommendations for consolidation of facilities. 

(e) Identification and assessment of Service, government and 
industry T&E requirements. 

(4) Coordinate the TCMP with other Service Leads to ensure 
commonality, interoperability and to eliminate unwarranted duplication. 

(5) Submit the TCMP to the BoOD, through the TERIB. 

(6) Review and make recommendations through the TERIB process for all 
new facility/instrumentation investments that exceed $lM in a single year or $5M total 
including any obtainable program T&E investments in contractor or other government 
facilities. Focus future investments at designated primary sites. 

(7) Develop investment alternatives to implement the TCMP. 

(8) Coordinate all resource requirements within the Reliance area. Review 
all Service's investment plans for consistency with the TCMP. 



(9) Serve as the DoD Point of Contact (POC) for the Reliance area. Act 
as the Reliance area advocate and Focal Point for Expertise. 

(10) Coordinate with and keep other Service Leads appraised of all 
activities within the Reliance area. 

(1 1) Establish and maintain a comprehensive resource and facility database. 

b. Supporting Service or Agency Responsibilities. The Department of Army and 
the Department of Navy will be supporting departments to the Aero/Thermodynarnic Test 
Facilities Reliance area. These roles will be supported by prime representation from the 
Army Test and Evaluation Command (TECOM) and by the Naval Surface Warfare 
Center, Dahlgren Division. The Department of Army and the Department of Navy, as 
supporting departments, will: 

(1) Support the Lead Service. 

- Support the development of the TCMP 

- Provide test resource investments projects and supporting 
rationale to the Lead, including cost data. 

- Identitjl projected workload to the Lead. 

- Provide facility and manpower utilization data to the Lead. 

(2) Operate, maintain, and manage "own Service" facilities as specified. 

(3) Retain responsibility for management and conduct of developmental 
test and evaluation @T&E) and operational test and evaluation (OT&E) programs. 

(4) Fund only facility modifications or Service agency unique 
modifications included in the approved Test Resource Master Plan (TRMP). 

(5) Establish a Stakeholder POC at each test capability site to support the 
Lead Service and the Service Deputy. 

(6)  Assign a Service Deputy to each Reliance Team to represent the 
Service. The Service Deputy will be responsible for leading all service support to the 
Reliance Lead. 



5. Terms. 

This MOA shall remain in effect until terminated or amended by all signatories. 

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE ACQUISITION EXECUTIVE 

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY ACQUISITION EXECUTIVE 

ENDORSEMENT: PRJNCIPAL DEPUTY, ACQUISITION AND TECHNOLOGY 
(OUSD(A&T)) 
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Welcome to the 
White Oak Nuclear Weapons Effects Facility 

Since 1974, the Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock Division has developed, operated and maintained major nuclear weapons effects (NWE) simulators 
for the Defense Nuclear Agency. These simulators play an integral role in the development, test and evaluation of critical military systems to shortduration pulses of 
ionizing radiation similar to that produced by nuclear weagons. There are currently three major simulators in use at NSWC which produce radiation environments 
from soft x-rays to gamma rays. 

In 1974, the Casino facility was constructed to provide the US with a much needed NWE capability. Casino was funded by Congress to test piece parts and small 
devices such as gyroscopes, small electronic circuits and material samples of the type used in strategic systems, such as Minute Man, Trident, EHF SATCOM and 
MILSTAR. The voltage of the simulator was limited to one million volts in order to generate the appropriate energy photons. 

In 1985, the Phoenix simulator was added to increase the amount of radiation and provide a larger exposure area for testing subassemblies of major systems. The 5 
TW, Phoenix simulator is capable of uniformly radiating test objects up to 1000 cm2. Like the Casino simulator, Phoenix's operating voltage is limited to 1 MV to 
enhance spectral fidelity. 

In 1986, The TActical Gamma Ray Simulator (TAGS) was built to provide the capability for testing tactical systems to gamma radiation. Gamma radiation 
predominates the effects observed in any military equipment (e. g. missiles, shipboard computers, land based communication systems) exposed to nuclear weapons 
detonated inside the earth's atmosphere. TAGS, and a quarter of the original Casino simulator, are collocated in the same radiation shield room. This unique 
arrangement can provide a mixed garnmdx-radiation environment for testing high altitude missiles of the type being considered for Theater Ballistic Missile Defense. 

In 1992, the Defense Nuclear Agency started a program to upgrade the Phoenix simulator to a "cold" x-ray source (Plasma Radiation Source). The soft radiation is 
needed to simulate effects in space-based optics, sensors, and structures. DNA selected Phoenix to be upgraded because it represents the largest NWE simulator, in 
terms of stored energy, in the DoD inventory. At full charge voltage Phoenix stores 1.6 million joules; and when this energy is released in the few nanosecond pulse, 
it produces the approximate equivalent of five times the US power grid capability. The simulator met IOC (Initial Operational Capability) in February 1993 and is 
scheduled for FOC (Full Operational Capability) by the end of FY95. A requirement of the Phoenix upgrade was that the simulator retain the capability to perform its 
original, hard x-ray test capability, making it a versatile asset. 

During their history the simulators have supported the development of numerous major military systems for all three of the military services. The most recent tests 
have been related to the Navy's Trident program, the Navy's Standard Missile, and DoD secure communications links. In the early years, much of the testing was 
related to Air Force systems such as Minute Man. In the future, radiation testing of the Army's Theater High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) system is anticipated to 
be a major user. 

Originally above ground simulators were used during the early phases of development and as a precursor to underground nuclear tests. With the recent moratorium 
on underground testing, the laboratory simulators are the only remaining ionizing radiation test capability and thus have taken on an expanded and important role in 
supporting the national defense posture. 





We Simulate Environments Not Weapons 

The type of nuclear radiation that military systems are subject to depends upon the particular location of the 
weapon when it is detonated and the location of the equipment under consideration. Gamma ray effects are predominate 
when both the weapon and the equipment are on or near the earth's surface. The TAGS machine simulates this type of 
environment and is used to test shipboard equipment, land based communication terminals, and ground-based missiles, 
etc. Satellites, RVs, and upper tier defensive missiles have the potential to being exposed to low-energy (cold) x-rays. 
This exposure can damage photo cells, sensors, and precision optics. Phoenix and the Casino electron beam are used to 
simulate this environment. Electronics internal to RVs and satellites can be exposed to filtered (higher energy x-rays) 
due to an exo-atmospheric burst. Both Phoenix (large area exposure) and Casino (high intensity exposure) are used to 
test for these effects. 





Evolution of Simulator Requirements 

In the early days of nuclear survivability nuclear atmospheric testing was the only means scientists and engineers had of 
gathering data on the effects of nuclear weapons. The atmospheric test was eventually replaced by the nuclear underground test, which 
had matured into a reliable test bed. Meanwhile an intensive effort was launched to find other ways of gathering information on nuclear 
effects without the use of nuclear weapons. The program was directed at the development of laboratory machines, called nuclear 
weapons effects (NWE) simulators. The NWE sitnulator development program pushed the state-of-the-art in every technical area 
associated with it, including high speed instrumentation. Nuclear reactors were modified to simulate neutron effects, high explosive 
tests and shock tubes were designed for shock and blast studies, and huge pulsed x-ray machines were built to simulate the effects of 
the prompt gamma rays and X rays. X ray effects, like those simulated by Casino and Phoenix, proved to be the most difficult to 
simulate and have trailed the other simulator programs by a decade. However, recent advances in pulse power technology and radiation 
production now make it possible to simulate the entire range of x-ray effects needed to support new, emerging systems. 

In 1975 the Casino machine was brought on line to test small strategic components to the effects of hot, filtered, X rays; a role it 
continues to perform. Casino's capability was augmented by the addition of Phoenix in 1985, which permitted engineers and scientists 
to test much larger assemblies and components to these effects. TAGS was added in 1986 to provide a prompt-gamma test capability 
for tactical missiles and hardened equipment, such as computers, secure communications, etc. In 1993 a plasma radiation source (PRS) 
capability was added to the Phoenix machine to give it the ability to test space based components to the effects of cold X rays, a 
capability desperately needed by developers of space based and ground launched tracking and surveillance systems, and interceptors. 
The Phoenix PRS capability is currently being expanded by DNA to cover a broader range of cold X ray test requirements. The Casino 
E-beam is scheduled to be completed in 1995 and will hrther increase the facility's capabilities in the cold x-ray regime by providing a 
large area source for optical component testing. DNA has also ordered the modular bremsstrahlung source (MBS) at Maxwell Labs in 
San Diego, CA, to be moved to the PhoenixICasino Facility to provide a warm x-ray test capability. 

Other support facilities, such as a clean laboratory and auto-scanning microscope have been added, and instrumentation 
upgrades are underway. When the PhoenixICasino Facility upgrade is complete in 1996 the Facility will be the major x-ray effects test 
facility in the United States. 
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Simulation Is High Technology 

It requires the generation of very high power levels to produce realistic nuclear environments. As an example, 
the Phoenix simulator produces a power pulse greater than five million, million watts (5 TW). This represents 
approximately five times the average output of the total US power grid. 

The generation of these large power pulses requires considerable expertise which has been developed over more 
than 25 years of testing research. Furthermore, since the extremely high power levels have few applications in industry, 
this expertise resides primarily in the government and a few small private contractors. Defense downsizing has already 
taken a significant impact on this human resource. 

In addition to delivering the power pulse to the load there is a considerable body of expertise required to optimize 
and measure the radiation production. This expertise includes both theoretical and experimental plasma physics, 
electrical and mechanical engineering, atomic spectroscopy, calorimetry, material response, etc. 

Because of its long-term involvement, the White Oak Facility has been able to amass over 200 man-years of 
nuclear weapons expertise. 





Several Simulators Required 
1 .  

Due to the large range of nuclear weapons produced environments, several types of simulators are required. 
The reason for this is conceptually illustrated in the chart. The upper curve represents the range of all ionizing 
radiation test environments required for nuclear survivability testing. No given system needs to be tested 
throughout the range of this spectrum, since actual exposures of equipment will depend on specific scenarios. The 
White Oak simulator outputs are indicated. This chart specifically shows that the range of output photon 
frequencies and the energy distribution are smaller for simulators. The DNA choice of maintaining the White Oak 
simulators is because they best approximate the required threat conditions. This leads to the question of spectral 
fidelity, i.e. how well does the simulator represent a realistic environment. Developing methods to improve 
spectral fidelity has been an area of considerable research investment. From the chart it is evident that a single 
source cannot adequately produce all photon energies. 

Another problem that the simulators have is achieving the radiation intensity levels required to test some 
systems. One technique that can be used in some cases is the use of electrons beams to provide a higher energy 
deposition than currently possible with only cold X-rays. The operating range of the newly developed Casino 
e-beam facility is also approximated in the chart. 





A Tri-Service, Multi-Agency Facility 

Testing requirements tend to be cyclically dependent upon where the large military systems are in the 
acquisition cycle. In the early history of the White Oak simulators, the primary customer was the US Air Force while 
they worked on Minuteman, MX, etc. Later, the Navy used the simulators for testing shipboard computers, 
communications terminals, Trident, and variants of the SM-2 missile. Numerous other agencies, including the 
Department of Energy national laboratories, such as Sandia National Laboratories, have also made use of the White 
Oak Facility. 

With the latest interest in space-based sensors, communication and navigation satellites, and ballistic missile 
defense, it is anticipated that the Army and Air Force will increase simulator use. The interest in expanding the 
surface Navy's role in theater area defense may expand its need for future radiation effects testing. Furthermore, the 
recent OSD directive to use commercially off-the-shelf (COTS) technologies will make the characterization of 
military systems vulnerability to both natural and nuclear-weapon produced radiation even more critical. Because the 
development of large military systems span years, and even decades, the requirements for nuclear survivability often 
do not reflect the shorter range international political climate. 
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White Oak Selected As Long Term Facility 

Through a number of technical evaluation processes, the White Oak Facility was selected by DNA as one of two 
simulator locations that it would use to meet its mission of providing the country with an adequate nuclear effects test 
capability. This Office of Secretary of Defense approved plan is currently under implementation with only the White 
Oak Facility and the DECADE simulator at Arnold AFB, TN scheduled to remain by the end of the century. This 
decision was consistent with the recommendations of Project Reliance which is tasked to reduce duplication and 
streamline the DoD laboratory system. The DECADE simulator, which won't be on line until FY97, is complementary 
to the White Oak simulation facility; they can not be used interchangeably. 

The role of simulators has always been important in developing nuclear hardened systems. With the 
underground test moratorium, the NWE simulators take on an even more significant role for meeting and verifying 
large-system survivability requirements as required by DoD Instruction 5000.2. 



The White Oak Facility Is  
Environmentally Safe 

Radiation present only when simulators are energized 
No nuclear excitation 

Building specifically designed to control accidental liquid 
spills 

No major spills have occurred in over twenty years of 
operation 

Occupational safety record is excellent 
No electrical or radiation incidents 
Personnel routinely trained in handling and use of 
equipment and materials 



The White Oak Facility Is Environmentally Safe 

Unlike the detonation of an actual nuclear device, the White Oak simulators produce no long term radiation 
effects. The radiation is present for only a few billionths of a second and produces no radioactive nuclides. Specially 
designed concrete shield walls protect personnel and equipment from the radiation produced by the simulators. Both 
personnel and area radiation monitors are continually used to detect any accidental exposure. During the twenty years 
of operation none of these detectors have measured more that natural background levels. 

The simulators use large amounts of electrical energy to produce the intense pulses of radiation required for 
testing. This potentially hazardous electrical energy is confined to the area of floor space marked in yellow. Standard 
operating procedures insure that personnel remain clear of this area during radiation pulsing. There have been no 
electrical-related injuries during the operational history of the White Oak simulators. 

Although designed approximately twenty five years ago before environmental issues were of major concern, the 
building was built so that any potential liquid spills would be contained. During operation, simulators require 
approximately 50,000 gallons of high purity, deionized water and 80,000 gallons of transformer oil. When the 
simulators not in use, the oil and and water stored in large tanks. The oil tanks reside inside the buildings liquid spill 
containment system , while the water tanks are buried outside the building. Equipment capable of separating small 
amounts of oil from water are also on site. Oil has never been released into the environment because of a spill since 
the Facility has been operational. 
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Loss of T&E Capability 

Above ground test (AGT) facilities, like the PhoenixJCasino Facility, are an essential part of the development process for 
nuclear survivable systems. These facilities have become increasingly more important as advances in simulator technology have made it 
possible to conduct more of our nuclear test and evaluation in the laboratory rather than the nuclear underground test (UGT). In fact, 
recent technical advances in simulators like Phoenix played a major role in the recent decision to halt nuclear underground testing. 

DNA responded to  the anticipated loss of the UGT by investing a substantial amount of its development h n d s  to improve AGT 
capabilities. It also initiated a program to consolidate its AGT facilities to concentrate its resources. One of DNA's major 
consolidation decisions after BRAC 93 was to make Phoenix its principal AGT facility for x-ray effects testing and to phase out its 
secondary facilities, a consolidation plan approved by OSD. DNA subsequently entered into an agreement with NSWC to continue to 
host the PhoenidCasino facility. It also invested in a major upgrade program for Phoenix aimed at increasing the facility's ability to 
support test requirements across the x-ray spectrum, and directed system developers to the Phoenix/Casino Facility for future test and 
evaluation support. 

The recommendation to close the Phoenix/Casino Facility will negate that portion of the consolidation plan centered around the 
PhoenidCasino Facility and deprive users of a major test capability for x-ray effects testing. Moreover, it will result in the loss of at 
least 200 man-years of technical expertise in simulator development, nuclear weapons effects testing, and facility operation. 
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Nuclear Effects Simulators Fact Sheet 

Since 1974, the Naval Surface Warfare Center, Carderock Division has developed, 
operated and maintained major nuclear weapons effects (NWE) simulators for the Defense Nuclear 
Agency, and has accumulated over 200 man years of expertise in NWE and nuclear survivability. 
These simulators play an integral role in the development, test and evaluation of critical military 
systems to short-duration pulses of ionizing radiation similar to that produced by nuclear weapons. 
There are currently three major simulators in use at NSWC which produce radiation environments 
with various photon energies from soft x-rays to gamma rays. 

In 1974, the Casino facility was constructed to provide the nation with a much needed NWE 
capability. Casino was funded by Congress to test piece parts and small devices such as 
gyroscopes, small electronic circuits and material samples of the type used in strategic systems, 
such as Peace Keeper, Trident, EHF SATCOM and MILSTAR. The voltage of the simulator was 
restricted to one million volts in order to generate the appropriate energy photons. 

In 1985, the Phoenix simulator was added to increase the amount of radiation and provide a 
larger exposure area for testing sub-assemblies of major systems. The 5 terawatt Phoenix 
simulator is capable of uniformly radiating test objects up to 1000 cm2. Like the Casino simulator, 
Phoenix's operating voltage is limited to one million volts to enhance spectral fidelity. 

In 1986, The TActical Gamma Ray Simulator (TAGS) was built to provide the capability for 
testing tactical systems to gamma radiation. Gamma radiation predominates the effects observed in 
any military equipment (e. g. missiles, shipboard computers, land based communication systems) 
exposed to nuclear weapons detonated inside the earth's atmosphere. TAGS and a portion of the 
original Casino simulator are collocated in the same radiation shield room. This unique 
arrangement can provide a mixed garnrndx-radiation environment for testing high altitude missiles 
of the type being considered for Theater Ballistic Missile Defense. 

In 1992, the Defense Nuclear Agency started a program to upgrade the Phoenix simulator to a 
soft x-ray source (Plasma Radiation Source). The soft radiation is needed to simulate effects in 
space-based optics, sensors, and structures. Phoenix was upgraded because it represents the 
largest NWE simulator, in terms of stored energy, in the DoD inventory. At full charge Phoenix 
stores 1.6 million joules; and when this energy is released in the few nanosecond pulse it produces 
the approximate equivalent of five times the US power grid capability. The simulator's Initial 
Operational Capability (IOC) occurred in February 1993 and Full Operational Capability (FOC) is 
scheduled for the end of FY95. A requirement of the Phoenix upgrade is that the simulator retain 
the capability to perform its original, hard x-ray test capability. 

During their history, the simulators have supported the development of numerous major military 
systems for all three of the military services, and other government agencies. The most recent tests 
have been related to the Navy's Trident program, the Navy's Standard Missile, and DoD secure 
communications links. In the future, major radiation tests are anticipated for NSA 
communications, components of the Theater Ballistic Missile Defense such as the Army's Theater 
High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) system, and satellite optics and sensors. 

Originally above ground simulators were used during the early phases of development and as a 
precursor to underground nuclear tests. With the recent moratorium on underground nuclear 
testing, the laboratory simulators are the only remaining ionizing radiation test capability and thus 
have taken on a much expanded and pivotal role in supporting the national defense posture. 
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MAGNETIC SILENCING 
at the 

Naval Surface Warfare Center 
Carderock Division 

White Oak Site 
10901 New Hampshire Avenue 
Silver Spring, MD 20903-5640 

Tel : (301)-394-1655 
FAX: (301)-394-3028 



NAVY NEEDS 

Magnetic Silencing Policy OPNAVINST 
8950.2F 
Desert Storm Experiences with PRINCETON 
and TRIPOLI 
Science & Technology Requirements 
Guidance (CNO 091) 4/94 

Several Operational Requirement Documents 
NATO Magnetic Silencing Standardization 



MISSION 

Develop procedures and processes to reduce 
the vulnerability of the Fleet to 
electromagnetically actuated ordnance and 
detection systems 
Develop state-of-the-art EM sensors that can 
be used for ordnance, surveillance and 
countermeasure applications. 



FACILITIES SUPPORT THE 
MISSION 

The facilities are essential to the development 
of the magnetic silencing processes and 
procedures on a scaled magnetic model 
before a class is built. 
These facilities save the Navy money because 
they can validate these processes and 
procedures while minimizing the need for full- 
scale experiments. 









NAVAL SURFACE VARFARE CENTER 
CARDEROCK DIVISION, IYHITE OAK SITE 

10901 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE 
SILVER SPRING, MD 20903-5640 

MAGNETIC SILENCING COMPLEX 

LONG COIL TEST FACILITY 

TEL: (301)-394-1655 
FAX: (301)-394-3028 
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Magnetic Ship Models Laboratory 
WHITE OAK SITE 

CAPABILITIES 

Fully Automated Data Acquisition and Control. 

Test Physical Magnetic Models up to 12 Ft. long, max width of 
21 inches, and weigh 500 lbs. 

Capable of producing very uniform magnetic fields. 

Generate magnetic field to replicate the magnetic environment 
for anywhere on Earth and space using magnetic field feedback 
stabilization system. 



WHITE OAK SITE 

Long Coil Test Facility 

Magnetically Compensated 
Ship Signature 
Performance Evaluation 

Internal Representation of Long Coil Building Long Coil Test Building 



Long Coil Test Facility 
WHITE OAK SITE 

CAPABILITIES 
Long Coil Facility Coil "P" 

Capable of handling items Capable of handling items 
32 ft. long cylinder and 20 ft. long cylinder and 
2 ft. diameter. 2 ft. diameter. 

Capable of producing very Capable of producing very 
uniform field magnetic centered uniform field magnetic centered 
in coil system. in coil system. 

Capable of frequency response Capable of frequency response 
to 200 Hz. to 800 Hz. 

Has a magnetic signature ship Generate magnetic field 
simulator. X = &50,000 nT. 

Has a shaking coil (50 G). Size: 23.5 ft. long, X 3.25 ft. wide 
X 3.5 ft. high. 

Generate magnetic field 
X = k50,000 nT. 



Magnetic Structures Test Facility 

WHITE OAK SITE 

MCM Engine Room Mockup Under Test 

Internal Representation of 
Magnetic Structures Building 

Magnetic Structures Test Building 

30 



Magnetic Structures Test Facility 
WHITE OAK SITE 

CAPABILITIES 

Automated data acquisition and control system. 

Capable of handling items 9.5 ft. wide, 13 ft. long, and 10 ft. high; 
weighing up to 35 tons, with floor loading no more than 600 lb/sq ft. 

Capable of producing very uniform magnetic fields. 

Generate magnetic field to replicate the magnetic environment for 
anywhere on Earth and space. 

Has a multiple sensor array installed to map field signatures of items 
under test. 

Capable of performing eddy current measurements. 





HYPERVELOCITY 
The Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel Number 9, 

located at the Wh~te Oak, Maryland site of the 
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahlgren 
Division, became operational in 1976. This wind 
tunnel facility provides aerodynamic simulation in 
the critical altitude regimes associated with 
strategic offensive missile systems, advanced 
defensive interceptor systems, and hypersonic 
vehicle technologies. Numerous experiments 
have been performed in the facility which have 
supported the Navy Mk4 and Mk5 reentry body 
development for its fleet ballistic missile systems, 
the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization and 
Army endo-atmospheric interceptor programs, 
the Air Force reentry and decoy programs, the 
NASA Space Shuttle, and various hypersonic 
technologies such as waveriders, scramjets, and 
the National Aerospace Plane. 

Tunnel 9 has noteworthy advantages over 
other facilities. The facility utilizes a unique 
storage heater with pressures up to 1900 
atmospheres and temperatures up to 3650 
degrees Rankine. Axisymmetric contoured 
nozzles from Mach 7 to 16.5 are available. 
When compared to other hypervelocity facilities 
which have run times of a few milliseconds, the 
long test times (up to 15 seconds) available in 
Tunnel 9 provide higher productivity by allowing 
for parametric variations, e. g. an angle-of-attack 
sweep or flow survey, during a single run. The 
five foot (1.5 meters) diameter test cell 
accommodates full-scale reentry bodies, full- 
scale endo-interceptors, and large-scale 
aerospace vehicle and hypersonic inlet models. 
The combination of test conditions, long test.. 
times, and large test cell provides a meaningful, 

Flve-foot diameter test section accommo- 
dates full scale reentry body models. 

Front Cover: Reentry Body Test 

TUNNEL NUMBER 9 
productive, and cost-effective test environment 
for aerodynamic, aerothermal, aero-structural, 
aero-optic, shroud removal, and hypersonic inlet 
experiments. 

Currently under development is the Mach 7 
Thermal/Structural Test Leg which will be 
capable of providing flight duplication (true 
ambient atmospheric temperature and pressure) 
for seconds of run time. This capability is 
particularly important to interce tor programs like 
the Army THAAD and lsraeli/ug ARROW missile 
where sensor window survivability, cooling, 
mounting, and aero-optic performance are 
critical. 

Tunnel 9 is available to government agencies 
and private industry for unclassified or classified 
testing. Design and engineering, instrumentation, 
assembly and installation by Tunnel 9's 
~rofessional staff is alsn nvailahln 

Mach 10 leg of the NSWC Hyperveloclty Tunnel Number 9 

Tunnel Performance Characteristics 
Mach 7 Mach 8 Mach 10 Mach 14 Mach 16.5 

14000 I9000 21000 
Pressure (950) (1290) (1425) 

Nominal Supply 'R 1660 1810 3160 3210 
Temperature (920) (1005) (1755) (1785) 

ISOLATION VALVE 

A 

VACUUM SPHERE 

Maximum Core Diameter 

GAS DRIVER 



Undersea Environment Operations 

The best research environment for testing and evaluating new undersea weapons is 
the  ocean. A small part  of the ocean h a s  been brought right into the laboratory at  the 
Naval  Surface Weapons Center (NSWC). The Undersea Weapons Tank at NSWC 
offers  an on-site "ocean" environment in which to perform systems tests under 
scientifically controlled conditions. 

The  Naval Surface Weapons Center i s  the Navy's principal research, development, 
test  and evaluation Center for surface ship weapons systems, mines, ordnance, and 
strategic systems support. Among the Center's extensive experimental and testing 
facilities i s  the Undersea Weapons Tank ,  located on the 732-acre s i te  at White Oak, 
Maryland. This facility enables the Center's designers to study the behavior of newly 
developed Navy weapons. 

Undersea 
Weapons 
Tank 

The cylindrical Undersea Weapons Tank,  the 
only facility of its kind in  the United States, is 
100 feet deep and 50 feet i n  diameter. It holds 1.5 
million gallons of water which circulates 
through the tank's filter plant once every 72 
hours. Diatomite filters keep the  water  clear and  
free of impurities. 

Underwater observation is facilitated by  an 
array of underwater lamps, observation plat- 
forms, and  a n  automatic camera system capable 
of viewing the entire tank. 

Deck 
A spacious operations deck atop the tank  

holds a three-ton capacity bridge crane. 
Maximum clearance between the water's 
surface and the crane hook is 19.5 feet. Large 
test vehicles are hoisted from the ground to 
the operations deck. The test vehicles pass 
through a hatch in the portion of the deck 
that  extends beyond the tank wall. The 
hatch opening is 6.5 feet by 7 feet. 

Hand-drop tests are conducted from a 
retractable walkway extending to the cen- 
ter of the tank. A Submarine Signal 
Launcher, mounted outside the tank, is used 
to propel small objects into the water. 

Retrieving 
Plat form 

One of the special features of the 
tank is the retrieving platfurrn, 
which can be positioned a t  any 
depth down to 100 feet, o r  elevated 
above the water  level for equip- 
ment assembly. The platform sup- 
ports a maximum static load of 
6000 pounds, or an  impact load of 
1000 pounds falling at  25 feet per 
second. The lifting platform per- 
mits rapid retrieval and examina- 
tion of the test vehicle to deter- 
mine the condition in which it sur- 
vived the test. 

Applications 
Typical tests  and studies con- 

ducted in the Undersea Weapons 
Tank are free-fall stabilization and 
water  impact tests of weapons, 
evaluation of hydrostatic pressure 
devices, and research on swimmer 
weapons. 

I I I I /  crane I I I 

Retrieving platform 

Availability 
NSWC's Undersea Weapons Tank  is 

available to government agencies and  private 
industry on a "time available" basis  to 
provide a convenient, accurate, and  relatively 
inexpensive research environment for under- 
sea product testing. 
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facility 



Cover: A water-entry model fired in the Hydroballistics Facility, 
showing cavity formation behind the model. 



the 
NSWC 
hydro- 
ballistics 
facility 



, ,,= ..".". --. 
RDT&E center for surface ship weapons systems, ordnance, 
mines, and strategic systems support. The Center conducts 
fundamental and applied research in the sciences of aero- 
ballistics, chemistry, mathematics, and physics; and carries 
the engineering development of new ordnance devices, 
weapon components, and weapon systems from preliminary 
studies to fleet readiness. 

Part of the Center's mission involves the use of its sophisti- 
cated and specialized testing facilities to provide valuable 
design and performance data in the development of naval 
weaponry for the future. 
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The NSWC Hydroballistics Facility. 



introduction 
The strength and effectiveness of the U. S. Sur- 
face Navy depend to a large extent on the per- 
formance of i t s  high-speed missilry. As the fleet 
increases speed, so must i t s  missiles become 
faster--and yet remain stable, reliable, and 
predictable. 

A high-speed water-entry missile experiences 
severe water impact and other forces on it which 
can affect i t s  ultimate performance. Navy hydro- 
dynamicists and weapon designers who study 
such missile phenomena recognize the impor- 
tance of missile design in determining missile 
behavior. The only available means of proving 
their design theories or measuring missile per- 
formance was by costly at-sea testing. Often, 
tested ordnance has been lost in the deep, yield- 
ing little design information. 

Recognizing the need for cheaper water-entry 
testing methods which, a t  the same time, could 
provide more meaningful design data for the 
Navy's future missilry, the Naval Surface 
Wleapons Center designed and constructed the 
Hydroballistics Facility a t  White Oak. The 
Hydroballistics Facility, which began operation 
in 1967, is  a unique experimental research and 
testing tool for simulating high-speed water 
entry. Missile trajectories, water exit, and under- 
water launch of scaled and full-sized models 
are also studied. Data from such tests allow 
researchers to perfect their weapon designs fas- 
ter and much more cheaply than ever before. 

The Hydroballistics Facility plays a vital role 
in supporting the Surface Navy, providing 
important technical and scientific data today 
for the missiles of tomorrow. 



- 

A cutaway view of the NSWC Hydroballistics Facility. 



physical 
description 
Building: 

9-story building (5 levels above ground, 
4 levels below). 

Reinforced-concrete honeycomb construction. 

Tank: 

Stainless-steel lined. 

100 feet long. 

35 feet wide. 

75 feet deep. 

Tank Capacity: 

1.75 million gallons of water. 

65 feet maximum water depth. 

Observation Ports: 

157 armor-glass ports for photographic and 
visual coverage. 

15 large gun ports for launching models. 





operating 
characteristics 
The unique design of the Hydroballistics 
Facility provides for: 

Reducing air pressure above the water to permit 
control of scaling parameters. 

Maintaining high water clarity for tes t  observa- 
tion and high-speed photography. 

Adjusting water level for water-exit or free-flight 
experiments. 

Launching missiles into water from above, below, 
or the sides of the tank a t  various angles through 
large gun ports. 

Photographing or observing model motion 
through any of 157 view ports. 

Llsing sophisticated data recording and reduction 
techniques for maximum facility effectiveness. 

Opposite: Interior view of  the Hydroballistics Facility. 





instrumentation 

equipment 
Supporting instrumentation and equipment of 
the Hydroballistics Facility include: 

Air Guns: 
Fire one- to six-inch-diameter models, varying 

entry angles from vertical to near horizontal with 
air pressures up to 3000 psi. 

Torpedo Tube Launcher: 
Launches full-scale torpedoes at speeds up to 

55 knots. 

Cameras: 
Offer high-speed 16mm and 35mm motion- 

picture coverage, with special underwater 
housings and water-corrected lenses. 

Fire Control System: 
Permits automatic sequencing of 50 timed oper- 

ations for activating instruments which control 
and monitor the test. 

Control Board: 
Monitors water and air pressure; controls 

filters and stream jet ejectors used to  draw a 
vacuum in the tank. 

Filtration System: 
Continuously circulates water a t  a rate of 600 

gallons per minute to maintain high water clarity. 

Water Storage Facility: 
Drains tank water to a separate storage area in 

less than 20 minutes for later reuse. 

Carriage Track System: 
Tows models and full-scale weapons to simulate 

ocean currents on a moored object. Carriage i s  
also used to mount underwater moving launchers 
for both vertical and horizontal launch. 

Vacuum System: 
Reduces air pressure above the water in 20 min- 

utes' time to a minimum of 13 millimeters of 
mercury, which can be maintained continuously 
during the test. 





data 
recording 
techniques 
Missile performance during a test can be observed 
and recorded for later analysis using a variety of 
data recording methods: 

Telemetry: 
Instruments mounted inside the model transmit 

signals to a receiver. 

Photography: 
Motion-picture film records the phenomena 

occurring during model testing. 

Trailing Wire: 
Signals from within the moving model are carried 

through a trailing wire to stationary recorders. 

Internal Recording: 
An internally mounted data recording package 

records the model's performance during a test. 

Stationary Recorders: 
A 14-channel analog tape, visicorders, oscilloscopes, 

transient recorders, and a computer-compatible 
digital recording system are available. 

Data Reduction System: 
Photographic data reduction is accomplished using 

a computer-compatible digitizing system. 







A high-speed water-entry model study 



water-entrv 

A high-speed missile entering the water a t  an 
angle experiences forces on it that may cause 
broaching, structural failure, or even damage to 
its internal components. As the speed of missiles 
increases, the hydrodynamic problems of high- 
speed water entry also increase. 

The Hydroballistics Facility was originally 
designed to address the water-entry problem. 
Special air gun model launchers can fire up to 
six-inch-diameter models a t  speeds reaching 
1500 fps, at angles from vertical to near 
horizontal. 

Scientists are concerned not only with initial 
water impact of the model, but with the vapor 
cavity created by i t s  travel. The formation and 
effects of a cavity during flight are crucial in 
evaluating missile performance. 

Simulation of various scaling parameters i s  made 
possible by changing the composition of the 
atmosphere above the water in the tank. 

Data recording techniques include high-speed 
photography, telemetry. trailing wire, and 
internal recording. 

trajectory 
studies 
The huge size of the testing tank provides an 
ideal environment for model trajectory studies. 
Entire trajectories of water-entry models can 
be observed and analyzed in the facility, yielding 
valuable data for weapon designers. The weight, 
shape, angle of entry. and speed of the model 
are important factors in trajectory analysis. 

Models can be internally instrumented and the 
flight data recorded on digital computer tape. 
High-speed-cameras capture the model's flight 
on film, from which trajectories can be accur- 
ately plotted. 

Tightly woven nylon impact mats, strategically 
located, protect the models and tank from 
possible damage during tests. 





water-exit 
testing 
The Hydroballistics Facility is  an excellent tool 
for studying high-speed missiles exiting the 
water, a most critical part of their flight. 

Scientists are interested in model exit, decelera- 
tion, drag, and free-flight behavior. The water 
depth can be adjusted to any level for such 
tests. Atmospheric scaling permits a wide range 
of simulations. 

Air guns can be mounted on the side and bottom 
of the tank to propel models through the water- 
air interface at any angle desired and at speeds 
up to  150 fps. 

Water-exit data recording techniques employed 
are: - Trailing wire 

- High-speed photography 
- Internal recording 

underwater 
launch 
studies 
To simulate the crossflow from a moving sub- 
marine, models are fired vertically or horizon- 
tally from a launcher mounted on a movable 
carriage at the bottom of the tank. 

Scientists can simulate various keel depths in the 
tank by changing the water height. These tests 
can also be performed utilizing atmospheric 
scaling. The submarine model can move along 
rails on the tank bottom simulating speeds up 
to 10 knots. Missile models can be fired from 
the moving submarine using specially installed 
submarine torpedo tubes. Divers are occasion- 
ally used for such experiments to re-load torpedo 
tubes and to retrieve fired models. Trailing 
wire, internal recording, and photography are 
employed during model flights. 

Such experiments are relatively inexpensive to  
conduct in the Hydroballistics Facility as com- 
pared to actual ocean-going testing. Yet they 
produce a wealth of design data vital to the 
development of future naval weapons. 



A NASA Space Shuttle solid rocket booster takes a dive as part of an experiment to  
study its water-impact behavior and its buoyancy characteristics. 



other 
testing 
While the Hydroballistics Facility is  primarily 
designed to study water-entry and water-exit 
phenomena, it i s  by no means limited to such 
studies. The facility i s  well suited for observing 
the sinking characteristics of free-fall weapons 
and the characteristics of moored mines, as 
examples. Scientists test the dynamics of such 
weaponry, looking at the forces, pressures 
acceleration rate, drag, and trajectory of the 
models. 

The Hydroballistics Facility i s  continuously 
utilized for many other types of experimentation. 
The ideal combination of a large tank, very 
clear water, and many viewing ports lends itself 
to a wide range of use possibilities. Cable 
dynamics, mooring studies, and other flow- 
related problems are just some of the areas of 
interest. 

With more than a decade of technical experience 
gained in the use of the Hydroballistics Facility, 
NSWC hydrodynamicists have become experts 
in versatility, devising unique methods of 
approach in experimentation. Each problem 
presents its own particular challenge: to deter- 
mine the best test method, and to achieve 
maximum results a t  the least possible cost. 

The Hydroballistics Facility also houses a full- 
time staff of senior scientists who conduct funda- 
mental research, analyze model test  data, and 
recommend new missile configurations based 
on available facility test data. They are con- 
sulted frequently by members of the scientific 
community to  devise innovative solutions to 
difficult hydrodynamic problems. 



(1) The Pilot Hydroballistics Facility. 

(2) A water-entry blunt-nosed missile model fired in 
the facility. 



pilot 
hydroballistics 
facility 
A smaller facility, called the Pilot Hydroballis- 
tics Facility, is  also available for studying low- 
velocity missile water entry. The Pilot Hydro- 
ballistics Facility is  frequently used to  develop 
and test instrumentation planned for use in the 
larger Hydroballistics Facility. 

The Pilot Hydroballistics Facility consists of 
tempered glass paneling in a steel beam frame- 
work. Air can be evacuated from the tank for 
scaling purposes. 

The flight of models fired into the water is 
recorded photographically and/or electronically. 

Operating Characteristics 

Tank length: 20 feet 

Tank width: 5 feet 

Tank depth: 9 feet 

Water depth: 8 feet 

Launcher: Air gun 

Model size: 3-inch (maximum) 

Velocity: 650 fps (maximum) 

Firing angle: Vertical t o  45 degrees 





facility-supported 

The NSWC Hydroballistics Facility fulfills a 
vital and long-standing Navy requirement for 
hydroballistics research and testing in such 
areas as : 

Water-entry loads for various model shapes 
Cavity pressure and cavity development 
Cavity slap and planing 
Trajectory analysis 
Moored-body effects 
Towed bodies 
Instrumentation development 

The facility has supported major development 
work in such programs as: 

Mines 

QUICKSTRIKE 
PRAM 
CAPTOR 
Destructor 
Free-Fall Mine 

Missiles, Rockets, Torpedoes 

Advanced Cruise Missile 
Submarine-Launched Cruise Missile 
Mk 48 Torpedo 
HARPOON 
TOMAHAWK 
SMARTROC 
SUMS 
CTV 
NMMA 
Advanced Lightweight Torpedo 
MlTOR 

Other Weapons and Systems 

NASA Space Shuttle 
5" - 54 Gun 
Small Arms- Antiswimmer 
Surface Ship Launch 
Cable Deploy ment 
Sonobuoys 

Opposite: Mounted on a movable track, a 318 scale 
637 Class submarine model is used to fire torpedo 
models from its starboard tubes. 



( I )  Underwater travel of a missile model in 
a cavity. 

(2) A technician loads the air gun with a trailing- 
wire model in preparation for a test launch. 

(3) Control panel for the water filtration and 
storage systems. 



for more information 

For more information about the technical capabilities 
of the NSWC Hydroballistics Facility or its availability 
for experimental testing, contact: 

Hydrodynamics and Applied Mechanics Branch 
Weapon Dynamics Division 
Naval Surface Weapons Center 
White Oak 
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 

Telephone: (202) 394-2055 









FROM DR. DEUTCW'S ATPR PRESENTATION TO HASC & SASC 

I O Safety, Security, and  Use Control 
0 Equip all US nuclc:ir wcapons systcrns, iriclrttfi~~g submarines, with coded control dcvices or  PAL by 

1997 
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O Threa t  Reduction and  Proliferation 
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C3 Strategic Forces II 
I 0 No more than 20 8-2 bombers required for nuclear role II 
I C1 Reduce 8-52 bomber force (94 to 66) II 

I 0 Reduce Trident submarine fleet size from 18 to 14; but modernize 
I 

SLBM force for very long service life by equlpplng all submarines 
with D-5 missiles 

1- - - 0 Malntaln s ingle  warhead ~inut'bman I l l  ICBMs. (500f450) U 
O Malntaln flexlbillty to reduce further or reconstitute , 

O Non-Strategic Nuclear ~ o r c e s  A 
0 Malntaln European NSNF comrnltment at current level (less than 
10% of Cold War level) u 

I 8  0 Ellmlnste nuclear weapons capablllty from US Navy surface ships I 
U Ellmlnate nuclear DCA capability from aircraft carriers 
U Eliminate nuclear crulse missile capability from sutface combatants 

0 Retain nuclear crulse ml~slle capability on submarines 
\\ O Retaln land-based dual-capable nuclear aircraft capablllty // 



REENTRY INDUSTRIAL BASE STATUS 

NO NEW DEVELOPMENT OR PRODUCTION ON 
GOING OR PLANNED 

OPERATIONAL FORCE EXHIBITING EFFECTS OF 
AGING a , 

INDUSTRIAL BASE IS SERIOUSLY ERODING 
- PEOPLE, FACILITIES 

MANY COMPONENTS CAN NOT BE REPRODUCE 0 
FOR REPLACEMENT 

COMPONENT REPLACEMENT WILL REQUIRE 
DEVELOPMENT 

MK4 (16 YEARS OLD) ONLY OPTION TO UPLOAD 
FBM FORCE IN EMERGENCY 



CURRENT INDUSTRIAL BASE STATUS 

NO NEW RV DESIGN OR PRODUCTION IS 
PLANNED 
- FOR TI-1E FIRST TIME SINCE THE lNITTATION O F  

REENTRY SYSTEMS (LATE 1950's) NO DEVELOPMENT 
O R  TECHNOLOGY EFFORT IS ON-GOING 

OVER 3 DECADES OF INDUSTRY UNIQUE RV 
TECHNOLOGY AND DESIGN METHOD,QLOGY IS 
BEING LOST L 

- l iV ENVIRONMENT (I'RESSURES, TEMPERATURE) 
PLACES UNIQUE DEMANDS (ACCURACY, 
STRUCTURAL, THERMAL) ON ENGINEERS 

- LACK OF ANY PROGRAM (ACTUAL OR PLANNED) IS 
CAUSING LAYOFFS AND FORCED RETIREMENTS OF 
ENGINEERS AND SUPPORTING PERSONNEL 

- SUPPLIERS AND CRITICAL FACILITIES ARE BEING 
LOST O R  DISMANTLED 



- 

d e  EXAMPLE OF DIMINISHING RV 
INDUSTRIAL BASE CAPABILITY 

REENTRY VEHICL.E EMPLOYEE 



INDUSTRIAL BASE GAPABIkIrFU 

REENTRY VEWlCLE TEST FACILITIES 





REENTRS7 HISTORY 



EXAMPLES OF BlMrNlSHlNC RV 
INDUSTRIAL BASE CAPABILITY 

INDICATIONS OF SIGNIFICANT DEFICIENCIES THAT 
WILL HAVE AN IMPACT ON PaBIILHTY TO SUSTAIN 
OPERATIONAL FORCE 

- CURRENT CARBON PI-IENOLIC ROCKET NOZZLES ABOUT 18-20 
YEARS OLD SIIOWING DELAMlNATlON AND STRUCTURAL 
DEGRADATION D U E  TO AGE 

>> VOLATILE OUTGASSING AND AGING EFFECTS ON BONDING 

N AF MATERIALS LAB PREDICTIONS ON AGING BASED ON NO 
I-IUMIDITY IN ENVIRONMENT, NO METHODOLOGY FOR ACTUAL 
RV ENVIRONMENTS 

- M1<4 16 YEARS OLD, M1<5 6 YEARS OLD 

>> MI<4 IS AND WILL REMAIN 'TI33 LARGE MAJORITY OF THE PBM 
FORCE 

- ELECTRONIC COMPONENT AGlNG NOT CBARACTERIZED 



EXAMPLES OF DIMINISHING RV 
INDUSTRIAL BASE CAPABILITY CONT ... 

RAISES QUESTION OF ABILITY TO SUSTAIN 
MINUTEMAN 111 AND NAVY REENTRY VEHICLES TO 2020 

- SOMETIMES USED AS REASON TO PROPOSE ELIMINATION OF ICBMs 
OR TERMINATE GRP/PRP 

-MIC4 IS TI-IE ONLY OPTION TO UPLOAD FBM FORCE IN AN 
EMERGENCY 



EXAMPLES OF DIMINISHING RV 
INDUSTRIAL BA.SE CAPABILITY 

FIEATST-IIELD RAYON FIBER MANUFACTURER CEASED OPERATIONS 

- PRECURSOR MATERIAL FOR MIt4, MI<5, MK12/12A, M1<21 
1-1 EATS 1-1 I I3 LDS 

- IMPPICT: LOSS OF CAPABILITY TO PRODUCE HEATSHIELDS FOR 
REENTRY VEI-IICLES - NO ABILITY TO RESPOND TO AGING PROBLEMS 

MARTIN MARIETTA NO LONGER MAlNTAlNlNG CAPABILITY T O  
PRODUCE ELASTOMERIC SHIELD MATERIAL 

- UNIQUE, PROPRIETARY MATERIAL USED ON M1<12/12A AND M1<21 

EXCEPTIONAIJ TIIERMAL PROTECTION, LIGI-ITWEIGI-IT, EASE 
OF APPLICATION AND REPAIR, PERFORMANCE 

-IMPACT: LOSS OF ABILITY TO REPAIR AFT COVER 

TEXTRON VARIABLE HEAT FLUX (10 MW) FACILITY DISMANTLED 

- USED '10 EVA1,UATE CI-IAR SLOUGI-IING ON RV I-IEATSI-IIELDS 

- IML'ACrI': LOSS OF AD1 LIrI'Y TO CONDUCT GROUND 'TEST OF MATERIALS 



A EXAMPLES OF DIMINISHING RV 
INDUSTRIAL BASE CAPAB 

SYSTEM PROBLEM; MI<21 MAINTENANCE 

- SAN ANTONIO ALC CANNOT IDENTIFY FAULT AND REPAIR FUZES 
BELOW CARD LEVEL (AVERAGE COST OF NEW CARD $325,000) 

>> 6 CARDS RETURNED TO MAIVUFACTURER IN CY 1992 

* SYSTEM FIX: 

- DEFECTIVE CARDS RETURNED TO MANUFACTURER (MARTIN 
MARIETTA) FOR ANALYSIS AND REI'AIR (AVERAGE COST $25,000 PER 
CARD) 

- ENGINEERS AND TECI-INICIANS CAN TROUBLESHOOT INDIVIDUAL 
COMPONENTS BASED ON KNOWLEDGE OF CARD DESIGN 

PROBLEM: 

- NO INCENTIVE TO RETAIN ENGINEERS -- EVENTUAL LOSS OF SPARE FUZE 
INVENTOR\' OR COSTLY REPROCUREMENT I'ROGRAM 

- NOT COST EFFECTIVE TO CONrFR,4CT FOR TFTTS CAPABTLITJ' AS STAND- 
ALONE CONrI'RACT ELEMENrT 



OPERATIONAL REENTRY SYSTEM 
PROBLEMS 

OPERATIONAL REENTRY SYSTEMS HAVE HAD 
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS (DURING DESIGN 
SERVICE LIFE) IDENTIFIED BY OPERATIONAL 
TESTING WHICH PLACED SYSTEM RELIABILITY 

I 

AT RISK 



PAST AND CURREP\TT RB ISSUES AND 
RESPONSES 

EXAMPLES: 

- MK3 (NAVY) NOSETIP FAILURE 

- MIt21 (AF) NOSETTP 

- M U 2  (AF)NOSETIP 
- MK.4 (NAVY) WI3ATHEWC.G. COUPLING 

- MICI2A (AF) I-IEATSHIELD 
- MI< 1 2A (AF) FUZE 



MI< 2 1 NOSETIP RETROFIT 

MK 2 1 DEVELOPED BY AIR FORCE RELYING ON 
COMPUTER SIMULATION 
- NO NEED FOR SHAPE STABLE NOSETIP (SSNT) 

TECHNOLOGY IDENTIFIED 

MK 5 DEVELOPED BY NAVY RELYING ON 

GROUND TEST SIMULATION 
- NEED FOR SSNT ESTABLISHED BASED ON TUNNEL # 9 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

THE AIR FORCE EXPERIENCED NOSETIP 
PROBLEMS DURING OPEKATIONAL TESTING 
THE NAVY HAS HAD NO NOSETIP PROBLEMS 



MK 21 NOSETIP RETROFIT 

ABRES SSNT PEACEKEEPER MIC21 NOSETIP MIC21 NOSETIP 
6.2 (JOINT) SSNT RETROFIT RETROFIT 

FLT TEST (JOINT) PROGRANI (JOINT) OPERATIONAL 
DEPLOYMENT 

NAVY SSNT 
6.2 NAVY MI<5 NAVY MI<5 

FULL-SCALE OPERATIONAL 
DE\'ELOPMENrI' DEPLOYMEN'T 

a MK21 NOSETIP PROGRAM RETROFIT $6M AND 4 YEARS 

TO DEVELOP RETROFIT NOSETIP WITHOUT TRANSITIONED 
NAVY TECH BASE > $200M AND 8-10 YEARS 



PAST AND CURRENT KB-ISSUES AND 
RESPONSES 

- - - 

M1<3 NOSETIP FAILURE 

- 1965 STARTED ATJS GRAPI-TITE MATERIAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

- 1 968 1 ST M1<3 DEVELOPMENTAL FLIGI-IT TEST 

- 1969 STARTED CMT GRAPI-IITE MATERIAL 
DEVELOPMENT (FOR M U )  

IOC MK3 - 1971 
I 

- 197213 FIRST MIC3 ATJS GRAPI-IITE NOSETIP FAILURE 
- 1975 FIRST FLIGI-IT TEST OF M1<3 W/ CMT NOSETIP 

- 1977 BEGAN RETROFIT OF OVER 4,000 MI<3 
REENTRY BODIES WITI-I CMT NOSETIP 
MATERIAL 

1F CMT MATERIAL NAD NOT BEEN UNDER DEVELOPMENT AND 
AVAILABLE TO RESPOND TO OPERATIONAL FLIGHT TEST FAILURES, 
THE RETROFIT OF MI<3 WOULD I-IAVE BEEN DELAYED BY AT LEAST 
6 YEARS. 



MK2 1 REENTRY VEI-IICLE NOSETIP - 

1;iher IZ/latcrinl.s, /tic. (/fiZ/I/) 

G'r01/t7d 7'tst l~aciIi[ie.s 
I < l f  nt7o~l1oly occ11t.rct1 111 Opo.rrtio17nl 
l+'li<~~li 7'e.sI I~rOgrat?~. 

1)c~rc~~lccl I< J f  p~tji)t-t?lc~ti~e utill acc1iracy. 

,SJ~.S/CIII.S Et1git7ccritig, I<eet7/ry \~ehicId k/c,sigt~, 
~uodclrng a17d ,sir~irr/atior~. 

A/lrrlct.~nl.s (pt7git7eeritl~q, i',~rocc,s,sit7,y (WC/ 

jilhrication. 7'esl engit~eering an(/ 

c/e.sign.s as solzr fiotl. 
Nn\y provicletl A4K5 ,?,Sh[7' iinlnhn.se ~ 1 7 d  niateria1.s. 

pro<qr(rn~ cot ltlrr cler I. 
I~nproved li V perfortllatlce ~?erijic.d: MK2 1 nosclip re/roj/ I~~~pro\~eclfligI~~perforr~~a~?ce a ~ l d  accuracy. 
decisiorl made. It~c~.cased.force wide eflecli\)cnc.s,s. 



MI< 12 lll.2ENTRY VEI-IICLE NOSETIP 

n~oclcling cS? si~?zll/ntion. 

~~aier~icrls e/lgineerei~~g, ~~/ -ocess i t~g  & 

FLIIIII li-ee /I~lolysis ic/en(iJied noselip os cnrlsc. fi~Br.ica/iot7. Test engineering 6. facilities 

Cl~nnge in noserip ~,mter.inl (cnr.bor7-phenolic to 
car-Dot?-ccr~.bot~) is j)l.oj~osed as sol~ltiot?. 

Cnr.bon-cc~~-ho~r 17oseiii)s n~~oilnhlejili.onr on-goi~~g 
hfK12A j~~-odllction lit7es. 

lntcgrc~tcd ground lesi nrlc/jlight ies, ~ I I . O ~ I , G I ~ I I  R W ~  11s ~rrzd ~ c ~ l f l t s :  
cotld~ciet/ to i~el-i/^yy/iu. 

Decision to 1.ej11nce 17oset1j1s wzade. Inzprovedflight r~elinbility a~zd accz~racy. 



PAST AND C U W N T  RB ISSUES AND 
lKESPONSES 

* MI<4 SPIN TI-IRU ZERO 1T.J WEATHER 
- 1972 STARTED MK.4 REENTRY SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

- 1974 1 ST M1<4 DEVELOPIVIENTAL FLIGI-IT TEST 

- 1976 BEGIN D5 IMPROVED ACCURACY PROGRAM 

- 1983 1 ST MI<4 SPIN TI-IRU ZERO FLIGHT TEST FAILURE 

- 1 985 FLIGT-TT TEST DEMONSTRATNG MT<4 FIX 

- 1987 BEGIN RETROFIT OF OVER 2,000 MIC4 BODIES 

IF TI-IE D5 IMPROVED ACCURACY PROGRAM I-IAD 
NOT DEVELOPED TI-IE RB FLIGI-IT TEST 
INSTRUMENTATION AND DIAGNOSTIC ANALYTIC 
TOOLS TO RESPOND TO OPERATIONAL FLIGI-IT 
TEST FAILURES, THE RETRO FIT OF MK4 WOULD 
HAVE BEEN DELAYED BY 7 YEARS. 





., - 
K12A FTJZE REMANUFACTURE 

Marlin Marie /la Aslro Space 
(MMAS) -. fortnerly GE 

C~~if ical  Conlponoil I'ct~dor:s n? 
I'rodi~ctioti '/holin,q//~'ncili~ie,s 

A~lclifiotrnl./i~ze n.v.vcl.s t-ctll~irc~r' fo .sllpport Ol~o.ntio~iul 

l~.ii'qlll -lk.st /'l~0<q1~~~111. 

,5)).stc11 1,s 1~1i~yiti eerit~~q, Fuze L / ~ . Y  ipi ,  1Ile~~ro1~ic.s 
de.rigti atid integration. 1'nrl.v engineering, 

l?c\~cr.vc e)rgitlc!critig il.vcd to t.e~/c.sigt~ critictrl clectt.ot~ic:s 
c i rc~ .~ i f .~ jb~*  pcir1.s t*eplacet~~etii. 

l<el~lacet?~ctil cot~ipotlent.~ J?)I.IIIL/ 1v1ler.e t.ct/uired 

FIIZC? pro(/i /c/iot I lit~i! r [ ! c o t ~ . s t ; / ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( / .  
N C.SLC I t s  (111 d Uen eJijS': 

I ~ I I Z C . ~  S I I C C ~ S S ~ J ~ ~ ~  prodllced to )nee( program 
rcqi~ircmcn/.r. A.rsc1 rcpler~i,rl~nte17l capabiliv 
~/el~lol1.s~rn[ec/. 



NSWC TUNNEL # 9 SUPPORT OF 
REENTRY LIFE EXTENSION 

NO NEW STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT OR 
PRODUCT1 ON PROGRAMS HAVE BEEN INITIATED 

DEPLOYED FORCES WILL SEE SERVICE LIVES 
BEYOND WHAT THEY WERE DESIGNED FOR 

I I 

FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILE RAMP UP STRATEGY 
CAN ONLY BE IMPLEMEhTTED WITH OLD 
REENTRY SYSTEMS 

OPERATIONAL REENTRY SYSTEM WILL 
EXPERIENCE AGE RELATED TECHNICAL 
PROBLEMS 



THE CASE FOR WHITE OAK 

In its base closure list forwarded on March 1, 1995, to the Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission (Commission), the Department of Defense (DOD) recommended that: 

* The Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahlgren Division Detachment, at White Oak, 
Maryland, close. Functions, personnel and equipment associated with the Ship Magnetic 
Signature Control R&D Complex would relocate to the Naval Surface Warfare Center, 
Carderock, Maryland. Functions and personnel associated with reentry body dynamics R&D 
would relocate to the Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahlgren, Virginia. 

* The Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA) relocate from leased space at 
Crystal City, Arlington, Virginia, to the Washington Navy Yard instead of White Oak, as 
recommended by the 1993 Commission. 

The community's early analysis of the data from the Navy and DOD in support of these 
recommendations strongly suggests that they represent a substantial deviation from the base 
closure selection criteria, for the following reasons: 

1. The recommendation to close White Oak fails to recognize the high military value 
of the following uni~ue facilities located there: (i) hypervelocity wind tunnel; (ii) nuclear 
weapons effects (NWE) test facility, and (iii) the hydroballistics test facility. In fact, the Navy 
apparently failed to include White Oak or its facilities in its comparative military value analysis 
of technical centers. 

2 .  DOD's joint cross service review process should have produced a recommendation 
for retention of the hypervelocity wind tunnel and the NWE test facility, but apparently failed 
to do so. 

3. The Navy's "walk away" strategy for the hypervelocity wind tunnel and the NWE 
test facility represents a highly improper approach to the making of public policy on critical 
national defense facilities and should be reversed by the Commission. 

4. The Navy has significantly underestimated the one-time cost to close White Oak. 

5. The Navy conducted a faulty analysis of the cost to move NAVSEA to White Oak 
versus the cost to move NAVSEA to the Washington Navy Yard. Among other things, the 
moving costs to White Oak were substantially overstated and the moving costs to the Navy Yard 
appear to have been understated. 



6. The Navyt's analysis fails to account for quality of life considerations: White Oak 
w offers a more spacious and attractive working environment for NAVSEA, including ample 

parking and nearby shoppingldining facilities, than does the crowded and isolated Washington 
Navy Yard. 

In the weeks ahead, the community intends to provide the Commission with a 
comprehensive package of data in support of these arguments. 

1. The Recommendation to Close White Oak Fails to Reco~nize the High Military 
Value of Certain Unique Facilities 

A. Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel 

The multi-service hypervelocity wind tunnel No. 9 at White Oak is unique to DOD. It 
is the foremost facility of its kind in the United States and perhaps in the world. It is critical 
to the national defense for the test and evaluation of strategic reentry bodies and decoys, tactical 
missiles, theater ballistic missile interceptors, and high-speed aircraft like the space shuttle and 
National Aerospace Plane. 

So important is this facility to the national defense that General John Shalikashvili, 
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, took the extraordinary step of supporting its retention 
during formal testimony before the Commission during its opening day of BRAC 95 hearings 
March 1. General Shalikashvili, as part of his prepared statement, stated that loss of the wind 
tunnel "could eliminate a unique national capability, a capability that serves military research 
and development needs and that is used, as well, by other agencies such as NASA." 

Coming from the highest ranking military officer in the nation, it is not possible for the 
Commission to receive a stronger endorsement of the military value of a defense facility. Yet, 
inexplicably, the Navy and DOD propose to shut down the wind tunnel, with no firm plans for 
its future. The Navy has estimated it would cost $143 million to replicate the wind tunnel 
elsewhere and would take some five years to do so. Yet, the Navy failed to include this figure 
in its cost-to-close estimate. The most cost-effective and sensible alternative is to keep the wind 
tunnel in place at White Oak. 

B. NWE Test Facility 

The NWE simulators at White Oak are unique both to the Navy and DOD. They are the 
premier testers of the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) for use by all services. Yet, DODYs 
recommendation makes no provision for their continued operation or relocation elsewhere. In 
its response to the Military Value Data Call, the base estimated cost to move of $25 million, g-& 



military construction for a new building at $12-15 million, for a total of $37-40 million. These w figures were not included in the Navy's cost-to-close estimate. 

C . Hydroballistic Test Facility 

The Navy also would walk away from the hydroballistic test facility at White Oak, the 
only one of its kind in the Navy. The only alternative to this test capability is live at-sea testing, 
which provides data of much less quality and is extremely expensive. Loss of this capability 
would impair testing for mines, torpedoes, missiles and sonobouys. 

D. No Military Value Analysis 

For its analysis of the military value of Navy technical centers, the Navy devised more 
than 200 questions designed to elicit the military value of all technical centers. Based on the 
responses, the centers were then given numerical scores. However, White Oak was not among 
the Naval Surface Warfare Centers scored, presumably because it was disestablished in BRAC 
93. Nonetheless, the process discriminated against White Oak by failing to provide any 
mechanism for recognition of the military value of its critically important facilities. 

2. The Joint Cross Service Review Process Apparently Failed to Make 
Recommendations for Disposition of the H~pervelocit~ Wind Tunnel and NWE 
Test Facilitv 

a What makes BRAC 95 different from BRACs 91 and 93 is the joint cross service review 
process. DOD established joint cross service teams, the mission of which was to recommend 
actions that would streamline and consolidate common, shared or duplicative facilities among 
the military services. 

The Test & Evaluation Joint Cross Service Group (T&EJCSG) collected data on the wind 
tunnel and NWE test facility at White Oak. However, the community so far has been unable 
to find any evidence that recommendations were considered or made on these facilities. This 
would seem to be a failure to act on precisely the kinds of facilities that the joint cross service 
process was intended to address. The community believes the Commission should act to redress 
this shortcoming by evaluating White Oak on a joint service basis and keeping these facilities 
open. 

3. The Navy's "Walk Away" Strategv Represents an Improper Public Policv 
Decision Process and Should be Reversed by the Commission 

The Navy's strategy is to "walk away" from the hypervelocity wind tunnel and the NWE 
test facility. Apparently, the rationale for so doing is that the Navy is being forced to pay the 
full cost of operating these multi-service facilities. In BRAC 95 documentation and in testimony 
before the Commission, Navy officials have taken the position that any other DOD or federal 



agency can claim these facilities as part of the federal property disposal process during BRAC 
'1111) implementation. 

The community questions whether this represents a proper, well-considered approach to 
the making of public policy on unique, critical national defense facilities. The community 
believes it does not, and should be reversed by the Commission so that these facilities remain 
open at White Oak. 

4. The Navv Has Significantly Underestimated the One-Time Cost to Close White 
Oak - 

The recommendation to close White Oak is based on a stated one-time cost to close of 
$2.9 million, net savings of $28.7 million during the implementation period, and annual 
recurring savings after implementation of $6 million. 

The community believes the closure cost is significantly understated. For example, the 
Navy's analysis appears to ignore the fact that the hypervelocity wind tunnel will almost 
certainly continue to operate. To replicate it elsewhere would cost an estimated $143 million; 
to move it, $102 million. To continue to operate it at White Oak would involve certain costs, 
but those costs might be paid by another military service or federal agency or shared by the 
services. However, the Navy appears to include cost for continued operation of the tunnel. 

Similarly, as indicated above, there is a cost of $37-40 million associated with moving 
IQD the NWE test facility. The Navy apparently failed to include either a moving cost 3 cost of 

continued operation at White Oak. 

Finally, the base's Military Value Data Call response estimates the cost of relocating the 
magnetic silencing test complex at either $2-10 million, $15-20 million, or $30 million, 
depending on the alternative chosen. In view of these estimates, the community believes the 
Navy's estimated one-time cost to close significantly understates the cost of relocating this 
facility to the Navy Surface Warfare Center at Carderock, Maryland. 

5 .  The Navv Conducted a Faulty Analysis of the Cost to Move NAVSEA to White 
Oak versus the cost to move NAVSEA to the Washington Navy Yard 

The community believes the Navy did not properly analyze the relative cost of moving 
NAVSEA to White Oak versus moving NAVSEA to the Washington Navy Yard. 

A. Construction Cost at White Oak 

Between July 1994 and December 1994, estimates of the Naval Facilities Engineering 
Command (NAVFAC) for construction cost at White Oak to accommodate the NAVSEA 
relocation from BRAC 93 increased by at least $15 million, perhaps significantly more. The 
community's early analysis indicates that for BRAC 95 purposes, the Navy substantially 



overestimated the cost of the NAVSEA move to White Oak compared to estimates made to 
w implement the BRAC 93 recommendations. 

B. Cost of Move to Washington Navy Yard 

The community feels the Navy's estimates for moving NAVSEA to the Washington Navy 
Yard do not adequately reflect amounts that would be required (i) to meet federal building 
standards and (ii) for recurring maintenance costs over a 30-year period. The community will 
be submitting to the Commission its own analysis of the Navy's Cost of Base Realignment 
Action (COBRA) analyses. 

C. Non-Quantitative Considerations 

In addition to quantitative data, the community strongly believes that non-quantitative 
factors make White Oak vastly superior to the Washington Navy Yard as the headquarters for 
NAVSEA and its approximately 3,700 employees. For example: 

i. Exuansion votential. Ample land is available for expansion on the campus-like 
setting at White Oak. The Washington Navy Yard is already crowded, with very little if any 
room for expansion. 

ii. Security. Security is a major concern at the Navy Yard because of its urban 
setting. Facilities at White Oak are set back several hundred feet from the base perimeter, * providing a physical security buffer. The security staff can easily conduct vehicle searches on 
base without disrupting busy public avenues. 

6 .  White Oak Offers a More Suacious and Attractive Working; Environment for 
NAVSEA 

White Oak will be uncrowded, even with almost 4,000 new employees. The Washington 
Navy Yard is already crowded, with its current population of some 5,000 employees. White 
Oak has a cafeteria that can accommodate several hundred persons, with numerous nearby 
restaurants . The Navy Yard lacks adequate dining facilities, nor do they exist in the 
surrounding neighborhood. White Oak consists of attractive grounds, with ample surface 
parking. It includes an employee-operated nine-hole golf course. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

For all of the above reasons, the community is deeply concerned about the 
recommendation to close White Oak completely and relocate NAVSEA to the Washington Navy 
Yard. 

The community's analysis to date strongly suggests that in making these 
recommendations, the Secretary of Defense deviated substantially from the eight base closure 



selection criteria. The community intends to vigorously pursue its independent analysis and 
11111 present its findings to the Commission in a well-documented, comprehensive manner. 

The community very much appreciates the Commission's attention. It is confident that 
the Commission will take proper action to ensure that the final recommendations involving White 
Oak and NAVSEA adhere to the selection criteria and the force structure plan. 
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White Oak Task Force 

The Presenters 

Michael L. Subin - Michael Subin is a member of the Montgomery County 
Council and is chairman of Montgomery County's White Oak Task Force. He has been a 
member of the Council since 1986 and served as its president 1987-88. He holds a bachelor of 
arts degree in international affairs, a master's degree in public administration, and a master's 
degree in legislative affairs, all from George Washington University. Mr. Subin is an adjunct 
professor at Montgomery College. A career Naval Reserve Officer, he currently holds the rank 
as captain and serves as Navy Liaison Officer to the state of Maryland. 

M. John Tino - John Tino is a Naval Surface Warfare Center expert, having 
served most of his 36-year federal career in important positions at NSWC. He is the former 
Department Head, Warfare Analysis Department at White Oak; former Department Head, 
Protection Systems Department, NSWCIDahlgren; Associate Director of NSWC/Dahlgren; 
Department Head, Underwater Systems Department NSWC/White Oak; and Safety Engineer and 
Line Manager at the predecessor command, the Naval Ordinance LabIWhite Oak. Mr. Tino 
holds degrees in physics, mathematics and management science and is actively involved in the 
community's efforts to evaluate the NavyIDOD recommendation to close White Oak from a 

w technical viewpoint. 

BetQ H. Gay - Betty Gay recently retired from federal service following 28 years 
at the Naval Surface Warfare Center at White Oak and Dahlgren. She is the former Department 
Head, Weapons System Department; former Department Head, Underwater Systems 
Department, former Department Head, Weapons Research Department; and former Deputy 
Technical Director. She served on the staff of the Chief of Naval Operations for three years as 
technical director, Naval Force Plans Division. 

Frank Pierce - Frank Pierce is a representative and spokesman for the Hillandale 
Citizens Association. He is a Navy operations research specialist who is intimately familiar with 
the physical attributes of both NSWC/White Oak and the Washington Navy Yard. He has 
significant expertise in the suitability of physical facilities to accommodate military missions. 
Mr. Pierce is a resident of Silver Spring, Maryland. His home is located within three blocks 
of the White Oak facility. 

Betsy Bretz - Betty Bretz is leader of the broad-based citizen effort supporting 
NSWC/White Oak and the relocation of the Naval Sea Systems Command there. She was 
president of the Hillandale Citizens Association at the time that the 1993 Defense Base Closure 
and Realignment Commission recommended the relocation of NAVSEA to White Oak. Since 

w that time, she has worked actively in cooperation with 89 citizen and homeowners groups and 
78 ad hoc business and professional organizations to support the NAVSEA move to White Oak 



SUMMARY: THE CASE FOR WHITE OAK 

1. White Oak recommendation fails to recognize high military value of unique 
facilities: (i) hypervelocity wind tunnel; (ii) nuclear weapons effects (NWE) test facility; (iii) 
hydro-ballistics test facility. No military value analysis done for White Oak. 

* Gen. Shalikashvili BRAC testimony warning on wind tunnel: DOD 
recommendation on White Ocak "could eliminate a unique national capability ..." 

2. DOD joint cross service review process was deficient in that it failed to produce 
recommendation on two unique multi-service assets: wind tunnel and NWE test facility. 

3. The Navy, with the apparent acquiescence of DOD, adopted a "walk away" 
strategy, leaving the disposition of the wind tunnel and NWE facility to the vagaries of the 
federal excess property disposal process. This is a highly improper approach to public policy 
making on critical national defense facilities and should be reversed by the Commission. 

4. The Navy's $2.9 million estimated one-time cost to close White Oak fails to 
account for: 

* The cost of continued operations for the wind tunnel, 3 the cost of moving * it ($102 million) or replicating it elsewhere ($143 million) 

* The cost of continued operations for the NWE facility, or the cost of 
moving it ($37-40 million). 

The cost-to-close also appears to significantly underestimate the cost to move the magnetic 
silencing complex to Carderock. 

5.  The Navy conducted a faulty analysis on the cost to move NAVSEA to White Oak 
versus the cost to move NAVSEA to the Washington Navy Yard (WNY). 

* Navy's estimates for military construction required at White Oak to 
accommodate NAVSEA increased by 360% from BRAC 93 ($34.6 million) to BRAC 95 ($124.5 
million) for virtually the same number of employees. Something is wrong here. 

* The Navy seems to have understated both milcon and recurring costs 
associated with a NAVSEA move to the WNY. The Navy concedes that the milcon at the WNY 
will be more expensive than White Oak; it claims that will be offset by long-term savings in 
recurring costs. 

6. The Navy's analysis overlooks quality of life considerations: White Oak offers 
a more spacious, attractive working environment than the crowded, antiquated WNY. 



and to ensure a smooth and hospitable transition. Betsy is married to a former naval aviator and 
'1111) their home abuts the back fence of White Oak. She holds a masters degree in environmental 

management and urban planning and is active in a broad range of civic and community activities. 

Mike Levin - Mike Levin is a community leader and retired executive of the 
National Security Agency. He has 46 years of government service, principally in the field of 
military intelligence. He was awarded the National Intelligence Medal in 1993. For 37 years, 
Mr. Levin has served as the Zoning and Planning Chairman for the Hillandale Citizens 
Association. He is a past president of the Hillandale Citizens Association and the Allied Civic 
Association, the latter comprised of 50 local organizations. In the early 1970s, he testified 
before the House Armed Services Committee on the need to preserve the integrity of the 
property at White Oak and has been active in support of NSWC ever since. Among his other 
civic endeavors, he headed a county committee which ultimately led to the establishment of the 
White Oak Library, which is now located near NSWC on New Hampshire Avenue. 
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= I  F03 ASSISiliXl. SLCRET%IES OF 1 ~ ~ I L ~ T U C Y  DEmT2IEVTS 
(RESCV,CH ASD DE\'ELOFIIENT) 

I L Z J L C i :  Bypeme$oci iy  i i ind T u n n e l  of the Naval Surface i?eapons Center * 

- 
i2 - k s i s i ~ i i  Secret-?. of the Rzvy (RLD) l e t t e r  of i l r c h  22, 1977, 
c?- 'L~zsed  a J o i n t  L o g i s t i c s  C o m n d e r s '  rubpznel ~ i u d y  ohich concluded  
L- 

t Ib 'h i ie  OcIc Hypsrvelocity Wind T u n n e l  T 9) is s o p e r i o r  . - a . . io oz>cr e j s t i n g  h>7erve loc i ty  t u n n e l s ,  has sio%fic2nt g r o r t h  
-- - -  ---t - and should b e  considered a n i t i o n z l  2 : s  t.o -be used by 
z2.l 2 . X l i ; t r y  Departnznts. . - . .  . . . . -.  

I i z e e  v i t h  these f i n d i n g s  and request 2 I u n n e i  9 b e c o ~ p l e t e d  . . 
~d 3, a ~ a i l ~ b l e '  to +U the ~ i l i & ~  Depai inent r  for resting- I am - 
c rcz rz rd ,  ho:.raver, r h o u t  proliferating these rypas o f  tunnels ,&ex 
o-x r ~ c e a i  past expsrieilce has  s h o r n  a decl ine  ir t h e  cse of these  - 
~ ~ = ~ ~ i i ~ i .  i i e rz ' io re ,  t h e  Hzvy is requ=sted tc e s t z b l i s ' l  cnd chzi; . . - 
L- -2 'eco-zsailei Triter-Szmice v,rkiEp Ernup h e r  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . , ~  r i e  --- - 3 - -  

:: . .. . , s ~ i i i C < ~ .  20 h e  in;mrrd 216 ~ ~ p r o ~ ~ & ~ i ~ - ~ ~ y  05 
- F,n;t~ - - On!< tWn=: - . . ...-- 222 criiic;:ij. e?:zzi,, t h e  ~ 2 n d  co t o n i i n u -  th, - - -  - - - 
G C Z  1 ~ x 2 :  i? E z ~ ~ z z E : ~ ~ ;  E 2 \ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i  C i n i + z  ( / j l~)  - - - - I - c z e i .  : ~5 co; reau+roA the Mr Fo-- - - --bLj -'e s r o x l d  >.kri 22 = r d z r l y  2 5 ; s ~ -  -- 
c - T L  -; . sz - t h i c  czp2bility. 
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. -2 l8 p 3 z ; i ~ a . s  FY 1978 u , v  3 ccr re r t ly  ~ t ? ~ e s i z d  
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- ---- o r  FY .1978 operzcing fun?~. s h ~ u l d  .h2 ~rovidedc! by ;h= - . - 
I.:== - nnd/o: 5 u s e r s  0 2  t h e  facility. A c o s t  ~ h ~ i i ~ g  z r rangeo~a t  ' I 

. . - .  - 2 3 2 2  ihc s e n i c e s  f o i  indirect c o s t s  is not  irzctical. For FY 1579, - . 
L- a s  2 s k a u l d  v o r k  .;?l;i ths Office of t A s s i s 2 ~ n L  Szcietzr~ if .. 

&=-- ----SP (Cozplrolier) to expIoz2 i n s t f i ~ i i o n . 1  or orhe: funding 
P:ag2?:1,? is. : 
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BRAG 95 ISSUE PAPER 

Subject: Naval Surface Wzapons Center (NSWC), Dahiaien Oii ision Detachment, 
White Oak, MD (Hyperveiocity W~nd Tullnej) 

1. Issue. Navy recommends closing NSWC White Oak, MD, and relocating the 
functions and personnel associated wjth reentry body dynamics rzsearch and 
det~eloprnent to NSWC Dahlgren, VA. The hypervelacity wind tunnel at White Oak 
would be abandoned. 

2. Operational Impact 

The hypervelocity wind tunnel at White Oak is a unique naticnal asset that 
allows full scale testing and 2ndysis of ballistic missile reentry bodies in 
extreme velocity, temperature, and pressure regimes. The facility is DBOF 
funded, and used by all Sewices, BMDO, NASA, and other agencies. 

* Wind tunnel testing allows extensive data collection on potential problems 
and corrective actions associat~d wit3 projected deterigratjol! of the carbon 
phenolic reentry body heat shield material on Trident SLBMs. Such testing is 
vital to the continued credibiiity of the b~liistic missile  for^, - Loss of Ikis facility would limit reentry body testing to scale models In small;;. 
wind tunnels, and ectuzl flight testing, whicn Is ex?remcly expensive, 
-. 
i he Sailistic Missile Defense Orgrrlizzti=r, acv-isss :hz: this ircilli, is cruci~ 

t n  9- y ,  
LU tl I G  d z z e s s  of tneir programs. Tne Thegter His:-Altir~lse Ares, Defens~ - 
znc ktm~spheric intercepic: Tecnnoiog~~ progrrirzr are c3mrnittes: rc L k  -:$c 
(2' t n s  faciii? thr3i13h N 9 E .  so.5 t h e  tes! scheaui~ 15 now being estabiished * 

?or r n 5  Nsvy's Theater ijziiizlic Missil~ Defense progran. 

< Lsir+ C--i; Ar,glvsis ". . d L C 1 .  

* Nwy's low usage does nor jirstiiy reten:lon oi tne iadiiry. 

Law and regulations provide FI mechanism ro trensier the wind t ~ n n e l  to 
another federal agency after BRAG closun. Under these procedures, t n ~  
facility could be rnaintair~ed 2s 2 cantonmeni at its present location, or the 
entire wind tunnei could be relocated to another insiallation. 

No other Service or agency has yei committed to taking over the facility. 

4. Recommendation. Future ownership and operation of the wind tunnel should he 
resolved during implementation of the Navy's closure recommendation. 
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D E P A R T M E N T  O F  D E F E N S E  
UNITE0 STITCL 6TRATLOlC C O Y M A N O  

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CEFAlRMAN OF THE 3OIKT C H E F S  OF STAFF 

sub* 1995BascClasurrRNiEW 

a. Joim Staff- P- FQUU ( A d h  Nrrmber J4A 00221-95) dshd 09 F- 1995. 
b, r)nrff CJCS 2damdm to SECDEF (Subject R c a l i p t ~ & ~  md Clwurcj) 

-~~~~ppiad~atNSWCW&OiJSMDpr4vidasaniadLlstrialbw;capabiiity 
whict? tnu USSTRATCOM, all Scrvica, BMDO, NASA, a d  d c r  a g a c k  As a DBOF f k i b y ,  it is 
u s e ; ~ b c m r : a x k ~ w i t h o p c I E t j o n a r c s h a r c d t . ) - s l l ~ .  T k u i p c @ i l i t i a  
m * & w i r n I t a m r d  arcvhltotiu; aratiaucd crcciibilitydthc b-mit,.'- .u, fit=, 

n p r c w t i n g c w o l r I p o f t b c s U q k ~ n i a d .  



MM-0586-F12 
BSATMS 
10 February 1995 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHEF, SUSTAINABILTTY. MOBILIZATION r n ~  
ENGLNEERING DMSION. THE JOINT STAFF (J-4) 

Subj: 1995 JOINT STAFF BASE CLOSURE REVIEW OF TKE HYPERVELOCITY WIND 
TUNh%I, AT NSWC V r ' H I T E  OAK DET 

: (a) 1-4 Memorandum Scr J-41, 00221 -95 of 10 February 1995 

By reference (a), the Join: Staff forwarded for coordinarion their review of the Military 
D~panments' recommendations for base realignrnenrs and closures. Included in their views is 
a recommendation relaring to the Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel (HKT) located on the Navd 
Surface Warfax Center, Dahigren Division Detachment, White Oak. Mzlyland MSWC 
White Oak Det). The Department of thc Navy (DON) is recommending the c!osunr of this 
oeachment znd irs wnsolide~on wlrh bo& its pa-,. --t connmd end motner w ~ i ~ r e  cent:: - bcc-use iu capacity and capebiliry is excess to thir needed fcr DOZ reqnkenzn;.. ir n&&g 

r p y - r -  Air  3~m.m.iazcios. the D3N revieued the req-~ernzntc io: rbe f2:Gt.c: w ~ c c  2: I\ 3 \' L 
r - L  WG:c Oek 5: m d  concluded i.ar :he lox DOX xrge  o i  2ir I csei nor zc222x 

,z.r&:llcg 1: 21i B DO>- SSC?. e;thcr lr. ?!a= or reioca:E :c 3 , a ~ e r  w ~ ~ z ?  cert-,: 
.-~cacrcmgi!, our r=o?lmecazrion wad2 r s d :  k rn d:soa:z ci  the i j c c y ,  2 ;z: c<  - :xc :znlt-=lear~rioc nc:iaci undcz~:ez, 5noL.c -2 ;c:-r",mkl;c::c.r cc ap;:oilec 3:- +-- -.. - b ~ L  - - . - 
-.c;L.!Y E_.CI.T_ xea!icpmt:jri Co r r~~ss~c ; :  ~ ? , ? r :  the Congrtss. 

\?hiie we cnaen:a.d bs :gncern s-pressed by thr U.S. 5:rztgic Cc1%%1i 
(STX~-T~COlil;: :br: &bzaoniqg ihc h'V:<T uriii iirpzc: [heir [%Ling nquiremenrc, urc coricc: 
=*it.l the vi-uf of ihe Joinr St& C~ar [his is a_l issue besr addressed during irn~le=enta~cr.. 
"7 

L C  t h  ex:csr thaf the Depemcnt  of Lkfensc or mother Ftderd agency derermires rha! rhc 
EV.T f 2 c r i i ~ -  is required. iau  and regoistioar provik ~ h s  m:chmism fa- its uensfer io thc 
appqr iere  enllr).. Under Section 2905(b)(!) of the Dcfcnse Base Closure md Realignmen1 
Aci of 1990 (PL. 101-510. as amended), th t  aurhority to w f c r  and dispose of excess ma 
surpius property on closed or realigned mi1irru-y insrdiations h u  btsn dciegated from dx 
General Services Admirustration (GSA) to the S e c r e ~ q  of Defense. That  authority h a  be-n 
further delegated lo the Secretary of the Navy (SECNAV) for DON installations. Un&r the 
applicable GSA regulations. before disposing of government properr!. SECXrAV n u s t  sarisfy 
himself Liar the property is not needed by other government cgencies. The properry is 
''screened'' by sending a norice of availability co Feder.1 r e d  proper). holding agencies. If 2 

requeii for transfer is reccivec. the SECNAV must determine [ha: the ~ m s f r r  is i n  the bes! 
i - ~ ~ r n -  L->L of the goveEmeni ma that the requesting agency is the qpropnaie  rgency ts hold 

- 

ei 036141777 oCJCSiL4 @I 006/007 I- __ 
D E P A R T M E N T  OF THE N A V Y  

O F F I C E  OF T W C  S E C R C T A R Y  

W A S H I H C T O N .  D C 203S0.1000 



the p m p e q .  Section 3905@)(2)(D) provides thar property located on a milimy instd%don 
to be closed or realigned may be transferred to a Ivlihlary Depmn~eot or other entiry within 
the Department of Defense or the Coast Guard, with or wirhour re imbmcmen~ The 
determination of whether anocher deparunent or agency af the Federal Government wirhes or 
will accepc such transfer must be made nor later than six months &er the date of approval of 
closurc of an installation (Section >905(b)(S)(A)). 

In our review of the STRATCOM concern, we have identified several Federal entities 
who may be in n position to assume stewardship of thc M. The Army Research 
Laboratory is located adjacent to the White Oak Det and har exprcsscd interest ifi a c q m g  
some of the White Oak pmlperry. The Ballistic Missile Defense Organization has included the 
K(4T in their Test Resources Masser Plan and have funded upgrades to suppon their 
requirements. The National Aviation md Space Adrainisfration (NASA) has utilized the 
HUPT as part of ~ k i r  hypersonic research and development program and has indicated thar, 
although their htwe requirements arc decreasing sienificantly, they would be intcrcsted in 
keeping the facility operational. The Air Force had o p e m d  a wind turnel at tbir Aviation 
Engineering and Dcveloprnenr Center (AEDC), Arnold AFB, TuUabma, Tennessee, which 
they had closed in prefcrcnce to the Whie Oak HWT. Transfer of ownership to one of these 
agencies could result in same incalculable benefits. For instance, msfer of the HWT to 
AEDC would provide the benefit af moving the HHI into a Major Range znd Test Fachty 
Base. However. none of these Feded entities can c o n f m  a~ this point whcthcr they h v e  
sufficient requinment that they would dafmitely arsume ownership of the HWT facilit;.. A;; 

exanpfe of rhe issues that netxi to De resolved is L !  fact r h t ,  while NASA indicates a 
keresr: in the fassty, It cumnrly hzs s &ee-ya- bzcldog of d g s  con: &e Lr/ilT i ~ r i r ~ i l  PEL: 

. . 
:?e: :o be kily u i y z d .  Accordingiy, deersnmson of c?prncriz.,c owilez.izr is a: issc:: b 2 ~ :  
!& to Lmpienen~ci r ;~  a d  procerp dis32sd. 

f 
/- ,/ - 

, , rbl: 
' 1, 

,-,/ Js. /' c&A P \ ~ T M P I ~  -:-., 
Vice Chei,mar, 
3 a e  Smcture E v a ~ a i ~ o n  C o m n c c  

Copy to: 

ASDFS) 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
BALLISr~C hffsslLE DEFENSE O R G ~ N I Z I \ T ~ O N  

71 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
W*SHINGTON. DC 20% 1.7 1 0 0  

MEMoWINDUM P3R ASSIST**? SPCRETmy of r f i ~  NAVY 4 

(INSTALLXTION & ENVIRONMENTAL) 

SUMECT: Naval  Surface uarfare center ~ y - p e ~ c l o r i t v  R i n d  I.unnil 
Number 9 Facility ' . 

T h e  H Y P ~ ~ ~ ~ o c ! ~ Y  Rind T u n n e l  Number g at the Naval  s ~ ~ ~ $ ~ ~ ~  
warfare  C ("suC) a n q  national a t h a t  is critlclj, 
to $he de~eiapment o f  kh. Baiiirtic h i r s i l e  "erense , - 
%lqnhat ion 's  (QRM)  in te rceptor  prwrams- 

8 : 

The simulated f l i g h t  conditions in the velocity, I +  

a d  s u e  'qmc? C t  " c h i e n d  at',ay 

meSe ~ o n d l t i o n ~  p r o v ~ d e  t h e  required ! 
h c a  and aer;dyn-ric e f c e & t s  critj=al 

'0 these interceptor programs. wr'entl~ t h e  Theater High ! ,  

k!tZ:i.~de Area Defense a n h h e  * t . ~ s p h e r i c  ~ n t e r c e a t ~ r  ~ e ~ h ~ ~ l ~ i ~ .  
-C9ic-S hzve f i r m l y  coriai t ted to ;he 

of tiis fzciLity L r ! T ~ u ~ h  F i s c + L  Year 2 5 9 5 .  
r; L A  I' . ~ c h e l u  le t h e  N s y  Th,,ter xqwtiatiohs ~ - ? l i ~ t i ~  4 r ~  v z  unae -~ IQY , -  

;a eS.-zb? , i s h  . 
. . ~5" l i e  D e f ~ n s c  >z-cc'~ K g .  

ZC : 
J o h n  C. 



- . recognize y o u r  orqanize:iun/s i n t a r a s t  in the c o n t i n ~ l ' c d '  

operaticn of t h e  Hy&arve?ocity Wind Tunnel located on the  ~ a b a l  
Su r f ace  X a r f a r r  C e n t e r ,  O a h l ~ ~ e n  Divisioa D e t e c h a e n t ,  white ,gab,  
MaTylal?d (?:SliC Whita l a 4  c e t j ,  

. .  
. i s  . 1 7 S U  a re  a:jfcre, the I S 5 5  roand of base  realignnent an.3 . . 

clcsure is :,:ell undr rvay .  T h e  NS?:C {;bite sak Dct is sl -~bjccf  
t h k  .Ikeer~se 3 z s e  C l c s u r a  and ?ealign-eni ~ c t  cf 139.1) ( t h e  A c t ) .  
a??> Liill he c c n s i d e r e  :;ndor a u r  base  r r a f i g n m , t  2 n d  C?OSU<E 

pr.cC?ss. 

ROBEZT 5 .  F I Z I E ,  JR. 



SOME COMMONLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
ABOUT TUNNEL 9 

Why is Tunnel 9 considered a unique national asset? 

Don't the other Services of DoD, NASA or industry have a similar 
capability ? 

What DoD programs use Tunnel 9? 

Have any tri-Service wind tunnel studies been conducted which 
address Tunnel 9? What is T&E Reliance? 

What is the current state of affairs relative to the national 
hypersonic wind tunnel capability? Is Tunnel 9 needed? 

WThg doesn't industry provide this capability few. the nation? 



Why is Tunnel 9 considered a unique national asset? 

The Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel (Tunnel 9), located at the White Oak, Maryland site of 
the Naval Surface Warfare Center. Dahlgren Division, is the nation's forensost 
hypervelocity wind tunnel facility. This facility provides aerodynamic flight simulation 
in the critical altitude regimes associated wilh strategic offensive missile systems, 
advanced interceptor systems and hypersonic vehicle techno:n,ies. This unique facility 
merges the best features of wind tunnels into a versatile fa~ilit!~ that supports the Navy, 
Air Force, Army. NASA, and p r i m e  industry. The facility is DoD's primary high Much 
number wind tunnel facility and is not duplicattd in the Departrilent of Defense (DoD), 
NASA. or industry. Tunnel 9 is also the nation's newest large scale hypervelocity wind 
tunnel. 

Wind tunnels have been in use for over 100 years to simulate the effects of flight by 
blowing over a model at the same speed as it would travel through the air. For high speed 
flight, the speed of the gas is usually measured in terms of Mach number which relates 
the ratio of gas speed to the speed of sound. (At sea level, the speed of sound is about 
760 miles per hour.) As the speed of the gas goes fastcr than the speed of sound, the flow 
velocity is considered supersonic and when the gas speed exceeds Mach 5 the flow is 
hypersonic. Hypervelocity flight refers to speeds greater than Mach 10. Tunnel 9 
operates at hypersonic/hypervelocity Mach numbers of 7, 8, 10, 14 and 16.5. 

Early wind tunnels. such as those used by the Wright Brothers. used large fans to 
a~r~elesate  tile f i ~ u '  10 a few miles pcr hour and were beneficial in :he design of ti;: 
il'rizht Flyer.  eve^? rhen. :hr e::i.i\. aerod\lnamicists reajized t i i ~ :  i! \I.as ci1ean.x- 2nd r.. . 

* -. . 
P T + .  ,.,Lc~en: io tes; in tunnels arlci malx susc everyihing wori:ed on thc grouna before 
coing directl!. to flight and possibly crashing their flight s!rsteni,. Tnis is ever :no.--. 
L 

iinnorran: r o 6 ~ ~ .  in rhe aevelopmen~ of sophis~i.czret DaS  missiies and fiighr sjl>. x i .  - 
i ne reiat!lre cost ad~zn:ace of tes~ing in Tunnel 9 is best exempiifiea wher? ,-.ompared I<, 

rhe high cost of flirht testing \?.here the price of 2 singie flight test iaunch could pa!' tile 
f , i . l  cost c f Tunne! 9 for 1 0  !(ears. 

Many systems toda!.. particulari!, in the field of defense and space flight, operate at 
hypersonic/hypervelocity speeds. The interceptor being developed today for the Arrnjr 
and Navy wili need to f i~r  hypersonicall! and fiighr \rehick> such as the Space Shuttle and 
National Aerospace Plane (XASP) fly at speeds exceeding Mach 20! 

Tunnel 9's uniqueness is based on several of its characteristics. Tunnel 9 is in the 
enviable position of being able to duplicate hypersonic flight for a wi Je range of Mach 
nulnbers and altitudes for a long test time and 0:- a large model scale. The 5-foot 
diameter test cell in Tunnel 9 can accommodate full scale reentry bodies and interc,, p~>tors. 
When vehizles travel at hypersonic speeds, they can experience extrenlelj hlgh pressures 
and temperatures. Tunnel 9 utilizes a unique storage healer with prr\sures up to 1900 
atmospheres (27000 psi) and temperatures up to 3400 degrees Fahrenheit. And finally, 
the long ruri times (on the order of seconds) allou~ for high productivity and for the 



simulation of dynamic aerodynamic effects. Currently under development in Tunnel 9 is 
a Mach 7 Thern~al/Structural Test Leg which will be capable of providing flight 
duplication (true ambient atmospheric tenlperature and pressure) for seconds of run time. 
This capability is particularly important to interceptor programs like the Army THAAD 
and IsraeliRIS ARROW interceptor where sensor window survivability, cooling, 
mounting and aero-uptic performance are critical. 

Accurate computer simulation of hypersonic weapon flight, by itself, is not a solution. 
Simulation of complex hypersonic flight phenomena is well beyond the state-of-the-art of 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) solutions. System designers cannot rely on CFD 
solutions alone. Only through augmentation and validation in ground test facilities like 
Tunnel 9 can CFD solutions be used effectively. 



Don't the other Services of DoD, NASA or industry have a similar 
capability? 

Other hypersonic wind tunnels exist in the nation, but these do not match Tunnel 9's 
capabilities. The Air Force operates lower Mach number wind tunnels (up to Mach 10) at 
the Arnold Engineering Development Center, Tullaho~na, TN. These are large 
production test facilities which are identified as critical "core" T&E fdcilities for DoD 
use. However, they are relatively low pressure and temperature and do not operate in the 
high Mach number reginle or altitude regime of Tunnel 9. The Air Force relies 011 Tunnel 
9 for their high Mach number, high Reynolds number testing. (Reynolds number is an 
altitude scaling parameter. High Reynolds number (high pressure) is critical to proper 
scaling of aerodynanlic phenomena.) 

Air Force research facilities also exist at Wright Laboratory, Wright Patterson Air Forc? 
Base, OH. These are small, low pressure facilities which have been used for Science and 
Technology (S&T) use. They are slated for closure in March 95 and do not come close to 
matching Tunnel 9's capability. 

The Army has no hypersonic wind tunnels in its testing inventory. 

NASA also has a number of smaller hypersonic wind tunnels which it uses for its R&D 
studies. For example. a long list of NASA Langley facilities make up its Hypersonic 
Research Complex. The wind tunnels are nominally of the 20-inch size and low pressul-s 
(low Re\.nolds number!. Tkese facilities support research and general parametric studies 
and are dedicated to RkE.  r,ot TGrE. R&D and T&E fa:i:iiics are quite ciifferen:. 
Generall:.. RkD fxiliries ar: used far the stud! of ~ero/th:r:11odyn~n1ic phenomena tilr;: 
feed the ciesign and de\~eioprnent of Ilew systems. The!. are smal!. lo-+,. cost iacilitiei an? 
yenerali! 21-e used f ~ r  simple parametric studies. TbrE faciiiries are primariij- used I'o;. 
evaluation of weapon sjrstem component performance. component integration. vehicie 
operability and reiiabili~!. and general demonstration that the weapon sysrem is qualifies 
for fiight. T&E faciiiries are generally larger and Inore expensive than SGrT and strive io:- 
higher producti~~it?-. Because of their large size and high cost. there are onl!. a feu. wind 
tunnels in the country which are classed as T&E facilities, these are the "one of a kind 
facilities" which are used bjr all the Services. XASA and industrjr. Tunn,. -1 9 is the "one 
of a kind" T6rE wind tunnel in this nation for hypervelocity testing. 

Aerospace corporations and universities have some hypersonic capability, but these are 
very limited in capability or of a very specialized nature used in research. Aerospace 
corporations, in particular, have not had a product line which supports hypersonics. 
There are few flight systems which operate at the l7ery high Mach numbers. Several 
corporation have considered building facilities in support of the recent interest in the 
National Aerospace Plane. Grumman, for example, reactivated a hypersonic wind tunnel. 
It is now closed again. Rockwell attempted to build a hypersonic facility called RHYFL. 



The facility was partially completed, it ran into financial trouble, the government was 
asked ro fund the remaining costs which had escalated to nearly $40M, and finally, the 
project was stopped. Similar examples can he made of other Aerospace companies. 
Some companies and universities still operate rescarch facilities. These are generally 
very specialized. The Cal. Tech. T5 Piston Driven Shock Tunnel, Calspan Shock 
Tunnels, and GASL E~~pansion Tube are S&T fiicilities which fit into this category. They 
are vely specialized facilities which strive for very high temperature operation but have 
very shcrt run times, ger~erally I to 10 milliseconds in duration. 

Tunnel 9 is recognized as the most capable high Mach number tunnel in the US. In 1994 
a team of Army, Navy, and '41: Force technical experts reaffirmed Tunnel 9 as a primary 
(core) capability for DoD Weapon Systems Test and Evaluation (T&E). This study was 
conducted as part of the Joint Servicc T&E Reliance Process, a process whereby core 
national capabilities are identified, duplicatic .I is eliminated, and investments are 
reviewed. (The Reliance Process is explained in a following discussion). Tunnel 9 is 
also identified as 2 critical facility by the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization 
(BMDO ). 



What DoD programs use Tunnel 9? 

Tunnel 9 is critical to the resting of full scale reentry bodies. In Tunnel 9 reentry bodies can 
be tested at flight environ~llents with intensive on and off board instrumentation. This is 
necessary to study and verify hypotheses explaining operational problems and validating 
design fixes before flight demonstration and weapon systems jnlplernentation. The Air Forcc 
MK21 Reentry Vehicle for Peacekeeper was not tested in Tunnel 9 during Full Scale 
Engineering Development (FSED), but i t  has been tested several times since to explain flight 
anomalies. A myriad of Air Force reentry technology programs have been tested in the 
facility, as well, and include programs addressing nosetip transition, high performance 
maneuvering reentry vehicles, decoys, penetrator warheads and defense suppression vehicles. 
Tunnel 9 will be vital to the investigation of programs and problems like those mentioned 
above in the future. Navy Submarine Launched Ballistic Missile (SLBM) systems, for 
example, have recently had their service life extended well beyond designed time frames 
(from 20 to 60 years). It is reasonable to expect that age related system problems will occur 
and be observed during scheduled operational system flight tests. Tests arc planned for FY96 
to address the effects of the Navy's MK4 and MK5 reentry body geometry on stability, 
pressure and heat transfer. These are part of the Navy's reentry Industrial Base program to 
address aging problems which might affect future SLBM system performance. 

The current major user of Tunnel 9 is BMDO, charged with developing interceptors to shoot 
down enemy reentry bodies. The Army's THAAD Interceptor began testing in Tunnel 9 in 
1993. The Navy Theater Ballistic Missile Defense (TBMD) systems will need the tunnel ir: 
the future as will the Israeli ARROM' In~ercepror and advanced interceptor technulog!- 

. . programs. Tunnel 9's long run time (seconds) pernlits ~ r i ~ a l  restins cf in~erceptori: \ r ; l ? i ~ i i  C ~ C  

be done nowhere eke.  This includes ~estino the safe rernn\.ai c i  sensor ivindou. covers 31 
L. 

representarive flight pressure:: tesiing of large jet thruster!. i'or maneuvering and control: 
studring tile flouz inreraction of the thrusre:. p s e s  \i.i:1.; t i 2  forebody fiox. over thc opricli: 
seeker window: and sizing coolins systems for- hign Mach number seeker windows or 
determining, as with THAAD. how well uncooied windouy designs can survive the severe 
aerothermal environments and provide adequate optical acc;lracjr. BMDO utilization of 
Tunnel 9 is programmed through FY99 with future use anticipated bv folloul on pro, aram. 
(plans not finalized). Near term anticipated use of Tunnel 9 includes Army THAAD tests 
planned in FY95 and FY96? Israeli ARROMT interceptor tests planned for mid FY96. anotnei- 
7,- 

1 arget Phenomenology Test for BMDO planned for FY96. and Atmospheric Intercepror 
Technology Tests planned for FY96 and FY97. Future plans include use by the Navy for the 
Standard Missile program and Navy Upper Tier interceptor. 

Tunnel 9 is also used in support of hypersonic flight vehicle technology. Programs like the 
National Aerospace Plane (NASP) used the facility for high Mach number aerodynamic and 
scramjet inlet testing. The long run time in Tunnel 9 provided for high data rates since 
models can be pitched through angles of attack or inlet configurations can be 
startedJunstar-ted during a single test run. The ability to test variable geometry scran?jet inlets 
in a represenlarive f o u ~  environmenr was critical to the NASP program. Testing for follow 



on hypersonic technology programs for advanced scramjet development and ad\~inced flight 
systems art: anticipated from the Air Force and NASA. 



Have any tri-Service wind tunnel studies been conducted which address 
Tunnel 9? What is T&E Reliance? 

Ref.(l) Test Capabilities Master Plan, Aero/Thermodynamic T&E 
Facilities Reliance (Wind Tunnels, Arc Heaters, and Aeroballistic 
Ranges), 1 Nov 93. 

Ref. (3) Menlorandurn for Assistant Secretaries of the Military Departments (Research 
and Development), entitled "Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel of the Naval Surface 
Weapons Center," dated 13 May 1977 

In 1994 NSWC participated in a joint-Service T&E Reliance study which assessed the 
merits of Tunnel 9. 

The T&E Reliance process was established as an outgrowth of the Defense Management 
Review (DMR) process that began in the spring of 1989 and culminated in DMR 
Directive (DMRD) 922, which was signed by the Deputy Secretary of Defense on 18 
November 1990. The DMRD 922 focused on consolidation of Research, Development 
Test and Evaluation (RDT&E) funded laboratories and test activities and directed 
strengthening DoD RDT&E management, inter-Departmental reliance, inter-Department 
consolidation/transfers and intra-Service consolidation of DoD KDTSrE facilities. 

T 
1 hr  T&E Reliance Strateg!. is to eiimini~ie unw.ar:-acted d:~i>iicatior;. reiy on ot'.ler 
Services I;, provide non-Se;i.ice unique TOLE c~p:ibilities 2nd i:; tur-1;. size the 502 T&E 
ii~i?rtsirucrure rc! support. furul-.; ae\.elopmen: and ~lcauisi;io~ 3:' \;;capon s!?stern.: uri~!: 
accentabl? :.isi;. This strategy defines tnc core TbrE infrasrrucrur-e. con~rol.; r'utu!-e 
izi.2slme11rs tc this core and ensues the core is consistcn: \i,iri; other Office of the 
Sscreta;l\ of Defense (OSD: 2nd Service right-sizing acriviiies such as Bzse Iieaiignment 
anc Ciosure (BRAC). 

Taking aalrantage of the inter-Service coo~eration which aireaay exlsted. the Join: 
Coordinating Group for TBrE established a framework (approved on 3 1 October 1990) for 
undertakin;; the Reliance process and impiementing the DMRD 922 tasi;i:lg,c. 

Multl-Service teams conducted studies in these areas and recommended a Reliance 
approach that included the des~gnation of a Lead Service or agency and primary test 
facilities. These studies also resulted in Memorandums of Agreement (MOA), signed by 
each Service Acquisition Executive and endorsed by the Director, Test and Evaluation, 
OSD. A key element of each h4OA was the requirement to develop a Test Capabilitj~ 
Master Plan (TCh4P) which describes the requirements, capabilities. investmenr 
proposals, accomplishments and other issues associated with each Reliance area. TCA4Ps 
were developed by tri-Service tzarns under the leadership of the Service lead. 



The overall approach I ightsizes the T&E infrastructure through control of future TBtE 
investments to ensure they are consistent with the DoD vision for the core T&E 
infrastructure. Key elements of this approach are: ( 1 )  Defining what constitutes the core 
T&E infrastructure; (2) Controlling future investments in thib infrastructure to ensure they 
are consistent with the core T&E infrastructure: and (3) Ensuring that this core T&E 
infrastructure is consistent with other OSD and Service right-sizing activities such as 
BRAC. In order for Reliance to be successful, all three of these must be defined, 
integrated, and controlled. The T&E Executive Agent structure provides the mechanism 
for successfully integrating and controlling these efforts. 

Data fro111 the individual TCMPs have been used to define a framework for the core T&E 
infrastructure. This core infrastructure is comprised of both TBtE operated and non-T&E 
operated capabilities, such as Science and Technology (S&T), Research and Development 
(R&D), sustainment and operational facilities. By leveraging the use of non-T&E 
facilities, the T&E community is able to avoid duplicating existing capabilities and to 
focus its limited investments on the most critical T&E capability shortfalls. 

The overarching goal of the T&E Reliance Strategy is to ensure that the critical 
air/land/sea space and associated DoD core T&E infrastructure needed to support 
present and future weapon system acquisition programs, with acceptable risk, are 
identified and retained. 

Under the guidance of the T&E Reliance Strategy. NSWC pa-ticip::ted in a Reliance 
study relative to the role of the NSWC Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel KO. 5. A tri-Service 
study grcup was formed ro study Aero/Ther~~odYnan~ic FaciIities n.hi<i-, inclucied winC 
tunnels. The group DI-oduced a Test Capabilii!~ Masre:- Pla:-. ,"TChlP,. Ref. ( ' i .  T12ai 
report: 

* Iaenrifiec Tunnel 9 as a primsrj. "core" T&E facii~:\ io: M~.eapoti System T&E 

Pointed out previous ayreemenr,K betwezr, the Air Force and Navj1 to e1iminu:e 
duplication of facilities. and 

r Stated a reliance by the other Services on the Na~r j f  to maintain and operate the 
NSWC Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel for joint use. 

In addition to this recent affirmation as to the uniqueness and criticality of Tunnel 9, 
some historical background to previous agreements should also be given. In 1976. when 
Tunnel 9 first became operational, the first joint-Service study pertaining to Tunnel 9 was 
conducted. This study , called a Consolidation of Functions and Facilities (COFF) Study, 
was directed by the Joint Logistics Commanders to investigate duplication of 
hypervelocity wind tunnels and aeroballistic ranges in DoD and to recommend which 
DoD facilities should be retained for testing ;lypervelocity vehicles. (Aeroballistk ranges 
are not wind tunnels but another type of aerodynamic faciliry used in weapons sJ8stems 
development. The Navy and Air Force each had a hypervelocity wind tunnel and an 



aeroballistic range in operation at that time.) This study identified the Hypervelocity 
Wi~:d Tunnel No. 9 as the country's best hypervelocity wind tunnel, resulting in the 
closing of a far less capable Air Force facility at the Arnold Engineering Development 
Center in Tullahoma, TN. Similarly, the Aeroballistics Range at White Oak was closed 
in favor of Range G at AEDC. The DoD approved the study and resulting closures. This 
study was conducted prior to the current "Reliance" process, but accon~plished the same 
result, ie. services agreed lo rely on each other for critical test capabilities and not 
maintain competing capabilities. As part of the joint-Service process, each service agreed 
to maintain the remaining capability for joint use. 

The 1976 study, which has just been described, was fully coordinated with the Office of 
the Secretary of Defense. Reference (2) provides a memorandunl from William J. Perry 
when he was in the positioil of Director of Defense Research and Engineering (DDR&E). 
That memorandum: 

Endorsed COFF Panel recommendations 
Identified Tunnel 9 as a national asset 
Recommended that an inter-Service working group further critically examine 
the need to continue the operation of Tunnel F at AEDC (and the Aeroballistic 
Range at NSWC) 
Requested the Navy to provide funding for indirect costs of operation for 
Tunnel 9. 

T i e  memorandum further sL2tt.s that a cost sharing arran_ccmsnt among the Service< for 
ind~rect costs is not practicili and that the Na\.\, sh!,uid explore insti~ir~ionai fucdinz foi- 
the facilit! . The Na\ry closed 11s Aeroballisric Range In IQ7- 311d Air Force closed AECIC 
Tunnel F in 1979. These closed facilities ar? no longer ln el., tancc and cannot be 
react~\lated. 

Since 1976 the Navy has ma~ntained and operated Tunnel 9 for joint use by DoD. The 
accumulated customer fundin? in Tunnel  9 over 16 years is 79% N31~j programs. 29% 
Army. 38% Air Force (includes joint Air ForceINASA funding of the National Aerospace 
Plane Program), and 4% other. 



What is the current state of affairs relative to the national hypersonic 
wind tunnel capability? Is Tunnel 9 needed? 

Ref.(]) Test Capabilities Master Plan, Aero/Ther:nodynan~c T&E 
Facilities Reliance (Wind Tunnels. Arc Heaters, and Aeroballistic 
Ranges), 1 Not. 94. 

The Test Capabilities Master Plan (TCMP) for Aeroflhermodynamic T&E Facilities 
Reliance, Ref (1) also identifies the critical need for hypersonic facilities. 

At best. current hypersonic facility capabilities fall far short of duplicating flight 
environme~lts of current and future flight systems. Hypersonic system developments 
have been very cyclic over the years. In the 1960's, the United States embarked on an 
ambitious technology program directed toward hypersonic flight in the earth's 
atmosphere. The need for empirical data in the hostile hypersonic flight environment 
stimulated facility planning and research of unprecedented magnitude and vigor. Large 
facilities were given priority in the funding cycles, facility design was begun and 
prototype facilities were constructed. Then in the late 1960's and early 1970's, the 
national attitudes and objectives suddenly changed. Few if any of the proposed major test 
facilities (except Tunnel 9) were ever built and funds to continue hypersonic facility 
research vanished. Recent initiatives with the National Aerospace Plane and Ballistic 
Ailissile Defense have suffered from this test capability deficiency and have attempted to 
provide primarily single-purpose facilities which could be made ready in a short period of 
time to support those prosrams. Generally, the facilities brought on by the NASF 
initiative coald no: be developed in time tc suppor: thc pr,)f;.am miiesionrs. 

Flight sjrsrenis are currentl~. under de~~elopme~l t  or srud! which wiii require future ;:-oui:: 
resr capabilities Ivhich are not currentij. in existence. These s>.sre,:is inciude reentc. 
bodies. orbitai launch vehicies, air-breathing cruisers, interceptors (both ABh4 and theater 
missile defense missiles), offensive nlissiles (cruise. maneuvering reentry and boost 
olidej. munitions and space vehicles (rescue and planetary probes). Out of this array of 
L. 

systems, several are likely to he selected for fuil scale development within the next 
decade, to be followed b~r  various derivatives. 

A number of national studies have recent111 been completed which identifjr test 
requirements in the hypersonics area. These include: 

(1) Report of the Defense Science Board Task Force on the National Aerospace 
Plane, 1988. 

(2) National Aerospace Plane? GAO Report to Congressional Committees, April 
1988. 

( 3 )  Review of Aeronautical Wind Tunnel Facilities. National Academy of 
Science, 1988. 



(4) Hypersonic Technology for Military Applications, National Academy of 
Science, 1989. 

(5) Requirements for Hypersonic Test Facilities, USAF Scientific Advisory 
Board, 1989. 

(6) National Aerospace Plane Program Development Plans, Vol. 12, Flight Test 
Program Plan, X-30 Flighi Test Planning Working Group, 1991 

(7) Hyp-rsonic Airbreathing Vehicle Technologies, USAF Scientific Advisory 
Board, 1992. 

(8) Future Aerospace Ground Test Facility Requirements, Committee on 
Aerospace Test Facilities, Aeronautics and Space Engineering Board, National 
Research Council, 1992. 

(9) Hypersonic Test: Investment Plan (HTIP), Joint DoDINASA Working Group, 
Dec. 1992. 

(10) National Facilities Study, Joint NASADoD Working Group, April 1994. 

These studies provide many recommendations and actual implementation plans for 
h!~p r̂son:c friciiity development. In particular. an c~veniding theme of several of these 
btudifts IS the recommendation that hypersonic P~cilir!. research need\ to be conducrcd. 
- 7  

1 ne irrres; srucij . the Jolnt NAS,rrlDoD Nationa! Facilit~es Plan. rezom~nends: 

"-A. two phased plan has beer! aei~eioped tha: addresses the iqrpersonic f~ci l i :~.  
snortfalis considering the arrajr of potential flight systems nvhich are under 
development. Phase 1 consists of a focused program of facilit!. research and three 
important and needed facilities which can be built relatively soon with lour risk 
ant1 a modest investment. Phase I1 u~ould be undertaken later to provide the 
needed systems certification facilities once the enabling facility technologies are 
in hand. The focused program of research is clearly the most urgent need in 
hypersonics." 

Tunnel 9 is included in this Phase I recommendation to continue a focused hypersonic 
facility research program for the nation. Tunnel 9 represents the current state of the art in 
hypervelocity facilities. 



Why doesn't industry provide this capability for the nation? 

Ref. ( 3 )  "Required In-House Capabilities for Department of Defense Research, 
Development, Test and Evaluation," DoD RDT&E paper dated 1 Oct 80 
by Dr. Willian~ J. Perry. 

In a point paper by Dr. Willian~ Perry, former DDRSrE and current Secretary of Defense, 
(Reference (3) ) ,  a rationale is presented relative to the role of government in providing 
national test capabilities. In his argument, major RDT&E Facilities are included as a 
Major Function of the DoD RDTSrE conlmunity. Listed as the tenth Major Function, 
that report states: 

" 10. MAJOR RDTSrE FACILITIES 

Major RDT&E facilities are provided by DOD to meet specific needs 
unique to national defense requirements. The private sector generally does not 
provide these specialized facilities due to such factors as large capital investments, 
extensive land, air and sea space required, etc., coupled with the economic risk of 
inadequate return on investment. From a practical standpoint, the costs involved 
preclude competition within the private sector. 

Thesc RDT&E facilities form an important segment of DOD'F interna! 
rechnica: ca?abilirjr. 130D js I-esponsible for ihe management. oper;lrion. and 

. - maintenance of its RIIT6E faciiitie:;. airi~iiugl; these i'iillctions a!-c ccx necesszn;.~. 
p:forrnei esciusivei;; by in-house em~iol~eer; .  FLII?~~: . .  the resuiri 0, efi'onj 
performed ir, speciaii;:ed RDI&E. and o!'r,-n [hi. LISC of in- facilities. 21-e sharsc 
u.i:h ti]:. ~~i .~.ai3ec~o:- . '  

D:. Ferry 111akes tne argument for tile governsnen: operatioc. versus ~ndus tc .  opcratioc. o 
L faciiig. ill;e Tunnel 4. From a prac::cai s~anapo~nr.  ttle cap~ral ~n\~estment and costs 
~ n v o l ~ ~ e z  M lth a unique national asset like Tunnei 4 preclude competition within the 
private sector. Whenever private industry has tried to develop facilities of thls type. the! 
have had great difficulty. A recent example is the RHYFL facilitl, initiated by 
Rocketdyne to suppon hypersonic testing for the Natlonal Aerospace Program (NASP). 
The facility was partially completed, it ran into financial troubie. the government was 
asked to fund the remaining costs (which had escalated to nearly $40M), and finally, the 
project was stopped. Similar examples can be made of Aerospace companies (Nonhrup 
and Grumman) which recently closed their hypersonic facilities because they were too 
much of a cost burden. The case can be made that the maintenance of national facility 
assets like Tunnel 9 are directed by higher authorit!,, are inherently governmental and 
must be Included as "core technical capabilities". 

The poinr to be made reiative to who should conduct this work. government or industry. 
is that if the conduct is of a routine nature: able to be conducted by a private contractor in 



a non-unique facility. then Indeed i t  is mostly non-core and can be done by industry. But 
if the conduct of work is non routine, highly specialized and of a unique nature which 
cannot be cond~~cted by private industry, then i t  is core and a responsibility of the 
government. A11 example might be the environmental testing of a weapons system in a 
climat~c chamber at a DoIJ Lab. Assuming the faciliry, in this case a clir~latic chamber, is 
not unlque, then the work could be transferred to a contractor site which had a suitable 
clinlate chamber capability. This is not the case with Tunnel 9. There is no one who 
could take on the work of Tunnel 9. In addition, the nature of the work is so specialized 
and of an R&D nature that it is not consid2red a conventional facility which could be 
operated as a turn-key operation. In almost all cases, each test conducted in Tunnel 9 has 
required that a new capabiiity be developed to support it. Facility development accounts 
for nearly 50% of the work conducted in Tunnel 9. 

Tunnel 9 is needed as a DoD internal technical capability to ensure that government 
material acquisition decisions are based on sound technical judgements -- in short, to 
enable the government to function as a smart buyer in a technically sophisticated 
marketplace. 



What are the costs and concerns in replicating Tunnel 9 somewhere 
else? 

The estimated replacenlenr cost for the Tunnel 9 Complex is $143M. This includes 
$45M in buildings, $7SM jn equipment/components and $20M in assembly/ 
certification costs. Additional costs should be anticipated for the new site preparation. 
This could include environmental impact studies, cleanup, and site specific costs for 
providing a firm foundatiorl for the facility. Some savings could be achieved if some 
of the major components could be relocated rather than replicated, however, the cost 
of relociitjon is still estimated to be over $1 I OM. 

Moving or replicating a conlplex like Tunnel 9 would be very difficult. Components 
are large. The building which houses the facility must be on a firm bedrock 
foundation or a massive man-made footing system and must allow for several stories 
of excavation to contain the high pressure vertical heater vessels. The seven high 
pressure vessels weigh 70 tons each and several have to be moved on accurate rails 
within the building. Due to the many pieces of heavy equipment, the Tunnel 9 
building has dozens of special support footers and piers. These specialized 
foundations have been constructed down to the local bedrock. Due to the high 
pressure equipment within the building, the walls and roof have been specially 
constructed for over-pressure protection. The building walls are reinforced concrete 
18 inches thick. The roof has been constructed so as to lifi in  the even; of an over 
pressure. h 30-tan capacir!: overhead crane is c:lpnorteo 5). rhc 'nuilding \valls and 
piers. ir; tn? \~';1cu~1771 Csm;?resso; Plan: each ui' the iou; compl-esso; ~!~srcms is 
sup?orted 5) spec i i  eievaiei concreLe founaaiionr; ii: o r d ~ r  ro mlnimize the \rib;.a~io;7 

. .. 
o: the l a r p  rotating equip me^.:. Tne Compresso: B122r oxi5 i~ : i -  c.al!s arc conzxucec 
t? supnnn : 2:)-;or. capacir?. o-\~e;.head ci-anc. 

Rllo17ing of major com~onents  also requires the iacili:?: to be dourn  for an exrendeQ 
period of time. estimated to be 5 to 7 years for recons~rucrion or relocation ana 
recertification. Note that facility operating conditions include high pressure (34.005 
psi) and high temperature (3400 deg. F) which require extensive checkout of 
components and procedures for safet!? recertification. Tunnel operators must go 
through a training and certifica;ion process, as well. which senerally takes 2 years. 
Replication time will depend on whether former NSWC en~ployees will be involved in 
the rebuild project. 

The assembly/certification of the Tunnel 9 complex is a mu!:i-year project which will 
require significant building construction, assembly of major tunnel components, checkout 
and certificarion of control and safety systems and recalibration of the flow at a number o:' 
operating conditions. All these will be required to bring the facilitjr to its full operational 
status. 



Generally, costs during the building phase are assumed to be included as par[ of the 
military construction costs for the buildings. However, equipment installation must begin 
before building construction is completed. For example, some major components like 
heater vessels will need ro be installed as the building is heing constructed, prior to 
putting on the roof. Facility assembly will have to begin before the building is complete 
and as tunnel components and systems arrive at the site. 

A 5-year timeline is estimated to assemble the components, bring all system. on line and 
complere all the safety and certification tests. This assumes NSWC personnel with 
knowledge of the facility are involved in the rebuild process. 

The 5-year esti~nate is based on the timeline for building the criginal wind tunnel with 
some caveats. Ground breaking for the original Tunnel 9 facility was 5 March 1970. The 
IOC for Tunnel 9 which included operation at only one Mach number (Mach 14) was at 
the end of 1976. Assuming some of thar 6 1/2-yea timeline includes the initial building 
construction, a 5-year period was assumed for the assembly/certification of the facility. 
This same timeline was assumed for the new construction with the caveat that NSWC 
personnel, those people who have the corporate knowledge and expertise, are the ones 
involved with the new facility assembly/certification. Although the rebuild time should 
be shorter than the original buildup of the facility, it must be remembered that th; new 
facility includes not only the buildup of Tunnel 9 and its operation at a single test 
condition as was done in the initial buildup of the facility but requires calibration at fjvr 
Mach numbers now (Mach 7. 8. 10. 14, 16.5). 111 addition, the comuressor plant. pa% el- 

s:aiicn. Nitrogrn bottle tieid. Nitrogen pumping nnc gasificarjon station werc preexisting 
-- 

v,.i~en the on_ci:la! Tunne; '! facilir~. ~,,as co:-,c:!-ucle2. i hese niust :ioa. hi. buiit. c.ii!.:-ated 
a:la ceniflzi. The ne\t. cu:?s!ructio:-! incl:iacs nlam. %are tasi:s : h z  inc!uaet ir: tht 

. , originai Tunnei 9 timeline. Becsust we are using experienced NSM'C ge!-sonrlsl L. t i l t  
. .. 

r e2SSemhI~ ' i ;~~~~~ i ! t i o r ; .  i: i7;as f~!:  th31 :nt. ii;c:.:2sek v$.3:.1: L.:)~Ic SLii. 0.;' accompi.. :,e& 1:- - 
t 5-!,ear perioi. \i'ithour rncse e..;;lericnced pz13ie. i 1 iten;. esrin~ate mi@[ be 1nni.t 

appropnatc. 


